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The space shuttle external tank and the space station 
Freedom are fabricated by the variable polarity plasma arc 
(VPPA) welding. Heat sink effects (taper) are observed when 
there are irregularities in the work-piece configuration 
especially if these irregularities are close to the weld bead 
(1). These heat sinks affect the geometry of the weld bead, 
and in extreme cases they could cause defects such as 
incomplete fusion. Also, different fixtures seem to have 
varying heat sink effects. 
The objective of the previous (I), present and 
consecutive research studies is to investigate the effect of 
irregularities in the work-piece configuration and fixture 
differences on the weld bead geometry with the ultimate 
objective to compensate automatically for the heat sink 
effects and achieve a perfect weld. 
TAPER DURING WELDING 
By taper is meant the convergence or divergence of weld 
diameter. In the present situation, both the crown and the 
root diameters, are taken to diverge or converge 
simultaneously. 
When welding conditions are set constant, taper is 
particularly observed when there are irregularities close to 
the weld bead. Measurements of weld beads of plates with 
ridges, protuberances and step close to the weld beads showed 
decreases in weld diameters sometimes as much as 23.5% (1). 
It had been thought that as welding progresses, the work 
piece effective ambient temperature (measurable at the edge of 
the plate on the same horizontal line as the power source) 
would rise, thus raising the temperature with respect to 
melting at the weld and pushing out the melting isotherm to 
create taper (divergence in weld bead). But taper was not 
observed (1) on weld beads on quarter inch flat plates, 
insulated except for the edges and the torch path. Taper was 
not detected even for the narrowest plate, where weld 
diameters were measured with a microscope (1). Thus, to fully 
understand the mechanisms of heat flow during welding, the 
following experiments were performed. 
EXPERIMENTS 
One pass, bead on plate welds were performed on two 
vertical plate configurations. The first configuration is 
flat plate 61 x 20.3 x 0.64 cm (24 x 8 x 0.25 in). A matrix 
(4 rows x 6 columns) of K (k-20-TT AWG) type thermocouples 
were imbedded on the right side of the panel. The first and 
third rows were 8.928 cm (3.515 in) from the bottom and top 
edges of the plate, respectively. While the second and fourth 
rows were imbedded at the middle (30.5 cm,12 in) of the front 
and back of the panel, respectively. The thermocouple columns 
were 1.52, 2.54, 3.81, 5.08, 7.62, and 10.16 cm (0.6, 1.0, 
1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 in) from the center of the weld (plate), 
respectively. The last thermocouple in each row was imbedded 
in the center of the plate's edge. 
The second configuration was similar except that the 
thickness of the plate was 2.54 cm (1.0 in). Also, through 
the length of the center there was a groove 1.95 cm (0.768 in) 
wide and 0.848 cm (0.334 in) deep. 
The numbering of the thermocouples started as TC 1 
closest to the weld at the bottom row and continued outward, 
then followed by TC 7 at the middle in the vicinity of the 
weld and the same pattern continued to TC 18 at the edge of 
the top row. TC 19 was reserved to measure the laminar 
boundary layer temperature at the far bottom end of the plate. 
Finally, the back row started with TC 20 through TC 24 and it 
shared the edge thermocouple TC 12 with the front middle row. 
Imbedding of thermocouples was preferred to surface 
attachment for several reasons: the high temperature cement 
was brittle in contrast to imbedding which was very strong. 
Also, imbedding provided better accuracy in positioning the 
thermocouples. Finally, with imbedding there should be no 
worries of misapplication of the cement, i.e. it will not seep 
beneath the bead and act as an insulation between the 
thermocouple and the work-piece. 
The shielded thermocouples were attached to a Molydacq 
data acquisition system. 
During welding temperature fields were monitored by an 
Inframetrics, model 600 infrared imaging radiometer. 
The power produced by the source was 4.19 kW for the 
first configuration, the torch speed was 0.466 cm/s 
(11 in/min) and the VPPA welding started 3.15 cm (1.24 in) 
from the bottom of the plate. While welding started at 
3 -32 cm (1.307 in) from the bottom of the second 
configuration, with a torch velocity of 0.161 cm/s 
(3.8 in/min) and the source power was 10.1 kW. 
The temperature profile in the vicinity of the torch, 
i.e. from the start of melting through the width of the plate 
is shown in Figure 1. The location of the liquidus point 
(643 C) and the solidus point (543 C), were determined by 
examining macroscopically treated specimens under the 
microscope. 
Figure 2 a, b, c, and d shows the raw data, for the first 
configuration, for the bottom, middle front (facing the 
torch), middle back, and the top rows of data, respectively. 
Figure 2 represents the temperature rise from the start of 
welding to the end for each thermocouple, i.e. it shows the 
temperature rise for stationary locations as the torch moves. 
Examining the locations aligned parallel, close to the bead, 
it is observed that before the torch approaches any one of 
these locations there is a very small temperature rise. But 
as the torch becomes almost in the vicinity of that location 
there is a sudden sharp temperature rise which drops less 
abruptly as the torch moves away and levels up giving an 
average temperature higher than the initial plate temperature. 
The thermocouples were scanned once every 10 s, i.e. every 
4.65 cm (1.83 in). This did not allow recording the 
thermocouple reading when the distance between it and the 
torch was the shortest. But, the bottom thermocouple (TC 1) 
recorded a temperature reading when the torch passed it with 
0.254 cm (0.1 in), and this was the highest reading recorded 
for any thermocouple location as you can see comparing Figure 
2 a, b, c, and d. Examining the locations parallel and 
farther from the weld, a gradual increase in temperature is 
noticed before it levels off. 
As mentioned in the previous paragraph abrupt elevation 
in temperatures are observed only in the close proximity of 
the torch. This was also supported by thermography as seen in 
Figure 3, where the temperature isotherms have an elliptic 
shape. 
The scatter in the power estimates made using the moving 
line source were within the expected order of magnitude behind 
and in the immediate vicinity of the torch. A power transfer 
efficiency of 39 % was obtained in the vicinity of the torch. 
Care should be exercised in estimating the power from the 
temperature field in front of the power source (torch) as 
these are very sensitive to uncertainties in physical 
properties and temperature measurement errors. Some of these 
locations ahead of the power source recorded a rise in 
temperature of 2.5 C, while the measurement error limit is 
2.2 C. To illustrate the sensitivity to physical properties a 
decrease of 15 % in the thermal diffusivity at a location 
1.5 cm beside the weld center and 1.4 cm. ahead of the power 
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source shows an increase of 13 % in power, while for the same 
conditions if the distance ahead of the center of the power 
source was 2.8 cm. an increase of 95 % in the power 
calculated. But estimating the temperature field using the 
moving line source equation for a power absorption of 1.65 kW 
gave similar temperature field to that determined 
experimentally. 
Rough estimates of natural convective losses, and thermal 
radiation from the plate are not large, e.g. natural 
convection at a constant plate temperature of 127 C is less 
than 10 % of the power absorbed by the work piece. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The average temperature rise of the work-piece was 
contained in the temperature hump behind the torch. The 
temperature field of a VPPA weld on a one pass bead on flat 
plate is similar to that for a moving point source on an 
infinite plane. 
There was negligible change in the effective ambient 
temperature of a flat plate. Consequently, there is no 
measurable taper in weld width. 
Power estimates made using the moving point source 
solution are reasonable in the vicinity of the power source, 
although power estimates from the temperature field in front 
of the power source are too sensitive to uncertainties in 
physical properties and temperature error to yield useful 
value. 
Natural convection and thermal radiation losses from the 
work-piece outside the puddle are not large (according to 
rough estimates). 
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The systems engineering (SE) process for space systems is a disciplined approach used by 
both NASA/MSFC and its contractors to convert mission needs into a system specification, the key 
technical input to NASA Phase C Detail Design activities. Although only 5% of the program effort 
is expended during Phase A Preliminary Analysis and Phase B Definition, 85% of the program cost 
is determined by the end of Phase B. The responsibility for SE work at the Center during Phases 
A, B, and C rests primarily with two organizations: Program Development, which manages Phase 
A&B; Systems Analysis and Integration Lab, whose involvement begins in Phase B and continues 
throughout Phase C. 
The purpose of this report is to briefly summarize the results of an eight week assessment 
of NASA/MSFC Phase A and Phase B systems engineering processes, methodologies, and activities. 
Specifically, fourteen inconsistencies or weaknesses were identified and recommendations for 
corrective action were generated. A 1.5 hour briefing on these results was given in EL51 on 8-11-92; 
that documentation is available from the author or either NASA Colleague. 
The first group of inconsistencies or weaknesses deals with the existinq; approach and 
organizational issues to provide SE support during Phase B: 
1.1 Too many system development projects at MSFC, which result in: 
Low utilization of engineering manpower to do value-adding work, because they are 
matrixed to too many projects (two is considered optimal); 
SE manpower focused on Phase C/D work, not Phase B. 
1.2 Variable documentation at the end of Phase A and Phase B, which induces rework at the 
start of the next phase. 
1.3 System development times too long-in some cases 20 years from start of Phase A to 
operations. 
1.4 Phase B program risk analysis capability weak-to-non-existent. 
1.5 Trade study management procedures, associated cost and effectiveness models, and decision- 
structuring aids appear weak-to-non-existent. 
Recommendations to resolve these problems were to: 
Control release of projects into new phases in order to reduce the number of programs "active" 
at NASA/MSFC to better match resources available in S&E labs. 
Realign technology R&D at the Center to meet the needs of approved programs. 
Develop standards for technical documentation that Phase A and Phase B NASA/MSFC project 
teams must produce, regardless of who is "customer organization." 
Consider breaking Phase B Definition into two subphases, B1 System Definition and B2 Design 
Definition, as does the Department of Defense (DOD). Also, appoint a Chief Systems Engineer 
for Phase B. 
Make a concentrated, center-wide effort to reduce development times (for cost savings) and yet 
meet project milestones as they were originally planned during Phase A. 
Obtain maximum benefit from development of in-house prototypes. 
Develop the capability in SE to identify and make visible to management the technical risks 
inherent in a technology, a design solution, or an entire design concept. 
Consider developing the expertise to convert quantified technical and programmatic risks into 
program risk assessments, for the purpose of early, preventive action by program managers and 
the chief engineers. 
Commit to becoming a world-class practitioner of system engineering methodologes that permit 
prediction of life-cycle cost and system effectiveness based on the technical parameters and 
performance characteristics of a proposed product and its associated processes. 
Establish SE's role as trade study coordinator for all Phase B projects. 
The second group of inconsistencies or weaknesses deals with the approach used to plan and 
manage in-house SE activities: 
2.1 NLS Definition Phase Implementation Plan, as an example, lacks necessary details on study 
process flow, systems analysis and control procedures, and outlines of target documents. 
2.2 A critical task during Phase B is the preparation of a Systems Engineering Management Plan 
(SEMP) for Phase C, because this document is the description of the Phase C technical work 
will be controlled. This task was omitted from the NLS planned work. 
2.3 RIDS prior to release of system spec into Phase C are indicative of changes needed in Phase 
B responsibilities, staffing, processes and documentation. 
2.4 The MSFC SE Handbook leaves some critical SE concepts, such as traceability of a 
requirement, baseline control, "how to" for technical risk analysis, and others unaddressed, 
and must be improved. 
2.5 In-house projects must be forced to conform to a standardized process (with project-specific 
variations, of course) which included periodic screening for technical leadership, 
documentation, and process flow. 
The missing items from the NSL Implementation Plan were classified into general 
descriptions, Phase B tasks, and Phase B outputs. The purposes of a SEMP were described, and a 
comparison of SEMP outlines suggested in MIL-STD-499A and MIL-STD-499B was prepared. The 
need to adopt a MSFC standardized SEMP contents, and to require preparation of a SEMP by Phase 
C contractors (or MSFC engineers, in the case of in-house Phase C)  was emphasized. It was 
recommended to use the record of IUDs and their source/disposition on numerous previous 
programs in a type of "process diagnosis" in order to discern causes embedded in the way Phase B 
and the preparation of the Phase C plans are conducted. Suggestions for revisions of the SE 
Handbook were made. 
The final set of inconsistencies and weaknesses deals with PD and S&E involvement and 
phasing during Phases A&B. Problems identified were: 
3.1 Phase A technical documentation not well-defined in terms of content, and there is no 
concept of "customer needs" for the documentation. 
3.2 PD has little guidance in their "Lead Engineer's Handbook" on how to conduct Phase B. 
3.3 Phase A and Phase B project teams are apparently chronically understaffed. 
3.4 Phase B responsibilities, staffing, study processes, and target documentation are vaguely 
defined in both PD and SE guidance documents. 
Recommendations were to adopt the System Requirements Document (SRD) as the target 
technical document for Phase A Study Teams. Also, Phase A Study Teams must become much morr 
disciplined in the way they document their sources, analyses, requirements, and design concept. 
Also, it was recommended that a Phase B CSE from S&E be appointed to lead systems requirements 
work during Phase B, placing control on all Phase B technical matters within S&E. Phase B program 
managers under this proposal would continue to reside in PD, and the control of all Phase B 
programmatic matters and customer interfaces would continue under the control of PD. Finally, it 
was recommended that NASA/MSFC formalize the study process flow for Phase B and that the 
focus of each subphase be on producing the following documents: 
Phase B1: Preliminary System Spec (System Functional Baseline) 
Phase B2: System Spec and Various Item Development Specs (System Allocated Baseline) 
The figure on page 11-3 summarizes the reviews, key documents, baselines, and decision authority 
recommended for a revised NASA/MSFC development life-cycle. 
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INFORMATION SUMMARY 
NASA Spacelink, a proven resource medium, may be accessed 
over telephone lines or via the Internet by teachers or 
anyone with a computer or modem. It is a collection of 
historical and current information on NASA programs and 
activities. Included in this library is information on a 
variety of NASA programs, updates on Shuttle status, news 
releases, aeronautics, space exploration, classroom 
materials, NASA Educational Services, and computer programs 
and graphics. The material stored in Spacelink has found 
widespread use by teachers and others, and is being used to 
stimulate students, particularly in the area of aerospace 
science. 
To refurbish the system I assisted in updating and 
expanding the NASA Spacelink collection. 
To accomplish this I used computer equipment in: 
Editing documents for the system. 
Modifying and testing menus for the system. 
Updating and entering information in the system. 
Rendering the available information more accessible 
to the Spacelink user. 
Converting Macintosh based documents to Standard 
Text Form (ASCII) and uploading to system for 
posting. 
The accompanying four charts -- NASA Spacelink Source of 
Callers, NASA Spacelink Registered Users, NASA Spacelink 
Growth by User Type, and NASA Spacelink Usage Statistics -- 
give a partial summary of Spacelink's usage, and attest to 
the fact that Spacelink is indeed a very worthwhile NASA 
investment. 
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Introduction 
Space Station F d m  is being developed for a senice life of up to thirty years. As a consequeact, 
the design -ts for the seals to be used are unprecedented. Full scale testing to assure the selected 
seals can satisfy the design requirements are not feasible. As an alternative, a sub-scale test prog1@4] has 
been developed by MSFC to calibrate the analysis tools to be used to certify the proposed design. This 
research has been conducted in support of the MSFC Integrated Seal Test Program. The ultimate objective of 
this research is to correlate analysis and test results to qualify the analytical tools, which in turn, are to be 
used to qualify the flight hardware. 
Seals are simple devices that are in wideqmad use. The most common type of seal is the O-ring. 
O-rings seals are typically rings of rubber with a circular cross section. The rings are placed between the 
sub to be sealed usually in a grove of some design. The particular designs may differ based on a number 
of differeat factors. This research is totally focused on O-rings that are compressed by pexpedicdar 
clamping forces. In this type of seal the O-ring is clamped between the sealing surfaces by loads 
perpedcular to the circular cross section. 
In spite of the relative simplicity of the O-ring it does not lend itself to analysis. Which is why O- 
rings have been so frequently designed based on handbook values, without extensive analysis. O-ring 
analysis is complicated by the inherent nonlinearitits in the problem. The O-ring problem involves nonlinear 
geometric effects', due to the contact, or moving boundary, problem and the large deformations. It also 
involves nonlinear mPterial effects; due to the mated nodbemities at large deformations (hyperelasticity) 
and the viscous behavior of the material (vkaelasticity). Cumat advancements in computational methods 
have led to the development of the tools that are capable of handling the O-ring problem. 
Specific Problem Addressed 
There are four basic design parameters that are to be considered in the development of an O-ring 
d: O-ring cross sectional diameter, grove design, O-ring squeeze, and material. In this mearch a single 
O-ring diameter was considered. Grove design is typically selected from one of four fundamez~tal grove 
shapes: rectangular - no side wall contact, rectangular - side wall contact, dove tail, and half-dove hil. 
This research addresses both types of rectangular groves, and the half-dove tail design. The O-ring sq- 
levels range from 10% to as much as 50%. In this mearch three squeeze levels were considered: 15, 25, and 
40%. The materials studied were selected h m  candidate materirrls for Space Station Freedom: Viton (Parker 
V747) and Silicone (Parker S383). 
Method of Approach 
The designs considered in this research were analyzed using a commercial finite element d y s i s  
code: ABAQUS by Hibbitt, Karlsson, and Sorensen, Incorporated. Prelumnary model development was 
pccomplished using EMS and IFEM by Intergraph and translation to ABAQUS and post processing using 
PATRAN by PDA. ABAQUS is a multipurpose finite element program developed without the classical 
assumptions of small displacements and rotations. It was used in this research because of its abiity to analp 
contact problems, nonlinear material behavior, and viscoelastic response. 
Thne finite element models were developed. Although O-rings present natural symmetries that may 
be used advantageously to reduce model size, symmefry was not used in any of the models developed. This 
was motiva!ed by the desire to include axisymme4ic behavior and prarsure loads on internal surfPces. In the 
~llDdel development care was exercised to limit the number of triangular e l e m  in the models. Further care 
was exercised to limit the skewness of the elements, maintain uniform element size, and maintain element 
aspect ratios near one. The d l s  developed are shown ia Figure 1 and the significant model characteristics 
listed in Table 1. 
coarseMoQl -Model k M o d a  
FlgumL O - R i I I g ~ E k n m t M o d e b ,  
Tb6cantrctproblanm~ytsdthraPgblvl~of~purpoesclartntrwithin~AQUS. b 
e l e m c o t r r c q n i r e ~ o f t h e r i g i d ~ i n t t Y r m o d c l .  'IhesideWrll----d 
tbehrlfdwbbilgroveueshawninFigrw2. Noteinthcfigurethptthegrovtdimrnniar~knd~p 
the sq~sezs d 'Ibe rigid surfrcea ue defined fhmgh use of line and uc se-. The haas in the 
f i g a r t ~ ~ c n d e o f t h e s e g m n f s I m d t h c ~ i n d i c ~ t e t h e ~ o f t h e ~  ' I e m o f  
~ p o i a t r . r s l t t s d i n T . b l u 2 d 3 .  . --- - - 
- 
.,-' > 
I Side Wall don tac t -  Dove-Toil 
Rectangular Grove 
F w  2. Candidate Grove Designs as Investigated. 
Results 
PATRAN .nd purpose p~ogrun - used to nnpiya the ICSULt8 gareroted by ABAQUS. 
A scpamb trrnskbr was used to tmslak the results into PATRAN. This tmdatm at this time do- not 
support the conbct element or apparently the -c elements in ABAQUS. PATRAN was Pssd to 
praiuce plots of tho d e f d  gcometria, re shown in Figure 3, md contour plota of the stresea in the 0- 
ring. Figure 3 dmws three typical d e f o d  ~~QIxW&S, 15% squeeze with M, side wall coatrd, 15% 
s q w e o s w i t h ~ d e w J 1 ~ ~ . a d 2 5 % s q u # o 6 w i t h ~ d ~  N o t ~ t h e & c o n t r c t ~ o n  
the hoiamd surface for the higher quecm. This is due to the differeat v e  dimcnsian.9 betwacn the 
mDdcla 
N-2 , 4 O!?.ZiGlr\CkL ?3.#21. 1- OF PQCR Ql,lR?_t'3 
- - 
ThtErsnel.torfiLesweredtocrrl~~avonMisesstress.ndthesrrrrin~at~mde. 
These vaiues wae Plso plotted using PATRAN. 
Table 2. SiQ Wall Contad - Rectangular Grove Coordinates Relative to 0-Ring Center. 
AU units pn in inches. 
Position 
, A  
Center- 1 
B 
C 
Center-2 
D 
E 
Ceater-3 
F 
G 
Center-4 
H 
15% Squeeze 
X Y 
-0.1395 0.0965 
-0.1395 0.0915 
-0.1345 0.0915 
-0.1345 -0.1125 
-0.1095 -0.1125 
-0.1095 -0.1375 
0.1095 -0.1375 
0.1095 -0.1125 
0.1345 -0.1125 
0.1345 0.0915 
0.1395 0.0915 
0.1395 0.0965 
Table 3. Half Dove-Tail Grove Coordinates Relative to 0-Ring Center. 
All units pre ia inches. 
Position 
A 
Center - 1 
B 
C 
Center-2 
D 
E 
Center - 3 
F 
G 
Center - 4 
H 
25% Squeeze 4096 Squeeze 
X Y 
-0.1402 0.0685 
-0.1402 0.0635 
-0.1356 0.0615 
-0.2086 -0.1023 
-0.1857 -0.1125 
-0.1857 -0.1375 
0.1075 -0.1375 
0.1075 -0.1125 
0.1325 -0.1125 
0.1325 0.0635 
0.1375 0.0635 
0.1375 0.0685 
X Y 
-0.1810 0.0275 
-0.1810 0.0225 
-0.1764 0.0205 
-0.23 11 -0.1023 
-0.2082 -0.1125 
-0.2082 -0.1375 
0.1475 -0.1375 
0.1475 -0.1125 
0.1725 -0.1125 
0.1725 0.0225 
0.1775 0.0225 
0.1775 0.0275 
15% No side wall COLIfiCt 15% S& Wall Contact 25% Side Wall 
F5gure 3. Typical Deformed Gmmehk 
Conclusions 
ABAQUS is aa excellent tool for addmsuq eePl perfo-. Howeva, at this time the pro~nm ir
not #prMe of pafwmmg hypaclstic--viacod.stic and-. For viscakstic adyaw the p r o m  ir W 
t o ~ ~ d y s c ( ~ .  Thisddresscsthtacmlinsvrspsctofthecontrctproblemd~~ 
large ddonmtim, but does not incIU& the nonlinar materid behavior lbfm&kd with tb l8rge 
defimmtiOB8. 
A saxmd, potentially less t r o u b l ~ ,  limitotim of the code is the limitatioa to a singlo tinre 
~ ~ p r a p a t y .  Inthccodetbesherr~~cmmodulusmuithebYlksbregrrkxrtiaa 
moduiua diffa only by a scale focbr (which cm be zero). This may not be m rcauote M p t i m  of tbL 
rrmterkl bcb8vior. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In June 1991 work was initiated at MSFC on an end-effector for "Robotic Assembly 
of Welded Truss Structures in Space", ( 1 ). The case for welded joint assembly on orbit was 
discussed in the 1991 SFFP Final Report "D", ( 2 ). Data drawn from Ambrake studies 
(supported by the ISAAC program) allowed the more detailed investigations that accompany 
a design with relatively concrete goals. This principle guides current efforts to develop 
scenarios that further demonstrate the utility of welding for space consrmction and (or) repair. 
FX MODULES 
Local consensus guided the choice of representative weld joints, called FX (flight 
experiment) modules, that would be of general utility for space construction. These are listed 
in order of increasing difficulty of execution: 
I. Linear Seam Butt Weld 
II. Orbital Butt Weld 
111. Lap " 
IV. " Elliptical Butt Weld 
V. Saddle Patch Lap Welded on a Pipe 
VI. Patch on a Large Diameter Pressure Vessel 
For each module a scenario is hypothesized anticipating a need for that weld in an 
example application. 
For each scenario simulations were then constructed ranging from the simple and 
inexpensive to higher fidelity and most expensive. A simulation considered: 
A. Location, Manipulation and Guidance of -- 
1. component parts to be assembled, 
2. torch that performs the joining of them. 
B. Welding parameters that would optimize the joint. 
Generally, the crudest simulations were prelaunch assembled parts joined on orbit by a weld 
torch constrained to move along a fmed path. Hard automation for on-orbit component 
assembly is a step toward higher fidelity. A fully robotic process represents the ultimate 
simulation. 
INTEGRATION 
Combination of the modules into a flight experiment package is the next task. Fidelity 
vs. cost is again a major consideration. Reliability vs. cost becomes an added concern. In 
the event of a critical path failure, damage to the results would be minimized if al l  modules 
were totally independent having separate utilities, motion systems, and welding torch. Such 
a degree of redundance, in effect six separate flight experiments, would be expensive. At the 
other end of this scale, a single universal robotic end-effector capable of manipulating all 
component parts and performing all weld types would be ideal. It would also be expensive. 
End-effector complexity and its associated high developmental cost would be incurred in 
pursuit of reliability for the very interdependent subsystems. The best return on investment 
lies somewhere between these two extremes. 
COMBINATIONS 
Modules I. to III. are the easiest to implement. 
Modules 11. and III., Orbital Butt and Lap Welds respectively, represent fluid tight 
piping joints ( the scenario ). These are simulated by assuming one end of the pipe joint has 
been assembled previously into part of a pipe string. The other end is drawn from a supply 
and maneuvered into position using an axial approach path. Location must be maintained 
until welding is complete. Assuming robotic, telerobotic, or semirobotic methods would be 
the most useful for large future projects, a special purpose end-effector is required to 
accomplish the twin tasks of maintaining the relative position of the joint halves and guiding 
a weld torch. Welded truss structural joint studies reported last year ( 2 ) form a basis for 
the needed end-effector. 
Module I., Linear Butt Weld, is not the simulation of a welding scenario but produces 
standard specimens for weld quality control studies. These specimens can be mounted on the 
surface of the same 4" diameter size of pipe selected for simulation of all cylindrical shaped 
modules ( 11. thru V. ), thus it can be welded using the same end-effector as that intended for 
Modules Ii. and 111. 
Module N.,  Orbital Elliptical Butt Weld, was inspired by the scenario: "Robotic 
Assembly of Welded Truss Structures In Space". In this case parts to be assembled approach 
each other along a path perpendicular to the strut axes which must remain parallel. This 
simulates placing a strut between two previously assembled nodes. The same end-effector 
can accomplish this task also. Modules I. thru IV. are combined. 
REDUNDANCY 
Module V., Saddle Patch Lap Welded on a Pipe, represents a scenario for a leak fix, 
mounting boss, or a tap site. Simulation involves pickup and placement of the patch for tack 
welding, then removal of the placement arm to finish a fluid-tight weld. The previously 
discussed end-effector could again be used with extensive modifications. These would be 
difficult to reconcile with requirements for Module N. Modules I. to III. could be 
accommodated. 
Two end-effectors, one specialized for Module IV. and the other for Module V. are 
proposed. Both could service Modules I. to III. giving a measure of redundancy while 
expanding the scope of the experiment. Subsystems for these end-effectors would share many 
design features to reduce developmental cost. 
Module VI. cannot be simulated in combination with any of the other modules in such 
a way that a realistic scenario would be represented. Since it stands alone, development of 
it will be least cost effective. It will be developed later. 
ASSEMBLY 
Simulation of robotic maneuvering of the end-effector relative to module components 
being assembled is limited to a two d.0.f. motion system configured like an "x,y plotter". All 
displacements take place parallel to a plane of symmetry that contains the axes of the 
module's components. Modules are mounted on a rotating drum that presents them 
sequentially to the end-effector in its plane of motion. It is there that simulated assembly and 
welding take place. 
Figure 1 displays a central plan view with partial end views. Mounting tubes for 
Modules I. ( there are 3 of them ) and Module V. span the length of the rotating drum and 
give it rigidity. On the left end of the drum are mounted fixed half-tubes representing 
previously assembled components for Modules II. to IV. The right end simulates a "hex- 
close-pack" supply bundle from which unassembled parts are drawn. At the bottom is the 
end-effector specialized to assemble Module N., the truss strut, shown on approach to its 
assembly site canying a conjugate tube drawn from supply. The top shows the end-effector 
specialize for Module V., the saddle patch, with the patch positioned for tack welding. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Combinations of Flight Experiment Modules that share su bsys terns will inmase 
simulation fidelity at a reduced developmental cost. Additional reliability can be obtained 
thru partially redundant end-effectors. This approach gives the most cost effective results. 
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Previous research has been conducted to investigate the effect of the low-level wind regime on 
summertime convective storms in the east central Florida area (Holle et al., 1992). These effects were 
described by analyzing the distribution of lightning flashes within classifications based on the low-level wind 
regime for the months June through September of 1987 to 1990. The present research utilizes the same 
classification strategy to study rainfall patterns for data gathered for the W E  (Convection and 
hecipitation/Electrification Experiment) field program. The W E  field program was conducted in east 
central Florida from July 8, 199 1 to August 18, 199 1. 
Each day of the study period was classified by calculating the mean wind vector, as described by 
Watson et al.(1987), from rawinsonde measurements from approximately 0.3 km to 3 km (1000 - 10,000 ft). 
These data were obtained from the Cape Canaveral sounding nearest to 1000 Greenwich Mean Time(GMT). 
Seven classes were defined as follows; Calm(wind speed c= 2.0 mls); NE (23'-113'); SE(113' - 158'); 
S0(15S0 - 203'); SW(203' - 293'); NW(293' - 338'); N0(33g0 - 023'). Fourteen days were identified as SW 
and will be referred to as disturbed sea breeze days. Twenty five days were classified in the remaining six 
categories and will be referred to as undisturbed sea breeze days. Sounding data were not available for three 
days during the study period. 
Of the many data sets available from the CaPE field program, three precipitation data sets were 
utilized for this study. These surface data sets include 20 rain gages from the Kennedy Space Cenfer(KSC) 
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission(TRMM) network, a network of 47 Portable Automated Mesonet (PAM 
II) sites, and 19 stations operated within the Upper St. John's River Water Management District&JSJRWMD). 
These networks were chosen based on the availability of data collected at one minute intervals. Extensive 
effort was expended to convert and produce clean data sets in a common format. Some of the data sets have 
missing values. The problem of missing data must be considered in each step of the analysis. To allow 
analysis of area mean rainfall, a grid was selected which would allow a maximum number of equally spaced 
stations. Of the eighty six available stations, thirty six were chosen that are relatively equally spaced on a 15 
km grid. 
One method to study rainfall patterns is to compare the diurnal cycle on disturbed and undisturbed 
days. To prepare for this comparison, rainfall measurements were summed for each hour. An area mean 
rainfsll was calculated for each hour of each day by dividing the hour sum by the number of reporting stations. 
The data were then segregated by day as disturbed or undisturbed. To normalize the results, the hourly means 
were summed and divided by the number of days in each group. 
Diurnal Distribution of  Rainfall 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 
Hour (OYT)  
1.40 - 
D~sturbed Undisturbed 
1.20 -. 
1.00 -. 
Area M e a n  0.80 -. 
Ra Info It (m m) 0.60 
Figure 1 
.. 
The results are illustrated in figure 1. The distributions are similar and show peak rainfall during the 
hours 18 thru 23 (GMT). The histogram indicates the area mean rainfall for disturbed days is nearly double 
that of the undisturbed days during these peak times. For the remainder of this paper, a day will be defined as 
1300 - 0500 (GM'T) corresponding to 0900 - 0100 local daylight time. This definition correspond to hours 
with heavier rainfall and eliminates hours with negligible rainfall. 
n. 
The next approach attempts to answer the question - "Is rainfall greater on disturbed days?" In this 
method, rain rates (mmlhr) were categorized into twelve intervals; [O], (0,5], (5,101, (10, 151, (15, 201, 
(20,251, (25,301, (30,351, (35,401, (40,451, (45, 501, (50, +a). (Note: In this notation a parenthesis is used 
to indicate an open interval; a bracket is used to indicate a closed interval.) The daily frequency of occurrence 
was calculated for each interval. The data were segregated by day as disturbed or undisturbed. Area means 
were calculated within each interval by summing the daily frequencies and dividing by the difference of the 
total possible reports and the number of missing values reported. The outcomes were normalized by dividing 
by the number of days in each group. The results are illustrated in figures 2 and 3. As one might expect, the 
highest percentages are found in the category with zero r a i a l .  The histograms show percentages for 
disturbed days in all remaining intervals greater than or equal to undisturbed days. 
Rainrate distribution on disturbed days 
1300 - 0500 (GMT) 
Percent 5.0 
4.0 
3.0 
2.0 
1 .o 
0.0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 >50 
Rainrate (mmlhr) 
Figure 2 
Rainrate distribution on undisturbed days 
1300 - 0500 (GMT) 
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The final strategy attempts to compare the time frame of rain events on disturbed and undisturbed 
days. That is - are rain events of longer duration on disturbed days? For this analysis, six stations were 
eliminated from the grid. Data received from five of these sites had been adjusted using a cubic spline 
algorithm. It was decided that such data might effect the analysis of continuous precipitation. The sixth 
station was eliminated to maintain an equally spaced grid. Once the grid was finalized, a histogram was 
created to display the frequency of occurrence of continuous rain events during the following time intervals; 1 
to 5 minutes, 6 to 10 minutes, ..., 45 to 50 minutes, and greater than 50 minutes. The histogram will vary 
based on the definition of a rain event. (How many consecutive minutes of zero rainfall will be allowed within 
a rain event?) When this definition is set to one minute, the frequency is high for rain events between 1 and 5 
minutes. This may be misleading because rain may be continuous for a longer period of time but not at a rate 
which would be reported every minute. Figures 4 4  display the histograms for rain events defined by 1, 10, 
.and 20 minute separations. Figures 5 and 6 show that on disturbed days the occurrence of rain events longer 
than forty minutes are nearly double the occurrence of similar events on undisturbed days. 
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To determine the percent which rainfall from disturbed days contributes to the total water budge4 
daily totals were calculated by summing the mean area rainfall for each hour over a twenty four hour period 
(0-2400 GMT). From these daily totals, forty five percent of the mean area rainfall occurred on disturbed 
days, which comprise only thirty six percent of the study period. Due to a high variance of the daily totals of 
each data set, statistical T-test and F-test calculations based on a 95% confidence level indicate no significant 
difference between the two groups. Further study of the 7 individual classes may highlight the differences. 
Based upon the results of this and previous research, the effect of SW flow on rainfall and lightning could be 
relevant to the TRMM mission, whose objective is to measure rainfall with multiple instruments. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The following list of requirements specifies the proposed 
revisions to the Experiment Scheduling Program (ESP2) which 
deal with schedule repair. These requirements are divided 
into those which are general in nature, those which relate to 
measurement and analysis functions of the software, those 
which relate specifically to conflict resolution, and those 
relating directly to the user interface. (This list is not a 
complete list of requirements for the user interface, but only 
a list of those schedule repair requirements which relate to 
the interface) . 
Some of the requirements relate only to uses of the 
software in real-time operations. Others are clearly for 
future versions of the software, beyond the upcoming revision. 
In either case, the fact will be clearly stated. 
GENERAL REOUIREMENTS 
* The user should be able to control the level of fault 
tolerance by placing limits on the number of repair 
iterations and/or the amount of time spent searching for 
a repair, and by specifying the particular types of 
repairs to be attempted, the class of conflicts to be 
repaired, or the repair algorithms to be used. 
* A feasible schedule must be kept at all times, in case 
the schedule repair process is aborted. 
* The user should be able to define the horizon for which 
schedule repairs will be made. 
* The user should be able to define the horizon for which 
activities will be affected by a change in the schedule 
for a specified activity. 
* When supporting real-time operations, schedule repairs 
must be timely, in the sense that any changes must be 
implementable at the time the new schedule goes into 
effect, not at the time the repair process started. 
MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS REOUIREMENTS 
* For a specified resource, the system should be able to 
determine the time, duration, and severity (e.g., number 
of activities involved, magnitude of overbooking) of all 
periods of overbooking. 
* For a specified target opportunity, the system should be 
able to determine the time, duration, and severity of all 
periods of unavailability of the target. 
* For a specified potential schedule change, the system 
should be able to quantify the effects of the change on 
the goodness of the schedule (e.g., change in number and 
severity of resource conflicts, change in schedule grade, 
change in crew utilization). 
* For a specified activity, the system should be able to 
provide both a composite measure of scheduling difficulty 
based upon resource usage and observation opportunities, 
and measures of the usage of individual resources. 
* For a specified activity, the system should be able to 
compute a composite measure of the importance of the 
activity, relative to other activities, based on a 
number of different user-input importance measures. 
* For a specified activity, the system should be able to 
provide a measure of the magnitude of the activity's 
relationships (e.g., concurrency, sequencing, resource 
generation) to other activities. 
* For a specified activity, the system should be able to 
present other opportunities for the placement of the 
activity which fall within a user-defined time horizon, 
and which have no conflicts or fewer conflicts than the 
specified activity. 
* For a specified activity, the system should keep track of 
the number of performances scheduled relative to the 
number of performances requested. 
* For a specified activity, when supporting real-time oper- 
ations, the system should be able to report on whether 
the activity is in progress, and if so, the system should 
be able to respond to requests to handle stopping, and 
possibly restarting, the activity using any one of 
several available preemption modes (e.g., resume from the 
point where stopped, restart the activity at the 
beginning, abort the activity and lose the work which was 
already completed, stop the partially-completed activity, 
etc.). (This requirement is particularly applicable to 
possible future on-board scheduling systems). 
CONFLICT RESOLUTION REOUIREMENTS 
When an activity is moved, that activity (the ''transient 
activity"), along with several others ("conflicting 
activitiesw), may combine to form a conflict. Usually, the 
resolution of such conflicts will consist of attempts to 
adjust the transient activity first, followed by attempts to 
adjust one or more of the conflicting activities, if needed. 
The requirements listed in this section exist in this context. 
The user-specified time horizons (see "General Require- 
ments@' above) which limit the search space may be 
different for the transient activity than for the set of 
conflicting activities. 
For a specified activity (or class of activities), the 
system should be able to automatically assign, recommend, 
or assign in response to a user request, a substitute 
resource(s), and to update all affected resource profiles 
accordingly. 
For a specified activity, the system should be able to 
automatically choose, recommend, or choose in response to 
a user request, an alternate scenario, and to update all 
affected resource profiles and timelines accordingly. 
For a specified activity (or class of activities), the 
system should be able to automatically adjust, recommend 
adjustment, or adjust in response to a user request, the 
duration of steps and/or delays between steps, and update 
all affected resource profiles and timelines accordingly. 
The system should be able to automatically schedule, 
recommend, or schedule in response to a user request, the 
performance of an activity which generates a resource 
which is overbooked, if such resource generation is 
possible, and to update all affected resource profiles 
and timelines accordingly. 
The system should be able to automatically delete (only 
for an autonomous on-board scheduler), recommend dele- 
tion, or delete in response to a user request, an acti- 
vity, and to update all affected resource profiles and 
timelines accordingly. 
For a specified resource, the system should be able to 
reduce or increase the capacity of the resource, based 
upon input from the user. The system should be able to 
present the effects of such resource changes, and should 
ask for user confirmation of the changes prior to 
accepting them as "permanent8' changes. 
In the case of an on-board scheduler, for activities 
which can be preempted while in progress, the system 
should be able to automatically preempt, recommend 
preemption, or preempt in response to a user request, and 
schedule the restart of the activity (in one of several 
possible modes, to be selected by the model subject to 
user definition, or defined by the user), and to update 
all affected resource profiles and timelines accordingly. 
* The system should be able, at user request, to shift 
between a resource-based perspective and an activity- 
based perspective, in terms of the displays which are 
presented. The choice of perspective will normally 
depend on whether the user is attempting to resolve a 
resource overbooking or to place a specific activity on 
the timeline. 
* The system should report to the user all changes which 
were actually accomplished in resolving a certain 
conflict, or group of conflicts. 
* For a specified user-requested schedule change, the 
system should be able to present the effects of making 
such a change, possibly through a group of graphical 
Itbefore/afterH illustrations. The system should then ask 
for confirmation before accepting the requested change. 
(The system could, in future versions, use "filtering 
heuristicsN to recommend acceptance or rejection of any 
change request, based on the effects of the change). 
* The simpler and more-frequently-used interactive schedule 
repair suggestion capabilities of the system should be 
made more readily available for the user than more 
difficult features. 
* The system should be able to display specific user- 
requested timelines, total resource usage profiles, 
resource requirements for a particular activity, and 
periods of resource overbooking. 
* In a future revision of the system (featuring more 
intelligent schedule repair capabilities), for a speci- 
fied user-requested schedule change, the system should 
query the user regarding the reason for the change (e.g., 
need to reduce workload on Payload Specialist #1 during 
the time period in question), and should be able to use 
this information to make intelligent schedule repairs. 
CONCLUSION 
A detailed review of literature relating to schedule 
repair and rescheduling has been performed. Based on this 
review, the above requirements relating to schedule repair for 
ESP2 have been identified. A preliminary requirements review 
has been held with NASA personnel, and the resulting schedule 
repair requirements will become part of an overall 
requirements document for a revised scheduling program. 
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Introduction. 
AXAF - Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility - is a third 
NASA's great space observatory (HST launched in 1990 and GRO in 
1991). Each of these observatories is intended to cover 
different part of the electromagnetic spectrum (X-rays for AXAF) 
and to provide high resolution (undistorted by the earth's 
atmosphere) images of celestial sources in our universe. AXAF is 
expected to be launched on an unmanned mission in second part of 
1997. It will assume a high altitude, elliptical earth orbit, 
where it is expected to stay for at least 5 years. 
Operation of AXAF is projected to require just below 1800W 
of peak power. To support this requirement AXAFfs electric power 
system (EPS) will consists of a two wing six panel solar array 
containing 28,080 solar cells to generate power, three NiH, 30 Ah 
batteries each with 22 cells to store energy, a 22-35V bus to 
distribute power, and associated control electronics. The solar 
array will supply the spacecraft power and charge the batteries 
during sunlight period of the orbit. During the eclipse periods, 
the spacecraft will draw its power from the batteries. 
While the spacecraft is in orbit, the EPS performance is 
monitored via sensors measuring voltages, currents, pressures, 
and temperatures. The sensor data, are sent from the spacecraft 
to the ground station as telemetry and analyzed on arrival. When 
telemetry indicates possible EPS malfunctions, their causes must 
be dealt with immediately. 
Monitoring, diagnosis and maintenance of such EPS is an 
arduous task which requires expertise and constant attention of 
the ground personnel. To help the ground crew in this task, much 
of it should be automated and delegated to an expert (knowledge- 
based) systems, which draws engineer's attention to possible 
malfunctions and allows him to review the telemetry to determine 
the source of the trouble, diagnose the suspected fault and to 
propose a corrective action [Bykat 1990; Bykat 19911. 
Design of ESCAPADE. 
First generation expert systems are based on the production 
systems approach. These systems are built on assumptions such 
as: a) domain knowledge is available and can be represented as 
a set of rules, b) domain knowledge is circumscribed, static, 
and monotonic, c) expert decision making can be emulated by a 
logical inference mechanism. For applications which support such 
assumptions, these systems perform well, but when some of the 
assumptions are violated they will fail, sooner or later. 
AXAFf s power system is still in design stage. As soon as it 
is firmed up, EPS test bed will be built and used to acquire the 
knowledge and expertise needed for managing AXAFfs EPS. This 
scenario violates a number of the above mentioned assumptions. 
In particular, expertise is almost not available, knowledge is 
not static, and possibly non-monotonic. To cope with these 
problems, ESCAPADEf architecture (Figure 1) is based on that of 
a multi-level (2nd generation) expert system which in addition 
to the implicit (heuristic) model incorporates an explicit 
causal model of EPS paired with model-based reasoning. 
Physical system 
1 I \ 
+qp-S&-->-' Data archive 
Explicit and 
- > implicit models 
ESCAPADE deals with the monitor/diagnose/repair cycle. The 
purpose of monitoring is to detect and describe divergence of 
incoming observations from expected observations. The expected 
observations will be elicited from a mode1 of the correct 
behavior of the device components. The purpose of diagnostic 
module is to identify components which are responsible for that 
divergence. Thus, given malfunction symptoms, it uses device's 
structure, to identify, describe, and localize all of the 
manifested faults. The diagnosis is then confirmed by generating 
explanations which verify that the proposed diagnosis is 
consistent with the observed symptoms. To achieve its goals, the 
diagnostic module requires access to the device model which in 
addition to components behavior, should describe the causal and 
structural relationships governing the device's performance. 
Finally, the repair module, given the set of faults and faulty 
components, produces a description of procedures for repairing 
the device so as to assure that the symptoms identified by the 
monitor module, no longer manifest themselves in the subsequent 
data. Here again an access to the device's model is necessary. 
However, this time, repair knowledge such as structural 
descriptions and relationships is required. 
In first generation expert systems the device model is 
present in the heuristic rules in a highly compiled ("expert 
digested") form. This implicit model is static and incomplete 
making such systems brittle. That is, while coping well with 
anticipated events, they breakdown when unanticipated 
events/faults occur. To counter, the heuristic rules of ESCAPADE 
will be complemented with an explicit model of the device. The 
model will present structural and causal relationships governing 
the design and behavior principles of the physical device. 
The explicit domain model will be supported by model-based 
reasoning and will be used to a) reduce the brittleness of the 
system by performing explicit model-based diagnosis when faced 
with unanticipated events, b) improve explanation capability by 
offering explanations based on causal model's description 
(structure, behavior ...) of the device, c) provide a rule 
learning capability through compiling model-based inferences 
into new heuristic rules. The components' correct behavior model 
supports constraint suspension method [Davis & Hamscher 19883 
for model-based diagnosis. The rule compiler can be used to 
offer a methodical coverage of model's search space with 
heuristic rules (systematic enumeration of the knowledge). 
ESCAPADE: reasoning strategy 
The ESCAPADE'S integrated knowledge base consisting of 
heuristic rules and an explicit model of the device support a 
two-level diagnostic reasoning strategy. The adopted strategy is 
based on the cognitive process of a human (maintenance) expert 
in which past experience is used first to identify (or to focus 
upon) possible reasons for observed data divergence, followed by 
discrimination of hypotheses based on the knowledge of device's 
operational principles, structural relationships, etc. 
Using this cognitive process as a paradigm, ESCAPADE'S 
diagnostic strategy starts with heuristic reasoning on empirical 
associations of observed data about the system to generate 
initial hypotheses. If the heuristic reasoning results with no 
hypothesis, the explicit model is used for qualitative reasoning 
to explain the divergence. Multiple hypotheses may be dealt with 
using quantitative analysis to provide the final hypothesis. 
This strategy is further explained in Figure 2. 
This strategy requires construction of an integrated model 
composed of structural information, functional information, and 
empirical associations. This knowledge will be represented via 
rules and frames. Rule compiler uses model-based inference chain 
of accepted hypotheses to formulate new rules, and to add new 
rules to the heuristic rule base. 
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ESCAPADE is a knowledge-based system capable of supervising 
and managing operation of the AXAFt s EPS in (semi) autonomous 
mode. Its main functions are to monitor AXAFfs EPS telemetry and 
identify malfunction manifestations, diagnose suspected 
malfunctions and explainlverify its causes, and specify a repair 
procedure. The knowledge base of ESCAPADE will consist of causal 
models of the electric power system, human expert's empirical 
operational knowledge, and rules derived from the system's 
inference chains. (It should be possible and interesting to use 
ESCAPADEt s explicit model to 81verify11 expert rules through the 
model, and to generate rules from the model only.) 
ESCAPADE is expected to offer a number of advantages 
including a) efficient diagnosis due to multi-level reasoning, 
b) effective explanation due to ability provide judgmental 
explanations (via heuristic rules) and ability to provide causal 
explanations (via functional model, structural model, logical 
model), c) dynamic rule learning through compilation of deep 
(model-based) inference chains into shallow (heuristic) rules, 
d) dynamic model adaptation to incorporate environment induced 
changes in modelled device within the explicit model. 
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The preparation of materials with large nonlinear responses usually 
requires involved synthetic processes. Thus, it is very advantageous for 
materials scientists to have a means of predicting nonlinear optical 
properties. For example, correlating the strengths of the nonlinear 
properties of a family of compounds with different substituents at various 
bonding sites may be of great utility in selecting good candidates for 
experimentation. 
The prediction of nonlinear optical properties has to be addressed 
first at the molecular level and then as bulk material. At the molecular 
level, prediction of these properties must consider both conditions of 
static and dynamic fields. For relatively large molecules, two types of 
calculations may be used: the sum-over-states (based on a perturbative 
expansion in terms of molecular eigenstates in the absence of an external 
field) and the finite-field approach (which diagonalizes a molecular 
Hamiltonian with a static-field dipolar perturbation). In the first case, 
the magnitude of the properties is obtained for a specific dynamic field, 
and the static field value can be extrapolated to zero frequency. In the 
second case, the nonlinear terms are obtained for static conditions and a 
correction for dispersion should be added if they are to be compared with 
experiments involving electromagnetic radiation. 
The finite-field method was selected for this research, because this 
approach is better suited for larger molecules. A simplified version of 
the sum-over-states approach is under development to predict dispersion 
effects. Previously, dispersion corrections were extrapolated from 
experimental data on molecules similar to the ones investigated. Finally, 
a molecular mechanics approach is being considered to predict interatomic 
effects on nonlinear properties. These effects have been estimated 
previously from empirical data on molecules similar to the ones under 
study. 
a) Progress in atatic-field calculations 
During the summer of 1992, a core correction to the third-order 
polarizabilities was implemented. The method to calculated static 
nonlinear polarizabilities is a modification to the method developed by 
Dewar and Stewart, 1984 for calculating molecular linear polarizabilities. 
Dewar and Stewart include isolated point charges (or "sparkles") in the 
description of the molecule, with no associated electrons or atomic 
orbitals. An appropriate selection of these sparkles simulates the effect 
of a uniform electric field on a molecule, allowing for the corresponding 
changes in polarization to be calculated directly. The all valence- 
electron MNDO Hamiltonian (Dewar and Thiel, 1977) is employed to obtain 
molecular polarizations in the presence of various static fields. Then, 
polynomial regressions of polarizations versus fields data are used to 
calculate all tensor elements of the static second and third-order 
polarizabilities. Since MNDO is a valence-electron model, a correction for 
the atomic cores was required for third-order polarizabilities. In second- 
order polarizabilities, the effect of induced polarization in 
centrosymmetric structures cancels since they involve squares of the field 
strengths. 
A group of substituted benzene molecules was selected to parameterize 
atomic core corrections for carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. 
Experimental data for these molecules was available from third-harmonic 
generation (THG) measurements (Cheng et al., 1991). In order to minimize 
solvent effects, the molecules chosen for comparison were those measured as 
neat samples. Since the THG measurements were done at 0.649 eV radiation, 
the experimental values were corrected for dispersion effects. The 
correction for dispersion of the experimental values was based on the two- 
state anharmonic model: 
where yo is the static third-order polarizability, yo is the measured 
third-order polarizability, o0 is the resonance frequency (a, = 6.9 eV for 
benzene), and o is the laser frequency (Zhao et al., 1989). The 
experimental data were also corrected for bulk effects, as follows: Two 
EFISH measurements on liquid and vapor benzene were used to obtain a liquid 
to vapor correction. The liquid-to-vapor correction was assumed to be 
applicable for all substituted benzene molecules. 
A plot of number of atoms in the molecules versus the difference 
between the predicted third-order polarizabilities and the corrected 
experimental value showed a correlation of 0.90 (Figure 1, solid line). 
Using as normalization factors the same non-hydrogen to hydrogen ratios 
from the core corrections on linear polarizabilities (Dewar and Stewart, 
1984), a plot of "H units" versus the difference between predicted and 
experimental values showed a correlation of 0.91 (Figure 1, dotted line). 
Thus, the significant correlations indicate that core corrections for 
third-order polarizabilities were required. By performing multiple 
regressions with various groups of data, it was found that the core 
corrections for carbon and hydrogen were highly coupled. In order to 
overcome this problem, the same carbon to hydrogen ratio from the core 
correction of linear polarizabilities was used. Thus the following atomic 
core corrections were obtained: carbon = 0.251 x SI, hydrogen = 
0.217 x 10"~' SI, oxygen = 0.386 x 10'~ SI, and nitrogen = 0.931 x 
SI. Table 1 shows the results. 
Second and third-order polarizabilities have been predicted for 
diacetylene compounds containing pyrryl or substituted amines and a variety 
of functional groups. This work has been recently submitted for 
publication (Cardelino et a1 . , 1992) . 
Second-order polarizabilities have been calculated for nitro- and 
amino-substituted quinolines and isoquinolines. The work was initiated 
from discussions with Dr. Wayne Hyde, a JOVE participant. Organic 
synthesis of these materials is in progress at the Northwestern State 
University of Louisiana. A paper on this work will shortly be submitted 
for publication (Moore et al., 1992) . 
Second-order polarizabilities have been calculated for substituted 
nitrobenzenes. The work was initiated from discussions with another JOVE 
participant, Dr. Ronald Clark. Synthesis of these materials is under way 
at the New Mexico Highland University. 
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b) Progress in dispersion effects 
The basis for predicting the dispersion effects of nonlinear 
polarizabilities is time-dependent perturbation theory. At low intensities 
the p and ytenns are constant. In order to detect second and third 
harmonics, the molecules must be exposed to the intense radiation of 
lasers. Under these circumstances, the nonlinear polarizabilities become 
dependent on the frequency of the incident light. 
During the summer of 1992, a method to estimate transition dipole 
moments was developed. To approximate the required transition dipole 
moments, the zero-differential-overlap method was applied to ground and 
excited states. Unoccupied molecular orbital wavefunctions from ground 
state calculations in the absence of external fields were used to construct 
various excited states. The dipole moments were separated into atomic 
point charge and hybridization contributions. 
Since the goal is to design a method suitable for predicting 
dispersion effects on large molecules, the relative importance of the 
perturbative terms will be considered. Inclusion of indirect or direct 
summations, the number of terms in each sunanation, corrected expressions 
for the excited states and molecular orbital energies will be studied. 
c) Progress on bulk effects 
In our previous work, the effect of intermolecular interactions on 
the second and third-order polarizabilities have been estimated from 
experimental data fit to solvent molecular refraction or solvent dielectric 
constant. In the case of neat samples, the effect on a parent compound was 
assumed valid for the substituted molecules. 
. 
Calculations performed on dimethylamino nitrobenzene have proven to 
be very sensitive to conformational isomerization. It is of great 
importance to know what the structure of the molecule is in the crystalline 
state. This problem will be examined using a molecular mechanics approach. 
Estimations of heats of sublimation and fusion, as well as hardness of 
crystals will also be done. Knowing these properties will help determine 
the feasibility of growing crystals of a given substance and its utility in 
various applications. 
During the summer of 1992, the molecular mechanics program MM3 was 
modified to be run in a 486 personal computer. 
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In t roduct ion  
The rotor blade in the newly designed LOX turbine for the future 
Space Transportation Main Engine (STME) has a severe flow turning 
angle, nearly 160 degrees. The estimated secondary loss in the rotor 
alone accounts for nearly 50% of the total loss over the entire stage. 
Turbine Team of CFD Consortium at MSFC has been devoting significant 
effort to exploring viable means to reduce such a loss. One of the 
potential methods is to use fences attached on the turbine endwall 
(hub). According to limited information available in the open literature 
[I], the presence of an endwall fence can alter the overall secondary 
flow structure in the blade passage, so the loss due to secondary flow can 
be alleviated. It is recognized, however, improperly arranged fences 
may have detrimental effects on the turbine performance, as a fence 
always impose addtional blockage to the flow and increase the profile 
loss. 
As a prelude to examining the effects of endwall fence with 
actual STME turbine configuration, the present study focuses on similar 
issues with a different, but more generic, geometry - a rectangular duct 
with a 160-degree bend. The duct cross-section has a 2-to-1 aspect 
(height-to-width) ratio and the radii of curvature for the inner and 
outer wall are 0.25 and 1.25 times the duct width, respectively. These 
geometric parameters simulate the mean values of those in the STME LOX 
turbine, thus the duct geometry preserves basic turning features of the 
actual blade passage. While a series of parametric studies with different 
fence geometries and flow conditions will be undertaken in the near 
future, the present emphasis lies in examining the effects of various 
fence-length extending along the streamwise direction. The flowfiled is 
numerically simulated using the FDNS code developed earlier by Wang 
and Chen [2]. The FDNS code is a pressure based, finite-difference, 
Navier-Stokes equations solver. 
Secondary Flows and Losses 
Secondary flow is a phenomenon in which a flow motion normal 
to the primary flow direction prevails. In turbomachinery, 
aerodynamic loss due to excessive energy carried by such a flow motion 
is termed "secondary loss." Over the past fifty years, an extensive effort, 
in both theoretical and experimental aspects, has been devoted to 
understanding the secondary flows and losses in axial turbines. Until 
the recent availability of three-dimensional, Navier-Stokes equations 
solvers, most of the earlier developments were based on inviscid flow 
theories. A classical model developed by Hawthorne [3] suggests that the 
secondary flow in a blade passage is largely dominated by a pair of 
counter-rotating vortices. Such a flow pattern is typical for duct flow 
with a mild bend [4] . In addition, due mainly to vorticity stretching 
throughout the passage. vortex filaments also exists near the blade 
trailing edge. 
Until the late 1970's [S], laboratory experiments with cascade flow 
visualization and/or measurements started to reveal the importance of 
the evolution of inlet boundary layer. The boundary layer entering the 
cascade separates in the blade leading edge forming a horseshoe vortex 
and split into two legs wrapping around both sides of the blade. The 
pressure side leg of the vortex, as driven by the pressure gradient in 
the blade passage, migrates toward the suction side of the neighboring 
blade and becomes the passage vortex. This phenomenon represents one 
of the most dominating features in turbine secondary flow. The suction 
side leg of the horseshoe vortex, rotating in an opposite sense relative to 
the pressure side leg, grows thicker (radially outward) along the 
contour of the suction surface. Near the downstream portion of the 
surface, the suction side leg eventually meets the passage vortex 
forming a somewhat larger and stronger vortex. All these horseshoe 
vortex interactions combined account for one of the greatest sources for 
the secondary Loss in a turbine cascade. Attaching a fence on the 
passage endwall may alter the overall flow patterns as previously 
described, so the loss associated with the secondary flow in the blade 
passage can be reduced. 
Results and Discussion 
Figure 1 shows velocity vector plots near the endwall region for 
three different fence (length) extensions; i.e. full, 3/4 and 112 of the 
turning arc along the center line of the duct width. For comparison, the 
case without fence is also included in the figure. Except for the length 
extension, the fence geometry and flow Reynolds number were kept the 
same for all the cases studied. The fence has a rectangular cross-section 
which occupies nearly 15% in both width and height of the channel 
flow area. Flow Reynolds number based on the channel width equals to 
10 million. The computation uses a 75x21~32 grid and takes 
approximately 4000 steps for a converged solution. As shown in Figure 
3, except near the vicinity of the fence, the flow pattern appears to 
preserve the major features of flow over a semi-circular turn. Even 
with such a severe turning, flow separation is non-existent throughout 
virtually the entire turning region (grid I from 23 to 53). A very minor 
separation which results in a relatively low pressure spot near the tip 
of the inner wall. In the post turn region, flow separates from the inner 
wall and forms a strong recirculation attaching to the surface. 
Imposing an endwall fence seems to have an effect to elongate the 
recirculation zone. However, this phenomenon is somewhat insensitive 
to the fence length. 
Figure 2 displays the secondary flow near the mid-plane of the 
turn (I=38). For the case without fence, the flowfield displays a pattern 
consisting of two counter-rotating vortices similar to the classical model 
of secondary flow in a blade passage. Due to imbalance of centrifugal 
force and pressure gradient, the flow near the central portion of the 
duct moves from the inner wall toward the outer wall. The pressure 
gradient then forces the flow moving throughout the vortex path. 
Because the flow bulk inherits strong inertia for the present case, the 
secondary flow motion is relatively insignificant as compared to a 
conventional Dean-type pattern in a mild-bend duct. With the fence 
presence, it is clear that the secondary flow has been altered, 
particularly in the region close to the endwall. One important 
observation is that the fence diverts the low-momentum flow in the 
boundary layer upward and mixed with the high-momentum fluid in 
the mainstream. This mixing mechanism is desirable if loss reduction is 
of concern. Another observation is that an additional recirculating 
bubble appears behind the fence. 
An examination on the present results reveals that the fence 
extension has rather insignificant influence on the overall transport 
phenomena in the duct. The velocity and pressure characteristics 
slightly away from the endwall is virtually unaffected by the presence 
of the fence. This is somewhat expected, as most of the total pressure loss 
occurs in the post-turn region, not inside the turn. Hence the present 
fence may not be situated on the most effective location for 
restructuring the secondary flow. This finding could imply that the 
fence length may not be a sensitive parameter for the actual LOX 
turbine passage. However, it is recognized that the factor of horseshoe 
vortex separation ahead of a turbine blade, which is absent in the 
present modeling, may drastically affect this observation. Analysis with 
actual blade configuration is considered to be a reasonable follow-on 
study in the future. 
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INTRODUCTION 
For many problems it is reasonable to expect that the minimum time solution 
is also the minimum fuel solution. However, if one allows the propulsion system 
to be turned off and back on, it is clear that these two solutions may differ. 
In general, high thrust transfers resemble the well-known impulsive transfers 
where the burn arcs are of very short duration. The low and medium thrust 
transfers differ in that their thrust acceleration levels (lo3 earth g's for low 
thrust and earth g's for medium thrust accelerations) yield longer burn 
arcs which will require more revolutions, thus making the low thrust transfer 
computational intensive. Here, we consider optimal low and medium thrust 
orbital transfers. 
APPROACH 
The formulation of the problem follows that of Horsewood et. al. ( I ) ,  where 
the state of the spacecraft is given in terms of the slowly varying equinoctial 
elements, which are expressed in terms of the classical elements a ,  e, i ,  w, R as 
T 
z = (a, e sin (w + 0 ) ,  e cos (w + R),  tan ( i / 2 )  sin 0, tan (2/2) cos R )  . 
The spacecraft mass, m, is also a state variable. In addition, the position of the 
spacecraft within an orbit is given by the eccentric longitude, F = E + w + 0 .  
The equations of motion are 
where M = is a 5x3 matrix calculated by treating F as an independent 
parameter, such that the variation of F with respect to the other state variables 
is zero; P is the power due to the thrusters, c is the exhaust velocity and CI is 
the unit vector in the direction of thrust. 
It follows from the well-known maximum principle that the fuel optimal tra- 
jectory from a given state to some desired final state is found by thrusting at 
every point along the trajectory in the direction which maximizes the Harnil- 
tonian function H. H can be written in terms of the state variables and their 
corresponding costate (adjoint) variables A, and A, as 
X I -  1 
where the costate variables satisfy a first order linear system of ordinary dif- 
ferential equations. Now, to maximize H we need only thrust in the direction 
given by u = M ~ X  , M T X > .  Note that if the quantity in parenthesis in [2], call it u, is 
negative, then H is negative and hence H is maximized by letting P = 0, which 
amounts to turning the propulsion system off ? i.e. "coasting"; on the other 
hand, if a is positive, then H is maximized by letting P take on its maximum 
value, i.e. "thrusting". 
Because of the many orbit revolutions of a long duration transfer, the 
intensive computations can be reduced by an averaging technique. We can 
compute an "averaged" Harniltonian function by holding the state and cost ate 
variables constant over an orbital period of duration r ,  i.e. we assume Keplerian 
motion, and integrating the actual Hamiltonian function as follows: 
where s(i, F) = j $. The "averaged" equations of motion can now be computed 
using this "averaged" Hamiltonian, and since the Hamilt~onian and its derivatives 
are zero during coast phases, we need only integrate t,hese equations over the 
predetermined thrust intervals. 
NUMERICAL APPROACH 
A FORTRAN program MINFUEL has been written to compute this 
minimum-fuel solution. The basic algorithm is: 
(1) start iteration of the unknown initial costate values by making a first 
guess-for the simplified problem of a circle-to-circle coplanar transfer, an initial 
costate guess can be found by using the fact that it is fuel-optimal to thrust in 
the direction of motion, or tangential direction. This known direction can be 
used to help guess the initial costate values since u = hiTX IMTil. Given any state, 
this optimal thrust direction can be calculated in terms of the costate values by 
running the program XFORM to compute the transpose of the matrix M and 
the velocity vector. 
(2) compute a trajectory corresponding to an initial costate guess--one calls 
the Runge-Kutta routine to integrate the averaged equations of motion; the 
switch function can be expressed in terms of the fast variable F around an orbit 
I 
and the zeroes of the switch function 0 = A, M M~ A, - [ '  ] ' are found, which 
defines the thrusting subintervals of [0, 2x1 for integration. Again for the circle- 
to-circle transfer we know that initially the switch function should be positive. 
(3) compare the computed final state with the specified final state and the 
proper transversality conditions, such as A, = 1. The Newton method used for 
this iteration is very sensitive to the initial costate guess. 
The medium thrust problem was investigated through the use of the Flight 
Mechanics Branch's program SCOOT (Simplex Computation of Optimal Orbital 
Transfers). SCOOT was known to converge to a quasi-optimum solution for high 
thrust levels and short burn times. Although low thrust transfers require long 
burn times, SCOOT was thought to be a viable option for guessing optimal low 
thrust trajectories by using the final output from the converged higher thrust 
cases as input to MINFUEL. After many runs of SCOOT, the fact that it 
calculates only a local optimal and is thus sensitive to coast and burn times 
guessed, makes it very difficult for comparisons of medium and low thrust 
transfers. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of SCOOT have indicated that lowering the thrust level "can" 
increase the amount of final propellant; increasing the ISP can increase the final 
propellant as well. The output of SCOOT, in particular the optimal thrust 
directions, from medium thrust level solutions can be used to help calculate an 
initial guess for low thrust transfers. The program MINFUEL, once properly 
debugged, should prove very capable of handling minimum-fuel low thrust 
transfers. 
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The National Launch System (NLS), previously known as 
the Advanced Launch System (ALS), is a joint program of the 
DoD and NASA. After being initiated in July 1987, the phase 
I of the program was completed in 1988 in collaboration with 
seven contractors. Work is now in progress on phase 11, 
based on the concepts developed in phase I. The NLS program 
is anticipated to acquire launch and operational capabilities 
by the beginning of the next century. A common cryogenic 
(liquid oxygen and hydrogen) core engine called Space 
Transportation Main Engine (STME) provides the common core 
for a variety of reference vehicle concepts developed in 
phase I. 
A review of the current technology, relevant to the 
design and development of the STME, was undertaken by the 
author in the Summer of 1991 as a NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty 
Fellow at MSFC. The review involved an extensive literature 
search relevant to the development of the following major 
components of the STME: 
Gas Generator 
Hydrostatic/Fluid Bearings 
Seals/Clearances 
Heat Exchangers 
Nozzle 
Nozzle/Main Combustion Chamber Joint 
Main Injector Face Plate 
Rocket Engines-General 
The details of this investigation are given in Ref. 1. 
The current summer project which is a continuation of 
last year's summer project, has the objective of carrying out 
a detailed thermal analysis of the STME nozzle. 
The design and development of the STME nozzle has been 
undertaken by Pratt & Whitney in collaboration with NASA/MSFC 
and DoD. The nozzle design has adopted film/convective 
cooling techniques. The turbine exhaust has been utilized as 
the coolant in the nozzle cooling system. The coolant is 
injected into the nozzle wall at a section about 21 inches 
downstream of the throat. A t  the inlet, the coolant is 
divided into three different streams: (1) convective, (2) 
primary film, and (3) secondary film coolant as shown in 
figure 1. 
S~ortda, Film IIc-#. 
Coolant 
I 
\ Ptlmary ~ i l m  \ / Exhaust I 
Convective 
Coolant 
Figure 1 
Some of the important parameters are shown in table 1. 
TABLE 1 
Coolant Parameters 
Inlet pressure 
Exit pressure 
Inlet temperature 
Exit temperature 
Flow: 
- Convective 
- Primary Film 
- Secondary Film 
Value 
268.90 psia 
71.00 psia 
1168.06"R 
1504.00°R 
66.72 lbm/sec 
55% 
38% 
7% 
An attempt is being made to develop a coupled 
(conjugate) fluid/thermal analysis model for the nozzle 
cooling system using the software Systems Improved Numerical 
Differencing Analyzer (SINDA) 1987/ANSI (Gaski Version). 
Owing to the limited time available for the summer project 
(ten weeks), it was decided that initially, the model should 
be developed for the convective coolant flow only. Further 
development of the model to include the primary and secondary 
coolant flows will be undertaken as a continuation project. 
The Convective Flow/Thermal Analysis Model 
The one-dimensional conjugate model has been developed 
according to the standard SINDA 1987/ANSI (Ref. 2) 
procedure. The geometric input data were obtained form the 
engineering drawings made available by Pratt & Whitney and 
the gas properties were derived from the archives of 
Rocketdyne. The model consists of 44 flow nodes and 43 
thermal nodes and utilizes the standard SINDA subroutine 
SNHOSS. The solution procedure follows the four steps 
outlined below: 
(1) The solution is initiated by solving a set of linear 
incompressible, but physically unrealistic network 
equations. 
( 2 )  This solution is used as a starting point for the 
linearized incompressible flow equations. 
(3) The model then calculates the steady state solution 
of the linearized compressible flow equations. 
(4) The final solutions are then obtained with the 
density corrected for the static pressure. 
Further details on the solution procedure can be 
obtained from (Ref. 3). The flow chart of the model 
presented in Fig. 2. 
As indicated earlier, the model in its present form 
deals only with one-dimensional convective coolant flow. 
Extension of the model to include the primary and secondary 
coolant flows will be undertaken as a continuation project. 
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I. Introduction 
The Convection and Precipitation/Electrification (CaPE) experiment 
took place in east central Florida from 8 July to 18 August, 1991. There 
were five research themes associated with CaPE. In broad terms they are: 
investigation of the evolution of the electric field in convective clouds, 
determination of meteorological and electrical conditions associated with 
lightning, development of mesoscale numerical forecasts (2-12 hr) and 
nowcasts (<2 hr) of convective initiation and remote estimation of 
rainfall. It is the last theme coupled with numerous raingage and 
streamgage measurements, satellite and aircraft remote sensing, radiosondes 
and other meteorological measurements in the atmospheric boundary layer 
that provide the basis for determining the hydrologic cycle for the CaPE 
experiment area. The largest component of the hydrologic cycle in this 
region is rainfall. An accurate determination of daily area-mean rainfall 
is important in correctly modeling its apportionment into runoff, 
infiltration and evapotranspiration. In order to achieve this goal a 
research plan was devised and initial analysis begun. The overall research 
plan is discussed with special emphasis placed on the adjustment of radar 
rainfall estimates to raingage rainfall. 
11. Research Plan 
Fig. 1 show the Precipitation Analysis Work Plan. It comprises four 
channels of analysis: raingage, WSI radar, integrated gage-radar and CP- 
2/CP-4 radar. The purpose of the raingage analysis is to develop a high 
quality data set that can be used to estimate daily area-mean rainfall over 
two areas of CaPE: one relatively small area within which there is a dense 
concentration (a cluster) of gages and a much larger area where the 
concentration ranges from moderate to dense. The daily area-mean rainfall 
from analysis of the former area will be used to correct corresponding 
rainfall estimates derived from WSI radar. This is indicated in Fig. 1 by 
the connection from raingage analysis to WSI radar analysis. 
In general, raingages provide a quite accurate measurement of 
rainfall at a point but comparatively inaccurate assesment over a large 
area. On the other hand radar provides good areal coverage but may require 
adjustment of the rainrates determined from the assumed Z-R relationship. A 
dense concentration of gages can yield rainfall data that can be used to 
determine a potential radar correction. 
In a paper by Woodley et al. (1975), dealing with raingage-radar 
comparisons of convective rainfall in the Miami, FL area, a number of 
results were presented that are relevant to correcting the radar. It 
should be noted that similar types of raingages (tipping-bucket) and radars 
(WSR-57) were employed in both the Miami experiment and the CaPE 
experiment. 
One of the results they found was a systematic 2% underestimate of 
point rainfall by the tipping-bucket gages when compared to dipstick gages. 
Since the latter are considered the standard for measuring point rainfall 
and the precipitation regimes in both experiments are similar, it may be 
necessary to upwardly adjust daily tipping-bucket rainfall amounts. There 
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are some locations in the CaPE experimental area that have both tipping- 
bucket and dipstick gages so that new intercomparisons can be made. 
Based on measurements from collocated raingages they found that it 
was unreasonable to expect rainfall observations at a point to be accurate 
to better than 5 to 10%. The cause for these differences was apparently due 
to different gages and small differences in gage exposure. This result must 
be taken into consideration in comparing radar estimates to raingage 
observations in which the latter are considered the standard. 
Comparisons between radar and raingages in clusters were performed 
using the "factor of difference" or FD, where FD is defined as Gi/GF when 
Gi>=GFr or GF/Gi when Gi<GF. Thus FD>=l. GF is the daily rainfall derived 
from radar and Gi is that from raingages. From clusters of gages ranging in 
2 2 size from 21 to 78 km and gage density from 3 to 8 km /gage, they found 
that the average FD is 2.02 for rain volumes <lo5 m3 and 1.50 for rain 
volumes >=lo5 m3. The equivalent water depth for the rain volume criterion 
varies from about 0.8 mm to 1.2 mm over the range of cluster areas. These 
results show that the greater the rainfall the smaller the differences. 
This would be expected because greater rainfall is associated with larger 
storms which, in turn, encompass more raingages within a fixed array of 
gages. 
In order to improve the estimation of rainfall by radar, daily radar- 
derived rainfall was multiplied by the ratio of the summed gage to summed 
radar rainfall from the 5 clusters, the total area of which was 340 km2. 
2 (For CaPE there is one cluster of approximately 13 gages over about 80 km , 
2 corresponding to about 6 km /gage, a figure comparable to he gage density 
noted above.) When this adjustment was applied to a 655 km5 mesonet 
containing 229 gages the FD was reduced from 1.53 to 1.38. This is 
2 2 equivalent to reducing the gage density from 60 km /gage to 25 km /gage. 
It was found that when the size of the area increases from 655 km 2 
2 to 1 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~  km2, about the area of CaPE, a gage density of 73 km /gage in 
the larger area should provide the same accuracy in daily areal estimates 
2 of rainfall as a gage density of 8 km /gage in the mesonet. If there were 
2 73 km /gage in the CaPE area the FD would be within 1.2 90% of the time. 
While, ultimately, this gage density may be possible for the CaPE area, the 
gages are not uniformly distributed. Because of this it will be important 
to employ radar in order to obtain acceptable estimates of daily area-mean 
rainfall for CaPE. 
The second column in Fig. 1 indicates that an adjustment derived from 
the cluster of raingages in CaPE will be applied to the radar estimates in 
a manner similar to that described by Woodley et al. (1975). Daily area- 
mean rainfall will be computed from this improved data set (WSI Radar Data 
Set 2). In addition, the accuracy (or inaccuracy) will be determined. 
Analysis of the dual-frequency dual-polarization CP-2 radar data, shown in 
the fourth column, may lead to an improved 2-R relationship for central 
Florida in summer. Because the CP-4 was used in the PPI mode and was 
located within the CaPE experiment area, it should be extremely useful to 
compare simultaneous reflectivities from this radar and the WSI composite 
radars which are located well outside CaPE. 
This comparison is shown as the first step in the third column in 
Fig. 1. Continuing in this column, after adjusting the radar data using a 
daily correction derived from the gages, as previously discussed, an 
optimal daily area-mean rainfall data set is produced that includes 
estimation of its accuracy. 
111. Summary 
In moist tropical and subtropical climates the largest component of 
the hydrologic cycle is precipitation. The CaPE area is located in the 
latter climate. A plan for analyzing precipitation for the CaPE 
experimental area has been presented. The available measurements include 
well over 100 raingages of different types, composite radar reflectivities 
from NWS WSR-57 radars and two onsite high quality research radars. The 
principal objective of the analysis is to compute daily area-average 
rainfall for CaPE using an optimal radar-raingage data set and assess its 
accuracy. 
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The goal of this study was to evaluate and make recommendations for improving the level of 
integration of several work groups within the Materials and Processes Lab at the Marshall Space Flight 
Center. This evaluation has uncovered a variety of projects that could improve the efficiency and 
operation of the work groups as well as the overall integration of the system. In addition, this study 
provides the foundation for specification of a computer integrated manufacturing test bed 
environment in the Materials and Processes Lab. 
A total of six branches where included in this investigation: EH13 - Non-destructive 
Evaluation; EH42 - Metals Processes; EH43 - Chemical and Non-Metals Processes; EH44 - Tooling 
Applications; EH52 - Planning and Control; and EH53 - Fixture Design. The latter two branches fall 
under the auspices of EH51 - The Fabrication Division. These six branches and their associated 
systems reside in all or part of buildings 4702, 4705, 4707, 4708, and 471 1. The primary mode of 
investigation was to conduct interviews with key NASA and contractor personnel familiar with the 
projects and systems within each of the six branches. A total of 45 NASA and contractor personnel 
were intenriewed over the course of six weeks. The purpose of these interviews was to gain an 
understanding of current projects, assess the current level of automation and integration, and to 
identify projects that would improve the overall system. 
Three aspects of the system were considered in this evaluation: the physical system, the 
information/communication system, and the manageriaVcontrol system. Evaluation of the physical 
system in an integration study typically considers the level of process automation, the relationship 
between the various processes (i.e., how material flows through the system), as well as the material 
handling system. Because the primary focus of the M&P lab is on process optimization the movement 
of materiallitems from process to process appears to be minimal. Most items remain within the 
confines of a particular work area with the primary modes of material handling being forklifts, and 
overhead cranes (buildings 4705 and 4707). This investigation, therefore, focused on the processes 
involved, the equipment utilized and how it fits within the overall system. 
Evaluation of the information system considered the underlying communications system, the 
computer systems being utilized, how data is passed from one function to another, the number and 
types of local area networks in place, what devices are hooked to the LAN, and the information needs 
of the various work groups. Because of the relatively high level of process automation this became 
the primary focus of this study. The majority of recommendations made within this document are 
concerned with improvements to the information/communication system. 
Finally, evaluation of the rnanageriaVoontrol aspects of the system included consideration of 
how well various functions are communicating, which functions interact frequently and how well cross 
functional projects are being coordinated between functions. Integration of the manageriaVcontrol 
system requires that an organization breakdown barriers between functions. A few recommendations 
will be made regarding this aspect of the system but time did not permit large scale investigation of the 
manageriaVcontrol structure of the M&P lab. 
Assessment of EH13 - Non-Destructive Evaluation: The NDE branch's systems and 
personnel are housed in building 4702 with the exception of the Computed Tomography Lab in 4707 
and the Radiography Lab in 471 1. The majority of systems and computers are stand-alone. While 
there has been some discussion regarding installation of an Ethernet backbone in 4702 none of the 
engineer's personal computers (PC's) are, at this time, linked to the NASA Ethernet or to the IAN. 
There is, in fact, only one connection to the Ethernet LAN the Branch Chief's secretary's terminal. 
Review of the NDE test equipment indicates that a mix of computer controlled and manual systems are 
currently being utilized. Again, the computer-controlled systems are not networked making them 
inaccessible from remote sites. As for test records, some areas are still utilizing paper based systems 
(e.g., the Radiography Lab). 
Recommendations to EH13: This branch's primary need is a networking arrangement that 
allows each of the engineers within the branch to communicate electronically with each other and with 
personnel outside EH13. Two possible options that should be considered are: 1) installation of a 
personal computer (PC) based network within 4702 with a link to NASA's Ethernet, and 2) installation 
of Ethernet cards in all of the computer systems in 4702 allowing them to be directly connected to the 
network. The advantage of the PC network is that it would allow the branch to utilize network versions 
of software and have a common set of software tools (i.e., word processor, spreadsheet, etc.). Either 
option would be an improvement over the current situation and should increase data sharing and 
provide a more efficient means of communication with other groups. One concern that must be 
addressed, regardless of the networking option chosen, is to how to provide access to NDE data 
while ensuring that good data is released. Also, the network should provide NDE personnel with 
access to MAPTIS. In addition, investigation should be done to determine how to link the TABS 
system to the NDE network so that branch personnel can access the information from the personal 
computer at their desk. 
In addition to the installation of a network the NDE branch also needs to utilize database 
technology for maintaining test records. In particular, a database system should be developed to track 
test results in the Radiography Lab. Any other areas currently using paper based record keeping 
systems should also seriously consider converting to a computerized database system. The current 
paper based system(s) hinder retrieval and analysis of the data. Development of a computer based 
system should provide a more efficient and effective means for retrieving and analyzing the data. 
Assessment of EH42 - Metals Processes: The systems utilized by the Metals Processes 
Branch are housed in portions of buildings 4705, 4707, and 471 1. Overall, these systems exhibit a 
high level of process automation. A number of robotic and computer controlled welding systems are 
in place, however, the majority of these are stand-alone. Only two systems are currently linked to 
NASA's Ethernet, the old Cincinnati Milacron robot welding system in 4705 and the Vacuum Plasma 
Spray Cell in 4707. With the acquisition of some new systems there are 3 or 4 different controllers 
being utilized, limiting the transportability of weld schedule data. The oldest controller, the taper weld 
controller, was developed in the 1970's and is technologically dated. The newest system, the 
Motoman K-10 robot, utilizes a VME based, Ethernet compatible, controller. Plans are being 
developed to eventually replace the existing controllers with VME based, Ethernet compatible, 
controllers similar to the one on the Motoman K-10 robot. 
In addition to the welding systems, the Vacuum Plasma Spray Facility, in 4707, exhibits a high 
level of process automation. The process is entirely computer controlled. It is also directly linked to 
the NASA's Ethernet backbone, allowing programs to be developed off-line and downloaded to the 
controller directly. This system is also setup to log data during operation. 
This study also revealed that historical documentation of the R&D work going on in this branch 
is predominantly paper based. There is, at present, no common database of weld schedule 
information that NASA and contractor personnel can access to see the types of setups run in the past. 
Information sharing is done on an informal basis. A paper based system is currently being developed 
to keep track of weld schedule information and the resultant test results. While such a system is a 
good start an electronic database would make the retrieval and sorting tasks easier as the database 
becomes larger. It should be noted that some initial work was done with lntergraph to develop such a 
system but it was never fully implemented and is not currently being utilized. 
Recommendations to EH42: This branches has two primary needs. First, they should 
continue to upgrade the welding controllers to VME based Ethernet compatible systems. Ultimately 
these systems can be linked to the Ethernet backbone, providing engineers with remote access to 
programs and information on the controllers. It shouM be noted that these new controllers should be 
GOSlP compliant if possible. GOSlP (Government Open System Interconnect Protocol) is a coming 
requirement for all government systems. This new standard is directed at the installation of open 
systems and promotes interoperabiliy, which should be beneficial to the M&P lab because of the 
wide variety of computers and systems being used. After upgrading the controllers the most pressing 
need within this branch is the development of electronic databases to track and capture the R&D work 
under way. As has been mentioned, there is currently no central repository for weld schedule 
informalion it is presently scattered among several engineers log books. Three areas that could 
benefit by the development of a database system are Welding (i.e., weld schedule information and 
test results), the Vacuum Plasma Spray Cell (i.e., system settings and results), and the Materials test 
lab in 471 1. 
Assessment of EH43 - Chemical & Non-Metals Processes 81 EH44 - Tooling 
Applications: The areas supervised by these branches contain a wide variety of computers, 
controllers, and systems. In general there is a high level of process automation with a few manual 
processes. Most of the systems are, however, stand-alone with no link to NASA's Ethernet LAN. The 
most common means of passing programs to the controller is a serial connection between the 
controller and a remote PC or workstation. 
As for the communication system, it was discovered that there are two separate, 
unconnected, Ethernet segments within Buildings 4711 and 4705, a NASA segment and an 
lntergraph segment. Data can be passed between the two systems by setting the files on a VAX that is 
accessible by both systems and pulling the file to the desired system. While passing data is possible it 
is cumbersome for most operators and may, in the long run, limit data sharing. In addition to the 
Ethernet LAN's a Novell network has recently been established to link PC's within building 471 1. At 
present there are 50 users on the system and plans to expand to -250 users in the future. This 
system should ultimately provide an efficient means of communication and data sharing within this 
facility. 
Recommendations to  EH43 and EH44: These branches should consider upgrading the 
controllers that see the greatest use of off-line programming. Again, any upgrades should be 
Ethernet compatible and GOSlP compliant. The greatest difficulty with making this recommendation is 
the fact that current activity levels make this cost prohibitive. Thus, it is suggested that three 
strategies be considered: 1) Establish a direct serial connection between the machine controller and 
a remote PCtworkstation. This is essential what has been done to date. 2) Use a PC, hooked to the 
Ethernet LAN, with a serial connection to one or more controllers, as a remote storage device 
accessible over the network. This strategy will provide wider access to programs and data via the 
network. 3) Upgrade to Ethernet compatible and GOSlP compliant controllers. This is the most 
comprehensive strategy giving remote users full access to the controller. It is, however, the most 
expensive solution and, given the current level of activity in many areas, the most difficult to justify. 
With regard to the communication system, eventually the NASA and lntergraph Ethernet 
segments should be integrated. The present configuration maintains redundant systems 
unnecessarily and limits data sharing. Technologically, there are no reasons that they cannot be 
integrated or at least linked together to provide a more efficient means of passing data. As for the 
Novell network in 471 1, there is a need to establish an effective means of linking engineers on the PC 
LAN to the larger Ethernet LAN. This investigation indicated that, at present, not all engineers have 
access to the IAN. Also, there is a need to establish a set of procedures for passing 
documentslreports from commonly used PC based word processors to the CEO systems used by 
other divisions of NASA. While these procedures may already be in place there is a need to make 
sure that all users are aware of them. Passing data between the two systems should eliminate the 
need to recreate reports in CEO for wider distribution. Finally, as with the Metals Processes branch 
EH43 and EH44 could benefit from the use of database technology to maintain records of machine 
settings and experimental test resub within in the various R&D areas (i.e., composites, MSA, etc.). 
Assessment of EH52 - Planning and Control: The Planning and Control Branch of the 
M&P lab and is concerned with the manufacture of a wide variety of items, including everything from 
experimental fixtures and devices to flight hardware. They supervise the manufacturing facilities 
housed in 4705. The current manufacturing system contains a mix of computer controlled and manual 
systems. Some off-line programming is being done using Intergraph's IINC package, however, some 
programs are still being developed manually. At present four machines are linked to this CAD/CAM 
system via a serial connection. Three or four recently installed machines could also be connected. 
The primary purpose of the direct connection is pass programs to the controller. 
The production planning task utilizes the Integrated Manufacturing Planning and Control 
System (IMPACS) a scheduling system developed with the assistance of Boeing Computer Services. 
This system appears to be good for a p b  shop type environment such as EH52. Unfortunately, not all 
of VerVal's planners have access to the system. The system has evolved to its current configuration 
over the last seven years. Several initiatives are presently undeway to enhance the IMPACS system 
and further integrate it with other NASA systems. Another system, the Manufacturing Inventory 
Management System (MIMS) is used to maintain and track the material and parts inventory in 4705. 
This branch also has a producibility group which checks drawings for correctness and 
provides feedback to designers on manufacturing considerations. This group appears to be a good 
start toward concurrent engineering. 
Recommendations to EH52: The most pressing need of this group is improved 
communication and cooperation with other groups. Serious consideration should be given to forming 
a TQMICI team to evaluate the design process and identify ways to improve communication and 
cooperation with the fabrication personnel. While the CADICAM system appears to be working 
adequately programming efficiency could be improved through increased communication between 
the programmers and the designers. At present a large proportion of the drawings are sent on paper. 
Thus, the programmers must recreate the drawings on the lntergraph system, often a time consuming 
process. Unfortunately, even when CAD files are sent they may not be lntergraph compatible or, 
when they are, they may not be in a format usable by the programmers. In these instances, the 
programmers must recreate the drawings on lntergraph or manually develop the NC program. Three 
things are needed to alleviate the problem of redundant drawing entry. First, designers need to be 
educated on the needs of the NC programmers. In particular, it would be useful to establish some 
basic guidelines for CAD drawings to ensure that the NC programmers will not have to modify them. 
Second, lntergraph compatible files should be sent when possible. If this is not possible then 
translators should be purchased for the most common file formats. Reviewing the CADICAM system 
also highlighted the need for increased communication between the fabrication personnel and the 
designers. While the produciblity group is a good start toward concurrent engineering there is still a 
need to get fabrication involved as early in the design process as possible. In addition, to giving 
designers feedback on the produciblity of their designs early involvement of fabrication makes 
designers aware of current shop capacity and expected lead times. It also allows the planner to begin 
early consideration of the maketbuy decision. 
With regard to the planning and control system the branch should continue their efforts to 
improve and expand the capabilities of the scheduling and inventory systems. Specifically, the 
IMPACS scheduling system and the Procurement Management Information System (PROMIS) should 
be linked. At present planners can access some information from PROMIS but there is a need to 
expand the screens available to allow the planner to monitor the status of outstanding purchase 
orders. Also, the Inventory system (MIMS) and the Automated Procurement Request System (APRS) 
should be modified to allow users to copy inventory information directly into APRS thereby reducing 
data entry time when creating long lists of purchased items. Finally, long term, the planning and 
control branch needs a real time scheduling system that would allow schedulers to assess the 
scheduling impact of new orders and the changing priorities of existing orders. 
Assessment of EH52 - Fixture Deslgn: This is the design branch of the M&P Labs 
Fabrication Division. The personnel and systems in this branch are housed in 4708. The 
development of designs is predominantly CAD based, utilizing a VAX based version of Intergraph's 
Engineering Modeling System [EMS]. This CAD system is linked to Intergraph's Ethemet and is used 
for drawing development and design analysis. Two or three lntergraph workstations are being used 
also, primarily for analysis. Also, while of the engineers have PC's in their offices they are not, at 
present, on a local area network or linked to either of the Ethemet systems or the IAN. 
Recommendations to EH53: The present CAD system appears to fulfill the present needs 
of this group. In the future consideration should be given to moving toward networked workstations, 
given the current trend in the CADICAM industry toward distributed systems. A more important need 
in this area is an emphasis on increased communication between EH52 and EH53 early and often 
during design development. It appeared from talking to personnel from both branches that increased 
communication would benefit both groups. The designers need to be aware of the documentation 
needs of the fabrication people, particularly for items that will be run on NC equipment so as to reduce 
the need to recreate drawings just for program development. Fabrication needs to be aware of the 
jobs coming in so that the maketbuy decision can be made early so the final customer can be given a 
good estimate of the expected delivery date. In addition, early involvement of the fabrication 
personnel will help to reduce the instances of designs that are difficult or impossible to produce. One 
hindrance to communication is the fact that the EH52 and EH53 are located in separate buildings. 
Serious consideration shouM be given to locating the branches in the same building and, if possible, 
having the designers and planners share office space. Co-locating personnel from different functions 
would encourage informal communication and is one way to begin to breakdown functional barriers. 
Both branches need to gain an appreciation for the needs and concerns of the other. 
Recommendations regardlng ManagerialIControl System: In addition, to the many 
branch specific recommendations a few manageriaUcontrol issues should also be addressed. While 
some of these recommendations echo those made earlier there is a need to reiterate and address 
them in the larger organization. The M&P lab and NASA in general, are in the midst of a large scale 
cultural change. From this investigation it was evident that the greatest need within the M&P lab is 
improved communication between divisions, between branches, and even in a few instances within 
branches. The personnel within the branches need to gain an appreciation for the needs and 
concerns of the other branches that they interact with, thereby breaking down functional barriers. The 
current emphasis on TQM and Continuous Improvement should continue to be strongly supported 
and encouraged by M&P lab administrators. TQMICI is an important means for improving 
communication and helping personnel to gain an understanding of the processes that they are 
involved with and support. 
More specifically, an evaluation of the R&D process needs to be undertaken. This evaluation 
should focus on ways to improve coordination among all groups involved in experimentation within 
the M&P lab. The current process seems to lack firm procedures for setting up and conducting 
experiments that involve several groups within the lab. Consideration should also be given to 
increasing the use of experimental designfTaguchi methods for setting up and conducting 
experiments. These techniques promote experimental efficiency and maximize the learning process. 
There is also a strong need for utilizing database technology to maintain historical records of research 
setups and results. In several cases, there appears to be no formal mechanism for capturing this 
information and making it available to NASA and contractor personnel. Ultimately, analysis and 
interpretation of these records could provide the foundation for establishment of knowledge bases to 
support future experimentation and investigation. Finally, in the area of systems management, there 
is a need to promote communication between groups involved in the specification and purchase of 
new equipment. They must communicate their needs to current system administrators to ensure that 
the equipment they are specifying is compatible and can be easily integrated into the existing system. 
As has been mentioned previously, there is a need to purchase systems that are GOSlP compliant 
which, if the promises hold true, should improve the integration of the overall system. 
The facilities and systems that comprise the Materials and Processes Lab are quite 
impressive. Overall, the greatest need in the M&P Lab is better communication and cooperation 
between branches and functions. While the TQMICI initiatives promote and support this, individuals 
are the ones that make it happen. NASA and contractor personnel at all levels, must buy into the idea 
that cooperation will take everyone farther than competition ever could. Because many of the projects 
and initiatives currently underway in this lab involve several different groups there is a strong need for 
communication to ensure that the goals of the program(s) are achieved in an effective and efficient 
manner. A second need that must be addressed is for individual project leaders to take a systems 
viewpoint when specifying, purchasing, and installing new equipment and systems. New systems 
must be specified with an understanding of how they fit into and support the overall system. The 
future must see a renewed emphasis on the integration of existing systems into the larger 
communications system. The benefits associated with these two fundamental suggestions, as well as 
the more specific recommendations mentioned previously, are a breaking down of functional barriers, 
increased efficiency, and a better foundation for knowledge development and retention. 
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Two Metering Structure configurations were investigated. The first 
case was the traditional style metering structure which is larger than 
the outside diameter of the primary mirror. The second case 
investigated was the center support concept in which the outside 
diameter of the structure is less than the inside diameter of the 
primary mirror. Beryllium was used as the baseline material for this 
study. Four other materials were considered as candidates for the 
metering structure. These materials are: 
Graphite Epoxy 
Aluminum 
Titanium 
lnvar 
The loading conditions used for this study were estimated to be: 
Quasi Static: 6.0 G (all three directions) 
Random Vibration: 30.0 G (applied 1 axis at a time) 
Taking advantage of symmetry, it was necessary to apply the 
lateral loading to only one axis. These loads were applied to both 
concepts and to all material configurations. The loadings as described 
above were based on the best available information and is felt to be 
adequate for this study since it was consistently used for all 
configurations. A load factor 2.00 was applied to both quasi static and 
random vibration loads. The allowable stresses are conservatively based 
yield strenth of the material, except for the struts which are controlled 
by elastic stability. The stresses determined from each individual 
loading direction were conservatively combined by the absolute sum 
method. 
xv- 1 
A frequency determination was made treating the secondary 
mirror and metering structure as a two degree -of-freedom system. 
Conclusions and Recommendations: 
The results of the study as summarized in Table I indicate that 
the more favorable materials using weight as the criterion are 
beryllium and graphite epoxy. Either of these materials give a stiff 
lightweight structure. Graphite epoxy appears to be more favorable 
because of its low coefficient of thermal expansion. It is 
recommended that a study be made to determine the advantages and 
disadvantages of these two materials. Also, further study is needed 
to determine if there are other candidate materials which might be 
favored over beryllium or graphite epoxy. Additionally, a more 
comprehensive dynamic analysis and a stability analysis is 
recommended. 
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A hybrid rocket is a system consisting of a solid fuel 
grain and a gaseous/or liquid oxidizer. Figure 1 shows three 
popular hybrid propulsion cycles that are under current 
consideration. NASA MSFC has teamed with industry to test two 
hybrid propulsion systems that will allow scaling to motors of 
potential interest for Titan and Atlas systems, as well as 
encompassing the range of interest for SEI lunar ascent stages 
and National Launch System Cargo Transfer Vehicle (NLS CTV) and 
NLS deorbit systems (1) . Hybrid systems also offer advantages 
as moderate-cost, environmentally acceptable propulsion system. 
The objective of this work was to recommend a performance 
prediction methodology for hybrid rocket motors. The scope 
included completion of: a literature review, a general 
methodology, and a simplified performance model. 
FUEL 
F i g u r e  1 .  H y b r i d  R o c k e t  P r o p u l s i o n  Cycles 
i 
A literature review team was established with three 
Master's students in conjunction with the University of Alabama 
in Huntsville. The literature review produced 450 citations on 
hybrid rocket motors and related technologies. From these, the 
team selected 120 papers for closer evaluation. The papers were 
catalogued and referenced. The following topics were examined 
in detail: Hybrid Rocket Performance, Hybrid Rocket Flight 
Vehicles - History, Hybrid Rocket Combustion Modeling, and 
Hybrid Rocket Testing Methodology. The results of the review 
are being developed into a lecture series that will be delivered 
at MSFC this fall entitled "Rediscovering Hybridsw. 
Hybrid rockets look like a combination of a liquid and a 
solid rocket. The hybrid rocket can borrow oxidizer tank, feed 
system, and injector technology from the liquid rocket. They 
also can use propellant grain, case, and nozzle hardware 
technologies from solid rockets. 
After Burning Classical 
However, when considering the internal combustion 
phenomena; liquids, solids, and hybrids are very different. 
Figure 2 compares the internal combustion phenomena of a liquid, 
solid, and hybrid rocket, and a solid fuel ramjet. In a liquid 
rocket, the fuel and oxidizer are essentially "completely" 
burned before they reach the entrance to the nozzle. In a 
Gas Generator 
solid rocket the gas phase combustion occurs within a millimeter 
of the propellant surface with only active metal droplet 
combustion occurring in the port or nozzle. For the hybrid 
rocket, the active combustion region is in the boundary layer 
above the fuel surface. The details of the combustion processes 
are important in the hybrid because they control the fuel 
production rate. The hybrid rocket really looks like a solid 
fuel ramjet when considering the internal combustion processes. 
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F i g u r e  2 .  S y s t e m  C o m p a r i s o n s  - C o m b u s t i o n  Phenomena 
The key performance analysis areas for a hybrid rocket are 
injector analysis, fuel regression rate analysis, grain 
evolution, mixing efficiency, and nozzle erosion rate. For a 
complete analysis, each of these areas must be coupled to an 
internal flowfield analysis. In simplified solutions, they are 
assumed to be uncoupled. 
A general methodology for hybrid rocket performance would 
consist of three areas: a performance predictor, CFD analyses, 
and testing. An efficient performance program is required to 
make design trade studies and for the evaluation of test 
results. This predictive capability should embody, in a 
simplified form, the results of CFD analyses and testing. The 
performance predictor should be efficient enough that trade 
studies on particular parameters could be performed in a mater 
of hours. This would allow the designer to gain understanding 
of the underlying principles that are controlling the motor 
operation. CFD analyses and testing must be designed to provide 
essential global parameters to be used in the performance 
predictor. 
Based on these premises, a very simple performance analysis 
code was developed for hybrid motors. The analysis had the 
following assumptions: 1) unif orm gaseous oxygen injection, 2) 
fuel regression controlled by oxidizer mass flux, 3) multiple 
circular ports, 4) constant nozzle erosion rate, 5) a combustion 
efficiency of 0.95, and 6) one-dimensional equilibrium in the 
chamber an nozzle. 
A PC version of the One Dimensional Equilibrium Code with 
Transport Properties (ODETRAN) (2) was modified to perform the 
thermochemical calculations. A sensitivity study was performed 
on product species to reduce the thermal property data deck by 
171 species so that ODETRAN can now run practical problems on a 
personal computer. This effort also produced a TM applications 
document entitled "Running ODETRAN for Rocket applications. 
This simple analysis method was programmed on a 
spreadsheet. The spreadsheet allowed input of the number of 
ports, port length, characteristic velocity as a function of 
oxidizer-to-fuel ratio, and a transient oxygen flow rate. Once 
the program was checked out, a concept study for the National 
Launch System (NLS) was performed. 
Figure 3 shows the concept that was investigated. The 
hybrid motor would be mounted on top of the NLS stage-and-a-half 
booster. Residual oxygen from the booster tank would be "blown 
downgt through a multi-port hybrid rocket motor. This low-cost 
concept could fulfill the total impulse requirements of 585,000 
lbpec to deorbit the stage. Using the spreadsheet and the 
results of the ODETRAN analysis, a concept was developed that 
has 30 ports, 750 pounds of fuel, a 36-in. length, and 517,000 
lbpec of total impulse. Figure 4 show results of the analysis. 
A graph of the oxidizer mass flow, motor oxidizer-to-fuel 
ratio, and thrust as a function of time are plotted. Also, the 
characteristic velocity as a function of oxidizer-to-fuel ratio 
is shown. 
Figure 3. Hybrid Rocket Design for NLS Deorbit Application 
Hybrid Motor On Top Of Stage 
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F i g u r e  4 .  Results of Analysis of NLS Hybrid Deorbit Motor 
The conclusions of this work are as follows: 1) the 
literature indicates moderate existing capability in hybrid 
ballistics, 2) thinking must be expanded to include performance 
tools from solid fuel ramjets, 3) component ballistic analyses 
must be coupled to the internal flowfied analyses, 4) mixing 
efficiency and nozzle/insulator erosion analyses for hybrids are 
slightly beyond existing practice, 5) a general performance 
methodology should embody results of CFD analyses, test data, 
and general ballistic analysis, and 6) concept studies can be 
performed with a simple spreadsheet program. 
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Introduction 
Purpose 
The purpose of this guide is to provide Marshall Space Flight 
Center personnel with guidelines for the use of object-oriented analysis 
and design and to describe how it can be accomplished within the 
framework of existing development directives, including the Software 
Development Plan. It is not intended as a detailed tutorial. The reader 
is referred to the Coad and Yourdon texts[l,2] in the References. 
Overview 
The term object-oriented has become a popular buzz word in the 
computer world today. Many say that it will be the dominant form of 
software development in the future. It is characterized by reusability 
of code, resulting in faster development and significantly lower 
development costs. In today's budget constrained world, it is critical 
to use the most cost-effective tool to develop software. NASA should be 
at the leading edge of this development. 
While the object-oriented approach has great potential, it has 
been misused. Some vendors use this paradigm: 
Object-oriented is good. 
My Product is object-oriented. 
Therefore my product ie good. 
Additionally, object-oriented analysis and design is still young. 
Standards are still not firm. 
The object-oriented approach is not a panacea. It is not always 
the best choice. And when it is selected, the transition maybe difficult 
for many organizations. The object-oriented approach will require a 
radically new way of thinking about software development. Analysts will 
have to deal with a whole new language involving classes, inheritance, 
encapsulation, polymorphism, virtual functions, overloading, and a whole 
new model of programming. 
Simplistically, in the object-oriented approach, the world is 
modeled in terms of objects that pass messages back and forth. The user 
does not need to know the details of how an object implements a 
message(data abstraction), but only what goes in and what comes back. He 
or she simply creates objects from a class and passes them messages. 
The object-oriented anlysis and design approach presented here is 
based on the Yourdon/Coad textbooks[l] and [ 2 ] .  Their approach appears 
to be the most widely accepted and is very clearly explained in these 
texts. These texts are highly recommended to any developer who plans to 
utilize 00A/OOD. 
Terminology 
attribute - a characteristic of an object, such as a name, size, part 
number, etc. 
class - An abstract description of the data and behavior of a collection 
of similar objects. 
data abstraction - defining high-level data types that provide a 
complete description of the system without a great amount of detail. 
encapsulation - the tying together of data and functions into a single 
entity. 
inheritance - the property of objects that gives them access to data and 
functions contained in a previously defined class. 
polymorphism - literally, "many shapes". The exact way of implementing a 
service or function depends on the class that an object is in. You may 
have the same function name implemented differently in different 
classes. 
service - a behavior that an object performs. 
The Object-Oriented Approach 
The object-oriented approach began with the programming language 
Simula. It then spread with other languages such as SmallTalk, and C++. 
The need for analysis and design approaches to support these languages 
led to object-oriented analysis(OOA), object-oriented design(OOD), and 
object-oriented programming(00P). A language that supports object- 
oriented programming is known as an OOL. OOD is very closely related to 
OOA. OOD basicall9 refines the model that was built in the OOA analysis. 
Both can be done without necessarily building the system with a language 
that supports object-oriented programming(0OP). There are still benefits 
to be gained from such an approach. 
Object-Oriented 
I 
~mplementat ion 
OOL(SmallTalk, C++)  
OBL (Ada )
Non OOL (FORTRAN) 
Figure 1 The Object-Oriented Approach 
Object Diagrams 
The heart of 00A/OOD is the object diagram. It consists of 
objects(rectang1es with the object/class name, attributes, and services 
it provides listed inside. These objects have inheritance relations with 
classes, component relations when they are part of a larger system, and 
instance relationship when a certain number of the these objects are 
required for a system to perform. An object can pass message to other 
objects. These are the arrows. Objects can be grouped into subject areas 
to make the system easier to understand. Below is an object diagram 
that illustrates all of the symbols used. 
Person F Man 
l 2  Event 2 
2 
I Machine &7J 
Figure 2 Object Diagram 
The subject areas are Man, Machine, and Event. Inside Man is the class 
Person. A specialization of Person is Astronaut. The Astronaut class 
inherits infomation from person. Only the unique aspects of Astronaut 
need to be described, due to inheritance. There are 7 Astronauts ' 
required for a Shuttle mission. This is shown by an instance line. An 
event consists of a Shuttle Launch. A launch has an orbiter, a launch 
date, an STS number, etc. associated with it. The propulsion system 
consists of 3 main engines, 2 boosters, and a refueling tank. This is 
the component relationship. 
Guidance for MFSC Software does not specify any particular 
development methodology. This report shows how charts such as the 
object diagram can be used in the development process. 
Conclusions 
Object-oriented analysis and design enable the developer to model 
the problem using objects, classes, attributes, and functions as the 
components. The combining of data and processing into a single 
entity(data encapsulation) protects the data and aids in making the 
software more reusable. 
This approach is based on a model that is closer to reality. This 
facilitates communications with the user. o 
Although the approach is different from the classical waterfall 
approach used with structured techniques, the process can be adapted to 
fit within the guidelines of the SDP. 
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Introduction 
Efforts to improve the characteristics of fuel-oxidizer mixing in liquid rocket combustors have lead 
to a swirl element design for a liquid oxygen injector which is being considered for use on the STME. For 
the design which is the subject of this investigation, the oxygen enters the injector element perpendicular to 
the injector axis and nearly tangent to the circular injector wall. This swirl element is at one end of a tube 
and the injector exit is at the other. This geometric confiation creates a plume in the shape of a conical 
sheet. This sheet is either primarily contiguous liquid or droplets depending on the pressure drop in the 
injector and the distance from the injector exit. 
Probe-based devices such as two-dimensional grid patternators have been used to investigate simulated 
LOX injector flow fields (Hullca). The primary work d e s c r i i  herein is an effort to use optical techniques 
to investigate the plume of a swirl injector element. For this investigation, a high pressure (500 psig) cold flow 
test facility was constructed. Water was used as the LOX simulate and air pressure was used to drive the 
injector flow field. Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) from dye seeded into the water was used to obtain 
quantitative measurements of the time-averaged water concentration distribution in the plume. Scattered laser 
light and LIF were used for time averaged plume visualization and scattered light from a strobe with a 1 
microsecond pulse was used for time-resolved plume visualization. 
During the Summer Faculty Fellowship for which this report was developed, an additional effort, 
unrelated to the swirl injector investigation, was made to resolve fluctuations in the combustion product 
composition in the exhaust of a hybrid rocket motor. A brief description of this effort is included herein. 
Hybrid Motor Investigation 
Instabilities in the chamber pressure of a laboratory scale hybrid rocket motor have been observed 
and are possibly due to combustion instab'ities induced by vortex shedding in the motor. To detect the 
combustion instabilities, a nonintrusive method for tracking the concentration of combustion products is 
needed. One fuel used in the motor is HTPB and a minor product of HTPB-oxygen combustion is NO2. 
LIF from NO2 has been used successfully to track number densities (Barnes, Gulati, Agarwal) and the 
potential for observing fluctuations in laser-induced NO2 fluorescence signal in the exhaust plume of the 
hybrid motor appeared to be an attractive instrument for correlating combustion instabilities to observed 
pressure fluctuations. A system to observe NO2 fluorescence was assembled and operated briefly. This 
system uses an argon ion laser tuned to the 488 nm line as an excitation source and a photomultiplier tube 
as the detector. To discriminate against the chemiluminescence of the plume and other backgrounds, an 
optical chopper and a lockin amplifier were used in the data collection. 
Efforts to observe NO2 fluorescence signals were unsuccessful for a small number of rocket fm 
and the effort was abandoned so that the swirl injector project could proceed. However, in the effort to use 
NO2 fluorescence as a diagnostic tool, an 
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concentration found in Figure 1. This does not necessarily preclude the use of NO2 as a detection molecule 
in the hybrid rocket flow field; however, signal to noise ratios will clearly be limited. 
Swirl Element Injector Investigation 
To begin an experimental investigation of a swirl element injector plume, a test rig was constructed. 
In this rig, high pressure (up to 500 psig) water is supplied to the injector using a network of stainless steel 
plumbing. An air bottle connected to the plumbing network is used to supply the high pressure. The plume 
from the injector empties into a stainless steel accumulator vessel. A centrifugal water pump is connected to 
this vessel and is used to fill the plumbing. Solenoid valves are used to isolate the air bottle, the injector, the 
water pump and a vent line. The injector is constructed with three axkymetric rows of three ports each 
exhausting into the head end of a 9 3  mm diameter tube. The liquid travels for U cm at this diameter before 
encountering a forward-facing step cut at 60' to the axial direction. The tube diameter downstream of the 
step is 53  mm and this section extends 3 cm to the injector exit. 
This investigation is composed of both efforts to understand the fluid mechanics of the swirl element 
injector and efforts to develop additional quantitative optical techniques for use in two-phase flows. In two- 
phase flows, strong signals from optical scattering are to be expected and are useful for visualization studies 
of phase boundaries and the plume structure. In the case of particulates or discrete liquid drops in a gas flow, 
highly developed scattering techniques such as Laser-Doppler-Velocimetry can be used to measure time 
dependent velocity components and particle sizes. However, for a dense liquid spray in which droplets are 
in the process of b e i i  formed from a liquid jet, the complicated directional dependence of the scattered light 
severely limits its use as a quantitative diagnostic tool. Signal levels from LIF are much lower than from 
scattered light; however, LIF is more attractive for quantitative measurements because the emission is 
isotropic. Intense scatter found in dense sprays can cause significant power reductions and spatial 
nonuniformities in a laser beam or sheet used as an excitation source thereby complicating the interpretation 
of the fluorescence signal. However, for the particular injector configuration investigated herein, a LIF 
technique for resolving the average radial liquid distribution in the plume has been implemented. This 
technique is based on the uniform illumination of the axisymetric plume and a subsequent inversion of the 
measured fluorescence. 
For the time-averaged measurements and visualization work, a Spectra Physics Model 2016 argon ion 
laser tuned to the 514.5 nm line was used as a light or excitation source. A 35mm SLR film camera was used 
for the visualization photographs and a Xibion Electronic Systems intensified CID camera (model ISG-205- 
DUHMQ-2) was used for the quantitative measurements. To obtain fluorescence measurements in the plume, 
3 mg of R6G dye were added to the approximately 40 liters of water in the accumulator. For the argon ion 
laser, the 514 line is one of the strongest and is spectrally closest to the strongest part of the R6G absorption 
spectnun. The time-averaged visualization work was completed with a laser sheet formed using a 1 cm 
diameter glass rod to fan out the beam and a 35 an focal length spherical lens to recollimate and focus the 
sheet. For uniform illumination, a microscope objective was used to expand the laser beam and a pin hole 
at the focus was used to spatially filter the expanding beam. For the time resolved photography, a 1 
microsecond light flash was generated with a Stroboscope from Pioneer Electric and Research Corporation. 
Figures 2, 3 and 4 are representative examples of the photographic visualization effort. Figure 2 is 
a photograph of the hght scattered by a laser sheet passing through the center of the plume with an injector 
pressure drop of approximately 50 psi. Figure 3 is a photograph of the LIF for the same conditions and 
Figure 4 is photograph using the strobe with a 300 psi injector pressure drop. Because of the pressure 
difference for these particular photos, no detailed analyses will be given here; however, it should be noted that 
for all of the time averaged visualization photographs, the plume boundary in the vicinity of the injector exit 
was significantly curved but was very nearly straight in this region in the time resolved photographs. 
Visualization photographs such as those presented herein were taken for pressure drops of 100 psi, 300 psi 
and 500 psi. These photographs will be analyzed in detail in the future. 
Fire 2: Photograph of Scattered 
Light From a Laser Sheet in Swirl 
Element Injector Plume 
Fire 3: Photograph of  as& 
Induced Fluorescence in Swirl 
Element Injector Plume 
Element Injector Plume Using a 1 
Microsecond Strobe 
The radial distribution of the liquid injectant was derived from fluorescence data collected using 
uniform illumination of the injectant plume. The plume data for a pressure drop of 105 psi was selected for 
this analysis. A three dimensional plot of normalized fluorescence intensity as a function of radial and axial 
position is shown in F i e  5. The general shape of the injectant plume is known to be a conical sheet 
(because of centrifugal forces associated with 
the swirl). As mentioned above, the 
interface between the two fluid phases 
results in scatter and, ultimately, 
nonuniformities in the excitation source; 
however, since the bulk of liquid injectant is 
concentrated in a sheet at the exit of the 
plume, the half of the plume which the beam 
enters first is illuminated uniformly. For this 
reason, the right half of the data shown in 
Figure 5 was selected for the axisymetric *.r 
inversion process. The Abel inversion 
procedure (Shelby) was used to convert the 
spatially integrated axisymetric signal 
distributions into radial intensity (or time 
averaged liquid mass fraction) distributions. Figure 5: Fluorescence Data Collected at 105 psi 
This integral inversion is dependent on both With Uniform Illumination. 
the value of the data and the derivative of 
the data. For this reason, it is necessary to 
fit a smooth curve to the data before it is inverted. To illustrate the inversion process, the data at the n o d e  
exit and its curve fit are shown in Figure 6 and the inversion of this data is shown in F i e  7. The uncertainty 
in this inversion is highest at the center because of the nature of the mathematics. Additionally, at the jet exit, 
interference from the nozzle affects signal qualip, nevertheless, with the exception of the nonzero 
concentration along the centerline, the inverted signal reflects the expected liquid distribution in the plume. 
The Abel inversions of the data at 0.29 injector diameters away from the injector and at 1.14 injector 
diameters away from the injector exit are shown in 8 and 9. Although there is no data collected using 
classical techniques readily available to compare with these measurements, at these locations where there is 
little interference, the inversions represent a mass distribution expected for this plume with most of the 
injectant concentrated at the edge of the plume and negligible amounts of liquid at the plume core. It should 
be noted that an additional source of error is the scattering of the fluorescence signal by the plume. Some 
proposed future work will address this issue. 
RID 
F i r e  6: Data For Abel Inversion at Nozzle Exit 
wD 
Fire 7: Abel Inversion at N o d e  Exit 
WD 
Figure 8: Abel Inversion at Z/D = 0.29 
WD 
Figure 9: Abel Inversion at Z/D = 1.14 
Conclusions 
A swirl element injector flow field has been investigated using both visualization techniques and a new 
LIF technique for the quantitative measurement of the mass distribution of liquid in the plume. This work 
included the construction of a suitable spray rig, some film photography and the development of an 
appropriate quantitative measurement approach. 
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1 Introduction 
The work reported herein represents a continuation of work begun at MSFC during the 1991 NASA/ASEE 
Summer Faculty Fellowship Program [5, 71. During this period the author proposed and studied a paradigm 
for the analysis and synthesis of Integrated Health Monitoring and Control Systems (IHMCS) for rocket 
engines. This work was motivated by NASA's desire to  develop advanced propulsion systems which could 
operate with increased reliability at decreased cost. The Space Transportation Main Engine (STME) whose 
function it is to provide primary thrust for the National Launch System (NLS) family of vehicles is a primary 
example of this trend [2, 91. 
The need for an antegrated approach to health monitoring and controls was established by the author 
who has identified significant interaction effects which exist between control and health monitoring functions 
[5, 71. The nature of these interaction effects is such that unless they are taken into account during the 
design phase, significant performance degradation may occur in overall the system operation. 
The specific approach proposed allows the designer to embed the IHMCS into a geueral system archi- 
tecture wherein the wide array system analysis and design tools can be brought to bear. Within the this 
approach off-nominal conditions are modeled as indicated in Figure 1. Here p denotes some nominal com- 
ponent or subsystem within the rocket engine. In the first case (Figure l(a)), off-nominal conditions are 
represented by exogenous signals f injected a t  either the component input or output. When off-nominal 
conditions of this sort are incorporated into the overall engine model, the IHMCS analysis and design tasks 
can be reduced to problems in tracking and disturbance rejection [5, 71. In the second case (Figure l (b)) ,  
off-nominal conditions are represented by exogenous component dynamics A which may augment the nomi- 
nal component dynamics. When off-nominal conditions of this sort are incorporated into the overall engine 
model, the IHMCS analysis and design tasks can be reduced to problems in uncertainty accommodation and 
robustness [5, 71. 
In either case, it is clear that the approach discussed above is model-based. Thus. in order to apply 
these results it necessary to  have access dynamical models for both the nominal rocket engine system and 
all off-nominal conditions of interest. Alternatively, and perhaps more favorably, would be to have a method 
for obtaining such models in a systematic manner. It is the task of this report to present just such a method. 
This methodology is based on the application and manipulation of the fundamental laivs of conservation 
in order to  derive dynamical models for thermefluid systems such as those contained in chemical propulsion 
systems. It has a number of significant features which make it well suited for use addressing the problems 
encountered in IHMCS design: First, it allows the assembly of dynamical nominal and off-nominal engine 
models of low order by indicating the significant dynamics. Second, it allows us to distinguish between those 
off-nominal conditions which are likely to  be modeled as signal type (Figure l (a ) ) ,  and those likely to  be 
modeled as uncertainty type (Figure l(b)).  Third, it allows for the easy incorporation of various sensor and 
actuator types. Finally, it provides models in a format suitable for direct computer simulation. 
Due to space constraints, the development here is necessarily brief and the interested reader is referred 
to [6] for a more detailed treatment. 
2 Development of Thermo-fluid Modeling Principles 
Chemical propulsion systems such as the STME are basically thermo-fluid sysrenls whose dynamics are 
governed by the laws of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. Discussion of these basic laws of 
physics can readily be found in the literature (e.g., [3, 81). Here we will apply these laws in order t.o develop 
a set of principles for model development by studying the dynamical behavior of the fluid in a generic engine 
component represented by the variable area control volume given in Figure 2.  The results given here are 
motivated by treatments given in [8, 41. 
The basic assumptions which are made for the purposes of the development below are given as follows: 
(i) Fluid is allowed to cross the boundary only at the inlet (z = z l )  and the outlet (t = x ? ) .  ( i i )  CVe assume 
that the fluid flows in the component are quasi-one-dimensional, i.e.. flow properties are asisym~netric and 
uniform in any plane normal to the direction of flow. (iii) Where the working fluid (i.e.. the propellants. 
combustion products, etc.) are in gaseous state. they behave as ideal gases. Specifically, p = pRT, e = c,T, 
and h = c,T. (iv) Body forces are negligible. (v) The flow is inviscid. 
Given these assumptions we can now develop dynamical expressions characterizing the behavior of the 
fluid in the generic engine component of Figure 2.' The behavior of this fluid can be completely characterized 
in terms of 4 state variables: V ( x , t )  - flow velocity, p(z, t )  - pressure, T ( z , t )  - temperature, and p(z, 2) - 
density. These 4 variables are constrained to obey the laws of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy 
which can be expressed for the control volume of Figure 2 as follows: 
Conservat ion of Mass: 
Here the terms, from left-to-right, can be interpreted as follows: the rate of increase of mass in V, and the 
mass flow out of S. 
Conserva t ion  of  Momentum:  
Here the terms, from left-to-right, can be interpreted as follows: the rate of increase of momentum in V, the 
momentum flow across S, the total body force in V ,  and the total pressure force on S. 
Conserva t ion  of Energy: 
Here the terms, from left-bright,  can be interpreted as follows: the rate of heat added across S, the rate of 
shaft work done in V, the rate of work done on S by pressure forces, the rate of change of energy in V, and 
the rate of flow of energy across S. 
Compress ib le  Flow: We b e p  with the case where the fluid flow is considered compressible. The as- 
sumption of compressibility is necessary in the rear stages of a rocket engine system where the propel- 
lants/combustion products are in gas phase. Under these conditions equation 1 can be simpldied to yield: 
where A denotes the mean area between inlet, z l ,  and outlet, x?. 
It is clear from this expression that if the ratio AIV is large, then the dynamics corresponding to the 
mass equation for the component tend to equilibrium quickly. In such cases, the dynamic mass equation can 
be replaced by the algebraic equation plV1-4, = @V?rl2 for that component, and the mass equation does 
not contribute to the system's dynamic order. 
In a similar manner, equation 2 can be simplified yielding the expression 
From this expression it is clear that if 1/(x2 - tl) is large, then the dynamics corresponding to the 
momentum equation for the component tend to equilibrium quickly. In such cases, the dynamic momentum 
equation can be replaced by the algebraic equation pl V1?.41 + pl,-lL = p2 v??A? + ~3.4? for that component. 
and the momentum equation does not contribute to the system's dynamic order. 
Finally, equation 3 can be simplified yielding the expression 
From this expression it is clear that if V is small, then the dynamics corresponding to the energy equation 
for the component tend to equilibrium quickly. In such cases, the dynamic energy equation can be replaced 
by the algebraic equation pl A1 VlcpT1 + wshaft + Q = p?-42 v?cpT? for that component. and the energy 
equation does not contribute to the system's dynamic order. 
'Table 1 provides a catalog of the symbols used here. 
Incompressible Flow Dynamics: Next, we consider the case where the fluid flow is incompressible. The 
assumption of incompressibility is especially reasonable in the front stages of a rocket engine system where 
the propellants are still in liquid phase. In this case p(x, t )  is constant and so not a dynamic state variable, 
and the energy equation is not needed. The equations for conservation of mass and momentum given above 
can be simplified to yield 
dV 
- -  
- 
A 
V1=V2 1 dl P ( X ~  - 21 ) (P? - P I )  
Summary: Based on the analysis given here, the relative sizes for 
for a given engine component can be used to decide which dynamics are required to model that component, 
and which dynamics can be replaced by algebraic relationships. 
3 Application to the STME 
The results outlined above were applied to develop preliminary models of the STME for the purposes of 
studying the health monitoring and control functions. 
Figure 4 provides a schematic diagram of the engine [2]. As it indicates the STME will employ a gas 
generator cycle with liquid hydrogen and oxygen propellants. Figure 3 provides a preliminary indication of 
the physical layout of the STME roughly to  scale thereby providing of the relative dimensions of the various 
components [2]. 
Based on the information contained in Figure 4 the STME is modelled using the concepts from Section 2 
by first breaking it up into four major assemblies: Main Combustion Chamber, Fuel Turbo-pump, Oxidizer 
Turbo-pump, and Gas Generator. Next, the relative dimension information given in Figure 3 is used to 
characterize the behavior of each subassembly using the appropriate combination of dynamic and algebraic 
equations. This resulted in a 17th order dynarnical engine model. Finally, the overall model was encoded 
into MARSYAS [l]  and used for simulation studies. 
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Figure 1: (a) Signal type and (b) Uncertainty type off-nominal conditions. 
Figure 2: Generic engine component control volume. 
Symbol 
P 
e 
h 
P 
Variable 
pressure 
internal energy 
enthalpy 
density 
temperature 
flow velocity 
area, surface area 
volume 
heat 
Table 1: General variable definitions. 
Figure 3: STME physical layout. 
Figure 4: STME flow schematic. 
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In recent years, composite materials have seen increasing use in advanced structural applications because 
of the sigmficant weight savings they offer when compared to more traditional engineering materials. The 
hgher cost of composites must be offset by the increased performance that results from reduced structural 
weight if these new materials are to be used effectively. At present, there is considerable interest in fabricating 
solid rocket motor cases out of composite materials, and capitalizing on the reduced structural weight to 
increase rocket performance. However, one of the difficulties that arises when composite materials are used is 
that composites can develop significant amounts of internal damage during low velocity impacts. Such low 
velocity impacts may be encountered in routine handling of a structural component like a rocket motor case. 
The ability to assess the reduction in structural integrity of composite motor cases that experience accidental 
impacts is essential if composite rocket motor cases are to be certified for manned flight. While experimental 
studies of the post-impact performance of filament wound composite motor cases have been performed (1,2), 
scaling impact data from small specimens to full scale structures has proven difficult. If such a scaling 
methodology is to be achieved, an increased understanding of the damage processes which influence residual 
strength is required. The study described herein was an initial investigation of damage development and 
reduction of tensile strength in an idealized composite subjected to low velocity impacts. 
Composite rocket motor cases are cylindrical structures which are fabricated using a filament winding 
process. When in service, these cylinders are subjected to internal pressures which give rise to tensile stresses 
in the longitudinal and hoop directions, with the stress in the hoop direction being dominant. The filament 
wound structure typically contains some combination of helical layers, hoop direction layers, and lonptudinal 
layers. For the present study, it was not practical to fabricate filament wound specimens. Instead, 12 in. by 12 
in. flat plate laminates fabricated from Fiberite T3001934 graphite epoxy prepreg tape were used to model the 
filament wound structure. A repeating pattern of layers similar to that found in filament wound cases was 
used. However, to reduce the complexity of the damage in this initial study, no counterparts to the 
longitudinal layers were included in the model structure. The stacking sequence chosen was 
[0,/~70)J0,/&70)~OJC where the 0" plies represent the hoop direction layers in the filament wound structure, 
and the 70" plies represent the helical layers in the filament wound structure. 
A drop tower-type impact testing machine was used to impact the specimens. The specimens were 10 in. 
long by 3 in. wide, and were held in place by a pneumatic clamping fixture. The clamping plates contained 
2.5 in. diameter holes which allowed the specimen to move out of plane during the impact. Impact energy was 
controlled by adjusting the height from which the crosshead assembly was dropped. Dynamic impact data was 
collected from the 0.25 in. diameter instnunented impact tup during impact. One important factor influencing 
the impact response of a solid rocket motor case is whether or not the case has been filled with propellant (3). 
It was expected that filled cases will develop less damage, since the propellant increases the overall rigidity of 
the structure. However, impact of the propellant-backed case may in fact be the most critical scenario since 
the propellant backing impedes the use of nondestructive techniques for damage assessment. For this reason, 
some specimens were impacted while backed with a 1.0 in. thick layer of inert propellant, and others were 
impacted without any backing. A solid steel clamping plate was used on the bottom (backing) side of the 
propellant-backed specimens. 
The test matrix used to plan the experimental program in the present study is shown in Table 1. Based 
on some preliminary impact tests, three impact energies - low (3.0 in.-ib.), intermediate (7.5 in.-lb.) and high 
(12.0 in.&.) were used. For each combination of impact energy and propellant backing, six specimens were 
impacted. Three of these specimens *ere loaded to failure in a tension testing machine in order to determine 
Table 1. Test matrix used in designing the present study. 
Backing 
Backed 
Unbacked 
Low Impact Energy High Impact Energy 
Residual 
Strength 
3 
3 
Intermediate Impact Energy 
Residual 
Strength 
3 
3 
x-Ray 
Inspection 
3 
3 
Residual 
Strength 
3 
3 
X-Ray 
Inspection 
3 
3 
x-Ray 
Inrpenion 
3 
3 
the residual tensile strength after impact. The other three specimens were treated with an x-ray dye penetrant, 
and then radiographed in order to determine what damage had been induced by the impact went. 
Uniaxial tension tests were performed to assess strength reduction resulting from impact. The load was 
applied in the 0" (hoop) direction. Gripping tabs were applied to those specimens which were tested for tensile 
residual strength. The tabs were approximately 3.25 in. long by 3 in. wide. Some specimens were equipped 
with 0.1875 in. thick glasslepoxy composite tabs, while others were equipped with 0.25 in. thick aluminum 
tabs. The tabs were bonded to the specimens using a fast-acting cyanoacrylate adhesive. Generally, the 
glasdepoxy tabs and the aluminum tabs worked equally well. It was found that specimens that were tested 
shortly after the tabs were bonded failed at relatively low loads, and failure was associated almost entirely with 
the gripped region. A cure time of 16 hours or more was found to circumvent these premature failures. 
As mentioned previously, some of the specimens were inspected via dye-penetrant enhanced x-ray 
radiography (4) after being impacted. The dye penetrant used was a zinc iodide solution (60 g zinc iodide, 10 
ml. water, 10 ml. isopropyl alcohol, 10 ml. Kodak "Photo-Flo 200"). A small dam encircling the impact site 
was made using plumbers putty. This dam was filled with the zinc iodide solution, which was allowed to seep 
into the specimen for at least one hour. The dye penetrant filled those damage events (matrix cracks, 
delaminations) which it could flow into. The zinc iodide thus rendered these areas more opaque to x-rays that 
the surrounding undamaged regions. Three radiographs were taken of each specimen using different angles of 
incidence of the x-ray beam - one with an angle of incidence of 82.5", one with an angle of incidence of 90°, 
and one with an angle of incidence of 97.5". The W, or normal incidence x-ray provided a planform view of 
damage in the specimen. The.other two x-rays formed a stereo pair and, when viewed using a stereo viewer, 
provided a three dimensional view of damage in the specimen (4). Using such a stereo imaging process, it was 
possible to resolve the location of damage through the thickness of the specimen. 
It is appropriate to note that the test matrix shown in Table 1 does not reference specimens that are tested 
for residual strength after x-ray inspection. There was some concern that the x-ray dye penetrant might affect 
the residual strength, and therefore the original plan required that specimens tested for residual strength 
should not be treated with x-ray dye penetrant. However, as mentioned previously, there were some premature 
failures attributed to an inadequate cure of the adhesive used to bond the gripping tabs to the specimens. 
Specimens used for damage inspection via radiography were used to provide residual strength data for the case 
of unbacked specimens subjected to low impact energy. Residual strengths obtained from these specimens 
were consistent with other residual strengths obtained in this study. Certainly this study was too limited to 
resolve the question of whether or not the dye penetrant affects residual strength. the original plan specimens 
tested for residual were not to be radiographed. However, resolution of this issue should be considered as pan 
of some future study. If the dye penetrant were found not to affect the residual strength, the dye-penetrant 
enhanced x-ray technique could be &ely used to inspect actual structural components. 
Figure 1 shows residual strength versus impact energy for both backed and unbacked materials. All of 
the individual test results are presented in the figure. In order to obtain reference strength data, two specimens 
were tested for tensile strength without being subjected to any impact loading. The tensile strengths for these 
specimens correspond to the two solid circles plotted at zero impact energy. There is significant scatter in the 
tensile strength data. Some of this scatter can be attributed to the inherent variability of the composites, and 
some of this scatter has been attributed to the influence of the grips on failure. While all of the specimens 
represented in Fig. 1 exhibited significant damage development and growth within the test section during the 
tensile test, in many of the specimens, the final fracture occurred within the gripped regions. The use of 
longer test specimens with a streamlined (dogboned) test section would help reduce this data scatter. 
The average residual strength data for each of the impact levels, indicated by the lines in Fig. 1, reveal 
some interesting trends. Neither the backed nor the unbacked specimens exhibit appreciable changes in 
residual strength resulting from the low and intermediate energy impacts. The backed specimens might show 
a slight reduction in residual strength after the high energy impact. On the other hand, the unbacked 
specimens exhibit a 10 percent reduction in tensile strength after the high energy impact. As expected, the 
unbacked specimens are more susceptible to tensile strength reduction after impact than the backed specimens. 
A 
\ Unimpacted A, 
Backed 
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Unbacked 
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Figure 1. Plot of residual tensile strength versus impact energy for backed and 
unbacked specimens. 
The inert propellant does provide sufficient reinforcement to limit the deflection of the composite, and hence 
reduce the effect of the impact. 
Normal incidence x-ray radiographs taken from backed and unbacked specimens subjected to high energy 
impacts are presented in Fig. 2. The sharp lines that appear in the radtographs correspond to matrix ply 
cracks that were decorated with dye penetrant. Careful w o n  of the radiographs reveals ply cracks in 
three different directions corresponding to the three Werent ply orientations. The most obvious ply cracks are 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2. X-ray rahographs of (a) backed and (b) unbacked specimens subjected to 
high energy impacts. 
the long vertical'cracks, or longitudinal splits, in the 0" layers. All of the 0" layers exhibit some splitting. 
Most of the damage is concentrated in the center of the specimen, around the impact site. The various shaded 
regions that form elliptical or "cloverleaf" shapes correspond to delarninations that were decorated with dye 
penetrant. Stereo imagng shows that damage near the impact site is dstributed in a conical region radiating 
from the impact site through the specimen thickness. 
As seen in Fig. 2, more extensive damage developed in unbacked specimens than in backed specimens 
for a given impact energy. Unbacked specimens showed sigdicant damage development at all three impact 
energy levels. In contrast, specimens that were backed with inert propellant exhibited an impact energy 
threshold for damage development. None of the backed specimens showed damage development when 
subjected to the low energy impact. Of the three specimens which were subjected to the intermediate energy 
impact and then x-rayed, one specimen showed no damage development, one specimen showed very slight 
damage development, and one specimen showed si@cant damage development. All of the unbacked 
specimens developed damage patterns similar to that seen in Fig. 2a when subjected to the hlgh energy impact. 
What is most intriguing about the experimental results obtained in the present study is that some 
specimens that exhibited significant damage after impact showed little reduction in tensile residual strength. 
Radiographic inspection of unbacked specimens subjected to low and intermediate energy impacts, and backed 
specimens subjected to high energy impacts, indicated that significant damage was produced by the impact 
event. Although this damage was present, there was virtually no loss of tensile strength. What distinguishes 
the unbacked, high impact energy case, which did show a loss of tensile strength, from these other cases, is the 
presence of significant 0" fiber fracture at the impact site. In these specimens, a microscopic examination of 
the radiographs reveals lines of fiber fracture in the 0" layers, typically within the circular region of contact 
between the impacting tup and the specimen, which is at the center of the region of concentrated damage in 
the radiographs. Since the 0" fibers are the primary load carriers, it is not surprising that the tensile strength 
would decrease if a sufficient number of these fibers were fractured during impact. The ply cracks and 
delaminations which comprise most of the damage seen in the radiographs have little effect on tensile 
strength. In Edcf some of this matrix damage develops during the failure process of initially undamaged 
material. It is important to note that stability issues make thls matrix damage much more significant for 
residual compression response after impact. 
As expected, composite specimens which were backed with inert propellant developed less damage 
during impact than specimens which were unbacked. Further, backed specimens showed a distinct impact 
energy threshold for damage development. Finally, as far as residual tensile response is concerned, the 
composite was found to be quite tolerant of matrix damage. Specimens with extensive ply cracking and 
delamination but little or no fiber fracture exhibited little or no reduction in tensile strength, while specimens 
with more extensive fiber fracture showed more pronounced reductions in tensile strength. 
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1 Introduction 
MARSYAS is a computer-aided control system design package for the simulation and analysis of dynamic 
systems. In the summer of 1991 MARSYAS was updated to allow for the analysis of sampled-data systems 
in terms of frequency response, stability, etc. This update was continued during the summer of 1992 in order 
to extend further MARSYAS commands to the study of sampled-data systems. Further work was done to 
examine the computation of OPEEAT transfer functions, root-locii and w-plane frequency response plots. 
2 Sampled-data systems with feed-forward coefficients 
Consider a sampled data system whose state-space equations are 
with corresponding discrete time subsystem 
(Purely discrete time inputs rd(kT) to the discrete time system may be incorporated into the above equations 
by augmenting the input vector u(t) and the feed-forward matrix Ddc.) The feed-forward coefficient Dd 
causes the states xc(t) to depend not only on their continuous values through the coefficient matrix A,, but 
also on their sampled values through the coefficient matrix BcdDdCdc. AS of MARSYAS version 6.0.5, this 
dependence is dealt with by creating a matrix ZX = BcdDdCdc in the linearized continuous time dynamics. 
Unfortunately, MARSYAS version 6.0.5 does not correctly treat the case where there are feed-forward 
coefficients in both the continuous time and discrete time blocks (i.e. Ddd # 0 and Dd # 0). In this case, 
MARSYAS infers an algebraic loop where there is none. For example, consider the sampled-data system 
with continuous time block 
~ ( t )  = yd(kT) ~ ( t )  = u(t)/2 - yd(kT) 
and discrete time block 
yd(kT) = kdud(kT). 
The code has no (explicit) states, yet because of the direct feed-forward gains (i.e., the "Dn matrices) in the 
discrete and continuous time blocks of the linear system, a "hidden state" associated with the A/D converters 
in the system manifests itself at sampling times. The MARSYAS-6.0.5-generated system equations are 
while the simulated output values display "spikes" at sampling times and the values between sampling times 
incorrect. There is a specific order in which the simulation updates must occur at  each "scheduledn run of the 
discrete time systems: (1) Evaluate the continuous time system states and algebraic outputs. (2) Update the 
discrete time system states and algebraic outputs. (3) the algebraic outputs of the continuous time system to 
reflect the discrete time system changes. Once these three steps are completed, the simulation may proceed 
with the next integration step. Similarly, the analysis of discrete time systems must be modified as follows. 
Lemma 2.6 Let a sampled data system be defined by the equations (2.1)-(2.5) with sampling time T given. 
Then 
~ d ( k T )  = Cdc~c(kT) + Ddcu(kT) + Dddyd(kT - T); 
that is, the discrete-time output yd becomes a system state when Ddd # 0. 
Figure 1 : OPEBAT linearized system 
Based on the above operation, the vector yd(t) can be used as a vector state that replaces the "ZX"  input 
used in MARSYAS version 6.0.5 as follows. Let zdy(kT) = yd(kT - T). Then the overall system simplifies 
to 
3 OPENAT analysis: options and an example 
The OPEIAT command allows MARSYAS users to examine system robustness with respect to an individual 
parameter by breaking a specified signal path in a closed-loop system model and examining the poles/zeros 
of the newly created open loop system. 
The current MARSYAS implementation (and the original MARSYAS implementation) treat the OPEMAT 
command as a special case of the IHOUT command. The manual for the original MARSYAS implementation 
describes an alternate technique for computing the OPEBAT transfer function; this alternate technique forms 
the basis of the root locus calculation, and is thus of interest in both of these calculations. The two techniques 
are described below. A simple numerical example is given that indicates that algebraic loops (i.e., a non-zero 
D matrix in a linearized OPENAT system) can render the alternate algorithm inaccurate; it is advised that 
the IIOUT approach be used in both OPEBAT and root locus calculations. 
The OPEBAT command can be summarized as follows. Given a closed loop continuous time system 
x = f (x, w) with algebraic constraint 0 = g(x, w), OPENAT k selects a gain value in the system and linearizes 
about an operating point in order to obtain the SISO system shown in Figure 1. The OPEBAT command 
identifies the poles and zeros of the transfer function n(s)/d(s). The IBOUT algorithm computes the poles 
and zeros by computing the matrices (A, B, C, D) that characterized a state-space realizatibn of n(s)/d(s) 
and then computing the (finite) generalized eigenvalues of the matrix pencil ([: ; ] - A [ :  : I ) .  
The alternate closed-loop matrix meihod is as follows For a fixed linearization, let A(k) be the system 
Jacobian matrix evaluated with K = k; i.e. A(k) = (A + k/(1 - Dk)BC). Then det(sI - A(k)) = 
a(k)(d(s) - kn(s)) where a(k)-' is the leading coefficient of (d(s) - kn(s)). Clearly, the poles of the OPEHAT 
system are the eigenvalues of A(0) , since det(sI - A(0)) = a(O)(d(s) - 0 . n(s))  = d(s). 
In order to obtain the zeros of the system, it is required to compute the algebraic gain D and the closed 
loop matrix A(l) = (A(0) + 1/(1- D)BC). Let B, c be a column and row vector, respectively, such that 
BC = (D - l)(A(l) - A(0);  then the zeros of the OPEBAT transfer function may be obtained by computing 
INOUT method Closed-loop matrix method 
Figure 2: Results of tests of openat algorithms 
the finite generalized eigenvalues of the matrix pencil ([ 2 $ ] - A [ I ) .  This is the c l o d - l o o p  
matn'z method discussed in the manual for the original MARSYAS implementation. 
The discussion of the closed-loop matrix method in the original MARSYAS manual did not correctly 
treat the case of D # 0. If D # 0, in particular, if D x 1, then the IHOUT method is clearly superior to the 
closed-loop matrix method, as shown in the following example. 
-1 1 
Example 3.1 Let the OPEHAT linearized system have coefficient matrices A = [ - 1  - I ] , . =  [:I, 
C = [ 2 1 1, and D = 1 + 6. The exact system zeros can be found to be 
Observe that as c -+ 0, the zeros coincide at A = 3. 
A computed linearization (A, B, C, b) = (A, B, C, D) will typically have roundoff noise in each matrix in 
proportion to the matrix norm; i.e., I ~ A  - A I I  j p IlAll where p is a function of machine precision and the 
algorithm condition. The example was selected so that matrix entries were Ubalanced;n that is, the matrix 
entries were of approximately the same magnitude so that round-off effects on problem condition would be 
reduced. For the purposes of a numerical experiment, small error (z 10-14) was deliberately introduced into 
the problem in order to examine algorithm sensitivity. Since the computed value of Ab is near to the correct 
computed value, this method yields good results. 
The closed-loop matrix method involves computing A(O), A(l), and the open-loop D-matrix. it was not 
assumed that the gain D involved in computing A(1) = A - 1/(D - 1)BC is exactly the same as that gained 
from an IHOUT linearization; i.e., INOUT computes (A, B, C, D ~ )  = (A, B, C, b), while A(l) was computed as 
A(l) = A + 1/(B2 - ~)Bc.  The respective results are shown in Figure 2. It is clear that the IlOUT method 
yields superior accuracy; it is important to recognize that the difference in these two methods is a result of 
the difference between 1 / ( ~ ~  - 1) and l / ( ~ ~  - 1); since the estimated values of B and C in the closed loop 
matrix method wiIl be scaled by the ratio ( D ~  - l ) / (b2 - 1) from their "correctn values, it is to be expected 
that the closed-loop matrix method will yield poor results when D 1. 
0 
On the basis of the above example and analysis, it is recommended that both OPEHAT and root locus 
calculations be performed on the basis of the matrices (A, B, C, D) obtained from an IBOUT linearization of 
the appropriate system. FORTRAN code for the mvzero routine and the associated numerical balancing 
procedure [2] have beed delivered to John Tiller, BCSS, this summer for use in MARSYAS. 
The calculation of OPEHAT transfer functions and root locus data become much more complicated in a 
sampled-data system. If the OPEBAT operation is performed on a gain k in the discrete time portion of the 
system, then the OPEHAT function may be executed in the normal fashion on the equivalent discrete time 
system. However, if the OPEIJAT is performed on a gain k in the continuous time part of the system, then the 
OPEEAT function ceases to have a clear meaning. If an artificial continuous time input u and output y are 
placed around the gain, then there is no rational transfer function from u to y because of the time-varying 
dependence on the discrete time subsystem. Instead, discrete time input-output pair is inserted about the 
continuous time gain element K. 
This system is not amenable to an OPEHAT style analysis, since the transfer function varies in a transcen- 
dental (non-algebraic) fashion with the gain value K; closed form perturbation analysis of the equivalent 
discrete time system is intractable since the matrices A and BC do not commute in general. (eABC = 
eAeBC = eBCeA e A(BC) = (BC)A.) Hence a single "open-loop" OPEIAT transfer function calculated 
with K = 0 is not meaningful to the user. However, a "transcendental root-locusn from u to y may be 
computed by computing the poles and zeros of an equivalent discrete-time plant for various values of k. 
Closed-form analysis of transcendental root-locii is hindered by the property that e(A=+KBcDc)t cannot 
be computed from eAet and e(BcCc)t except when A, commutes with B,C,; this is clearly not the case 
in practice. It may be possible to gain some norm-bounds on the closed-loop eigenvalues of the overall 
discrete-time system in terms of the feedback gain K,  but this is an open question. 
4 W-plane analysis 
MARSYAS currently provides z-plane frequency response plots of discretetime systems. w-plane analysis 
is often used in practice to allow designers to employ continuous time design techniques to discrete-time 
systems; see, e.g., [I]. G(z) -+ G(w) by w = . s-plane, z-plane, and w-plane frequency response 
plots are related by z = esT and w = )e = ) tanh (9). So as s = j w  follows the imaginary =is, 
z = ejUT follows the unit circle (periodic with period 2r/T), and 
follows the entire imaginary axis each time z = eJUT rotates about the unit circle The inverse bilinear 
transform from w to z is z = l + luTI2. hence the Nyquist plots in the z and w plane will be identical. 1 - wTI2' 
- I 
Magnitude and phase information in the z and w-planes will be the same except for a "warping" of the 
A 
w-plane frequency variable v = tan(wTl2). 
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INTRODUCTION The performance of the 1500+ engineers at MSFC 
is critical to the Center's mission. Worker's 
performance, however, is a variable affected by ability, 
motivation, role understanding, and other factors. Managing 
subordinates' performance is a great challenges to managers. 
Special challenges confront the managers of engineers because 
engineers often work with general goals, long deadlines, and 
considerable autonomy (1) . 
Budget challenges should make all managers concerned 
about their workgroup's efficiency as well as its 
effectiveness(2). One measure of efficiency is productivity 
-- the amount of useful output which is obtained per unit 
input. Productivity is easy to measure when the output is 
easy to count, the time required to produce each unit is 
relatively short, and the standards for acceptable quality are 
apparent and routine. For example, a manufacturing plant 
might produce 200 cars per day, or a license bureau might 
process 20 applications per hour. Productivity of the typical 
S&E branch at MSFC is not as easy to measure. However, some 
examples of productivity improvements include completing more 
critical tests per month, finishing analyses more quickly, or 
serving the branch's customers well with fewer engineers. 
The productivity of a team or branch is a function of the 
productivity of each of its members. While many managers have 
personal theories about how to run their work group, 
surprisingly little systematic scientific knowledge exists 
about the effects of various factors on engineers' 
productivity. This study is intended to help lay the 
foundation for such a program of research. 
METHOD The primary goals of the present study have been to 
familiarize the principal investigator (PI) with the 
work environment and the nature of the tasks faced by MSFC 
engineers, to gain insights into how productivity might be 
measured for engineering tasks, and to formulate models and 
hypotheses which suggest relationships among these issues. 
The PI thus spent fifty days at MSFC observing numerous 
engineers from three S&E labs and two Chief Engineers1 offices 
as they went about their daily work, and interviewing them 
regarding their work. These observations included attending 
numerous meetings and teleconferences with engineers. Several 
managers from various levels of the S&E organization were also 
interviewed. Particularly valuable insights were gained from 
in depth interviews of 40 MSFC engineers using a structured 
set of open-ended questions (summary of questions below). 
Interview Questions For Enaineerst Time And Work Study 
1. Job title, brief job description, projects you work on 
2. Education history and career path; why you became an 
engineer, why you joined NASA 
Present top priority tasks and deadlines 
~ctivities in a typical week; time in meetings, on phone, 
on computer 
How your work tasks/projects are initiated; by whom 
Extent to which you like your job 
How you feel about your work performance; indicators of 
success in your work 
How one might judge productivity in a job like yours 
Things that block you from being more productive 
How many hours you work each week, day 
Percent of your time you typically feel to be productive 
How you would describe yourself as a worker; self 
discipline, perfectionist, time manager, confidence 
What the most productive engineers you have observed do 
differently from average engineers 
What you need from NASA/your boss to be more effective 
~dvice for a new employee to be successful in your job 
How you feel about NASAts current mission and direction 
OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION Measuring Productivity In order 
to manage an outcome one 
generally must be able to measure it(2). Most interviewees 
initially expressed uncertainty about how to measure 
productivity, but then went on to speculate usefully on 
possible methods or criteria for such measurement. Many 
expressed a belief that supervisors who stay in touch daily 
with what their engineers are working on can make a reasonably 
accurate subjective estimate of engineerst productivity. 
Factors which should be integrated into this judgement include 
the difficulty of the task (including the development stage of 
the required tools or methodology), comparison of progress 
rates among engineers doing similar types of tasks (or past 
experiences with people doing similar types of tasks), and 
comparison of progress against a mutually-agreed-upon time 
line (when posing a design or analysis question to an 
engineer, it helps to specify whether one wants a one-day 
answer, a one-week answer, a one-month answer, etc.) 
Work output measurements for estimating productivity 
could include specific observations of work methods or 
outcomes. For example, track the number of analyses an 
engineer produces in a period of time, the number of papers 
they publish or present, the number of phone calls made or 
received, the number of action items completed, or even the 
number of action items not completed by the requested date. 
Or poll customers for feedback on an engineer's work, 
including their general satisfaction with work quality or 
pace, estimates of work impact on a program or at least the 
thinking of others, the degree to which an engineer is 
consulted by others for an opinion, or the general accuracy of 
one's models, tests, and designs. Finally, productivity might 
be reflected in system-level indications such as whether one's 
work has held up a flight or test schedule, a new motor flew 
tested without problems, or a meeting was productive. 
Ideally, engineers and their supervisors should 
collaborate to find the best method for monitoring their 
productivity. Where colleagues or customers are in the best 
position to judge an engineer's productivity, a formal or 
informal system could be set up to gather their feedback. 
While some engineers may be sufficiently defensive about their 
work to make them uncomfortable with such a feedback program, 
most appear to be justly proud of their work and of the world- 
renown accomplishments of the Center, and many expressed great 
interest in learning from any available feedback. 
Being Busy Versus Being Productive One's work effort can be 
viewed as a vector. The length of the Effort Vector might 
indicate the degree to which one is busy during the work day. 
However, that work effort can be factored into a Productive 
Work component (i.e., work which is directed toward 
accomplishment of the specified job goal) and a perpendicular 
"Wasted Motionw component (e.g., work effort which is directed 
toward simply satisfying one's curiosity, looking busy, or 
fulfilling a perfunctory obligation). Thus, one engineer 
might be seen as putting forth less work effort than another 
(e.g., attending fewer meetings, writing shorter memos, taking 
a longer lunch break), yet might actually accomplish more than 
the latter with respect to job goals. Both continuous 
clarification of organizational and departmental goals and 
honest feedback to engineers by supervisors or co-workers can 
affect powerfully the direction of work effort toward 
productive ends. Many engineers feel that they need more goal 
clarification or feedback than their supervisors now give. 
Some engineers seem to find it difficult to prioritize 
their work activities. For example, some are inclined to 
study a problem forever in search of an optimal answer, though 
the organization needs a sufficient answer quickly to meet a 
project deadline. Indeed, some engineers in the labs see 
"getting smart1' on an issue being as important in their job as 
is applying their knowledge to a specific project. However, 
an overly compulsive or extremely cautious personality in such 
a person might result in a great deal of wasted motion. 
Others believe that learning directed toward specific project 
questions is most efficient in the long run. In any event, it 
is natural for workers to spend as much time as possible on 
the activities they find intrinsically interesting. Thus, to 
optimize productivity, engineers must be placed in jobs which 
require the work they intrinsically enjoy. 
Career Issues Five career types were observed in 
interviews. 1) The Center has a lot of "New Kids1' who are in 
the early phases of their NASA careers. Most do not yet know 
for what job they are best suited, and their work habits and 
standards are still extremely malleable. They need a good 
view of the types of work available at MSFC, and close 
supervision to ensure task success until their competence and 
confidence grows. Young engineers typically aspire to high 
levels of technical competence. Highly experienced engineers 
from project offices who would spend a year or two back in the 
labs before retirement might make excellent mentors and role 
models for New Kids. 2) Some engineers mature into 
nTecho-Wizardsw, carving out an area of great technical 
expertise from which they greatly influence design, analysis, 
or test methodology decisions. They work with maximum 
autonomy. 3) A few engineers find that they enjoy 
questioning and helping define departmental/ organizational 
priorities and strategic direction even more than developing 
greater technical expertise. Those with good interpersonal 
skills may become "Movers and Shakersw, seeking management 
track careers. 4) Many engineers, perhaps due to differing 
interests, have not developed the technical proficiency of 
Techno-Wizards nor the leadership qualities of Movers and 
Shakers, but instead specialize in attending to details of 
information and data management, tasks often critical to 
project success. These "Worker Bees" seem satisfied with a 
modest level of technical challenge in their jobs. 5) 
However, a few engineers never found appealing career tracks, 
or somehow run out of steam. These "Lost Soulsw often 
eventually were relegated to tasks which are least critical to 
the organizational mission. They seem to have low 
expectations of the prospects for whatever years remain in 
their career. Perhaps a lRPIP Programt1 for veteran engineers 
could help place these Lost Souls into more productive work. 
Future Research Clearly research on engineerst productivity 
is in a preliminary stage. A questionnaire survey of 300 
randomly-selected MSFC engineers, sponsored by Dr. George 
McDonough, Head of S & E ,  is now gathering information from a 
wider sample about many issues related to engineers1 
effectiveness and use of time. It builds on previous research 
by the PI(3) plus insights from the present study. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The response of polymers and polymer-based composites to 
the space environment is being investigated. A wide range of 
materials are covered in this study, including elastomer seals 
for Space Station Freedom, polymer films for thermal control, 
and composites for space structural elements. Space 
environmental agents of concern include atomic oxygen, thermal 
cycling, space debris impacts, W, charged particles and other 
forms of high-energy radiation. This ambitious project is 
potentially a multi-year research effort and the success of 
such a project could be expected to have a profound impact on 
the design of future space-based structures. The research 
goal of this first Summer is to identify the priority areas of 
research and to carry out the initial phase task so that a 
collaborative research can proceed smoothly and fruitfully in 
the near future. 
PROJECT 1: SERVICE LIFE PREDICTIONS FOR SEAL ELASTOMERS 
1. The most commonly used technique for studying the 
long-term performance of an elastomer seal--the compression 
set test--has been critically reviewed. A model has been 
developed to predict the compression set of an elastomer as a 
function of time and to provide insight into the molecular 
origins of compression set. 
2. A simple standard linear solid model was utilized to 
derive constitutive equations that relate the compression set 
data to the corresponding stress relaxation and creep data for 
a given elastomer. 
3. Effective techniques for studying elastomer 
degradation kinetics and mechanisms have been identified and 
the corresponding theoretical foundation has been established. 
4. It is recommended that an extensive stress relaxation 
(or creep) test program be planned and carried out to cover a 
wide range of temperatures and radiation dose rates so that a 
master curve may be constructed to predict the service 
lifetime of an elastomer for space applications. 
5. It is further recommended that an in-depth study be 
performed to understand the ageing mechanisms, at the 
molecular level, of select elastomers (e.g., S383 silicone and 
V747 fluorocompound rubber) over a wide range of temperatures. 
Proper thermal shift factors cannot be evaluated and the 
master curves cannot be constructed without the knowledge of 
degradation mechanisms for each elastomer. It is of 
particular significance to differentiate between physical and 
chemical stress relaxation, so that correct equations can be 
used to estimate the thermal shift factors. 
For simulations of short-term deterioration of polymers, 
real-time measurements can be used by duplicating the expected 
real time space environment, For polymers exposed for many 
years to the space environment, the generation of real-time 
data is practically impossible. Predictions must be based on 
accelerated aging experiments completed in a shorter time- 
frame in a ground-based laboratory. Such lab work invariably 
involves increasing the environmental stress levels above 
those appropriate to the real exposures. This would likely 
mean higher than ambient W dose rates, atomic oxygen fluence, 
higher temperatures, and higher mechanical stresses. Thus, 
developing predictive methods based on ground experiments 
necessitates understanding and modeling of space environment 
dose-rate effects. 
The dose rate effects of polymers exposed to high energy 
radiation, such as in a nuclear environment, have been studied 
extensively [I-71. A common assumption in these studies is 
that the total dose alone determines the damage under inert 
atmosphere situations and that long-term predictions for low 
dose-rate conditions can be made by using an equal dose, equal 
damage basis. It is now well known that, in the presence of 
air (oxygen), dose rate effects are frequently observed and 
can be very significant [8,9]. This observation could be 
extended to predict that, in the presence of atomic oxygen 
which is even more reactive than molecular oxygen, dose rate 
effects may be significant in the space environment. This has 
yet to be verified experimentally. 
Temperature is an important factor to consider when 
discussing the space environmental effects on polymers. 
Stress relaxation of elastomers can occur as a result of 
chemical reactions inducing the breakdown of the network 
structure. Several network degradation theories have been 
developed and chemical stress relaxation studies have been 
carried out on a wide range of elastomers in order to study 
their thermal degradation mechanisms. During this Summer, 
these theories were critically reviewed, along with the 
chemical stress relaxation technique and other methods for 
investigating cross-linking and chain scission of polymers. 
PROJECT 2: THERMAL CYCLING OF POLYMER COMPOSITES 
Accomplishments: 
1. Thermal cycle induced micro-cracking phenomena were 
observed on carbon fiber reinforced polymer matrix composites. 
One or two minute intraply cracks were observed on 
thermoplastic matrix composites after a single thermal cycle 
between -45OC and +85O. Microcracks appear to initiate at the 
fiber-matrix interface, preferentially in fiber-rich (or 
resin-deficient) zones. Microcracking appears more severe in 
PPS than in PEEK composites. Microcracking was not observed 
in epoxy composites for the first twenty cycles, Judging from 
the fact that thermoplastic composites tend to have weak 
fiber-matrix interfacial bonding, these observations appear to 
suggest that interfacial bond plays a critical role in 
initiating microcracks in carbon fiber reinforced polymer 
composites. Intraply cracks are known to be the precursors to 
the delamination cracks, the most serious life-limiting 
failure mode in laminated composites. 
2. Thermal cycle cracks obviously are caused by the 
hygrothermal stresses present in a laminate. The residual 
thermal stresses in a fibrous composite may be analyzed at 
different levels of complexity. First, the differential 
thermal stresses established between a single fiber and the 
matrix may be estimated either analytically or numerically. 
Second, the residual stress fields developed within a group of 
regularly arrayed fibers may also be determined either 
theoretically or experimentally. Third, the thermal stresses 
that occur between laminae with different effective thermal 
expansion coefficients (e.g., due to different fiber 
orientations) may also be calculated using, for example, the 
classical lamination theory. In each level of study certain 
assumptions have to be made to render the problem more 
tractable. 
As a first approach (levels 1 and 2), a "thick cylinder 
modelw was developed to simulate the thermo-mechanical 
behavior near a fiber in a group of fibers with a given fiber 
volume fraction. In this model, the stress and the strain 
fields in a thick cylinder under uniform pressure were derived 
based on the classical elasticity theory. Using such a thick 
cylinder model, the residual stresses established in a model 
single fiber-matrix system representing various polymer 
composites were calculated. 
In practically all cases the matrix has a greater CTE 
than the fiber, which subjects the fiber to compressive 
stress, For most practical volume fractions of fibers, the 
matrix will generally be subjected to a radial compression at 
the fiber-matrix interface and a tangential tensile stress. 
Even in the absence of a good chemical bond, this radial 
compression against the interface provides friction forces to 
assist in the load transfer process between the fiber and the 
matrix. The magnitudes of such residual thermal stresses at 
the microscopic level have been calculated for the composite 
systems being considered for space applications. 
A change in temperature (AT) or moisture content of a 
composite structure causes a variation in its dimensions 
proportional to the change in temperature (AT) or moisture 
content (AC) and its initial dimensions. This leads to the 
development of a thermal strain (eT) or hygroscopic strain 
(eH). However, thermal deformation of a lamina is constrained 
by its neighboring laminae, leading to the development of 
residual stresses. The magnitudes of these macroscopic 
residual stresses in each layer of a composite for several 
composite systems have been estimated using the classical 
lamination theory. These data, in combination with the 
interface thermal stress data mentioned earlier, may be used 
to explain the thermal cycle induced micro-cracking phenomena 
in composites. 
PROJECT 3: RESIDUAL STRENGTH PREDICTION OF ATOMIC OXYGEN 
ERODED MATERIALS 
A statistical fracture mechanics approach is being 
developed for predicting the residual strength of engineering 
polymers and composites as a function of surface morphology, 
which varies with atomic oxygen exposure conditions. This 
project is just now getting started. Literature review on the 
subject Surface Cracks has been conducted, Theoretical 
equations are being derived while the mechanical test samples 
are being prepared. 
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Conditions simulating low- and high-gravity, reveal changes 
in macroscopic pattern formation in selected microorganisms, but 
whether these structures are gravity dependent is not clear. 
Two theories have been identified in the fluid dynamics 
community which support macroscopic pattern formation. The 
first one is gravity dependent (fluid density models) where 
small concentrated regions of organisms sink unstably, and the 
second is gravity independent (wave reinforcement theory) where 
organisms align their movements in concert, such that either 
their swimming strokes beat in phase or their vortices entrain 
neighbors to follow parallel paths (3). Movement or locomotion 
of microorganisms such as paramecium, algae, protozoa, and 
spermatozoa, form macroscopic patterns analogous to thermally 
driven convection cells. Gravitational test have shown 
bioconvective pattern for both the flagellated algae, 
Polytomella parva and the ciliated non-gyrotaxic protozoa, 
Tetrahymena pyriformis to show similar polygonal morphology, 
changes in the inter-nodal distances, and decreases in pattern 
wavenumber and fineness (3). In addition, macroscopic patterns 
of caprine spermatozoa continue during conditons of variable 
gravity ( 1 ) .  Studies have shown that macroscopic pattern 
formation is consistent with the fluid density models for 
protozoa and algae and wave reinforcement hypothesis for caprine 
spermatozoa (1,3). 
Nearly every eukaryotic cell contains microtubules 
including algae, protozoa, and spermatozoa. Microtubules are 
important cellular components essential for movement of the 
cytoskeleton, spindle fibers, cilia, and flagella. In cilia and 
flagella, microtubules are in a characteristic array of nine 
outer doublets of microtubules and two central single 
microtubules. All microtubules have a common ultrastructure 
composed of tubulin, a dimeric globular protein capable of 
generating various dissipative structures when combined with 
guanosine triphosphate in solution. These structures include 
traveling waves of microtubule assembly and disassembly and the 
formation of polygonal networks, suggesting dynamic spatial 
pattern formation of microtubule components in the absence of 
cellular organizing centers (2). Thus the microtubule assembly 
and disassembly process in vitro could serve as a ground base 
model by examining regulatory mechanisms for comparing pattern 
formation by selected organisms under microgravity conditions. 
As a part of Marshall Space Flight Centersn Summer Faculty 
Fellowship Program within the Biophysics Branch, the objectives 
of the summer faculty fellow were to provide a procedure to 
isolate bovine tubulin, to assist with determining whether the 
microtubule assembly and disassembly system could be quantitated 
using spectrophotometric techniques for ground based studies, 
and to assist with the development of a technique to examine the 
microtubule assembly and disassembly system for future studies 
under the simulated microgravity conditions of the KC-135 
experimental aircraft. 
The brain tubulin preparation procedure was as follows: 
bovine brains were obtained from a local slaughter house, put on 
ice, meninges removed, and the cortex minced. Brains were 
washed with cold calcium free phosphate buffered saline solution 
and suspended in cold Banks physiological buffer. The tissue 
was homogenized with a polytron and centrifuged at 14,000 rpm 
for 20 minutes at 5OC. The supernatant was collected and 
ultracentrifuged at 40,000 rpm for 1 hour at 5°C. Guanosine 
triphosphate (GTP) was added, incubated at 37OC for 45 minutes 
and centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 40 minutes at 28OC. The 
pellet was resuspended with cold Hanks buffer, GTP added, 
homogenized with a Teflon-glass homogenizer, and centrifuged at 
18,000 rpm for 30 minutes at 5OC. The mixture was allowed to 
polymerize at 37°C for 15-20 minutes, and the pellet can then be 
used for phosphocellulose purification of the tubulin. 
Microtubules are the only biopolymers which can 
simultaneously polymerize and depolperize (2). The tubulin 
preparation procedure described above provides a source of 
tubulin which can facilitate the study of the assembly and 
disassembly process of the microtubule system. Further 
understanding of the microtubule system would provide a data 
base for both ground base and microgravity studies on this 
regulatory mechanism associated to pattern formations in 
organisms. 
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Structural and energetics properties of atoms near a grain 
boundary are of great importance from theoretical and experimental 
standpoints. From various experimental work it is concluded that 
diffusion at low temperatures at polycrystalline materials take 
place near grain boundary. Experimental and theoretical results 
also indicate changes of up to 70% in physical properties near a 
grain boundary. The Embedded Atom Method (EAM) (1) calculations on 
structural properties of Au twist grain boundaries (2) are in quite 
good agreement with their experimental counterparts. The EAM is 
believed to predict reliable values for the single vacancy 
formation energy as well as migration energy. However, it is not 
clear whether the EAM functions which are fitted to the bulk 
properties of a perfect crystalline solid can produce reliable 
results on grain boundaries. 
One of the objectives of this work is to construct the EAM 
functions for Cu and use them in conjuction with the molecular 
static simulation to study structures and energetics of atoms near 
twist grain boundaries Z5 and Z13 in Cu. This provide test of the 
EAM functions near a grain boundary. In particular, we determine 
structure, single vacancy formation energy, migration energy, 
single vacancy activation energy, and interlayer spacing as a 
function of distance from grain boundary. Our results are compared 
with the available experimental and theoretical results from grain 
boundaries and bulk. 
Methodology 
Interatomic pair potentials suffer from two major problems, 
zero Cauchy presure, i.e., Cll-C,,=O, and equality of single vacancy 
formation energy El,, and cohesive energy E,. In practice, for most 
crystals C11#C,2 and E,,+E,.To overcome these and other shortcomings 
of pair potentials the EAM potentials are developed. In the EAM, 
the major contribution to energy of each atom is due to the 
embedding energy which is supplemented by a two body potential. The 
embedding energy of an atom can be interpretted as the energy that 
is required to embed that atom in the electronic charge produced by 
the other atoms in the crystal. The two body potential 9 can also 
be interpretted as the electrostatic interaction between cores of 
embedding atom and atoms of crystal. Energy of atom i in the EAM 
formalism can then be written as, 
where E, is the energy of atom i, Fi is the embedding energy of atom 
i, qij is the two body potential between atoms i and j, rij is the 
interatomic distace between atoms i and j, and p i  is the charge 
density at site i due to atoms in other sites. One of the 
assumptions in the EAM approach is that pi is superposition of 
atomic charge densities from all the other sites, 
where pa is the atomic charge density. 
F and <p are determined by considering for them functional 
forms and finding their parameters by fitting to the bulk 
properties of crystalline solid (3). 
In our calculations, we have employed the EAM functions of Cu 
along with the molecular static routine to study structures and 
energetics of twist grain boundaries. In a molecular static 
simulation, total energy of the system is minimized with respect to 
positions of atoms. In any energy minimization approach extreme 
caution should be taken that final state of the system has the 
lowest energy (i. e. , global minimum) . 
Results 
a)single vacancy formation energy 
Our C5(8=36.87) and C13(8=22.62) twist grain boundaries are 
comprised of 14 fcc(001)atomic layers, 80 atoms per layer, and with 
half of the layers rotated with respect to the (001) axis by an 
angle teta. A vacancy is created in a desired site and the single 
vacancy formation energy Elvf is calculatedusing, 
where E(N-1,l) is the total energy of a system of N atomic sites 
with N-1 sites filled and 1 site vacant and E(N 0) is the energy 
with all N sites filled. Our results for E,: are plotted in 
Fig. (2). 
b)Migration and activation energies 
Various migration paths for vacancy is considered (look at Fig. 
1) by moving the atom through the desired path and allowing it to 
relax in the plane perpendicular to the path. All the other atoms 
are allowed to relax without any constraint. Total potential energy 
of the system is then calculated as a function of migrating 
distanse. Our results for migration energies are reported 
below and plotted in Fig.(2): 
Elm= 0.018 ev, path 1 E,,= 0.037 ev, path 1 
E,,= 0.050 ev, path 2 Elm= 0.018 ev, path 2 
Elm= 0.087 ev, path 3 Elm= 0.016 ev, path 3 
Elm= 0.7 ev, path 4 (bulk) El,= 0.7 ev, path 4 (bulk) 
Single vacancy activation energy Q=E,:+E,, is calculated and plotted 
in Fig. (2). 
c)Interlayer spacing across a C5 grain boundary 
Total energy of the grain boundary lattice described in part (a) 
is minimized using our molecular static code and interlayer spacing 
is calculated and plotted in Fig.(3). 
summary and conclusion 
Our work can be summarized as follows: 
a) Vacancy formation energy is shown to be directly correlated to 
the degree of coincidence. 
b) Single vacancy activation energy near the grain boundary is 
about 60% lower than its corresponding value in the bulk. 
c) Vacancy migration energy near a C5 or C13 grain boundaries is 
about 0.1 ev which is much smaller than its corresponding bulk 
value of '0.7 ev. 
d) Interlayer spacing at a C5 grain boundary is enhanced by a 
factor of about 17% as compared to its bulk value. 
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This paper is concerned with methods of measuring and 
developing quality software. Reliable flight and ground 
support software is a highly important factor in the suc- 
cessful operation of the space shuttle program. Reliability 
is probably the most important of the characteristics inher- 
ent in the concept of "software q~ality.~' It is the proba- 
bility of failure free operation of a computer program for a 
specified time and environment. 
There has been an increased awareness in recent years of 
the critical problems that have been encountered in the 
development of large scale software systems. These problems 
not only include the cost and schedule overruns typical of 
development efforts, and the poor performance of the systems 
once they are delivered, but also include the high cost to 
maintain the systems, the lack of portability and the high 
degree the systems can be sensitive requirement changes. 
The efforts related to the development of a standard 
programming language, and of software development tools and 
aids, all provide partial solution to the above problems by 
encouraging disciplined development of software and there- 
fore a controlled development process. 
Recently there has been a great deal of research in the 
area of software metrics. A number of metrics which measure 
various attributes of software and relate them to different 
aspects of software quality have been developed and evaluat- 
ed. The program manager responsible for the development of 
the software can establish specific software product quality 
goals and measure the progress towards these goals during 
development. Metrics can also provide the means to assess 
the difficulty in modifying a software product. 
A validated metric is one whose values have been statis- 
tically associated with corresponding quality factor values 
or attributes of software that contribute to the quality of 
the software. The critical value of a validated metric is 
that value which is used to identify software which has 
unacceptable quality. The major benefit of validation is 
that it increases the probability that the metric will be a 
good indicator of quality. The six criteria that a metric 
must satisfy to be validated are associativity, consistency, 
discriminative power, tracking, predictability and repeat- 
ability. 
The quality factor reliability has been associated with 
various subfactors. These include completeness, accuracy, 
consistency, error tolerance, simplicity, availability, non- 
deficiency and anomaly management. 
The measurement of software complexity is receiving 
increased attention since software accounts for a growing 
proportion of total computer system costs. Besides the 
above mentioned complexity measures, the following basic and 
conceptually simple measures are also considered: the total 
number of lines encountered in the main body of the program, 
the number of lines of code, the total number of characters, 
the number of code characters, then number of comments and 
the number of comment characters in a program. 
Parsers have been developed and used to compute the 
various metrics for Pascal and Fortran programs, and recent- 
ly for Ada programs. The Dynamics Research Corporation has 
developed a Measurement and Analysis Tool called AdaMat. 
AdaMat is a specific source code quality analysis tool. Its 
metrics hierarchy is based on the RADC (Rome Air Development 
Center) metrics framework. It measures adherence to over 
240 quality principles which impact the reliability, main- 
tainability and portability of Ada source code. Its princi- 
ples are based on the most effective use of Ada language 
features and adherence to long standing software engineering 
principles. In the AdaMat system the quality factor, Reli- 
ability, has two subfactors, Anomaly Management and Simplic- 
ity. Anomaly Management has three subfactors: Prevention, 
Detection and Recovery. Simplicity has three subfactors: 
Coding simplicity, Design Simplicity and Flow Simplicity. 
AdaMat reports contain concise information on each metric's 
level of adherence, the ranking option allows worst case Ada 
units to be isolated rapidly, and AdaMat Documentation 
clearly explains what is being counted by each metric. It 
also explains why it is important to quality, provides a 
suggested method of improvement and gives a source code 
example of adherence to the metric principle and non-adher- 
ence to the principle. 
AdaMat provides a user friendly interface which makes 
reporting simplified and straightforward, it provides main- 
tenance cost savings resulting from the use of a disciplined 
development process. In addition there are substantial early 
error detection cost benefits. Lastly it provides an auto- 
mated code review and inspection process. In particular, 
formal source code inspections can use such a tool to locate 
potential problem areas for the inspectors. 
The second part of this project dealt with the develop- 
ment and calibration of quantitative models for predicting 
the quality of software. A software reliability model 
specifies the general form of the dependence of the failure 
process on the principal factors that affect it: fault 
introduction, fault removal, and the environment. Software 
reliability models are generally formulated in terms of 
random processes. Analytic expressions can be derived for 
the average number of failures experienced at any point in 
time, the average number of failures in a time interval, the 
failure intensity at any point in time, and the probability 
distribution of failure interval models. A good software 
reliability model gives good predictions of future failure 
behavior, estimates MTTF, estimates time to test completion, 
is simple, widely applicable, and based on sound assump- 
tions. Prediction of future failure behavior assumes that 
the values of the model parameters will not change for the 
period of prediction. 
The models used in the present study consisted of: 
1.SMERFS (Statistical Modeling and Estimation of Reliabili- 
ty Functions for Software) . There are ten models in SMERFS: 
error count models (generalized Poisson model, NHPP model, 
Brooks and Motley, Schneidewind model, S-shaped reliability 
growth model) and time-between-error models (Littlewood and 
Verrall Bayesian model, Musa execution time model, geometric 
model, NHPP model for time between error occurrence, Musa 
logarithmic Poisson execution time model). 
2. Kenneth Williamson*~ NHPP Binomial type software reli- 
ability model 
3. Goel-Okumoto NHPP model. 
The software utilized consisted of the IMCE (Image 
Motion Compensation Electronics) software flight data, BATSE 
(Burst Transient Source Experiment, Gamma Ray Observatory) 
software, and a further program will also utilize POCC 
(Payload Operations Control Center for the Space Shuttle), 
Payload Checkout Unit Software for the Space Shuttle and 
HIT'S Software (Space Shuttle Telemetry Systems). 
Before discussing the results obtained with the models 
used in the present study, it must be kept in mind that 
software reliability modeling is just one of many tools. It 
cannot provide all the answers to the problems managers and 
developers must face. It must be taken as a bit of informa- 
tion, which along with others, is helpful in making a real- 
istic judgment concerning a program's status. 
For a first run, the results obtained in modeling the 
cumulative number of failures versus execution time showed 
fairly good results for the data. Plots of cumulative 
software failures versus calendar weeks were made and the 
model results were compared with the historical data on the 
same graph. If the model agrees with actual historical 
behavior for a set of data then there is confidence in 
future predictions for this data. 
Considering the quality of the data, the models have 
given some significant results, even at this early stage. 
With better care in data collection, data analysis, record- 
ing of the fixing of failures and CPU execution times, the 
models should prove valuable in making predictions regarding 
the future pattern of failures, including an estimate of the 
number of errors remaining in the software and the addition- 
a1 testing time required for the software failure rate to 
reach a chosen target level. In addition, conditions occur- 
ring during V&V are not always covered by the models. A 
Center Director's Discretionary Fund proposal is planned to 
address these conditions. 
It appears that there is no one "bestp8 model for all 
cases. It is for this reason that the aim of this project 
was to test several models. One of the recommendations 
resulting from this study is that great care must be taken 
in the collection of data. When using a model, the data 
should satisfy the model assumptions. 
As previously stated, the data has to have the ability 
to correctly identify and measure what is desired. The data 
provided must satisfy the following: 
1. It should be correctly recorded. 
2. It should consist of samples that are random in nature. 
3. It should be stated in CPU hours between failures or 
error counts per interval. 
4. All error failure data should be accurate. 
Reliability will improve if the field software is cor- 
rected as failures occur. What about repeated failures due 
to the same fault? Fixing of faults leading to failures has 
to be properly recorded and properly attended to. The 
record of failures must be obtained for a sufficient length 
of time. Recent theory indicates that the failure intensity 
function probably decreases exponentially with time, i.e. a 
plot of the rate of occurrence of failures versus the number 
of faults found decreased asymptotically to zero. 
There are also several recommendations regarding the use 
of the models: 
1. The models require the insertion of various parameters. 
The models should be run with various values of these param- 
eters, which should be carefully chosen for optimum results. 
2. The data should be modeled piecewise, in addition to 
running the models for the total data. 
3. Various forms of data input are provided including time 
between failure data and error count data and the model may 
yield different results for different types of data input. 
4. The length of the trial should be a proportion of the 
expected life of the system; predictions made from a very 
small set of data tend to be poor. 
5. The rate of manifestation of errors varies greatly from 
fault to fault, models which treat all faults as having the 
same rate may lead to optimistic bias estimates. Perhaps 
some type of analysis should be performed to classify fail- 
ures by severity, what kind of failure is it and is it 
critical or not? 
To sum up the preliminary trials indicate that the 
models tested show much promise and that with their proper 
use and tailoring they are expected to yield an accurate 
reliability prediction for the flight and supporting ground 
software of embedded avionic systems, 
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THE ALGORITHM 
Just after he was appointed NASA Administrator earlier this year, 
Dan Goldin made it clear that each person and program at NASA 
would be evaluated using quantifiable criteria. He instructed 
each person to define the standards by which he/she and his/her 
programs will be graded. My assignment was to define criteria by 
which the JOVE program could be graded and to develop an algorithm 
that would quantify the evaluation. 
The JOVE program is a Joint VEnture between small four-year 
colleges and NASA in which select faculty members work with 
scientists and engineers (mentors at the NASA centers and major 
universities.) NASA and the colleges share expenses of the 
program approximately equally. 
Dr. N.F. Six, Director of the JOVE program, suggested that JOVE be 
evaluated in the areas of research, education, and outreach; areas 
specified in JOVE's charter. The author prepared a sample 
algorithm which was presented for discussion to the JOVE faculty 
at their summer retreat in Fredericksburg, Virginia July 22-25, 
1992. 
. 
A small discussion group comprised of six JOVE faculty members 
suggested that, starting with the algorithm developed by the 
author, various evaluation scenarios be circulated among a 
committee made up of members from the oldest JOVE schools. 
It was decided that the algorithm should address and/or include 
the following features: 
1. Research should be the most important parameter as 
the JOVE initiative is aimed at improving NASA related research 
capabilities at the JOVE school. 
2. A given JOVE institution should, within limits, be 
allowed to determine the relative importance of research, 
education, and outreach, subject to number one above. 
3. Care should be taken to "normalize" or otherwise 
shape the algorithm so that a given term does not get too large if 
a JOVE school performs unusually well in any one area. 
Once the algorithm is chosen, the report forms which are filled 
out annually by the JOVE schools will be modified so that the data 
required by the algorithm will be provided. The results of 
subsequent evaluations will be provided to each JOVE school so it 
can continually upgrade its performance. 
It was the hope of the working group that, through closely 
monitored upgrading, the algorithm would become a reliable measure 
of how a given school (or the JOVE program as a whole) was really 
performing . 
CORRELATING JUPITER'S AURORAL ACTIVITY AND 
ITS DECAMETRIC RADIO EMISSION 
A proposal to the Hubble Space Institute from Hunter Waite, 
Southwest Research Institute, James Green, GSFC, and the author 
will be written to examine potential correlations between the 
Jovian auroral activity as recently discovered by the Hubble Space 
Telescope UV imaging experiment and Jupiter's decametric radio 
waves as recorded by two ground-based radio observatories; one at 
The University of Florida, the other in Japan. 
The experiment will use the location of the Jovian auroral hot 
spots as shown by HST UV images to pinpoint the source of 
Jupiter's decametric radio waves. The ground-based radio 
observatories will run two spectrographs: one, sweeping at very 
high speed, will indicate how fast the radiating region is moving 
and the other, a slower instrument will generate the large 
spectral arcs that were discovered by the Voyager PRA experiment. 
Inspection of the large arcs will show how the location of the 
radio source is related to the auroral hot spot and Jupiter's 
magnetic field and will indicate whether Jupiter's moon I0 or its 
torus plays a role in creating the radio waves. 
The UF will upgrade its radiometers to present data in a format 
which will show the large spectral arcs that were discovered by 
the Voyager PRA experiment. Several new commercially available 
crossed log-periodic antennas will be installed and the radio 
spectrograph will be updated using a new acousto-optical Bragg 
cell. 
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It has been proposed t o  use a high energy pulsed laser  t o  beam 
power i n t o  space fo r  s a t e l l i t e s  o r  a  lunar base. The e f f e c t s  of 
atmospheric transmission a r e  c r i t i c a l  t o  such a system. Thermal 
blooming i n  t h e  atmosphere can cause t he  beam t o  spread rapidly .  
Atmospheric turbulence can cause beam bending or beam spreading, 
r e su l t i ng  i n  t h e  loss  of t ransmitted energy tha t  f a i l s  t o  h i t  the  
t a r g e t  rece iver .  
I f  the  l a s e r  beam i s  expanded t o  a width of 1 2  m using a 
Cassegrain beam expander, and the  beam i s  collimated, thermal 
blooming w i l l  be minimized. An adaptive op t ics  system has been 
proposed t o  compensate f o r  the  e f f e c t s  of turbulence. The 
primary mirror i s  made up of hexagonal segments which can each 
be moved in  a p is ton or two ax i s  tilt manner. A Hartmann Shack 
sensor i s  used t o  measure t he  wavefront of radia t ion from a d i s t an t  
source, c a l l ed  a beacon. I n  our case, the  beacon i s  a  "spot" 
formed by the  r e f l ec t i on  of a l a s e r  beam by atmospheric aerosols ,  
r e f e r r ed  t o  a s  an a r t i f i c i a l  guide s t a r .  A l a se r  pulse i s  
t ransmit ted  i n t o  the  atmosphere, and the  wavefront of the  radia t ion 
r e f l ec t ed  by aerosols  a t  a  desired a l t i t u d e  i s  measured and used 
t o  impose a wavefront correct ion on t h e  shape of the  primary mirror.  
The next l a s e r  pulse i s  transmitted w i t h  t h i s  correction, which 
compensates f o r  the  e f f e c t s  of turbulence. The system i s  shown i n  
Figure 1 below. 
Laser 
Primary Mirror 
Aerosol 
/ Target . 
Wavefront Sensor 
Coherent Detector Controller sensor 
Figure 1. 
Laser 
Guide 
Star 
The goal of the adaptive op t ics  s y s t e m  i s  t o  obtain a 
d i f f r a c t i o n  l imi ted 1 2  meter collimated beam a t  a  given a l t i t u d e  
We consider t h r ee  schemes for  creat ing beacons using a r t i f i c i a l  
guide s t a r s ,  and the  r e su l t i ng  system performance. 
Case 1. Ent i re  1 2  m Beam Used a s  Guide S t a r .  
Suppose the  r e f l ec t i on  from the  1 2  meter beam i t s e l f  i s  used 
as  a  beacon. This idea i s  a t t r ac t i ve ,  s ince we w i l l  be ge t t i ng  
a re tu rn  s ignal  from a l l  points  of the 1 2  m beam a t  t he  chosen 
a l t i t u d e .  However t he  beacon occupies an area larger than t h e  
i sop l ana t i c  patch. To calcula te  the  isoplanat ic  patch, we assume 
t h e  mean turbulence p r o f i l e  of the  Hufnagel-Valley-Boundary model: 
+ 1 . 7 E - 1 4  exp (-h/100) ) m - 1 / 3  
This turbulence p r o f i l e  corresponds t o  a  value of the  Fried 
coherence length of r O  = 23  cm for  a  l p  wavelength, which would be 
1 0  cm f o r  v i s ib l e  l i g h t .  The isoplanat ic  angle Bzp and i sop lana t ic  
patch Dzp axe shown i n  Table 1 for  several guide s t a r  a l t i t u d e s .  
Al t i tude  km eft a rc  sec 
Table 1. Isoplanat ic  angle eZp and patch diameter D I P  
The data  i n  Figure 2 assumes the l a se r  i s  pointed v e r t i c a l l y ,  and 
t h a t  t he re  is  no s ign i f ican t  turbulence layer a t  tropopause (about 
12 - 15 k m ) .  A s ign i f ican t  turbulence layer a t  tropopause would 
g rea t l y  reduce the  isoplanat ic  angle fo r  guide s t a r s  above 15 km, 
a s  would def lect ion of the  beam from ve r t i ca l .  A t  90 km t h e  guide 
s t a r  i s  assumed t o  be formed by exci t ing the sodium l aye r .  A t  60  km 
t h e  concentration of aerosols  i s  extremely low. 
Since t he  beam diameter i s  l a rger  than the  i sop lana t ic  patch, 
we cannot use the  re tu rn  from the  e n t i r e  beam for  wavefront 
cor rec t ion .  Since t h e  Hartmann wavefront sensor w i l l  use coherent 
de tec t ion ,  the  s ignal  t o  noise r a t i o  i n  the wavefront measurement 
w i l l  be decreased due t o  speckle from the 1 2  m beacon. Hence use of 
t h e  e n t i r e  1 2  m beam fo r  wavefront correction appears i n f ea s ib l e .  
Case 2 .  Single Guide S ta r  with Small Radius. 
An a l t e rna t ive  approach i s  t o  produce a  smaller guide s t a r  
with a second l a s e r .  This avoids t h e  problems of s igna l  l o s s  due 
t o  speckle. Anisoplanatism i s  s t i l l  a  problem, however, s ince  the  
p r i m a r y  mi r ro r  aper ture  i s  larger  than the isoplanat ic  patch a t  any  
of t h e  a l t i t u d e s  under consideration. Hence a  s ingle  guide s t a r  
cannot be used t o  correct  the  e f f e c t s  of turbulence over a  1 2  m 
aper tu re .  
X X V I  I 1-2 
Case 3. Multiple Guide S ta rs .  
For ground based large  aperture telescopes it has been 
proposed t o  use mult iple guide s t a r s ,  and t o  correct  the  wavefront 
on t h e  subaperture of the  mirror d i r ec t l y  below a guide s t a r  based 
on t h e  re turn  from t h a t  s t a r .  In t h i s  manner, the e f f e c t s  of 
anisoplanatism a re  g rea t ly  reduced. This technique could be used 
f o r  t he  l a se r  power beaming problem. Each guide s t a r  would be used 
t o  cor rec t  the  par t  of the  beam expander mirror within an area  t h a t  
i s  a  f rac t ion  of the  the  isoplanat ic  patch around the  guide s t a r .  
I n  t h i s  way the  pa r t  of the  beam i n  the  isoplanat ic  patch around the  
guide s t a r  w i l l  be corrected fo r  turbulence e f f ec t s ,  r e l a t i v e  t o  
t h e  posi t ion of the  guide s t a r .  The number of guide s t a r s  needed 
depends on the  diameter of the  primary mirror aperture and the  s i z e  
of t h e  isoplanat ic  patch. For wavefront correct ion with rms e r ro r  
of / l o ,  i t  i s  required t h a t  
Ngs = ( 1 . 2 5  D/Dzp) a 
where Ngs i s  t he  number of guide s t a r s ,  and D i s  the  mirror 
aper ture ,  1 2  m i n  t h i s  case. The number of guide s t a r s  required 
a t  several  a l t i t u d e s  i s  given i n  Table 2 below. 
Al t i tude  km Number of Guide S ta rs  (Ngs) 
Table 2 .  Multiple Guide Star  Requirements 
Power Considerations: 
Each guide s t a r  a t  a  given a l t i t u d e  requires su f f i c i en t  
br ightness ,  or  l a se r  power, i n  order t o  provide enough photons 
f o r  each c e l l  of the  Hartmann sensor t o  produce a wavefront slope 
measurement. I f  the  guide s t a r s  a r e  created a t  higher a l t i t udes ,  
we require  more power per s t a r ,  s ince the  density of aerosols  i s  
lower, however we need fewer s t a r s .  Hence t he  mount of power 
needed t o  produce 57 guide s t a r s  a t  7 km i s  l e s s  than t h a t  needed 
t o  produce 40 guide s t a r s  a t  30 km.  However, guide s t a r s  a t  30 km 
could be used t o  correct  f o r  turbulence a t  tropopause, whereas 
wavefront correct ion based on a  s t a r  a t  7 km would be l imi ted t o  
turbulence i n  t he  boundary layer and a few kilometers above. 
Since the  most intense turbulence i s  i n  t he  boundary layer ,  a  guide 
s t a r  a t  7 km may y ie ld  good performance. In addit ion,  it i s  eas ie r  
t o  precise ly  posi t ion the  guide s t a r s  a t  the  lower a l t i t u d e ,  since 
t h e  angular separation between them i s  g r ea t e r .  
3eferencing and Positioning of Multiple Guide Stars  
Since our beacon i s  i n  the atmosphere, and not on t h e  t a r g e t ,  
no correction can be made for  pointing e r rors ,  or overa l l  tilt of 
t he  wavefront. When using multiple guide s t a r s ,  the average tilt 
of the  wavefront over the  subaperture around each guide s t a r  
cannot be corrected.  I f  the  guide s t a r s  a r e  positioned cor rec t ly  
with respect  t o  each other, t h i s  does not present a  problem. 
However i f  the  guide s t a r s  spread out,  then t he  corrected beam w i l l  
a l s o  spread. Hence it i s  required t ha t  the  guide s t a r s  
be posit ioned accurately with respect t o  each other.  In an 
experiment on M t .  Haleakala, Maui, Hawaii [ 2 ] ,  two guide s t a r s  were 
produced about 30 cm apar t  a t  an a l t i t u d e  of 6 Jan. A second 
telescope was used t o  ver i fy  the posi t ion of two guide s t a r s .  
Production and Sensing of Multiple Guide S ta rs  
I n  the  M t .  Haleakala experiment, the  guide s t a r s  were produced 
by two staggered pulsed lase rs ,  and a switching t i p - t i l t  mirror .  I n  
t h i s  manner, by gating the  returns from the  guide s t a r s ,  t he  re turns  
from each s t a r  could be separated and associated w i t h  the  
corresponding primary mirror subaperture. T h i s  approach is  not 
p r a c t i c a l  f o r  l a rge r  numbers of guide s t a r s ,  since t he  delay time 
between sensing t he  wavefront and t ransmit t ing the corrected l a s e r  
pulse m u s t  be l e s s  than about 10  m s .  In  the  mult idi ther 
approach the  wavelength of each guide s t a r  i s  sh i f t ed  about 1 / 1 5  
so t h a t  each s t a r  has i t s  own frequency, and can be discriminated 
using coherent detect ion.  A t h i r d  approach i s  t o  produce an array 
of guide s t a r s ,  and use appropriate stopping and vignett ing i n  the 
op t i ca l  path so t h a t  each c e l l  i n  the Hartmann sensor sees a s ing le  
guide s t a r  through an appropriate subaperture of the  primary 
mirror.  The wavefront sensor would be located behind the  primary 
mirror i n  the  o p t i c a l  path and a beam s p l i t t e r  would be required i n  
t h e  path of the  primary l a s e r .  Wavefront sensors could not be 
in tegra ted  i n to  t he  primary mirror segments, a s  i s  current ly  being 
discussed. The mult idi ther approach would allow the  wavefront 
sensors t o  be in tegrated in to  the  mirror segments. 
Conclusions 
Turbulence compensation fo r  a 12 m l a s e r  beam w i l l  require  
mul t ip le  guide s t a r s  produced by a second l a s e r .  The number of 
guide s t a r s  required a t  various a l t i t u d e s  was calculated.  The 
po t en t i a l  cos t s  and benef i ts  of using l o w  or high a l t i t u d e  guide 
s t a r s  were discussed i n  terms of power requirements, posi t ioning 
and wavefront correct ion.  
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1. Introduction: 
Since its launch on April 5, 1991, the Burst And Transient Source Experi- 
ment (BATSE) has observed and recorded over 500 gamma-ray bursts (GRB). The 
analysis of the time profiles of these bursts has proven to be difficult. An example 
profile is shown in Figure 1. Attempts to find periodicities through Fourier analysis 
have been fruitless except in one celebrated case (Mazets et al., 1979). The only 
meaningful results that have been derived are some general rise and fall times of 
the pulses. However, even these studies fail to show any significant trends or consis- 
tent classifications (Barat et al., 1984). The only definitive, agreed-upon, statement 
is that the positions and heights of the pulses in a gamma-ray burst time history 
appear to be completely stochastic in nature. 
Time since trigger (seconds) 
Figure 1. Time Profile of GRB #404 
In a recent paper (Lestrade et al., 1991), we showed that a robust quantitative 
measure of a profile's structure is given by a count of the number of occurrences 
of monotonic "runs", similar to the standard "run test" (Eadie et al., 1971). This 
parameter (Sp) has several properties that make it attractive as a statistic: linearity 
with changing structure, independence from background fluctuations, independence 
from trigger time, and most importantly it is based upon a well-defined numerical 
recipe. The nominal recipe is 1) smooth the profile with a 5-point moving average, 
2) choose a spike "size" a1 b, and 3) scan through the profile counting "spikes". A 
spike is defined as b + 1 successive bins with the first a + I counts monotonically 
increasing and the following b - a monotonically decreasing. 
Our goal is to be able to quantify the observed time-profile structure. Before 
applying this formalism to bursts, we have tested it on profiles composed of random 
poissonian noise. This paper is a report of those preliminary results. 
2. Spikiness: 
The probability of observing x counts in a BATSE 64-msec bin is given by the 
normal p.d.f., viz, 
where p is the mean (about 600 counts for BATSE discsc data) and a is the standard 
deviation (FZ &). The probability of finding n monotonically increasing bins is 
Fortunately, we can avoid the integral in Equation [2] and use the algebra of per- 
mutations and combinations to calculate Pn . 
As a test, we generated 10 artificial profiles of 3900 bins each from normal 
deviates (Press, 1986). Table 1 presents the observed number of spikes in these 
profiles as a function of spike duration. It should be kept in mind that a spike is 
recorded, if the minimum criterion is met. For example, an observed rising slope of 
7 consecutive bins followed by 3 monotonically decreasing bins, would be counted 
as a spike for all criteria of sizes a1 b where a < 6 and b - a < 3. 
Table 1: Number of Spikes in Random Profile 
As a function of Spike Size. 
Size (ab) 12 24 36 47 57 67 77 88 99 
N,/39k pts. 9545 2462 787 514 516 259 98 34 8 
Figure 2 shows the distribution of spikes binned by their position in the profile. 
Since the possibility of a spike occurrence is equally likely in any of the ten intervals, 
any observed fluctuation is statistical (e.g., compare the 112 curve ( p  = 1000) and 
the 919 curve ( p  = 0.8)). 
& 
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Figure 2. Distribution of Spikes in Normalized Duration. 
Figure 3 presents a comparison of the total number of spikes versus spike size 
for the random data as well as for several real background profiles taken from BATSE 
data. 
3. Conclusions: 
We next plan to apply this program to the BATSE GRB profiles. At first, we 
will limit the analysis to long bursts which show a lot of structure. In addition, we 
have given the program the flexibility to include 1) a threshold, so that we count only 
spikes whose heights are greater than some number of sigma, 2) negative slopes, 
so that a peak criterion of 618, in addition to the normal spikes, would count 7 
monotonically decreasing bins followed by two increasing bins as a spike, and 3) 
different smoothing criterion. 
Furthermore, we will eventually look at higher resolution data, especially for 
the short bursts. We can apply these same criterion to the TTE data for those 
GRB's which show no structure on the 64-msec time scale. 
In this way, we may find a characteristic of bursts that allows us to determine 
classes. This then could lead to a better understanding of the underlying physics. 
Figure 3. Number of Spikes versus Spike Size. 
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INTRODUCTION 
NASA is currently assessing several programmatic 
possibilities. The desire is to maintain the current 
capability for transportation to orbit provided by the Space 
Shuttle and the existing fleet of commercial vehicles, 
develop the Space Station Freedom, and initiate a new 
program of exploration of the moon and Mars, called the 
Space Exploration Initiative (SEI). At the same time, the 
NASA budget is likely to be held to current levels. Cost 
estimates indicate that it will not be possible to satisfy 
all the goals without cost reductions. 
One of the concepts being considered for cost reduction 
is to replace the Space Shuttle and existing commercial 
vehicles with a new set of vehicles called the National 
Launch System (NLS). Several concepts have been studied, 
but none of the concepts studied to date provides the 
desired combination of cost/flight reduction, acceptable 
development cost, and technology readiness. An additional 
goal is to provide a path to grow the NLS capability into 
a heavy-lift capability for SEI missions. 
PRESSURE-FED BOOSTERS 
One concept that has not been considered for NLS is the 
reusable pressure-fed booster. This concept uses 
propellants stored in tanks on the vehicle at high pressure, 
such as 600 psi, to eliminate the need for turbopumps on the 
rocket engine. The result is a heavy but simple vehicle 
that is well suited to recovery and reuse after an ocean 
landing. 
An initial design for the smaller NLS-3 vehicle is 
shown in Fig. 1. A reusable pressure-fed booster is used 
with an expendable hydrogen and oxygen upper stage. In Fig. 
2, the larger NLS-2 capability is provided by a first stage 
with 4 of the same reusable boosters, a second stage with an 
expendable version of the same pressure-fed design, and the 
same hydrogen and oxygen stage. 
20,000 Ib payload 
FASTPASS trajectory and sizing 
No cost estimates 
No split optimization 
Booster weight needs refined 
Figure 1. NLS-3 Design with Reusable Pressure-Fed Booster. 
A 50,000 Ib payload Same H I 0  stage as NLS-3 Same pressure-fed stage as NLS-3 
4 reusable pressure-fed 
boosters for stage 1 
Figure 2. NLS-2 Design with Reusable Pressure-Fed Boosters. 
BUILDING CONFIDENCE 
Estimating the cost of Earth-to-orbit vehicles is 
difficult. The technical design is subject to some 
uncertainty, and the performance requirement is quite 
stringent. Cost/flight estimates are particularly uncertain 
because much of the cost is related to people who are 
responsible for assuring the success of the mission. 
Because an especially large number of people are involved 
with the operation of the Space Shuttle, it has not proven 
that reusable hardware reduces cost/flight. 
While estimates of the cost/flight of reusable 
pressure-fed boosters have indicated a cost advantage, it 
will probably be necessary to build confidence that the cost 
advantage can be achieved before selecting this concept for 
NLS. The confidence can be built by developing pressure-fed 
boosters at a smaller scale and applying them to an existing 
vehicle. A study was conducted that indicated that 2 
reusable pressure-fed boosters could be used to replace the 
9 expendable solid rocket motors used by the Delta-I1 
commercial vehicle. By using the reusable boosters on the 
Delta-11, real data on the cost advantage of reusable 
hardware could be accumulated. 
PULSED DETONATION ENGINES 
A survey of the literature and discussions with experts 
was conducted to determine the status of pulsed detonation 
engines. Figure 3 shows how such engine operate. A charge 
of air is mixed with fuel and flows into the main combustion 
chamber. A detonation wave is started which travels forward 
through the chamber and reflects off of the thrust wall as a 
shock wave. The shock wave travels out the aft end of the 
chamber and takes the combusted mixture with it. 
The survey indicated that there is great potential for 
the pulsed detonation engine. It might provide high 
specific impulse, high thrust-to-weight, and simple, 
low-cost engines. It might provide thrust at flight speeds 
from zero to hypersonic. 
The survey also indicated that there is much work that 
needs to be done before the potential of the pulsed 
detonation engine can be realized. Some experimental work 
has been completed, and some computation analyses have been 
done, but no experimental work has been done that verifies 
the performance potential of the engine. An experimental 
aircraft that has been sighted over the western U. S. leaves 
a contrail that could be created by a pulsed engine. No 
information was found to verify what propulsion this 
aircraft uses. 
Inlet \ 
\ 
Detonation 
Wave 
Vehicle 
Forebody FueVAir 
Mixture Detonation Ignition Tube 
/ 
corndustion 
Products 
I 
Figure 3 . -  Operation of Pulsed Detonation Engine. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Pressure-fed boosters have potential to reduce the cost 
of Earth-to-orbit transportation. Reduced-scale 
demonstrations could determine the value of this potential 
and lead to development of an economical National Launch 
System. 
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The Spacelab Mission Independent Training Program 
provides an overview of payload operations. Most of the 
training material is currently presented in workbook form with 
some lecture sessions to supplement selected topics. The goal 
of this project was to develop a prototype interactive 
learning system for one of the Mission Independent Training 
topics to demonstrate how the learning process can be improved 
by incorporating multi-media technology into an interactive 
system. This report documents the development process and 
some of the problems encountered during the analysis, design, 
and production phases of this system. 
OBJECTIVES OF THE SYSTEM 
The following objectives were identified: 
1. Present the course material in an a manner that maintains 
the interest of the student. Using an interactive system 
will keep the student involved in the learning process 
and emphasizing visual and audio presentation of the 
course topics should keep his attention. 
2. Provide consistent training from learner to learner. 
Using an interactive learning system, the course material 
will be presented in the same manner and at the same 
level of detail each time a student takes the course. 
The result should be more consistent training. 
3. Make the training accessible. It is planned to make the 
system available on a network where any Mac computer can 
have access to the system. 
3. Assess the student's comprehension of the course 
material, The system will have a testing capability and 
will provide immediate feedback as to whether or not the 
student answered a question correctly. At the end of the 
course, the system will provide a summary of how the 
student performed on the test and some suggested 
prescriptive measures that the student can take to 
correct the deficiencies. 
5. Make the process of learning more effective. 
Incorporating multi-media effects, such as animation, 
graphics, narratives, sound effects, and video segments, 
will make the presentation more interesting and should 
help maintain the attention of the student. It should 
also some personality into the system as it interacts 
with the student. 
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PHASES 
The development of this prototype system went through an 
Analysis Phase, a Design Phase, and a Production Phase. The 
following paragraphs describe the activities performed in each 
development phase. 
ANALYSIS PHASE ACTIVITIES 
The first activity in the Analysis Phase was to define 
the training requirements. These were divided into 
identifying the training tasks that any interactive learning 
system would perform and identifying the topics that would be 
covered by this particular system. 
Four training tasks were identified. The system needs to 
provide direct instruction. The traditional educational 
approach (Teach it, Test it, Assess it, Re-teach it) was 
adopted as the presentation method for this interactive 
system. Another requirement that was identified is to keep 
the student involved in the learning system and to provide 
positive feedback. To keep the student's attention, the 
course material needs to emphasize the visual and audio 
presentation of the course material and limit the amount of 
text material that the student needs to read. 
The second training task involves the assessment of the 
student's comprehension of the course material. The system 
needs to provide immediate feedback after each test question 
and provide a summary of the student's performance with some 
prescriptive actions for the student to take following the 
completion of the course. 
The third training task should give the student a view of 
the course content. The student should be able to see all of 
the topics contained in the course. As the student progresses 
through the courses, the student should be able to see the 
topics already covered, the current topic, and remaining 
topics to be covered. This gives the student a view of where 
he has been and where he needs to go to complete the course. 
This type of information gives the student a feel for what is 
required to complete the course. 
The fourth training task is the capability to backtrack 
or go back to topics already covered by the student. As a 
student progresses through a course, many times it is 
necessary to return to a topic to get a better understanding 
of the material. 
The second part of defining the system requirements 
involved selecting a topic from the Mission Independent 
Training Program. The subject selected was the Command and 
XXXI-2 
Data Management System (CDMS) Overview course. This topic is 
covered is two workbooks containing approximately 300 pages of 
information. To determine course content, interviews with two 
subject matter experts -- one who had written the CDMS 
Overview Workbooks and the other an instructor with knowledge 
of the CDMS subject. It was decided that the orientation of 
the course needed to reflect the interests and needs of 
Principal Investigators and Cadre members. The course topics 
that were identified include identification of CDMS components 
and their functions, review the flow of command transactions, 
review the flow of experiment data, and a "What happens when a 
CDMS device fails?". 
Once the system requirements were defined, the next step 
involved assembling reference materials related to the CDMS 
subject. There were volumes of information available, in 
addition to pictures, diagrams, video presentations, that were 
obtained. The method of organizing, selecting the best 
materials to use, etc. was the use of a storyboard. 
The storyboard technique allows a person to visualize how 
best to present the available materials, Under the CDMS 
topics, all information including text, diagrams, pictures, 
and any other relevant information were assembled. This 
involved cutting and pasting. The materials under each topic 
were then condensed and it was fairly easy to identify the 
diagrams and other visual materials that best described the 
CDMS topic. The storyboard helped define a functional path 
for presenting the material and develop information to be used 
for scripting the presentation of the material. This 
concluded the Analysis Phase. 
Some method for organizing the CDMS topics and 
information identified during the Analysis Phase was needed. 
The system needs to be designed around some structure. The 
structure selected was a hierarchy of nodes, where each node 
represents a CDMS topic. It was fairly easy to transition 
from the storyboard to the hierarchal organization. Each node 
was assigned a topic name along with the related information 
that was made up of text information and graphics. Based on 
the information, nodes were added to the hierarchy to better 
define sub-topic under the major CDMS topics. Folders were 
used to represent the nodes in the hierarchy, which kept all 
the information related to a sub-topic together. 
From the information available in each of the sub-topic 
folders (or nodes in the hierarchy), the program 
specifications were developed. These specifications include 
screen formats, scripts for narrations, test questions and 
prescriptive instructions, menus, and diagrams. 
This phase consists of developing the system, verifying 
the system, and validating the system. The first step 
involved selecting the software to develop the learning 
system. The first consideration was to re-use some of the 
software developed as part of the MacCIC system. It still 
would involve developing a SuperCard User Interface, 
developing a Nexpert Object rule base, developing some multi- 
media interfaces, and developing a link between the SuperCard 
interface and the Nexpert Object rule base. This was viewed 
as too involved an approach for a 10 week project. Also, 
because of Nexpert Object licensing costs, this approach was 
viewed as not being cost effective for the CDMS Overview 
prototype system. It was decided to review other software 
available in the Lab. 
The second alternative considered was MacVideo 
Interactive authoring system. It supports multi-media 
functions including the playing of video clips. After 
selecting this software and working with it for about a week, 
it was found to be not usable in its current version. The 
version available in the Lab is a beta test version, which 
means that the system was released so that software bugs can 
be identified and corrected. The current version had enough 
bugs that the software was deemed unusable for the CDMS 
Overview Prototype system. 
A third alternative was an authoring system called 
LessonCard. The CDMS Overview prototype system was programmed 
using LessonCard. The result was an interactive learning 
system with a point and click user interface that generally 
satisfies the system requirements and meets the objectives 
defined for the system. However, this was accomplished with 
limited multi-media capabilities. LessonCard supports 
Hypercard Graphics which does not include color. Therefore, 
the capability of displaying color photographs was lost, 
Video is supported by LessonCard, but only when played from a 
videodisc player to a television monitor. This capability was 
also lost. The CDMS prototype system is able to display black 
and white diagrams and play narrations. While these are 
limited capabilities, the CDMS system is still effective. 
The verification of the CDMS prototype system was done by 
one of the subject matter experts interviewed early in the 
system development. He reviewed the system two different 
times, He concluded that the course content was correct and 
that the proper level of detail was presented. He made some 
suggestions on how to present some material and these 
suggestions are being incorporated in to the system. 
The system is currently being validated. Other Branch 
members are reviewing the system and their comments and 
suggestions are being reviewed. 
SUMMARY 
The CDMS Overview prototype system is limited in multi- 
media capabilities, but it met its objectives. Some of the 
limitations may be overcome when a new version of LessonCard 
is released in the Fall. It demonstrates the effectiveness of 
an interactive learning system that involves the student in 
the learning process and emphasizes the visual and audio 
presentation of the course topics, It was also completed 
within a ten week window, even with the difficulties and lost 
time when using the Mac Video Interactive software. 
However, a problem does exist with the LessonCard version 
of the CDMS Overview course, After including the diagrams and 
recording the scripts, the system grew to over 14 megabytes, 
and is probably too large to really be portable or accessible. 
This points to a major problem when attempting to use personal 
computer platforms for an application with w e n  limited multi- 
media capabilities. The storage requirements are too large. 
An external storage device and a television monitor are needed 
to display any kind of color photographs or video clips. This 
is probably the major shortcoming of the CDMS Overview 
prototype system. 
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Multipath Effects in a Global Positioning Satellite System Receiver 
1. Introduction 
The Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) system consists of eighteen satellites orbiting earth in six 
well-defined orbits. The orbits are inclined 55 degrees with respect to the equator. and the orbital 
planes are uniformly spaced to provide widespread satellite coverage over most of the earth's surface. 
Generally speaking. four or more GPS satellites are visible at any populated location on the earth's 
surface at almost any time. The view of GPS satellites is even better from the vantage point of space 
vehicles orbiting a few hundred kilometers above the earth's surface. 
The GPS satellites orbit at  an average height above the earth's surface slightly in excess of 20.000 
kilometers with an orbital period of one-half a sidereal day (a sidereal day is the time required for the 
earth to rotate once on its axis, relative to a distant star. It is about four minutes shorter than the 
synodic "ordinary" day. which is defined using the sun as a reference). Thus the GPS satellites orbit the 
earth approximately twice a "day". 
Each GPS satellite broadcasts a unique pseudorandom number (PRN)-encoded spread-spectrum 
signal on a carrier frequency of 1.57542 gigahertz. The PRN code rate ("chip rate". as it is known) is 
1.023 megahertz. The method for spreading the spectrum is bi-phase shift key (BPSK) modulation. The 
signal is further modulated with a 50 bit-per-second data code. The data includes satellite 
ephemerides. satellite clock correction offsets. ionospheric transmission characteristics, etc. This 
description pertains to the C/A ("clear access", or "coarse acquisition"; interpretations vary) encoded 
signal. There is simultaneously a second encoding scheme (known as P-code) and another carrier 
frequency broadcast by the GPS satellites which has no bearing on this study. 
The GPS system consists of three "segments": a) the Control Segment. b) the Space Segment. and 
c) the User Segment. The Control Segment is a master station and a system of ground stations which 
rigorously monitor the orbits and the health of the GPS satellites and strictly maintain an accurate 
system time reference. The Space Segment refers to  the eighteen GPS satellite vehicles (SV's) which 
receive and re-broadcast the data sent up to them by the Control Segment. Each satellite broadcasts 
data about itself as well as the other satellites in the Space Segment. The User Segment consists of 
users who operate GPS receivers capable of receiving and decoding the GPS satellite signals. 
The purpose of the GPS system is to enable accurate determination of user position (on earth. or in 
the space above it). In principle the method of determining position is quite straighffonard, assuming 
that the user and all the GPS SV's have perfectly synchronized clocks and the satellites' positions are 
accurately known a t  all times. Then. by knowing the exact location of each of the 9 ' s .  the exact time 
a signal was broadcast by a given SV. and the exact time each SV signal was received by the user (GPS 
receiver) after having traversed the SV-to-user distance a t  the constant "speed of light", it is a trivial 
problem to compute how far the user is from each of the SV's. Observation of four SV signals 
determines a unique fix of user location. In actual practice several small corrections have to  be applied 
in order to produce precise user location. 
This study. as a part of a larger continuing investigation being conducted by the Communications 
Systems Branch of the information and Electronic Systems Laboratory at the Marshall Space Flight 
X X X I I -  I 
Center, was undertaken to explore the multipath response characteristics of a particular GPS receiver 
which was available in the laboratory at the beginning and throughout the entirety of the study. and to 
develop a suitable regime of experimental procedure which can be applied to other state-of-the-art 
GPS receivers in the larger investigation. 
The underlying question which drives this research is: how much user position uncertainty can be 
anticipated when a GPS receiver is being operated in a space vehicle that is subjected to  varying levels 
of multipath reflections of a particular SV signal which is being relied upon for the user's position fix. 
In other words, should one expect a multipath problem in GPS receiver operation. say in the environs of 
a large reflective space structure. such as the Space Station Freedom. for example. and. if so. how 
serious might that problem be? 
11. Experimental Procedures 
The measurements of multipath effects were performed with instrumentation and equipment 
available in the laboratory a t  MSFC. The principal instruments were: a) a GPS Satellite Signal Simulator 
(SSS) (manufactured by Stanford Telecommunications. Model 7200 NAVSTAR) and b) a GPS receiver 
(manufactured by Trimble. Model 4000-AX). In addition. radio frequency (RF) amplifiers, power meters. 
signal attenuators, signal splitters and combiners. a carrier-wave phase shifter. various lengths of RG- 
214/U coaxial signal transmission cable. two computers, and a spectrum analyzer were configured in the 
experimental circuit illustrated by the block diagram in Figure 1. 
The SSS generates a "constellation" of up to five fully encoded GPS satellite signals appropriate for 
a specified user location and time. The SSS further permits simulation of the satellite signals 
appropriate for a user presumed to be undergoing motion along a programmed trajectory. This latter 
capability provided an opportunity to establish a GPS satellite simulation scenario wherein the GPS 
receiver platform was assumed to be moving along a trajectory near the earth's surface in such a 
manner as to maintain a near-constant pseudorange (defined as the detected satellite-to-user 
distance) from one of the satellites (identified as SVO1, for satellite vehicle number 1) for a protracted 
period of time. During this time interval in the simulated scenario the Doppler shifts of the SVOl signal 
were quite small, advancing through a zero Doppler value. 
llhile the SVOl was standing still (relative to the GPS receiver) in the simulated scenario 
pseudorange and time data. as detected by the GPS receiver (GPSR) were recorded. The SSS signal for 
the SVOl satellite was split into two components. a "direct" component and a "multipath" component. as 
indicated in Figure 1, and recombined as an input to the GPSR. Provisions in the circuit allowed the 
multipath component to be time-delayed (by insertion of various lengths of transmission cable). phase- 
shifted by up to three-fourths of a carrier cycle, and attenuated. as needed. to  allon control of the 
relative power level of the multipath component. 
The simulated scenario was repeated in successive runs with different cable lengths inserted in the 
multipath line. On each run. a somewhat systematic pattern of inserting and removing the multipath 
component while its phase was being swept by the phase shifter was undertaken. Raw pseudorange and 
time information was sampled a t  the GPSR. 
Ill. Results and Conclusions 
Graphical plots of the raw pseudorange versus time data for SVOl demonstrated the GPSR's 
response to  the various injected multipath conditions. Data were recorded for cable lengths of 
approximately 15 meters. 32 meters. and 61 meters. These delays were the equivalents of space path 
differences of approximately 23 meters. 48 meters, and 92 meters. respectively. In each of the delays. 
the power levels of the multipath component was adjusted on successive runs to being a) equal to the 
direct component. b) down by 3 dB. c) down by 6 dB. and d) down by 10 dB. 
Preliminary observations of the graphs demonstrate that: 1) the longer time delays (cable lengths) 
produce larger pseudorange excursion from the nominal. and 2) for any given delay. stronger multipath 
signals (relative to the direct signal) produce larger pseudorange excursions. The maximum observed 
pseudorange excursions (occurring with 92 meter (space equivalent) multipath delay and relatively 
strong multipath signal power) were on the order of 240 meters. When the multipath signal traveled an 
additional path length of 23 meters equivalent and was a t  a power level ten dB below that of the direct 
signal the pseudorange excursions were on the order of ten meters. 
It should be noted that the worst pseudorange excursions for each delay accompanied the carrier 
wave phasing conditions where the nearest-to-a-null spectrum analyzer power display was observed. It 
happens that near-total nulling occurs for the very short time delays (yet those led to the smallest 
pseudorange changes) and the apparent severity of the nulling dimishes as the multipath component is 
delayed a larger portion of a "chip". The longest delay (92 meter space equivalent) is equal to 
approximately one-third of a chip. 
It should be noted further that the effects observed and reported here concern raw pseudorange for 
a single satellite. not actual position. Also. these data represent no attempts to "smooth" or condition. 
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Unlike all man made detectors, which are only sensitive to 
relative narrow regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, the 
ionosphere is practically . a perfect detector for high energy 
radiation because it absorbs all radiation from the far-ultraviolet 
to the highest energy gamma-rays (111350 A or E19.2 eV) . Therefore, 
it may be possible to employ the terrestrial atmosphere as a 
detector of high energy celestial photons. 
This is an old idea. As early as the 1940's solar flares were 
detected by the disturbance they cause to the ionosphere. The VLF 
(3 - 30 kHz) approach for detecting ionospheric disturbances is 
based on the following physical circumstance: celestial high energy 
radiation ionizes the atoms of the earth's ionosphere leading to 
the production of free electrons. These free electrons influence 
the propagation of electromagnetic waves. By studying the phase and 
amplitude changes of VLF radio waves propagating in the earth- 
ionosphere waveguide we can hope to ascertain the electron density 
in these regions and draw conclusions about the celestial radiation 
which caused them. 
This method has been and still is used to detect solar flares. 
The basic question of this research project is: Can the method be 
employed to detect gamma-ray bursts? 
The method is based on the detection of free electrons. The 
maximum value of electron production rate created by a gamma-ray 
burst occurs at altitudes of 25-70 km (Brown 1973, Baird 1974, 
Kasturirangan et a1 1975; 1976, O'Mongain & Baird 1976, Weekes 
1976). The exact altitude for each burst depends upon the spectrum 
and zenith angle of the burst. There is a principle problem in 
detecting free electrons created in this altitude range. Because 
the recombination coefficient here is order of magnitudes higher 
than that at 85 krn (the nighttime reflection height of VLF radio 
waves) , the electrons created are immediately lost. This is the 
reason why the detection of only one ionospheric disturbance caused 
by a gamma-ray burst has been reported so far (Fishman and Inan, 
1988) despite a number of attempts (Drever et.al, 1973; 
Kasturirangan, 1975; and Flickinger. 1990). 
We must improve our VLF methods of detection so that 
significant numbers of gamma-ray bursts can be detected. 
Because of high recombination rates at lower altitudes, we are 
forced to look for gamma-ray bursts at the 85 km altitude of VLF 
nighttime reflection. The question is how? 
Our situation is characterized by a meager number of detected 
gamma-ray bursts. Why have so few been detected? Because the peak 
in electron production occurs at an altitude where the 
recombination coefficient is prohibitively large. So we see, 
somehow we must observe the peak intensity not at lower altitudes 
where the recombination coefficient is large but at higher 
altitudes, where it is lower. But, how are we going to observe the 
peak at higher altitudes? The answer is: We must observe a burst at 
a large zenith angle. Brown (1973) has shown that at large zenith 
angles the altitude of peak energy deposition shifts by a 
significant amount (more than 10 km) to higher altitudes. 
Unfortunately, as a celestial source is detected at ever 
larger zenith angles in order to observe the peak at higher 
altitudes, where the recombination coefficient is sufficiently 
small, the amount of energy in the peak is declines dramatically 
(Brown 1973). So when we get up to a zenith angle or altitude, 
where we may be able to see the burst, the energy per unit volume 
is much too low. So we have another problem. How are we going to 
solve this problem? 
We must observe the burst in such a way that it is aligned along 
the propagation path. This means the azimuth of the burst at all 
points along the burst must be the same. If this is the case most 
of the energy of the burst will be deposited in the plane formed by 
the propagation path and the transmitter and receiver. 
We now have two conditions for the optimal detection of a gamma- 
ray burst. 
1. large zenith angle 
2. alignment of burst and propagation path (same azimuth of burst 
along propagation path). 
In the VLF databank at Stanford University we looked for 
gamma-ray burst, 1B910503, one of the strongest bursts seen by the 
gamma-ray burst detector (BATSE) of the Gamma-Ray Observatory. It 
occurred on 3 May 1991. The figure shows the amplitude vs. time 
plot of two completely different propagation paths. For the first 
path the transmitter (NLK) is located at Jim Creek in Washington 
State and the receiver at Houston, Texas. For the second path the 
transmitter (NAA) is at Cutler, Maine and the receiver at Arecibo, 
Puerto Rico. The black arrows above and below denote the start time 
(7:4:14.72 UT) of the gamma-ray burst according to BATSE. 
The ionospheric disturbance begins simultaneouslv along both 
propagation paths. This time is 7:5:15 one minute after the burst 
begin according to BATSE. Because of the ionospheric response time 
it is not expected for the ionospheric disturbance to begin at the 
same time as the initial gamma-ray impulse. It is well known that 
this is generally true for solar flares too. Recently Blair (1992) 
confirmed this delay for solar flares. He finds that the average 
time delay between the GOES satellite and VLF is 2 to 3 minutes. 
The following table presents data on the zenith angle and 
azimuth of 1B910503 as seen from both the transmitters 
(48.5,NAAfNAU,NLK,NPM,NSS) and receivers (Arecibo and Houston). 
The last two columns contain the azimuth values relative to the 
azimuth values of the two receivers. 
Azimuth and Zenith Angle 
Locat ion 
NPM (Hawaii) 
NAA (Maine) 
48.5 (Nebraska) 
NLK (Washington) 
NAU (Aquadilla) 
NSS (Annapolis) 
Arecibo 
Houston 
Azimuth 
309'14' 
352'20' 
331'28' 
315'56' 
351'27' 
345'41' 
352' 0' 
332'37' 
Zenith Angle Arecibo Houston 
67'25' -42'14' -23'23' 
91'42' 20' 19'43' 
87'43' -20'32' -lo 9' 
72'12' -36' 4' -16'41' 
117 '42 ' 33' 18'50' 
95'57' -6' 19' 13' 4' 
117'56' 
99'19' 
Their is only a 20' difference between the azimuth values of 
the burst seen at Arceibo (receiver) and Cutler, Maine 
(transmitter). Thus, the burst is aligned almost exactly along the 
propagation path and it is here that we see the maximum amplitude 
change of 0.3 dB. The other values are significantly greater except 
for NAU but it is also on Puerto Rico and Arecibo is receiving only 
the ground wave. 
The situation along the propagation paths to Houston is not 
quite so clear. There are two paths with lower azimuth differences 
- Nebraska and Annapolis. Nebraska ,however, is an LF (long wave) 
transmitter and the reflection height is higher than the 85 km for 
VLF, so it is not expected to see the burst. Annapolis - Houston 
also is closer aligned with the burst than NLK, but the burst is 
always below the horizon and never less than 6' from the horizon. 
So NLK appears to be the most likely path to see the burst and 
indeed we find a 0.2 dB amplitude change. 
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Introduction 
The Burst and nansient Source Experiemnt (BATSE) instrument on the Comp- 
ton Gamma-Ray Observatory consists of two banks of eight instruments referred to as 
the Large Area Detectors (LADS) and the Spectroscopic Detectors (SDs). Each LAD 
crystal is 50.8 cm in diameter by 1.27 cm thick while for a SD these values are 12.7 cm 
in diameter by 7.62 cm in diameter. Both the LADS and SDs are NaI(T1) scintillation 
detectors. The LADS and SDs are situated on the CGRO spacecraft so as to provide all 
sky coverage for both sets of detectors. The SDs have the ability to measure energies 
in the 8-16 keV range whereas the minimum energy at which the LADS operate is near 
20 keV. 
Sco X-1 is the brightest continuous X-ray source in the sky. It is believed to consist 
of a low mass star orbiting a.nd transfering mass onto a neutron star. It is representative 
of a class of similar objects referred to as low mass X-ray binaries (LMXB). Because 
Sco X-1 serves as the proto-type of this class of X-ray emitters and since its detectable 
emission is so large, it warrants extended study. 
One of the most fruitful techniques of studing a LMXB system is by simultane- 
ously monitoring its emission at a variety of different wavelengths. These correlated 
datasets can be used to probe the source environment, investigate emission mecha- 
nisms, and examine the mass transfer process itself. In principle, the BATSE SDs have 
the capability of providing a nearly continuous 8-16 keV record of Sco X-1 activity. 
The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of using the BATSE SDs along 
with simultaneous optical measurements to study this source. 
Observational Considerations 
In order to obtain simultaneous ground-based optical data with BATSE, three 
satellite related constraints must be considered. Satellite observations are only possible 
(1) when Sco X-1 is unobscured by the earth, (2) when the satellite is outside the South 
Altantic Anomaly (SAA), and (3) when TDRSS is available to transmit data to ground- 
based facilities. Each of these constraints influences the extent of the joint optical/high 
energy observational windows. An example of this is shown in figure 1. From top 
to bottom, the solid lines indicate when Sco X-1 is observable by CGRO, when the 
satellite is outside of the SAA, when TDRSS communication is available, and finally 
the extent of the simultaneous optical and 8-16 keV windows. Typically, notification 
of guaranteed TDRSS availability proceed the actual observational dates by a only few 
days. SAA passage times are available for up to two week intervals and earth rise, set 
times can be predicted to an accuracy of about 30 seconds one week prior to a desired 
date of joint observations. The ability to plan joint observations is thus limited to a 
few days prior to the actual observational date by the TDRSS notification time. 
Figure 1 
Measuring the 8-16 keV Sco X-1 Signal Strength 
Because of space limitations this section will deal only with the acquisition of 
the Sco X-1 8-16 keV data. This can be measured in two different fashions. The most 
straight forward procedure involves measuring the step in the received signal as Sco X-1 
rises and sets over the Earth's limb. This is the procedure used by the BATSE team 
to measure the flux detected by the LADS for a number of astronomically interesting 
sources. An extension of this procedure to a SD is fairly straight forward. We have 
written a number of software programs that measure the Sco X-1 step size in the 
SD flux data. In addition to these d u e s ,  the flux during the interval between earth 
rise and earth set can be approximately measured. In order for this information to 
be obtained, one must subtract the 8-16 keV background signal from the observed 
flux. Two techniques were developed for this purpose. The first technique models the 
background using a 3rd order polynomial fit in terms of the cosine of the angle between 
the detector normal and the center of the earth. In principle this procedure should 
work quite well because the cosmic 8-16 keV radiation is highly modulated by earth 
blockage and is the major background contributor. If flux measurements are available 
over a significant portion of the orbit prior to the rise of Sco X-1, this procedure indeed 
allows one to estimate and thus subtract the background contribution during those 
times when Sco X-1 is in the field of view of a SD. 
The second technique for subtracting the background is less model sensitive but 
relies upon the assumption that over the course of .a few hours, the cosmic background 
8-16 keV radiation remains constant within orbital position. This assumption essen- 
tially states that one can use a past orbit to predict the background contribution in 
a subsequent orbit. If the time span is only a few hours, this assumption appears to 
be valid. A second, more dangerous, assumption must also be made as part of this 
technique. That is, that during some orbits the 8-16 keV emission from Sco X-1 is con- 
stant. This latter assumption has been tested using BATSE SD data and appears to 
be valid. Background subtraction is then accomplished by using an orbit which shows 
no Sco X-1 activity as a reference and subtracting it from a nearby orbit in which Sco 
X-1 is active. The flux level of the subtracted signal can then be adjusted using the 
measured Sco X-1 step size from the reference orbit. 
Results and Conclusions 
Figures 2 and 3 show the correlated optical and BATSE 8-16 keV SD signal for 
the days TDJ 8791 and 8811. The optical data (top portion of each figure) shows that 
during these periods Sco X-1 was in a flaring state. The BATSE 8-16 keV light curve 
(bottom portion of each figure) closely tracks the optical data.There appears to be a 
slight time delay (seconds) between the two light curves in the sense that the optical 
activity follows the higher energy signal. This is what one would expect if the optical 
signal represents reprocessed high energy photons, presumably from an accretion disk 
surrounding the neutron star. If the optical signal indeed arises from an accretion disk, 
then one might also expect the optical signal to be smeared (of longer time duration) 
than the high energy signal. At this point data analysis is not sufticiently advanced to 
state whether this smearing is present or not. A second interesting feature seen in both 
figures is that the optical and high energy continuum radiations are not correlated. 
This may be due to inadequacies in the background subtraction model which veil this 
correlation or it may be due to the fact that optical continuum e a t i o n s  reflect a 
longer term response to the high energy variations. 
Figure 2 
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The first problem was t o  determine t h e  c a p a b i l i t y  of a ground support  
equipment (GSE) rack  knee b r a c k e t  f o r  hand l ing  a s p a c e l a b  r a c k .  The 
geometric c e n t e r  of g r a v i t y  was ca l cu la t ed  f o r  t h e  upper and lower p a r t  of 
t h e  rack and found t o  be i n  t h e  c e n t e r  of g r a v i t y ' s  a l l owab le  envelope 
(Spacelab Payload ~ccommodation Handbook , SPAH, Appendix B page B3-154) . 
Using t h e  co rne r s  of  t h e  c e n t e r  of g r a v i t y  envelopes, f r e e  body diagrams 
(FBD) were set up t o  r ep re sen t  each of t h e  fou r  ca ses .  Moments about po in t  
P a r e  caused by t h e  f o r c e  a t  G and t h e  weight of  t h e  upper and lower p a r t  
l o c a t e d  a t  t h e  r e s p e c t i v e  c e n t e r s  of g r a v i t y  ( f i g u r e s  l a - b ) .  The g r e a t e s t  
moment would occur  when t h e  c e n t e r s  of g r a v i t y  a r e  l o c a t e d  a t  p o i n t  1 f o r  
t h e  upper p a r t  and p o i n t  2 o r  3 f o r  t h e  lower p a r t  ( f i g u r e  l a ) .  These 
l o c a t i o n s  a r e  a t  t h e  g r e a t e s t  d i s t a n c e  from p o i n t  P t h u s  c a u s i n g  t h e  
g r e a t e s t  moment ( f i g u r e  l b )  . Using b a s i c  s t a t i c  procedures  and a s a f e t y  
f a c t o r  of 5, t h i s  c a s e  w i l l  g ive  Rsy = R y  = 2944 l b s  and Rz = 7500 lbs for 
a maximum upper rack  weight of 375 l b s  and a maximum lower rack weight 1125 
l b s .  In  t h e  X-Z plane ,  t h e  c e n t e r  of g r a v i t y  may be 2 inches  o f f  c e n t e r  
( f i q u r e  l c ) .  This  w i l l  g ive  R y  max = 1614 lbs and Rz max = 4112 l b s .  
Figure l a  F igure  l b  
Side View FBD Side  V i e w  
4% 
Figure I c  
Front View 
The second problem was t o  de te rmine  t h e  e x a c t  margin  of s a f e t y  f o r  an 
a x i a l  l o a d  and a  s h e a r  l o a d  on a  b o l t .  The e q u a t i o n  f o r  f a i l u r e  i s  a x i a l  
l o a d  s q u a r e d  p l u s  s h e a r  l o a d  cubed e q u a l  one.  T h i s  g i v e s  a  c u r v e  shaped 
l i k e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :  
a2 + v3 = 1 
With t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  l e v e l  
l o c a t e d  under t h e  c u r v e ,  t h e  margin 
of s a f e t y  i s  t h e  s h o r t e s t  d i s t a n c e  
t o  t h e  c u r v e .  The t r a d i t i o n a l  
ad- method f o r  s e l e c t i n g  a  m a r g i n  of 
s a f e t y  i s  t h e  d i s t a n c e  f r o m  t h e  
p e r f o r m a n c e  l e v e l  t o  t h e  c u r v e  
a6 - l o c a t e d  on a  s t r a i g h t  l i n e  th rough  
a t h e  o r i g i n .  T h i s  is  a  good enough 
a4 a p p r o x i m a t i o n  o f  t h e  m a r g i n  of 
s a f e t y  e x c e p t  when t h e  b o l t  i s  
c l o s e  t o  f a i l u r e .  Example; c l o s e  t o  
t h e  curve  ( f i g u r e  2 )  . The s h o r t e s t  
d i s t a n c e  would a l w a y s  b e  t h e  
minimum d i s t a n c e  f rom t h e  p o i n t  of 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0 .8  1 .O 
per formance  l e v e l  t o  t h e  c u r v e .  
U s i n q  c a l c u l u s  t o  m i n i m i z e  
v d i s t a n c e ,  a  s e v e n t h  degree  e q u a t i o n  
tipure 2 emerges .  I f  s p e c i f i c  p o i n t s  of 
performance a r e  known, it would be 
p o s s i b l e  t o  s o l v e .  C l e a r l y ,  a d d i t i o n a l  s tudy  is needed. 
The t h i r d  p rob lem was t o  s i m p l i f y  an e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  s t r e s s  on a  
g e n e r i c  non-symmetrical  b o l t  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  t o  a  form f a m i l i a r  t o  " b o l t  
p e o p l e .  " This  form is  
Where Pb i s  t h e  t o t a l  l o a d ,  PLD is  t h e  i n i t i a l  b o l t  p r e l o a d ,  f\ i s  t h e  
l o a d i n g  p l a n e  f a c t o r ,  @ i s  t h e  s t i f f n e s s  f a c t o r , - a n d  Pext i s  t h e  e x t e r l a l  
l o a d .  
Us ing  c o n d i t i o n s  g i v e n  by t h e  problem, this e q u a t i o n  w a s  a l g e b r a i c a l l y  
reduced t o  
which i s  i n  t h e  same f o r m  a s  e q u a t i o n  [ l l .  Th i s  w i l l  b e  p r e s e n t e d  i n  a  
p a p e r  by Henry L e e ,  MSFC. 
The f i n a l  problem was t h e  s t r u c t u r a l  a n a l y s i s  o f  t h e  s p a c e l a b  rack  
c o r n e r  p o s t s .  The minimum c r i p p l i n g  s t r e n g t h  o f  f r o n t  and r e a r  c o r n e r  
p o s t s  (FCP and RCP) was c a l c u l a t e d  by two methods. The Gera rd  Method which 
g i v e s  a  s i n g l e  v a l u e  and t h e  Alcoa method which s h o u l d  g i v e  v a l u e s  a t  
s p e c i f i c  p o i n t s .  The Gerard method equa t ion  i s  
(TM-SEAD-B~O~~A page A.3-21) where Fcs i s  minimum c r i p p l i n g  s t r e n g t h  ( k s i ) ,  
Fcy is  t h e  minimum a l lowable  compressive y i e l d  stress (55 l b s  f o r  T73), and 
E i s  t h e  modulus o f  e l a s t i c i t y  i n  compression (10.5 x  l o 3  k s i )  . The 
al lowable des ign  stress is  0.9Fcs. The Alcoa equa t ions  a r e  
t 
- = 2 . 8 9  no f r e e  edge o r  1.24 one f r e e  edge b  [ a 1  
(TM-SEAD-850039A page A.3-23 - a.3-24) .  These va lues  have been c a l c u l a t e d  
f o r  a l l  rack p o s t s  and a r e  ready f o r  t h e  test d a t a  c o r r e l a t i o n .  
I n  o r d e r  t o  get c r i p p l i n g  values  from test d a t a ,  bo th  a x i a l  loads  and 
moment va lues  must be app l i ed .  The loads  w e r e  a p p l i e d  a s  FPA a t  t h e  c e n t e r  
of g r a v i t y ,  FM, on t h e  y  a x i s ,  and EMy on t h e  x a x i s .  F i s  t h e  a x i a l  load,  
M, i s  t h e  moment i n  t h e  x  d i r e c t i o n ,  My is  t h e  moment i n  t h e  y  d i r e c t i o n ,  
and L i s  t h e  d i s t a n c e  from t h e  c e n t e r  of  g r a v i t y  where FM, and FMy a r e  
app l i ed .  Therefore ,  
(SL-DEV-ED92-012 f i g u r e  3 page 10). 
A sample test  specimen of a FCP of a c t u a l  f l i g h t  hardware was used t o  
c o r r e l a t e  measured s t r a i n  gage d a t a  w i t h  c a l c u l a t e d  s t r a i n  v a l u e s .  No 
measurements w e r e  t aken  of t h e  sample specimen. The s t r a i n  va lues  were 
c a l c u l a t e d  u s i n g  t h e  fo l lowing  formulas and SPAH B3-195.18 f o r  minimum FCP 
g r o s s  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  a r e a ,  Ix,, Iyo, and Ix,y, va lues .  Axia l  stress is  
where F i s  a x i a l  l o a d  and A i s  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  a r e a .  Bending stress is  
Mx M., 0, = (I,+ - I y Y )  + - (IXX - I x y Y )  
i x I y  - I x y  - X I y  - I x y  
0 ~ 0 ~  ( 1 -vz ) 
To c o n v e r t  s t r e s s  t o  s t r a i n :  E =  E Adjustments  of 0 - 0 3  i n c h  had 
t o  b e  made i n  b o t h  t h e  X, and 'i, d i r e c t i o n s  t o  g e t  a  good c u r v e  shape  
between t h e  t e s t  d a t a  and t h e  t h e o r y .  When t h e  measurements from SPAH B3- 
195.18 were u s e d ,  t h e  c o r r e l a t i o n  on t h e  10 ,000  lb a x i a l  l o a d  was v e r y  
good, b u t  t h e  moment v a l u e s  were o f f .  A f t e r  a  s t u d y  of t h e  FBD, i t  was 
d e t e r n i n e d  t h e  moment was n o t  e q u a l l y  a p p l i e d  o v e r  :he l e n g t h  of t h e  
specimen a s  o r i g i n a l l y  t h o u g h t ,  b u t  decayed i n  a  t r i a n g u l a r  l o a d i n g  such 
t h a t  t h e  moment a t  t h e  s t r a i n  qage l o c a t i o n s  was a p p r o x i m a t e l y . 5 7 %  of  the  
moment a t  t h e  t o p .  When t h i s  a d j u s t n e n t  was made, :he c o r r e l a t i o n  between 
exper iment  d a t a  and t h e o r y  was e x c e i l e n t  ( f i g u r e  3)  . Another problem was 
1 D Y I U U  t h e  c o r r e l a t i o n  of  d a t a  a t  two of 
t h e  c h a n n e l s .  A f t e r  examzning E?*e 
test  specimen,  it was d i s c o v e r e d  
t h a t  t h e s e  t x o  channe l s  were nex: 
t o  a  bol: h o l e .  T h i s  would c a u s e  
t h e  s c r e s s  t o  be  c o n c e n t r a t e d  a t  a 
h i g h e r  v a l u e  ( u p  t o  3 5 %  more) a t  
t h a t  l o c a t i o n  (Timoshenko, S t r .  of 
Mat. P a r t  1: page  3 0 4 ) .  A 1 0 4  
a d j u s c n e n t  in t h e  t h e o r y  v a l u e s  a: 
t h e s e  two channe l s  brought them i z  
l i n e  w i t h  t h e  e - q e r i m e n t a l  d a t a .  
m 
f i g u r e  3 
The t e s t i n g  w i l l  c o n t i n u e  f o r  some months more. The p l a n s  a r e  t o  
c o r r e l a t e  t h e  e-xper imenta l  d a t z  f o r  t h e  o t h e r  t a s t  specimens u s i n g  s t r a i n  
g a g e s  w i t h  t h e  t h e o r e t i c a l  c a l c u l a t i o n s .  The e x p e r i m e n t a l  d a t a  f a r  
c r i p p l i n g  v a l u e s  w i l l  t h e n  be  c~rnpazed wi th  t h e  t h e o r e t i c a l  c r i p p l i n g  d a t a .  
The g o a l  o f  t h e  t e s t s  i s  t o  be a b l e  t o  p r e d i c t  w i t h  some a c c u r a c y  t h e  
c r i p p l i n g  v a l u e s  of  t h e  r a c k  p o s t s .  
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Introduction 
Significant advances have been made in the area of Human-Computer Interface design. However, there 
is no well-defined process for going from user interface requirements to user interface design. Developing and 
designing a clear and consistent user interface for medium to large scale systems is a very challenging and 
complex task. The task becomes increasingly difficult when there is very little guidaoce and procedures on how 
the development process should flow from one stage to the next. Without a specific sequence of development 
steps each design becomes difficult to repeat, to evaluate, to improve, and to articulate to others. 
This research contributes a process which identifies the phases of development and products produced as 
a result of eacb phase for a rapid prototyping process to be used to develop requirements for the onboard payload 
displays for Space Station Freedom. Tbe functional components of a dynamic prototyping environment in 
which this process can be camed out is also discussed. Some of the central questions which are answered here 
include: How does one go from specifications to an actual prototype? How is a prototype evaluated? How is 
usability defined and thus measured? How do we use the information from evaluation in redesign of an interface? 
and Are there techniques which allow for convergence on a design? 
Benefits of Rapid Prototyping 
Rapid prototyping allows a designer to generate effective displays in a short amount of time, to 
experiment with different approaches to the interface, and to evaluate the displays with end users. Benefits of a 
prototyping process include the ability to keep development costs down and to maintain a consistent interface 
for the end user. Rapid prototyping keeps development costs down by iteratively refining the interface during 
the requirements definition phase, thus minimizing changes that will need to be made during and after flight code 
development. Rapid prototyping helps to maintain a consistent interface by allowing the designer use a User 
Interface Management System for the design of displays. 
Rapid Prototyping Process 
The prototyping process which has been proposed for onboard payload displays consists of five major 
phases: identification of known requirements, analysis of the requirements, development of a formal design 
representation and specification, development of the prototype, and evaluation of the prototype. Two additional 
phases, which are not a part of the prototyping process, are design of an implementation model and 
programming of the interface. The first five phases are discussed below. 
Identify Know Requirements. During this phase the designer gathen all known requirements for 
the development of tbe payload displays. There are two categories of requirements. The Eust category is payload 
specific and the second category includes those requirements which contain information about the interface 
design. The list of requirements are as follows: 
Flight Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) Standards 
User Interface Requirements Document 
User Support Environment/Data Management System (USEDMS) 
Capabilities/Constraints 
Payload System CapabilitiesIConstraints 
Functional Objectives 
Functional Flows 
Functional Requirements 
Operations Display Requirements 
Preliminary Procedures 
Displays and Controls Flight Systems Software Requirements (Level B D&C FSSR) 
integrate/Analyze the Requirements. The designer then integrates and analyzes the 
requirements of the system and ascertains the functions that are needed by the user. The products produced as 
output of this phase include an User-Centered Functional Analysis, a Task Analysis, an User Analysis, and 
Operational Flows. During the user-centered functional analysis a functional specification is derived. This 
specification should not only define the functions of the system and their inputs and outputs, but include human 
performance requirements for the functions allocated to humans. Human performance requirements should 
include statements concerning errors, performance speed, training time necessary to ensure the minimum skills, 
and job satisfaction, at a minimum. Specific criteria for measuring these requirements should be developed in the 
next phase. 
The goal of the task analysis is to identify what tasks are to be performed while considering the user 
and the system. The result is a set of specific tasks and concepts the operator will perform and manipulate with 
the aid of a computer. The task analysis breaks down and evaluates a human function in terms of the abilities, 
skills, knowledge, and attitudes requi~d to perform these functions. 
During the user analysis the designer must attempt to understand the user's mental activities or how the 
system being designed will influence the user's thoughts, that is , the user's views of a task and the user's view 
of the functionality and operation of the system. The designer should consider human cognitive processing, 
such as, limitations on short term memory or processing capability, and the user's model of the system. After 
analyzing the user the designer must be able to decide training requirements, what form of dialogue is most 
appropriate, and what level of support the user will require, both semantically and syntactically. The operational 
flows will specify the simulator requirements. 
Develop Formal Design Representation/Specification. During this phase the designer 
should map concepts to formal representations and specifications. Two representations created should include a 
behavioral representation and a constructional representation. The behavioral representation is conveyed in the 
form of a storyboard. This is when a series of sketches (preliminary screen designs) depict the significant 
changes of actions which will take place during the interaction. It is a design of the appearance and behavior of 
the user interface. The human interface objects and their relationships augmented with preliminary sketches of 
screen graphics are depicted here. The constructional representation will consist of a state transition diagram. 
The state diagram developed at this phase can act as a generator for the system or a mockup to be evaluated. The 
human interface states with their transitions, triggering conditions for transitions, and side effects are shown 
here. The usability specification will contain specific measurable criteria for user performance and satisfaction. 
Convergence on an interface design is achieved by correcting components of the user interface that do not meet 
the usability specification. 
Develop Rapid Prototype. The actual development of the prototype involves prototyping of the 
displays using the HCI prototyping tool, development of a low fidelity simulator, building of an interface 
between the displays and the simulator, integration of these components, and testing to ensure that the interface 
does what the designer expects. 
In order to prototype the displays, the look and feel of the window@) must be defined first. This 
includes answering questions such as: What will be the initial size and position for the window? What color 
should the background be? How will the final window work? Should it automatically page to other windows? 
Should there be help information? Should there be a scroll bar? Once the windows and their characteristics have 
been developed the types of data to be displayed in each window must be identified. For each dynamic data field 
the following questions must be answered: How should the dynamic field work? Should it provide online help, 
menus, pop-up option list, push buttons, or logging? How should the dynamic data be accessed and updated? 
Should the user be allowed to change the data? Should changes be confirmed and/or logged in an event file? 
How should the dynamic field look? What is the best way to display this data (e.g., integer, text, bar, gauge, 
meter, etc.). What should be its size and position in the format? What color should it be? What font should be 
used for tea? 
Once the designer has completed the analysis phase, and the content has been designed, the visual 
design can proceed. This involves determining the best screen layout, the grouping and structuring of 
information relevant to a task in blocks, the choice of terms and titles, which text symbols and graphics will be 
used, abbreviations and mnemonics,the distance between blocks, dividing lines, whether there will be left or 
right justification, design of lists and menus and their placement, and highlighting and labeling. There are 
guidelines to be followed for all of the areas discussed above. The disadvantage is that there are numerous and 
sometimes conflicting requirements. In the next section an expert system is proposed which will aid the 
designer by providing an online and user £iiendly way to access these guidelines so that they can be followed. 
Evaluate Prototype. Evaluation provides a means of objectively assessing a design. It allows the 
designer/developer to verify user and system performance against requirements, to assess the performance of the 
User Interface dialogue, and provides data to the iterative design process. During the formal design 
representation and specification phase, the designer created a usability specification, after each evaluation 
iteration the user and system evaluation characteristics will be compared against preestablished criteria to 
determine the degree of correspondence. This allows convergence on a design, by correcting those components 
of the User Interface that do not meet the pre-established criteria. 
During evaluation, the prototype will be shown to the principal investigators of the experiment and 
typical end users who will provide feedback to the designer War developer. The evaluation will consist of a 
static and dynamic evaluation component. Evaluation of the static displays will involve assessing the displays 
to determine whether or not they are in compliance with standards such as the Flight Human-Computer (HCI) 
standards. The dynamic component will consist of evaluation of the interaction between the user and the 
system. 
Evaluation (of the Static Displays). Displays are currently measured against 
standards by manually inspecting the design and comparing it against what is contained in the requirements 
document. This process is time consuming and produces errors because of the large volume of requirement 
standards that exist. An Expert System for Evaluating Static Displays of the HCI is proposed which will 
evaluate the design, state any problems which are found, provide aa explanation for the problem, and offer a 
suggestion on how to correct it. A good model is Tullis' Display Analysis Program [Tullis, 19881 which takes 
alphanumeric screen designs (no color, hi@ghting, separator lines, or graphics) aod produces Tullis' display- 
complexity metrics plus some advice. The only problem with this program is that it only evaluates 
alphanumeric displays (no color, highhghting, separator lines, or graphics). 
Evaluation (of the Human-Computer Interaction). Evaluation of the dynamic 
component should be accomplished by conducting usability studies. Given a functional prototype and some 
tasks that can be accomplished on that prototype, the designer should observe how users interact with the 
prototype to accomplish those tasks in order to identify improvements for the next design iteration. There are 
two problems that designers should be aware of when conducting these studies: tbe performance of the users is 
usually elevated under test conditions and problems created by the artificial environment of testing. Once the 
evaluation is complete the results should be measured against the pre-established usability criteria and the 
iteration should continue until there is a match between the output of the evaluation and the usability 
specification. 
Measurable evaluation parameters should include: time to learn to use the system (i.e., training time 
measurement - how much time it takes to reach a particular level of proficiency), speed of task performance (or 
time to complete representative tasks), rates and types of emrs by users, retention over time, and subjective 
satisfaction. The load demands of the work situation might also need to be assessed , as well as, whether or not 
there was effective opentor planning. For example, whether or not the user carried out the operation, carried out 
the operation as efficiently as possible, used wrong commands, used too many keystrokes, or received several 
help and error messages. The system should also be evaluated to determine which features of the system were 
used or not used effectively. For example, the number of times a help or explanation screen was requested. 
This will give the designer or developer some indication of which feahms of the system should be enhanced aod 
which should be eliminated. Analysis of the errors and types of errors encountered wil l  assist in redesign of the 
screens and dynamic data objects. 
There are several techniques proposed for the collection of this data. They include embedded evaluation 
techniques, observation, and subjective satisfaction measures. The embedded evaluation techniques includes a 
capturelplayback component and an analysis component. The Capture features captures a user's session and 
saves this information to a log. This log can later be "played" back or analyzed. Simple reports such as the 
frequency of each error message, menu-item selection, dialog-box appearance, help invocation, form-field usage, 
etc., are of benefit in order to redesign the interface. Observation allows a designer to sit down with the users of 
the system, in order to monitor the interaction, and observe any problems that the user may encounter. This 
information is used for the next iteration. Subjective satisfaction measures a user's acceptance of a system. 
This can be done through the use of surveys, questionnaires, and interviews-Shneiderman [I9921 developed the 
Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction (QUIS) as a generic user-evaluation questionnaire for interactive 
systems. This s w e y  could be used in conjunction with an interview. 
Interactive Prototyping Environment. 
There is no current tool which allows for screen design, simulation, and evaluation. The most 
advanced tools for rapid prototyping which do not require programming experience call UIMS (User Interface 
Management Systems). This term is used to describe software tools that enable designers to create a complete 
and working user interface without having to program in a traditional programming g language. However, the 
users have to use a programming language to implement additional functions such as database search, network 
communication, or scientific computation. An environment is presented here which will allows for 
development, simulation, and evaluation of designs. 
There are four components of the HCI prototyping environment: 1. HCI format development tool, 2. 
Test ,and evaluation simulator development tool, 3. Dynamic, interactive interface between the HCI prototype 
and simulator, and 4. Embedded capability to evaluate the adequacy of an HCI based on a user's performance. 
The HCI format development tool allows the designer to dynamically develop displays. The test and evaluation 
simulator development tool will allow the functionality of the system to be implemented and will act as a driver 
for the displays. The dynamic, interactive interface will handle communication between the HCI prototyping 
environment and the simulation environment. The embedded evaluation tool will perform the evaluation of the 
Human-Computer Interaction in terms of the measures disoussed in the previous sections. 
Conclusions 
The process presented above provides a means of producing an efficient and effective prototype. 
Methodologies for gathering and refining operations and end user requirements, approaches to display design, and 
nleasures and methods for evaluating designs were presented. An architecture which will enable this process to 
be carried out was also presented. 
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In June 199 1, the MITRE Corporation submitted a series of recommen&tions as part of a Marshall 
Space Flight Center (MSFC) Management Infonnation System Requirements Study, initiated by the 
Infonnation Systems Office (ISO). A major recommendation of the study was to initiate the development 
of an Executive Information System (EIS) for MSFC executives. (2) IS0 was directed, by center 
management, to proceed with the development of a Center-Wide Executive Infonnation System. Existing 
EIS prototypes, developed by the Space Shuule Projects Office and the Payload Projects Office, were 
reviewed. These existing MSFC prototypes were considered not to encompass the required functionality 
needed on a center-wide basis. A follow-up study by MITRE provided top-level system requirements. (4) 
These were later incorporated into a final requirements specification document by Boeing Computer 
Support Services. (1) 
Another MITRE study addressed the issue of whether to develop the Center-Wide EIS solely using 
in-house personnel and resources, or the purchase a Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) product. (3). This 
second alternative was subsequently recommended and accepted by senior center management. A 
Request For Information 0, identifying system requirements, was then published in Commerce 
Business Daily. Vendor responses to the RFI were then reviewed. It was decided that the expertise of an 
"8A" contractor (designating a small, disadvantaged fum) would be utilized to evaluate the COTS 
products under consideration. The appropriate COTS product would then be purchased. The evaluation 
criteria, developed during this research, are intended to be used as a guide for software selection by the 
8A conmctor. 
An Executive Information System is a computer system designed to support the informational 
needs of very senior executives. It is intended to provide timely, pertinent information to aid in decision- 
making, thereby eliminating the need to sift through lengthy reports. The concept of EIS is a relatively 
recent phenomenon. It was only in 1982 that Rockart and Treacy introduced the term to &scribe this 
emerging category of information systems. (7) An EIS may be defined as having the following 
characteristics: 
1. An easy to use and maintainable graphical user interface. 
2. Integrated capabilities for data access, security and control. 
3.On-request "drilldown" capability to lower levels of detail. 
4. Depiction of organizational health indicators. 
5. Functionality for decision support, ad-hoc queries and what-if analysis. 
6. Sophisticated tools for navigation. 
7. Data analysis features. 
8. Advanced report generation. 
9. Statistical analysis. 
10. Access to a variety of external data sources. 
EIS may be considered to be a subset of a broader group known as Management Information 
Systems (MIS). A variety of techniques have been developed to support evaluation of MIS proposals. 
Relevant published literature on this subject was reviewed, and various methodologies were investigated 
for their applicability. A weighted scoring technique was selected for the overall evaluation technique. It 
is considered to be a widely accepted technique by procurement agencies for evaluating "multiple 
proposals with varying prices and capabilities. (5) The scoring technique focuses on a listing of desired 
functional characteristics. Weights are assigned to each characteristic based on its perceived desirability. 
A composite score is then generated. The scoring technique was viewed as a means of fairly prioritizing 
MSFC requirements and quantifying the resulting vendor responses. It was also considered to be an 
effective means of countering any potential vendor protest. 
The evaluation process analyzes the vendor product altematives from three perspectives: technical , 
cost and risk. The overall strategy for the evaluation is to eliminate any vendor alternative that cannot 
effectively meet the technical requirements. Cost and risk factors are considered only after all alternatives 
have been functionally reviewed. The composite scores for the technical, cost and risk analyses will be 
factored and combined as identified in Equation 1, for any alternative that is deemed functionally 
acceptable: 
. 
TOTAL SCORE = TECHNICAL EVALUATION (50%) + COST EVALUATION (30%) 
+ RISK EVALUATION (20%) [I] 
The vendor alternative with the highest resulting score will then be purchased by the 8A contractor. 
The initial phase of the evaluation process utilizes three types of factors that are applied to each 
functional line item: requirements qualifier, weighting factor and scoring factor. Technical evaluation 
criteria were obtained primarily from the requirements specifications documents. (1,4) Each of the 
technical criteria have been qualified as to whether they are considered to be mandatory or highly 
desirable. Tbe scoring factors vary with each designation. Each mandatory line item requires a specific 
response from the vendor. If a mandatory requirement is not bid by the vendor, it could be cause for 
disqualification. If a highly desirable requirement is not bid, it is not cause for disqualifkation, however a 
penalty is assessed via rhe scoring system for the absence of this functional capability. The weighting 
factor indicates the relative importance among the requirements. The weighting factors range from 1 
(low) to 10 (hgh). The scoring factor is used to rate each vendor's response. The scoring factors are 
assigned relative to the following guidelines: 
Have Capability Now 
No Bid 
The product of the scoring factor and the respective weighting factor for each line item is accumulated 
into the overall technical score for the vendor's proposal. 
A series of forms were created in order to document the acceptability of the vendor product 
functionality, and to thus substantiate the overall technical evaluation. These consisted of a System Test 
Execution Log, Test Case Form, and a Problem Identification Form. The System Test Execution Log 
provides a summary of the individual test cases. The Test Case Foxm provides a standard fonnat for 
documenting the original evaluation. For each line item requirement of the EIS Technical Evaluation 
Worksheet, a separate test case is conducted. Upon rejection of a test, a problem idenMarion foxm is 
completed. The form provides documentation of system inadequacies. 
The cost analysis phase of the evaluation considers not only the price of the individual EIS software 
package itself, but of additional supporting hardware, annual licensing fees and operational transaction 
costs. These factors are combined in order to create a total systems cost. The Cost Analysis Summary 
Worksheet depicts the highest level of detail. Backup should be provided in order to indicate the pricing 
components of each major category. 
The final component of the evaluation involves assigning a confidence factor to each 
vendorlproduct. A risk assessment worksheet is used to factor each vendor's response to the RFI. The 
higher the rating , the higher the perceived credibility. Each vendor's offering is evaluated based on the 
following general criteria: functionality, compatibihty (with existing hardware, software and 
communications), installation, documentation, total systems wst, and vendor service. Similar to the 
technical evaluation, the product of the weighting and scoring factors is used to establish a risk 
assessment score. 
Draft versions of analysis worksheets, test case forms and all criteria developed as part of this 
research, were submitted to personnel from the MSFC Information Systems Office and Boeing Computer 
Support Services, for review and comment. Subsequent recommendations for modification were 
incorporated into the final report to the client. 
One of the major barriers to the success of Executive Information Systems has been a failure to 
consider post-implementation factors regarding these systems. For more traditional information systems 
applications (e.g. transactions processing, decision support systems), post-implementation issues have 
been recognized based on years of experience and much aial and error. Unfortunately this experience 
frequently can not be transferred directly to the EIS environment. "The fragmented nature of executive 
work, the high degree of environmental uncertainty at this level in the organization, and the political 
-cations of providing top management with more and better information, as well as other factors, 
make implementing (EIS) a special challenge." (6) The subsequent analysis focuses on some critical 
factors that should be considered following the implementation of the Center-Wide Executive 
Information System at MSFC. 
A post-implementation evaluation of the system should be conducted. Ibis phase consists of two 
major components: the Development Recap and the Post-Implementation Review. The Development 
Recap provides an indepth review of the EIS development activities that have just been completed. 
Analyses of cost and schedule variances are conducted as part of this recap. It should also identify 
describe and classify programming errors; suggest any needed revisions to the development methodology 
used; and provide any other relevant suggestions or insights. The Post-Implementation Review is 
performed four to six months after the system has been installed. The purpose of the review is to evaluate 
how well the EIS has performed in meeting the original expectations and projections. It is also intended 
to identify any further maintenance projects that should be undertaken to enhance or improve the 
implemented EIS. 
The value of any information system depends on the quality of its data; its timeliness, accessibility, 
accuracy and completeness. This is particularly true of Executive Information Systems. By attempting to 
provide highquality data and information, an EIS may often highlight existing data management 
problems , while at the same time creating new ones. Analysis of the existing MSFC data environment 
identified a series of issues regarding data availability, ownership, integrity, infrastructure, integration 
and management. Detailed recommendations were formulated regarding each of these areas. 
The primary emphasis of the early post-implementation phase is to isolate and correct any system 
e m  as soon as possible. A series of recommended procedures were suggested regarding this issue. The 
same overall process is used to address enhancements to the system. These enhancements should be 
compiled and evaluated after the primary faes have been made. Because the executive user is 
particularly sensitive to changes in response time, the implications of any enhancement on this must be 
carefully considered. It is also important to emphasize that any changes involving the data sources must 
be communicated to the EIS maintenance group in order to avoid system malfunction. Current 
procedures regarding information system change control, configuration control, and version control were 
reviewed and found both adequate and applicable to the EIS. 
Consideration should be given to planning the post-implementation migration and evolution of the 
system. The EIS is likely to spread to additional users. The migration may be both hierarchical and 
lateral. With hierarchical migration, use of the EIS spreads from the top down in an organization. In 
lateral migration, use of the EIS moves across organizational units. The system is also likely to evolve to 
include information that is broader in scope, more detailed and closer to real time. The most effective 
method of EIS migration appears to utilize a strategic approach. The system is progressively made 
available to those executives where the need and expected return is the greatest. 
Construction of the Center-Wide EIS implies the need for a security system that will control access 
to sensitive information (e.g. Privacy Act information, long-range plans). In addition to prohibiting 
access to the system by unauthorized personnel, the security system must be multi-level in nature, in 
order to be able to control access within a variety of classifications. According to the lite.rature, there is a 
wide divergence of strategies in addressing this problem. Aerospace companies tend to use a multi-level 
security system utilizing the capabilities of the EIS application development software. An alternate 
approach utilizes a multi-level database to support data having different classifications and users having 
different clearances. Current plans for the MSFC EIS employ this last approach which is resident in the 
ORACLE source database. An ORACLE table will be used to identify user access privileges. This table 
will act in conjunction with queries associated with programmed SELECT statements on an individual 
field level. This planned security mechanism appears to satisfy the applicable NASA security 
requirements. Executives will want access to the EIS from remote sites. Security on dial-up access lines 
should be considered as a priority post-implementation system enhancement. The security system should 
also be as transparent as possible to the executive user. Multipie levels of passwords should be avoided. 
Most senior managers prefer "one-button" access to their systems. In the EIS this would be analogous to 
the WPS (Workstation Presentation Services) password synchronization feature that is currently used. 
In order to support the construction of an effective Executive Information System, this research has 
provided a quantitative method for assessing commercial off-the-shelf EIS development software. An 
analysis was also conducted which identified important post-implementation considerations. The final 
judgment concerning the effectiveness of the center-wide EIS will be determined largely by the executive 
user's expectations and their perceptions of the system's ability to meet their particular support 
requirements. This highlights the need to obtain agreement from the user community on a clear set of 
metrics for determining system effectiveness, prior to actual system implementation. 
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Plasma observations near the earth's magnetic equator in 
the outer plasmasphere indicate the presence of core plasma 
distributions which are often highly anisotropic. The core 
ion distributions are often 'pancaker like, that is, with 
enhanced fluxes at 90° pitch angle. These distributions can 
be modeled with reasonable success as bi-Maxwellian 
distributions, with perpendicular temperatures as much as an 
order of magnitude greater than the parallel temperatures. 
( 2  
The anisotropy of the electron distributions will, in 
general, differ from that found in the ions. In equilibrium, 
this immediately leads to a requirement for a parallel 
electric field to maintain charge neutrality.(l) The purpose 
of the work described here is to investigate the nature of the 
electric field which is implied by the equatorial measurements 
of the equatorial plasma measurements near the plasmapause, 
and the consequences of this electric field for the evolution 
of the plasma distribution along the field line. The 
variations in density and perpendicular temperature predicted 
by kinetic theory will be compared to observations. 
Trapped ion (and electron) distributions have been 
reported for a number of years from the outer plasmasphere, 
particularly near geosynchronous orbit. Such pitch angle 
distributions are also typically termed 'pancakef 
distributions. Data from the electrostatic analyzers on 
SCATHA showed such trapped distributions, and it was found 
that the ion (and electron) observations obtained near the 
magnetic equator, from L -5 - 5  to 7, could be described as 
bi-Maxwellians (2). Ion temperatures of 0.6-0.8 eV were found 
in the parallel direction, and -25 eV in the perpendicular 
direction. (4) 
The polar orbiting Dynamics Explorer 1 (DE-1) satellite 
with provided orbital coverage of the outer plasmasphere which 
included orbit segments of nearly constant "L", particularly 
near apogee, at L = 4.5. DE-1 measurements by the Retarding 
Ion Mass Spectrometer showed that the equatorially trapped 
plasma was primarily hydrogen ions, and provided latitudinal 
profiles which clearly showed the trapped nature of these ion 
distributions. (3) 
The DE-1 ion measurements can also be fitted with 
bi-Maxwellian distributions. Such modeling requires careful 
consideration of the detector response, with integration in 
energy and angle. The fitting process uses a model detector 
response, with the ability to specify an arbitrary ambient 
distribution function. Fitting data obtained on 5 January 
1984, obtained at L = 4.6, 1600 MLT, during a reasonably 
typical equator crossing, gave the fit parameters: n = 18 
/cm3, Tpara = 2 eV, Tperp = 33 eV, assuming a spacecraft 
potential of +3 V. The density and perpendicular temperature 
are considered fairly accurate, but there are some indications 
that the parallel temperature seems is a bit high. 
Our objective is to use the measurements of the 
equatorial particle distributions to obtain the parallel 
electric field structure and the evolution of the plasma 
distribution function along the field line. Appropriate use 
of kinetic theory allows us to use the measured (and inferred) 
particle distributions to obtain the electric field, and hence 
the variation in plasma density along the magnetic field line. 
The approach, here, is to utilize the adiabatic invariants, 
and assume the plasma distributions are in equilibrium. 
Swann set the basis for this work by showing how, in a 
collisionless plasma, the distribution function remains 
invariant for motion along a magnetic field line.(S) A useful 
formalism for studying the problem, is to make use of the 
invariance of the total energy, and the first adiabatic 
invariant, p. (6) If quasi-neutrality is invoked, it is 
possible to obtain an expression for the electric field. 
These integrals are relatively straightforward for 
bi-Maxwellian distributions. 
The results of such analysis are that that the 
distribution function remains the shape of a bi-Maxwellian, 
even in the presence of a parallel electric field. The 
parallel temperature remains constant, while the perpendicular 
temperature drops. The reduced perpendicular temperature is: 
The new perpendicular temperature is a simple scalar function 
of the equatorial temperatures, and the change in magnetic 
field strength. Note that Tperp will approach Tpara as 
latitude increases. 
The density can be obtained, as well, as a function of 
the magnetic latitude, and the parallel electric field 
established by the charge neutrality requirement of the 
plasma. 
The familiar Boltzmann factor appears, along with the 
temperature ratio, determined in equation 1. 
The potential can be obtained by setting the electron and 
ion densities equal to one another. This requires a 
specification of the electron and ion distribution. The 
electric field implied by the SCATHA data described above, and 
the DE-1 data shown here was evaluated, and found to be -0.1 
pV/m. The effect on the plasma density is to retard the drop 
in ion density implied by the local mirroring of the trapped 
ions. 
The variation in temperature and density with latitude 
can be compared with measurements from DE-1. Figure 1 shows 
how the ion plasma parameters vary with latitude, and compares 
them to the model. The data analysis showed a drop from -30 
eV perpendicular temperature to -10 eV in less than lo0 travel 
away from the equator. The parallel temperature remained 
constant at -2 eV. 
The fitted temperatures and density are overlaid with the 
curves determined solely by the equatorial measurements. The 
Tperp/Tparallel ratio of 18 is the value generated by the 
model; a ratio of 40 appears to more closely match the 
variation in ion temperature. Note that this aspect of the 
model does not depend on the electron characteristics (and by 
implication, the electric field), or on the effects of an 
isotropic background - only on the temperature ratio at the 
equator. This comparison of model and data suggests that the 
parallel ion temperature is closer to -0.8 eV, close to the 
value found with SCATHA, and a much more typical value for the 
isotropic plasma of the outer plasmasphere. 
The density decrease expected in the absence of an 
electric field is overlaid on the ion density estimate. It 
describes the variation in density of the trapped plasma 
reasonably well - the effects of the electric field are fairly 
modest close to the equator. The simple kinetic model for the 
variation in a bi-Mawellian ion distribution gives a 
remarkably good agreement with the latitudinal profiles of 
temperature and density, for this case where there is a 
maximum in density at the magnetic equator. 
The plasma distributions found in the outer plasmasphere 
can often be described as bi-Maxwellian distributions, at 
least for the core of the distribution. Specification of the 
full distribution function at the equator allowed us to 
develop a kinetic model for the variation in the ion 
temperature and density with latitude. Comparison of the 
model with DE data shows that for an isotropic electron 
background, there will be a local maximum in density at the 
equator, which is reasonably well described by the model. The 
potential drop in the equatorial region is only 1-2 V, since 
the parallel ion temperature is relatively low. Still, such 
potentials may be adequate to explain the apparent repulsion 
of low-energy field-aligned ion beams from the equatorial 
region. 
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The works of Black(l), von Pragenau(S), Childs(2), and 
later San Andres(4), have clearly demonstrated the potential 
that annular seals have for affecting the rotordynamic behavior 
of pumps. The goal of the current work is to develop software 
that can accurately predict the dynamic coefficients, forces, 
leakage and horsepower loss for this type of seal. The fruit of 
last year's research was the computer code SEALPAL which 
included capabilities for linear tapered geometry, Moody 
friction factor and inlet pre-swirl. This code produced results 
which in most cases compared very well with check cases 
presented in the literature. 
Satya Padavala joined this effort in March 1992 and quickly 
wrote the code TAMUSEAL I. That code improved SEALPAL by 
correcting a bug and by adding more accurate integration 
algorithms and additional capabilities: Moodyls and Hirts 
friction model, and Arbitrary Axial Profile. The reliability of 
these new features was confirmed by vvHirlsu, "Wavy Sealqv and 
"Partially Taperedv1 check cases from the literature, and was 
reported in; 
vvDynamic Coefficients for Incompressible Liquid 
Annular Seals Including Either Moody's or Hir's 
Friction Models and Arbitrary Axial Profile," by 
Palazzolo, A.B. and Padavala, S., June 1992, MSFC 
Report. 
The TAMUSEAL 1 code was then used to predict dynamic 
coefficients and leakage for the NASA/Pratt and Whitney 
Alternate Turbopump Development (ATD) LOX Pump's damper seal. 
The units studied ( 3 1  4-ID, 6-1D and 3-1A) had damper seals 
with converging/diverging axial taper and were modeled with both 
Hirls and Moodyts friction factors. The results showed that the 
Moody model produced lower stiffnesses than the Hirfs, but the 
difference was small except for extremely divergent seals (4- 
ID). The results of this study were presented in; 
"Simulation Results for Hirs and Moody Models of ATD 
Units 3-1, 4-ID, 6-1D and 3-lAIM by Palazzolo, A., 
Padavala, S. and Rachamadugu, S., July 13, 1992, MSFC 
Report. 
The theory for eccentric seals was developed during this 
period following Nguyen and Nelsonts(3) work. These authors had 
employed a Fourier series interpolation in order to implicitly 
separate out the angular variable from the axial variable, 
converting the governing steady state partial differential 
equations (P.D.E.) to ordinary differential equations (O.D.E.). 
The Fourier interpolation was replaced with a spline based 
interpolation and the latter approach was significantly more 
efficient and yielded higher convergence reliability, especially 
for very eccentric seals. The equations were programmed into 
the enhanced code TAMUSEAL 11, following an intense derivation 
verification. 
The eccentric capabilities of the TAMUSEAL I1 code was 
applied to analyzing the ATD Build 3-1 at 659, 100% and 115% 
RPL. The code was run in the prescribed preload mode so that 
its results yielded the eccentric location of the shaft in the 
seal due to increasing load along the anticipated side load 
direction of 290 degrees. The results showed significant 
changes in most of the dynamic coefficients for side loads 
greater than 400 lbs. (eccentricity greater than 0.3). A 
complete summary of results for this study may be found in; 
88Results From Study of Eccentric Seal Analysis of ATD 
Unit 3-1 at 65%, 100% and 115% Power Levels," by 
Palazzolo, A.B. and Padavala, S., MSFC Report, July 
15, 1992. 
The capabilities of TAMUSEAL I1 were next expanded to 
include variable circumferential profile. This option resulted 
from the need presented by predicted distortions of the ATD seal 
obtained from MSFC/Sverdrup finite element results of the entire 
casing. The following report includes results from a variable 
circumferential profile simulation of ATD LOX pump unit 3-1 at 
115% RPL; 
"Simulation of Annular Seals for Cryogenic Turbopumps 
Including Effects of Arbitrary Profile in the 
Circumferential and Axial Directions, Eccentricity, 
Preload an Moody and Hirs Friction Factors," by 
Palazzolo, A., and Padavala, S., MSFC Report, August 
11, 1992. 
This report also contains an extensive theoretical manual 
for TAMUSEAL 11, several verification cases for eccentric seals 
and a complete user's manual for TAMUSEAL 11. 
Specific conclusions drawn from this work include the 
following: 
TAMUSEAL I1 results are in good agreement with 
simulation and test results presented in the 
literature (see Figure 1) 
Eccentricities above approximately 0.4 may have a very 
significant affect on all dynamic coefficients (see 
Figure 2) 
Variable profile and choice of friction factor models 
may significantly influence dynamic coefficients, 
especially at high divergence or eccentricity. 
Future work in this area includes variable fluid 
properties, thermal-elasto-hydrodynamic modeling, transient 
force determination and friction factor testing. 
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The basis for this research is the 1991 Summer Faculty Fellowship work by the present author. In 
review, Pangia 119921 postulated that the preferred state of a single component infinite plasma is the one that 
will change the least when perturbed. The plasma distribution of such a state would maximize the plasma wave 
damping rate, or, minimizing y where negative y is the damping rate. This explained the tendency for low 
values of K, when fitting plasma distributions to a ~dismbution, which is 
where A, and v, are the overall normalization factor and thermal speed parameter, respectively. A more 
compelling question is why a  distribution works so well in fitting both electron and ion distributions. 
Hasegawa et al. [I9851 derived that the electron distribution subject to a superthermal radiation field is given by 
[I], but that the ion distribution is Maxwellian for speeds less than the electron thermal speed. It is also 
desirable to calculate K, which is not readily doable from the result of Hasegawa et al. [1985]. The present study 
continues from the ideas developed by Pangia [I9911 to determine what distribution function maximizes the 
damping rate. A K-distriburion will be the outcome for either electrons or ions, with K tending toward 312. 
It is necessary to extend the work of the author to include the general case of a multi-component 
plasma For the sake of completeness, this presentation will reproduce also the arguments of the previous work. 
For a I-dimensional, collisionless plasma with electrostatic field, E(t,x), the Vlasov and Maxwell equations are 
where f,(t,x,v) is the reduced distribution function for particles of type s. In use is the normalization that the 
number of particles of type s that are between x and x+dx with velocities ranging from v to v+dv is fSdx dv. 
Particles of type s have charge q, and mass m,. 
In the absence of any external field, the steady state solution to the Vlasov-Maxwell equations is fs = 
FS(v) and E = 0, where Fs is any positive function normalized to the number density. One might then infer that, 
in equilibrium, a plasma distribution is virtually likely to be anything. However, the response of the plasma to 
a perturbation from equilibrium will greatly depend on the function FS(v). Since plasmas evolve to equilibrium 
under the influence of plasma waves, a particular steady state could be favored over all the others based on its 
response to a perturbation. In an actual plasma, waves are usually present, indicating some sort of evolution of 
the distribution function. Although equilibrium may never be fully obtained, the plasma should be at least 
tending toward it. Changes in the background distribution function should diminish as equilibrium is 
approached. Change can possibly be used as the criterion for identifying the preferred steady state of a plasma, 
because a steady state that appreciably changes after having been perturbed is expected to evolve to a different 
steady state which is more stationary. Therefore, it will be postulated that the plasma will tend toward the steady 
state which changes the least when perturbed from equilibrium. 
Since the steady state distribution in a plasma where external forces are absent is spatially uniform, 
each distribution function will be expressed as a sum of a spatially uniform part, f,(t,v), and the deviation from 
uniformity. f',(t,x,v), with a similar expression for the electric field 
The unifmn electric field, E(t), may be zero, but, in general, it will exist if a zero wave number mode is part of 
the perturbation or if it develops in time. A spatial average over all space will be used to formally define the 
unifonn p a ~ t  of any function Y(x); namely, 
The subscript x on the angular bracket is used to identify it as a spatial average. In regard to [5] and 161, f,(t,v) = 
<fs(t.x,v)>, and E(t) = G(t,x)>,. Taking the spalial average, 123 through [4] become 
Subtracting [8] through 1101 from [21 through [41, respectively, gives 
Equations [8] through [13] are basically the starting equations for quasi-linear theory [see for example, Swanson, 
19891, just extended to include a uniform electric field. Derivable from [8] through [13] are the conservation 
laws for the system, which are written 
Due to the quadratic non-linearity present in the Vlasov equation, an additional simplifying assumption 
will be made in order to derive a result. Having perturbed a system from equilibrium, it will be assumed that, 
eventually in its evolution, the predominant wave modes that remain are k=O and k nearly zero, where k is the 
wave number, al l  other modes having been depleted. This assumption is made even if an instability exists for 
some particular range of modes. The rationale is that non-linear effects will channel wave energy to other modes, 
most of which damp away. To understand the basic effect of the quadratic non-linearity, consider the spatial 
dependence of any mode k at some time t. It will have the basic form eib[ + ah. The product of two modes, 
kl and k2, will result in modes kl + k2, and kl - k2. In particular, if kl = k2, there will be mode conversion to 
2kl and 0, and if kl and k2 are nearly equal, the nearly zero wave mode will result If kl is unstable, the process 
will conveat it to stable modes. Modes that find their way to the instability will have been damped beforehand, 
amplified during the instability, and, finally, converted back to stable modes. Therefore, all wave activity will 
experience some damping, either directly or indirectly, during some time in the system's evolution except for the 
k=O mode. Due to the initial perturbation having a small amount of total wave energy distributed over all the 
modes, it is being assumed that even an unstable mode would be depleted of its field intensity through the 
eventual conversion of all modes to k=O. There comes a stage in the plasma evolution when only the undamped 
mode, k d ,  and the least damped mode, k nearly zero, have survived. 
When the plasma reaches the stage of predominantly k=O and nearly zero wave modes, further 
amplification of the k=O mode will be negligible, because only the nearly zero mode, which is decaying, is 
available to convert to k=O. At this point, E(t), which is the k=O mode, is well-approximated as an oscillation at 
the plasma frequency. From [lo], fs(t,v) will oscillate with opposite phase to E(t). Therefore, on a time average, 
the effects of the k=O mode on changing the distribution function will be zero. Defining a time average for any 
function Y(t) by 
where T is the plasma period, the time average of [8] is 
where the combined subscript x J on the angular bracket indicates a double average over space and time. 
The nearly zero mode, which is given by E'(t,x), will be in a regime where its evolution and effects are 
descnible by quasi-linear theory. In the quasi-linear approximation, products of E' and f', are retained in [8], 
but neglected in [ll]. In search of the distribution that changes the least, a restriction will be made to 
distributions that change only slightly. Such a subclass of distributions can be insured to exist by making the 
perturbation small enough. Specifically, based on 1161, the initial wave field must satisfy the condition 
at t=O. Then E(t) will be small, and the term E(t) f', will be negligible in [I 11, reducing it to 
where fs(t,v) was replaced by FS(v) since it only slightly varies. Equations [12] and [20] are the common 
linearized equations for electrostatic waves. The solution is that, for a stable mode of wave number k, E' 
oscillates with frequency o and exponential decays with damping rate tyl (negative y corresponds to damping) 
given by [Nicholson, 19831 
where the integration is in the complex v-plane along the Landau contour, and E is the dielectric function. With 
E' exponentially decaying at a damping of w, [18] says that, on the average, the change in fs(t,v) decays at least 
as fast. Consequently, the distribution that changes the least will be the one that damps the nearly zero wave 
mode the most. From [21], one seeks the Fs that maximizes @I, or minimizes y. Mathematically, the problem 
at hand is under the classification of Calculus of Variations, where F, is varied slightly and a minimum in y is 
sought. 
The functions about which one varies have to be physical. To insure this, constraints must be 
impased. The conservation laws, [I41 through [16]. require that 
where, n ,  n, P, and T are, respectively, the number density of particle type s, the total number density of all 
particle types, the total plasma momentum, and the total plasma temperatureall of which are constants. The 
existence of these velocity moments imply that the high speed dependence of Fs must be less than 111~1~. This 
puts a limit on damping rate, because, for small k, y is proportional to the dFs/dv evaluated at high velocity 
w/k [Nicholson, 19831. Therefore, the damping is maximized for the function that has the steepest descending 
slope, which is when the high speed dependence of Fs tends to l/lv13. In regard to [I], K tending to 312 would 
maximize damping. 
To find the function for all velocity, additional constraints must be imposed to keep Fs physical. One 
condition is that Fs must be positive. Another condition arises from the fact that each dismbution function Fs 
will consist of a definite number of plasma components, A,, which is determined by the origin of the plasma. 
Therefore, it is a fixed property of the system. Defining FS, as the distribution function for component c of 
particle type s, the total distribution for particle type s is 
The number of components, As, is determined by counting the humps in Fs. By constraining FS,, to be 
positive with only one hump, Fs is insured to be physical. This is done by maximizing the following integral 
where the exponent r has to be determined, where n l ,  so that maximizing [a] is independent from the first 
equation in [22]. The problem is now well defined, whereby y is minimized in [21] subject to the constraints in 
[22] while maximizing [24]. A solution for arbitrary and small variations in FS, only exists if k approaches 
zero. The answer is that each component is given by a K-distribution with appropriate flow speed, where ~ = l / ( l -  
r) with 312 < w < w, and K tending to 312 gives the absolute minimum in y. 
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When an infinite plane layer of dust having a number- 
density profile normal to the plane is exposed to an ambient 
e-, p+ plasma, one can imagine the features of the charging 
process near the layer boundary. If the e-, p+ temperatures 
are equal, and the B field is normal to the dust layer, the 
controlling factor is the large electron relative to proton 
speeds. Since the collision rate between plasma particles 
of number density n and speed v and an uncharged dust grain 
of radius a is estimated as the product n v na2, electrons 
dominate the charging process. The outer edge of the layer 
charges negatively, setting up an electrical potential that 
inhibits penetration of electrons into the layer and at the 
same time accelerates protons inward. Interior to the outer 
negative region then, one would expect many energetic 
protons compared to a reduced number of electrons from the 
ambient plasma. Charge imbalances are bound to arise, but 
the details are not so easy to deduce from simple arguments. 
These details are the subject of the present study. 
D I S C L ' S S I O N  
Studies of dust charging have been carried out by a 
number of authors under a variety of assumptions. An 
important effect pointed out first by Goertz and Ip (1984) 
is that for interparticle grain separations much smaller 
than the plasma Debye length, the amount of charge on single 
grains is much smaller than the value expected when other 
dust grains are absent. Refinements to the charging model 
were made by Whipple, et al. (1985) and by Houpis and 
Whipple (1987). These efforts all involved a linearized 
form of the Poisson equation. The study by Houpis and 
Whipple also included a power-law grain-size distribution. 
For many problems involving plasmas, neither a fluid 
approach nor an analytical kinetic approach is practical at 
present. For this reason, Wilson (1987, 1988) constructed a 
simulation code to determine the charge and field structure 
of an optically thin layer of dust in a plasma. Parameters 
chosen were within the ranges that describe the A and B 
rings of Saturn. The dust layer was described as a plane 
sheet of grains with fixed radius, having either Gaussian or 
square number-density profile and fed by a pool of 
Maxwellian plasma particles. In addition to the charge 
structure and the E fields in the layer, the results also 
gave the phase space distribution of plasma particles in the 
layer. Photoionization of dust grains was included. Along 
with collisions between plasma particles and dust grains, 
p-p collisions were assumed, e-p and e-e collisions were 
neglected. The primary factor controlling particle 
trajectories within the dust layer are local E fields. 
The present work has been a three-phase process to 
extend Wilson,~ code. In phase I, the code was modified to 
move particles more accurately through the simulation cells 
so that larger cells and longer time steps can be used. 
This has resulted in a faster code that still gives 
reasonable convergence and consistent results, although more 
testing is needed to further reduce run time. The movement 
of particles is done by starting with the initial position 
Z1 and Z-component of velocity V I  in a given simulation 
cell. The particle is then moved to its new position Zz 
with new velocity V2 by assuming there is an average 
acceleration and an average velocity that we can deduce by 
successive approximations. For example, as long as no cell 
boundary is crossed, then a resonable starting point is 
and 
Knowing the fields at the lattice points allows one to write 
Eq. 1 to first order in a Taylor expansion of the E-field, 
2 
VP = V1 + (e/m)El dt + (e/m)(Grad E)(VAVE/~) dt ( 3  
Approximately, one can set V A V E  = V I  in Eq. ( 3 )  to get V t ,  
which is used back in Eq. (2) to get a final value of Zz. 
If a boundary is crossed by a particle during a time step, 
or if a particle changes direction in a cell, one must of 
course use special techniques. 
Phase I1 has been to introduce a size distribution by 
defining a discrete starting distribution of Gaussian form 
for each dust particle radius ai 
where the central density is described by a power P that 
normally is expected to lie between 3 and 4. The width of 
the Gaussian is controlled for each size by making the 
parameter 20 a function of particle radius. The optical 
depth for each particle size is then defined by the integral 
giving 
By specifying the total optical depth, the constant c is 
determined for the given parameters P and zo (ai ) .  
RESULTS 
A single long computer run uas made to test code 
improvements and to track the charging process. Parameters 
are for a dust layer of total optical depth 1.0 in a 1 eV 
plasma. Seven grain radii, between 1 x 10-s to 1 x 10-2 m 
are included, with P = 3.5 in Eq. (4). Grains are assumed 
as Gaussians with l/e widths of 10.0 rn for the smallest 
grains to 5.0 m for largest grains. The resulting E field 
after 56,000 iterations, is shown in Fig. 1. In the outer 
region of the layer, as expected, the negative E field 
indeed is a barrier for incident electrons. By z = 23 m, 
the integration of the E field leads to a potential of about 
-2.7 volts, thus boosting proton energies but allowing only 
those electrons having energy above 2.7 eV to penetrate to 
the interior of the layer. For z near 23 m, protons 
outnumber electrons by almost 2 orders of magnitude. Thus, 
interior to the outer negative layer, a positive E field 
develops. The process then repeats itself. Figure 2 shows 
the variations of electrical potential with position. Of 
particular interest are the consistent oscillations of the 
potential between zero and almost -3.0 volts. It appears 
that the well known result for isolated grains, where 
equilibrium is achieved uhen the grain potential has the 
value 2.51 kT/e (which equals 2.51 for a 1 eV plasma), has 
its counterpart for the dust layer. 
Figure 1. Electric field versus position for 
48,000 iterations (1-ight line) and 
for 56,000 iterations (heavy line) 
Dismce kom Center of Dust Qoud 
(meen) 
Figure 2. The electrostatic potential 
versus position in the layer 
The result of looking at the average charge on 
individual grains also suggests the consequence of allowing 
the dust grains to move in response to the E field. The 
smallest grains near the layer edge will have relatively 
large negative e/m values and will be forced outward. 
Equilibrium will be reached ultimately when the outward 
electrical force is balanced by the restoring gravitational 
force. These issues will be explored in the near future. 
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SEDSl MISSION SOFTWARE VERIFICATION 
USING A SIGNAL SIMULATOR 
July, 1992 
The first flight of the Small Expendable Deployer System (SEDSl) is scheduled to fly as the 
secondary payload of a Delta I1 in March, 1993. The objective of the SEDS1 mission is to collect data to 
validate the concept of tethered satellite systems and to verify computer simulations used to predict their 
behavior. SEDSl will deploy a 50 lb. instrumented satellite as an end mass using a 20 Ian tether. 
Langley Research Center is providing the end mass instrumentation, while the Marshall Space Flight 
Center is designing and building the deployer. The objective of the experiment is to test the SEDS design 
concept by demonstrating that the system will satisfactorily deploy the full 20 lan tether without stopping 
prematurely, come to a smooth stop on the application of a brake, and cut the tether at the proper time 
after it swings to the local vertical. Also, SEDSl will collect data which will be used to test the accuracy 
of tether dynamics models used to simulate this type of deployment. The experiment will last about 1.5 
hours and complete approximately 1.5 orbits. 
Radar tracking of the Delta I1 and end mass is planned. In addition, the SEDSl on-board 
computer will continuously record, store, and transmit mission data over the Delta II S-Band telemetry 
system. The Data System will count tether windings as the tether unwinds, log the times of each turn and 
other mission events, monitor tether tension, and record the temperature of system components. A 
summary of the measurements taken during the SEDSl shown in Table 1. The Data System will also 
control the tether brake and cutter mechanisms. 
Preliminary versions of two major sections of the flight software, the data telemetry modules and 
the data collection modules, were developed and tested under the 1990 NASNASEE Summer Faculty 
Fellowship Program. To facilitate the debugging of these software modules, a prototype SEDS Data 
System was programmed to simulate turn count signals. During the 1991 summer program, the concept 
of simulating signals produced by the SEDS electronics systems and circuits was expanded and more 
precisely defined. During the 1992 summer program, the SEDS signal simulator was programmed to test 
the requirements of the SEDS Mission software, and this simulator will be used in the formal verification 
of the SEDS Mission Software. The formal test procedures specification was written which incorporates 
the use of the signal simulator to test the SEDS Mission Software and which incorporates procedures for 
testing the other major component of the SEDS software, the Monitor Software. 
SEDS MISSION SOFTWARE VEIUFICATION T E a  SPECIFICATION 
A series of tests will be performed to exercise the software modules which make up the Mission 
Software of the SEDS Data System. These tests will be performed by using a SEDS Signal Simulator to 
generate signals which will simulate the inputs normally produced by sensors and circuits in the SEDS 
system. The test configuration is depicted in Figure 1. A SEDS Data System CPU Card will be modified 
to construct the SEDS Signal Simulator. 
Signals will be generated which simulate both nominal flight conditions and all anticipated 
anomalies. In addition, the tests provide a means for monitoring and analyzing outputs produced by the 
SEDS Mission Software for controlling the tether brake and cutter mechanisms. 
Table 1. SEDS Measurements 
MEASUREMENT RANGE 
-
T1- Tether Temperature -30° to +SO0 F 1 per 10 seconds 
T2 - Brake Temperature -30' to +80° F 1 per 10 seconds 
T3 - Canister Temperature -30' to +80° F 1 per 10 seconds 
T4 - Electronics Temperature -30' to +80° F 1 per 10 seconds 
B1 -Turn Counter Beam #1 Discrete Asynchronous 
B2 - Turn Counter Beam #2 Discrete Asynchronous 
B3 - Turn Counter Beam #3 Discrete Asynchronous 
F1 - Tether Tension #1 -0.25 to +0.25 N. 500 per second 
F2 - Tether Tension #2 -2.5 to +7.5 N. 500 per second 
MlmJ2- Satellite Deployment Discrete Asynchronous 
FIGURE 1. SEDS MISSION SOITWARE TESTING 
USING A SIGNAL SIMULATOR 
Signal Simulator 
Discrete Discrete 
lnpu* (6) Inputo(6) OutpUra (6) 
SEDS 
Data System 
CPU Board (Al) 
PC Collecting 
Telemetry Data 
With the exception of control signals for the tether brake and cutter, correct operation of the 
Mission Software can be verified by examining the telemetry data collected and transmitted by the 
Mission Software over the serial port of the SEDS Data System. An IBM-compatible PC will be 
connected to this serial port to collect the mission data The PC will execute software to display summary 
data contained in the Master Frames sent by the SEDS Data System. In addition, this software will store 
the serial data in a disk file to be used in post-test analysis and documentation. The sigoals generated by 
the SEDS Data System to control the tether brake and the tether cutter cannot be analyzed by monitoring 
the serial data stream. Therefore, the PC controlling the SEDS Signal Simulator will monitor, display 
and store these control signals levels. Specifically, the brake motor and tether cutter signals are sampled 
once every lms and their state is displayed by the PC anytime a change is detected in any one of the 
signals. The time that the change was detected is also displayed. 
Three tests are performed on the SEDS Mission Software using simulated input signals. The 
first test generates turn count signals at three different rates: fast, nominal, and slow. In addition, signals 
are generated which simulate false signals which may occur during flight due to vibration of the tether. 
and which are eliminated by the Mission Software. No turn count failures are introduced during this first 
test. 
The second test simulates a failure on turn count channel-B by intermittently turning signals off 
and on. A total of 50,000 simulated turn counts are generated on channel-A to verify that the SEDS 
Mission Software can withstand a failure on channel-B. The third test is similar to test #2 except that a 
failure is introduced on channel-A. 
During each of the SEDS Mission Simulation Tests, the SEDS Simulator will generate 
independent signals to each analog input of the SEDS unit under test. The analog signals provided by the 
simulator will be one of three levels: Ov (0.2v, max), half-scale ( 2 . 5 ~  +lo%), or full-scale (S.Ov+lO%) 
and will be applied in regular cycles. The purpose of applying simulated analog inputs to the SEDS Data 
System is not to gauge the accuracy of the A/D converter circuitry but to assure that the data collection 
modules in the Mission Software is correctly collecting and transmitting temperature and tension 
information. 
The SEDS Signal Simulator will be used in the formal verification of the SEDSl Mission 
Software. The Simulator will not only emulate normal flight conditions but also exercise all modules 
written to handle anticipated anomalous flight conditions, conditions that would be difficult to reproduce 
and control with actual SEDS hardware. The simulator will apply signals which test the limits of the 
SEDS Mission Software as defined in the requirements document, thereby increasing the confidence that 
the Mission Software will perform according to specifications during the actual flight of the SEDS 
experiment. With little modification, the Simulator can be useful in the software development of future 
SEDS flights. 
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Development, MSFC, May 1988. 
2. "SEDS Data System Data Collection and Telemetry Software", Final Report, NASAIASEE 1990 
Summer Faculty Fellowship Program, Contract No. NGT-01-002-099, MSFC, Huntsville, AL. 
3. "SEDS Mission Software Verification Test Procedures, NASAIASEE 1991 Summer Faculty 
Fellowship Program, Contract No. NGT-01-008-021, MSFC, Huntsville, AL. 
4. "MSFC Software Management and Development Requirements Manual", Software and Data 
Management Division, January 199 1, MSFC, Huntsville, AL. 
5. "SEDS Software Requirements Document (DMOQ, Vol. II., MSFC-RQMT-1967, February 
1992, MSFC, Huntsville, AL. 
6. "SEDS Software Verification Test Specification @M20), MSFC-SPEC-2033, July 1992,MSFC, 
Huntsville, AL. 
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The work in this report is part of an overall study in 
the area of the evaluation of the performance of the shuttle. 
Besides the main engines and the Orbiter, the main parts of a 
shuttle are the Solid Rocket Boosters, External Tank, and the 
External Tank Attachment Ring (ETA). The present study is 
restricted to ETA, but the concepts discussed are general in 
nature and can be applied to any structural component. The 
strengths of steel, the cross-sectional dimensions of the 
steel section and, thus, the strength of the model itself and 
the loads are all variable parameters. In other words, taking 
the entire structural element under consideration, the 
resistance and the applied load are random variables. 
Consequently, the traditionally used deterministic analysis 
(the so-called margin of safety approach) does not reveal the 
actual safety reserve in the structure, because it does not 
include the inherent variability in the material, geometric 
and load parameters. Such a variability can easily be 
included in the probabilistic analysis using probabilistic 
methods which are in use and have been continuously developed 
for about the last two decades. The objective of this 
research work is to use some of the existing probabilistic 
methods to calculate the reliability of ETA Ring at various 
critical sections for the limit state of stress. This is done 
both in terms of the traditional probability of failure ( P f )  
and reliability levels as well as the well known safety 
indices (6) which have become a commonly accepted measure of 
safety. 
For any probabilistic analysis, a certain deterministic 
model is needed for which the limit state function can be 
formulated in terms of the general basic variables of 
resistance and load. The variability of the materials, cross- 
sectional properties and load can then be incorporated into 
the deterministic model which then forms the basis of the 
probabilistic model and the beta value can then be calculated. 
The details of the deterministic model and the corresponding 
deterministic analysis which was done by USBI (2) under 
contract for NASA and specifically for Marshall Space Flight 
Center forms a basis for the present probabilistic study. 
If R is the resistance variable and S is the load 
variable, the limit state function g is then g=R-S=O which 
divides the failure and the survival region. The 
corresponding safety index ( 6 )  which is the shortest distance 
from the origin to the failure surface can be defined as, 
B can also be considered as the measure of the number of 
standard deviations that the mean value of the limit state 
function is from the failure surface. If R and S are normal- 
normal or lognormal-lognormal, the following relations hold: 
where @is the standard cumulative normal distribution 
function. If R and S are normal, f3 can be expressed as (1) 
- - 
P =  R-S 
Knowing Pf from equation 121, which in turn uses 6 from 
equation [3], the reliability can be calculated. This would 
indicate that the higher the value of beta, the higher is the 
safety reserve in the structure with respect to that limit 
state. It should be noted that while there exists in the 
literature a closed form relation similar to equation [3] for 
R and S both being lognormal, numerical techniques have to be 
employed for other distributions. 
In the present study, as the ETA Ring is complicated, 
there are no closed form expressions between the output 
variable of principal stress and the corresponding input 
variables. Hence, probabilistic study is quite complicated. 
The deterministic procedure used for the calculation of 
stresses is the well known finite element method (FEM). The 
corresponding probabilistic study which will use Monte Carlo 
techniques, will involve FEM in conjunction with the 
properties of the probability distributions of all variables 
involved in the calculation of stresses at critical points. 
This procedure has been successfully applied before (5) and 
the details are given in the extended report (4). In the 
study of ETA Ring the limit state g is defined as 
corresponding to P, = P ( ( a ),, < ( a ,) ) . (a,),,, stands for 
actual principal stress andl (a,,)ALL is tee' ultimate allowable 
stress of the material. In here, both (oU)ALL and (a ) are 
considered as random variables. Using the %scribed 
in detail in reference 4, P,, R and @ values are calculated 
for all the critical elements at all critical sections. The 
critical sections identified were the tunnel splice plate and 
H-fitting lugs (2). In addition to this a probabilistic 
margin of safety (PMS) is calculated which is defined as (3) 
where, a bar over a variable indicates the mean value and s 
indicates standard deviation of the variable used as a 
subscript for s. This is done for ready comparison with the 
corresponding deterministic value of margin of safety 
calculated in reference 2. 
Based on this extensive study discussed in detail(4), it has 
been found that the probabilistic margin of safety is 
consistently higher than the deterministic margin of safety 
indicating higher safety reserve. It has also been found that 
the reliability of all the critical elements is quite high 
indicating a good quality control of the work done at NASA. 
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Introduction 
The safety and survival of the crewmembers has been the 
prime concern of NASA. Previous studies have been conducted 
mainly for emergencies occurring during the operating mode of 
the fully assembled Station. The present study was conducted 
to evaluate the emergency requirements for the caution and 
warning, logistics, maintenance, and assembly stage MB-6 of 
the Station in space. Effective caution and warning is 
essential to achieve safe egress in emergencies. In order 
to survive a long period in space, the safety and emergency 
requirements for maintenance, logistics, and extravehicular 
assembly operation in space must be met. 
Objectives 
The objective of the study was to have an independent 
evaluation of the safety and emergency egress requirements for 
caution and warning, logistics, maintenance, and assembly of 
the Station in space. 
Emergency Egress 
Emergency egress is defined as the egress from a 
pressurized element when an event makes the element 
uninhabitable and ingress into a contiguous pressurized 
element that is safe. 
Caution and Warnina Methods 
The Data Management System of the Station will provide 
the caution and warning signals, while EMAD will provide an 
additional warning for emergency situations. At present, 
EMAD has limited independent sensors for detecting emergency 
situations. It is recommended that the sensors located 
throughout the Station for detecting emergency situations 
should also be connected to EMAD to improve the effectiveness 
of the EMAD system. A suggested location for the work 
stations is the midsection of the modules. According to the 
current plan, there is no EMAD panel in logistics modules. 
A drag on EMAD panel is recommended for logistics modules to 
supplement the auditory alarm in an emergency. 
XLIV- 1 
for 
the 
A graphical cum alphanumerical format is recommended 
displaying emergency action information (figure 1) at 
Multipurpose Application Consoles. The detailed 
specifications of the graphical model, consistent with 
the human factors requirements have to be developed. 
.The emergency action depends on the location of the crew 
members for a particular accident; as such, the action 
message should be appropriate at each work station for a 
particular emergency. 
EMERGENCY ACTION INFORMATION DISPLAY 
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The function of logistics modules is to support cargo 
transportation in racks from the US LAB, JEM, Columbus 
modules, and nodes to PLM and vice versa. The major tasks for 
logistics operation consist of handling racks to and from 
MPLM/PLM units. The average time required for handling a rack 
is estimated to be about 30 minutes. Based on the Neutral 
Buoyancy Simulation conducted recently (I), it is suggested 
that two persons are required to safely handle a rack as shown 
in figure 2. - - 
HANDLING A RACK 
I 
I ! 
R A C K  I N  
FIGURE - 2 
One person as the front and a second person at-the rear 
should hold a rack handgrip by one hand and use the other hand 
for translation guidance (figure 2). Recessed handgrips 
located centrally at the front and rear of a rack are 
recommended for translation purposes. Special care should be 
exercised while crossing hatch openings as the clearance 
between a moving rack and a hatch opening is very limited as 
shown in figure 2. In addition, the speed of translation 
during rack handling should not exceed 1 foot/second to allow 
frequent stops required to achieve a controlled movement and 
avoid accidents. 
In an emergency during logistics operation, crew members 
present in MPLM/PLM should egress to the attached node. 
There is a probability of a catastrophe in case of a large 
fire occurring in the attached node (3). A contingency drag 
on oxygen supply is recommended for the waiting period of 
trapped crewmembers in this situation. 
Maintenance Mode of Maior Euui~ment 
A typical Intravehicular Activity (IVA) for maintenance 
consists of shutdown, safing, gain access, replace or repair, 
close access, and testing of Orbital Replaceable Units or 
Orbital Maintainable Items, done sequentially by one 
person (2). A total of 640 IVA preventive and corrective 
maintenance tasks were identified. It is estimated that a 
total of 360 manhours/year will be required to cover all these 
tasks. During 50 percent of maintenance duration, one or more 
racks will be tilted on the aisle for access, causing partial 
blockage of the egress path. Typically, a tilted rack will 
be flat on an aisle and will reduce the egress path from 
80 inches x 80 inches to 80 inches x 40.3 inches, as shown 
- in figure 3. However, the reduced opening is adequate for 
emergency egress inside a module as illustrated - in figure 6. 
- 
Although the egress path is blocked during hatch 
maintenance, the probability of an emergency during hatch 
maintenance is extremely low. A rigorous preventive 
maintenance is recommended to minimize the breakdown of 
hatch mechanism. 
Safetv and Emeruencv Earess Durina Assembly Phase MB-6 
A total of 17 stages have been planned for assembling 
the Station in space. From MB-6, the Station will be occupied 
by humans at least for short periods. As such, safety and 
emergency provisions are required beginning this assembly 
stage. 
Most of the assembly operations consist of hazardous 
Extravehicular Activities (EVA). A catastrophic emergency may 
arise due to puncture of an EVA suit (4). It is recommended 
that all sharp edges must be rounded or capped. In case of 
any emergency situation during this assembly operation, the 
crewmembers should translate to the docked Orbiter and de- 
orbit. For safe assembly operation, handholds and attachments 
are required on all modules and nodes. All EVA tools should 
also be tethered. A safe EVA operation procedure should be 
developed and used for training of EVA crewmembers. 
During an emergency at MB-6, the worst emergency scenario 
consists of an accident at Node 2 and all four crewmembers 
located in the lab cannot translate through the damaged Node 2 
to the Orbiter. In this case, crewmembers should close the 
lab hatch, isolate the lab, and wait for rescue by Orbiter. 
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The WISP payload scheduled for a 1995 space transportztion system (shuttle flight) 
will include a large power transmitter on board at a wide range of frequencies. The levels 
of electromagnetic interference/electromagnetic compatibility (EhWEMC) must be addressed 
to insure the safety of the shuttle crew. This report is concerned with the simulation and 
experimental verification of EMIJEMC for the WISP payload in the shuttle cargo bay. The 
simulations have been carried out using the method of moments for both thin wires and 
patches to simulate closed solids (2). Data obtained from simulation is compared with 
experimental results. An investigation of the accuracy of the modeling approach is also 
included. 
The report begins with a description of the WISP experiment (4). A description of 
the model used to simulate the cargo bay follows. The results of the simulation are 
compared to experimental data on the input impedance of the WISP antenna with the cargo 
bay present. A discussion of the methods used to verify the accuracy of the model is shown 
to illustrate appropriate methods for obtaining this information. Finally, suggestions for 
future work are provided. 
The WISP Experiment: EMIIEMC Issues 
The specifics of the experiment that concern this investigation are as follows. First, 
a number of antenna lengths will be deployed: 5, 15, and 50 meters. Second, a frequency 
range from 100 KHz to 30 MHz will be transmitted in both a continuous wave and a pulsed 
fashion. Finally, the power transmitted will reach a maximum of 500 W (only in pulsed 
mode). These are the range of values that must be addressed to fully understand the near 
field strengths present at various components inside the cargo bay. A payload safety 
specification has not been written for these low frequencies; however, it is expected that 4 
V/m will be chosen. 
Car~o  Bay Model 
of the model. The value of y is also a parameter called the Figure 1 
comer dimension of the model and will be discussed later. 
Each of the 5 regions on each of the 5 panels on each of the two sets of open-box surfaces 
was then broken into rectangular patches that are inputs to the method of moments code NEC 
(1) 
The cargo bay is modeled as a single, fully enclosed 
metallic object with infinite conductivity. The model is 
shown in figure 1. The model was broken into 5 inside 
panels, 5 outside panels, and a square 0 ring on the top to 
close the structure. The thickness of the box, a, is a 
pararnater of the model. Each of the two sets of 5 panels is 
broken into 5 regions, as shown in figure 2. This was done 
to allow for a finer sampling of the current near the edges 
/:- - - - -I' 
- 
The model was constructed using 
guidelines concerning the total area of a patch 
and the aspect ratio of the rectangular patches. 
The aspect ratio of a single patch is defined to 
be the ratio of the large dimension divided by 
the small dimension. In summary, a shuttle 
cargo bay model has been developed that has 
four parameters: the thickness, the comer 
dimension, the maximum patch area, and the 
maximum aspect ratio. 
I 1 
Figure 2 
The comer dimension is a parameter of the model that recognizes the fact that the 
current must be sampled at a higher rate (or density) when compared with the center of a flat 
plate. This dimension aIlows the sections 2 through 5 to be broken into finer patches than 
section 1. Each of the five sections shown in figure 2 will be evenly broken into rectangular 
patches by specifying the number of patches in the length and the width of the section. Use 
of the comer dimension as a parameter allows the area near a comer and far from a corner 
to be different. This will help keep the number of patches (or unknowns) as low as 
practical. 
1 VSWR I 
Experiment BAY NO BAY MHz 
-+ + + 
I J 
Figure 3 
Results 
Initial measurements necessary to continue the experiment are to find the antenna 
impedance and voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) relative to 50 Q. The VSWR is 
necessary to find the actual power that is emitted by the antenna. In the laboratory, a balun 
is used to convert from the unbalanced coaxial line to the balanced requirement of a dipole 
antenna. The impedance of the balun and the antenna in parallel can be found, and the 
impedance of the balun can be found alone using a network analyzer. The VSWR of the 
antenna can then be found by removing the effect of the balun from the impedance data. 
This has been accomplished for the case of a 50 meter WISP dipole at a set of frequencies 
ranging from 10 to 20 MHz, in steps of 1 MHz. A plot of the VSWR for the experiment 
and the NEC model is shown in figure 3. This graph also shows the VSWR for a 50 m 
antenna in free space to illustrate the effect of the cargo bay. 
The simulation appears to accurately model the physical situation at the lower 
frequency end. Recall that the frequency range of operation is from 100 KHz to 30 MHz 
and the figure shows results only from 10 to 20 MHz. It is believed that the model would 
also be suitable at frequencies lower than 10 MHz. As the frequency incrimes in figure 3, 
it is apparent that the model is not adequate. A further refinement for the higher frequencies 
is necessary for accurate modeling of the effect of the cargo bay. These results also are 
consistent with similar codes (3). 
Accuracy of the Model 
The hope of any numerical modeling 
procedure is that it accurately reflect what 
occurs in the laboratory. More often, 
however, it is found that a model is only 
partially acceptable. To quantify the 
accuracy of any electromagnetic model, it is 
appropriate to measure the degree that the 
boundary conditions have been satisfied. In 
this work, three lines parallel to the x axis in 
figure 4. The electric and magnetic fields insi~ 
Figure 4 
iide the model have been used, as shown in 
le any metal box should be zero. Therefore, 
by requesting the field points inside the box, one can calculate the mean squared error inside 
the box and use this single number to measure how effectively the boundary conditions have 
been satisfied. Results for a particular model are given in table 1. 
Model Parameters 
a 
\ 1 m 
No. 
Unknowns 
733 
Mean Squared Errors (Total) 
y 
1 m 
30 MHz 
0.154 
Area(max) 
0.01 X2 
20 MHz 
0.473 
Aspect 
Ratio 
Wax) 
1.33 
10 MHz 
0.572 
mes t ions  for Future Work 
The extent that the method of moments and in particular the NEC code can model the 
cargo bay of the space shuttle for the WISP experiment has been investigated. It appears 
that careful choice of model parameters such as wall thickness, corner dimension, area and 
aspect ratio will lead to an appropriate model. 
The model that accurately reflects the desired characteristics has not been found. The 
following suggestions for future work have been developed: 
1. The NEC model should, of course be compared to other techniques of similar origin. 
2. Comparison with near field data would more likely be within the range of the numerical 
models. It is generally true that the input impedance of an antenna is strongly 
dependent on higher order effects. 
3. A modification of the NEC code could be performed that incorporates a more accurate 
patch model. This would not only cause the solutions to be more precise, but may 
significantly reduce the number of degrees of freedom necessary to solve. 
The author would like to thank the EB33 team for their help and patience over the 
previous two summers. The many discussions on this and other topics have been very 
beneficial and greatly appreciated. 
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lntroductlon 
The cost of designing, building and operating space system hardware has always been expensive. 
Small quantities of speciality parts escalate engineering design, production and operations cost. 
Funding cutbacks and shrinking revenues dictate aggressive cost saving programs. NASA's highest 
priiorlty is providing eamomical transportation to and from space. 
Over the past three decades NASA as seen technological advances that provide greater efficiencies in 
designing, building and operating of space system hardware. As future programs such as NLS, LUTE 
and SEI begin, these greater effiiiencbs and mst savings should be reflected in the cost models. There 
are several New Ways Of Doing Business (NWODB) which, when fully implemented will reduce space 
system costs. These philosophies andtor culture changes are integrated in five areas. 1. More Extensive 
Pre-Phase C/D & E, 2. MuHi Year Funding Stability, 3. Improved Quality, Management and Procurement 
Processes, 4. Advanced Design Methods and 5. Advanced Production Methods. Following is an 
overview of NWODB and the Cost Quantification Analysis results using an industry survey, one of the four 
quantification techniques used in the study. 
The NWODB Cost Quantification Analysis is a study performed at Marshall Space Flight Center by the 
Engineering Cost Group, Applied Research Incorporated and Pittsburg State University. This study took 
place over a period of four months in mid 1992. The purpose of the study was to identify potential 
NWODB which could lead to improved cost effectiveness within NASA and to quantify potential cost 
benefits that might accrue if these NWODB were implemented. 
NWODB 0
A literature survey & historical data analysis, programmatic effects analysis, and parametric cost model 
analysis were used in the first stages of this study to assist in cost quantification. The final analysis to 
assist in cost quantification was the use of an industry survey. At the beginning of June 1992 an industry 
survey was developed using the five NWODB areas. The survey listed the NWODB main topics and gave 
several examples for each. The survey participants were asked to rate the five general categories of 
NWODB using a rating scale that ranged from 2.00 (twice as costly) to .25 (25% as costly or 75% savings.) 
They were asked to rate the five NWODB within the three phases of Development, Production and 
Operations. In additions these areas were rated twice, first for struduraVmechanica1 and second for 
ElectricaVEIectronics. Thirty people were identified as survey recipients and a survey was sent to them. Of 
the thirty surveys, nineteen were received and the data tabulated and analyzed. Figure 1 shows the 
mean scores of combined data for W five areas of NWODB. The aggregate column illustrates cost saving 
at their highest potential. It should be kept in mind that these maximum costs savings if all NWODB 
changes are made. Because it is unlikely that any project can fully implement all of the NWODB ideas the 
team findings reflect the more probable savings range is in the 20% to 30% percent range. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the future, some spacecraft will be so large that they must be assembled on-orbit (1,2,7,13). These 
spacecraft will be used for such tasks as manned missions to Mars or used as orbiting plaforms for monitoring 
the Earth or observing the universe. Some large spacecraft will probably consist of planar truss structures to 
which will be attached special purpose, self-contained modules. The modules will most likely be taken to 
orbit fully outfitted and ready for use in heavy-lift launch vehicles. The truss members will also similarly be 
taken to orbit, but mostly unassembled. The truss structures will need to be assembled robotically because of 
the high costs and risks of extra-vehicular activities. Some missions will involve very large loads. For 
instance, the truss structure supporting an aerobrake heat shield will experience up to 6 g's of deceleration 
during entry into the Martian atmosphere (4). To date, very few structures of any kind have been constructed 
in space. Two relatively simple trusses were assembled in the Space Shuttle bay in late 1985 (12). 
Here the development of a design of a welded joint for on-orbit, robotic truss assembly is described. An 
expanded version of this document has been written (10). Mechanical joints for this application have been 
considered previously (9,14). Welded joints have the advantage of allowing the truss members to carry fluids 
for active cooling or other purposes. In addition, welded joints can be made more efficient structurally than 
mechanical joints. Also, welded joints require little maintenance (will not shake loose), and have no slop 
which would cause the structure to shudder under load reversal. The disadvantages of welded joints are that a 
more sophisticated assembly robot is required, weld flaws may be difficult to detect on-orbit, the welding 
process is hazardous, and welding introduces contamination to the environment. In addition, welded joints 
provide less structural damping than do mechanical joints. Welding on-orbit was first investigated aboard a 
Soyuz-6 mission in 1969 and then during a Skylab electron beam welding experiment in 1973 (5,lS). A hand 
held elecuon beam welding apparatus is currently being prepared for use on the MIR space station (8). 
Presently, Marshall Space Flight Center is evaluating processes appropriate for on-orbit welding (1 1). A low 
gravity environment has been found to have very minor effects on the welding processes appropriate for this 
application. This is based on tests run on-orbit as well as low gravity environments achieved by flying aircraft 
in parabolic trajectories. In fact, low gravity can make welding easier since the flow of the molten metal is 
dictated by surface tension effects undisturbed by gravitational forces (1 1). It appears that a modified form of 
gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) will be most appropriate for welding together structures on-orbit (1 1). The 
process has been modified to work in a vacuum by providing gas to the arc zone by means of a hollow 
tungsten electrode with special shielding. A commercial tube welding head has been successfully modified 
for use on-orbit with a gas leakage rate of approximately 2.5 litedmin (1 1). 
To develop as realistic a joint as possible, a specific truss structure was selected on which to base the 
design. The structure considered was based on the 120 foot diameter aerobrake tetrahedral truss structure 
(4,6,9,14). The truss members were assumed to consist of graphitelepoxy tubes. Also, it was assumed that the 
nodes were constructed of 2219-T87 aluminum alloy. The magnitude of the member load assumed for design 
purposes was 100 kips. 
MEMBER FORCES GENERATED BY RANDOM MEMBER MISFITS 
The 660 members of the tetrahedral truss were al l  12.56 ft long and consisted of identical 
graphitelepoxy uibes (elasic modulus = 10.5E6 psi, shear modulus = 4.0% psi, Poisson's ratio = 0.33, outside 
diameter = 5 in., wall thickness = 0.375 in.). Tbe truss was 10.25 ft. deep in accordance with the geometric 
properties of a tetrahedron. No manufacuning or assembly process is absolutely accurate. Thus, after being 
welded into the truss, the members will tend to be slightly too long or short. These randomly distributed 
misfits will lock in member forces before service loads are applied and they will also distort the truss to some 
degree. Before a joint can be designed some measure of an acceptable misfit must be determined which will 
dictate the accuracy required of the robot and the joint configuration. Member misfits will be randomly 
distributed so peak member forces can only be determined in a statistical sense. The structure was analyzed 
50 times with different randomly generated sets of member misfits, and the mean and standard deviation of 
the peak member force magnitudes were calculated from these results. The analysis procedure can be 
summarized as follows. Random member misfits were generated and the associated initial member forces 
were calculated and stored in a file. Nodal loads due to the initial member forces were calculated and 
summed up to form a global nodal load vector. The load vector was applied to the structure and the finite 
element program was run to calculate a set of intermediate member loads. Finally, the initial member loads 
were added to the intermediate member loads to produce a set of final member loads. 
For a maximum member misfit of 0.02 in. (only 0.013% of the member length), the estimated 
maximum member force (that will not be exceeded with a 97% level of certainty) was 11.4 kips, which is a 
significant portion of the design load capacity of 100 kips. Besides generating member forces, random 
member misfits will distort the structure causing problems for mss structures supporting equipment with fine 
pointing requirements, and for the heat shield associated with aerobrake structures (3). 
NODE SEPARATION INDUCED BY RANDOM MEMBER MISFITS 
Here, the effect of member misfits on relative node displacement of a partially assembled truss 
structure is considered. Misfit induced member forces will cause the truss to distort and thus will force pairs 
of nodes to move closer together or farther apart from each other. These relative nodal displacements will 
have to be corrected by the robot during the assembly process. As more members are assembled, relative 
nodal displacements will tend to increase since there are more member misfits to cause distortion. Thus, the 
robot will have to make the largest relative nodal displacement corrections while assembling the last few 
members of the truss. 
To correct for these misfit induced relative nodal displacements, the robot will be required to push or 
pull on pairs of nodes. The magnitude of force required to make these corrections must be estimated because 
it affects the design of both the robot and the joint. The correction force can only be estimated in a statistical 
sense since the member misfits are randomly distributed. To be conservative, the correction force required 
while assembling the last member of the structure was considered. It was assumed that the structure will be 
assembled from one edge through to a far edge, so the last member would be an edge member. Accordingly, 
for this relative nodal displacement correction force study, an edge member was removed from the structure 
described in the previous section. F i i  sets of random member misfits were generated and the robotic force 
required to reposition the nodes for assembly of the last member was calculated. This analysis indicated that 
the assembly robot must be capable of pulling or pushing with a force of 3.8 kips (that will not be exceeded 
with a 97% level of certainty) while attempting to correct for member misfit induced relative node 
displacements. Here, a maximum possible member length emr  of 0.02 in. was also assumed. 
PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF THE WELDED JOINT 
The trusses under consideration here will be robotically assembled on-orbit. This makes it imperative 
that the truss members and joints be designed for assembly. The design should be such that the robot can: 
transport the member from the storage pallet to the appropriate position on the truss; insert the member 
between the nodes; correct the node positions for member misfit errors; and weld the member into position. 
The members and joints must also be light and able to be densely packed together for efficient nansport to 
orbit, a major cost driver. A light design is also necessary to control inertial forces while in service. The joint 
components must be relatively easy to produce so that manufacturing costs will not be excessive. The joint 
design must provide a seal so that fluids may be pumped throughout the members of the truss. Based on prior 
studies (14) it w-as assumed that the joint must be capable of carrying 100 kips and that the members consist 
of graphitelepoxy tubes of circular cross section (5 in. outside diameter, 0.375 in. wall thickness). 
A major difficulty with the joint design was allowing for the member to be inserted into the nozzles of 
two nodes that had already been welded into position. This could be handled in two ways. A member could be 
made precisely the correct length so that it could be postioned between the nozzles (without being inserted) 
and then welded into place. This approach has two major drawbacks: the joint configuration provides no 
alignment assistance to the robot; and joint gap control will be difficult. Alternatively, one half of the member 
could be designed to telescope into the other as shown in Fig. 1. This would allow a member to be shortened 
(telescoped), placed between the nodes, and then extended so that its ends would fit inside the nozzles of the 
nodes. This provides for very accurate alignment of the joints and complete control of the weld joint gap. 
When the joint has been fully made up the joint overlap will be snug against the inside surface of the nozzle 
of the node and the joint will be temporarily held together by the friction provided by a compressed o-ring. 
The telescoping action allows for very compact shipment to orbit. A disadvantage of the telescoped member 
approach is that three weld joints will now have to be ma& (at each end and at the sliding joint in the middle) 
instead of the two required for the nontelescoped design. However, it appears that the telescoped design will 
make it easier for the robot to assemble and weld up the structure, and so the telescoped design was selected 
for further study. 
A preliminary analysis of the joint using an isotropic finite element model without thermal loading was 
conducted. The finite element mesh and joint dimensions are displayed in Fig. 2. Axisymmemc elements 
were used in the analysis. As shown in Fig. 2, the part of the node that the truss member ferrule was welded to 
was assumed to consist of a nozzle similar to that found in pressure vessels. A design of this nature allows for 
the easy passage of fluid along the truss member and into the node. This configuration also provides for a 
very simple and clean design of both the member ferrule, the weld, and the node. However, the nozzle 
approach is not very efficient structurally since the load path must change abruptly as axial loads run from the 
member into the node. This produces large bending stresses in the node fitting. Thus, generous fillets and 
relatively thick components will be required for the design of the node. A GTAW groove weld 0.5 in. deep is 
required to keep the Von Mises stress level within the heat affected zone to less than the weld metal yield 
stress of 26 ksi (16). 
For many applications, the ideal design of the graphitelepoxy strut will consist of laying up the fibers 
such that they are oriented at +I- lo0 with respect to the axis of the member (4). This layup will provide for 
high stiffness and strength parallel to the axis of the member, along with a slightly negative axial coefficient 
of thermal expansion. The slightly negative coefficient of thermal expansion of the struts, coupled with the 
relatively large positive coefficient of thefmal expansion of the aluminum fittings can produce members with 
a net axial coefficient of thermal expansion of zero. This is highly desirable in spacecraft since it prevents 
temperature changes from causing structural distortions. However, a +/- 10° layup will create some problems, 
especially in applications where the composite material must be attached to a metallic component in an 
environment where there will be large temperature changes, as is the case here. In this study it was assumed 
that during the mission temperature variations as large as +/. 250 could occur. The primary difficulty with 
this type of joint is that the coefficient of thermal expansion of the composite material in the circumferential 
direction is five times that of the aluminum. Fig. 2. shows a double scarf joint for the composite suut - 
aluminum fenule connection. This scarf joint was subsequently redesigned due to concerns about 
manufacturability and thermal loading capacity. The redesigned joint is still under development. 
CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of this study the following conclusions were reached: 
1. Member length errors should be carefully controlled in large auss structures. Member length errors can 
lock in large stresses and structural distortions before service loads are applied. Distortions may cause 
problems for instruments with accurate pointing requirements. Distortions may also disturb the flow of hot 
gases over an aerobmke heat shield. 
2. The assembly robot will need to be designed to exert relatively large forces while building the truss 
suucture. The assembly robot will also require an accurate device for ensuring that the member length is 
correct before welding. 
3. The telescoping member and joint overlap with o-ring approach seems to be a workable technique for 
positioning the truss members before welding. It is important that the joint system be designed for assembly. 
4. A modified GTAW process appears to be a feasible technique for the automated welding of aluminum 
components on-orbit. 
5. A 0.5 in. thick groove weld will be required to carry the design loads. This weld will be made in three 
passes. 
6. A good design for the graphitelepoxy strut - aluminum end fitting joint is difficult to obtain because of the 
differential thermal expansion problem. Temperature changes during the mission should be minimized. 
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Techniques used to explain the nature of the optical effects of clouds on the light produced 
by lightning include a Monte Carlo simulation (10)) an equivalent medium approach ( 6 ) )  and 
methods based on Boltzmann transport theory (4, 7). A cuboidal cloud has been considered 
using transform methods (7) and a diffusion approximation (4). 
Many simplifying assumptions have been used by authors to make this problem tractable. 
In this report, the cloud will have a spherical shape and its interior will consist of a uniform 
distribution of identical spherical water droplets. The source will be modeled as a Hertz dipole, 
electric or magnetic, inside or outside the cloud. An impulsive source is used. Superposition 
may be employed to obtain a sinusoid within an envelope which describes a lightning event. The 
problem is investigated by transforming to the frequency domain, obtaining Green's functions, 
and then using the Cagniard-DeHoop method (3) to symbolically recover the time domain 
solution. 
The Hertz dipole potential may be derived from a wave equation whose source is propor- 
tional to the dipole moment per unit volume, 
P = Np, p = Qs, [I] 
where N is the number of dipoles per unit volume and p is the dipole moment of a single 
dipole constructed from equal and opposite charges of magnitude Q separated by a distance 
s oriented along i. From Maxwell's equations, it is possible to show that the electric Hertz 
vector is the solution to 
The resulting electric and magnetic fields may be written in terms of II by 
Similarly, for a magnetic dipole, 
The symbols are defined as in (9). Polarizations may be induced in a dielectric by the fields. 
The dipole moments used above are considered to be controlled only by the source. The sources 
will be taken to  be unit pulses (polarizations per unit time), 
Superposition may be used to construct fields due to general temporal and spatial dependencies. 
In the following, script variables will denote quantities in the frequency domain. They are 
related to the time domain variables through 
The transforms of the Hertz potentials are given by 
where R = Ir - r'l, r is an observation point and r' is a source point. The electric and 
magnetic fields due to these dipoles are given by 
f =  K{( i K  - - 8) (j, . V)VR+ [(j, - V ) R ] V R + K ~ ~ }  h ~ ) ( h . R ) ,  
4 T E  
- Kw 181 H = - ( i ~ i  - $ ) ( v R A ~ , ) ~ ~ ) ( I ~ R ) ,  
4" 
h'3 where &, and '??, are obtained from 77 and l? by replacing 2 by - 5;;; and 5: by ,. i K 
The electric and magnetic field vectors may be written in terms of Hansen's functions (5) as 
~, 
- iK3 & = - Q: [Mkn(I<,  ~ ) M L ~ ~  ( I < ,  r') + N ; ~ ( I ~ ,  r)NLmn (I(, r')] . P,  
4x6 
for an electric dipole source; the magnetic field is obtained from t? by replacing by 
and interchanging MLm,(Ii, r') and NLmn(Ii, r'). The superscript 1 denotes a Hansen func- 
tion containing regular (Bessel type) functions; 3 refers to outgoing (Hankel type) func- 
tions. Analogous forms for fields due to magnetic sources are obtained by replacing the 
K4 
constants to the left of the summations by - and $$ respectively and interchanging 
MLmn(Ii,  r') and NLmn(l i ,  r') again. If T < T', the corresponding vectors in [9] are inter- 
changed. 
If the medium inside the cloud is specified by I<(p, E) and that outside the cloud by 
k(po, E,) and the cloud is taken to be a sphere of radius a, the fields may be written as 
- - -. - 4 
Gz = f s  + f ' ,  G& = £& + f:, @ = * + Qi, Gh = Gs, + where the superscript on 
the @'s indicates whether the Green's function corresponds to the electric or magnetic field 
and the subscript indicates the type of source. The superscripts i and s refer to the source (i) 
or the scattered field (s). Green's functions for external excitation ( I ) ,  which were obtained 
by enforcing continuity of the tangential components of the fields across the boundary, may 
be easily modified to work for sources inside a sphere. Explicit results for an electric dipole 
source are given by 
' CQ?{ MAn(K7 r )  [ M ! ~ ~  ( K 7  r') + anMYmn (I<, r')] 
- i l i3  
Gz = -. 
4=c 
when the source is inside the sphere (T' < a )  and 
\ 
+ NLn(IiF, r ) [ ~ ? , ,  ( I < ,  r') + bnNF,, (h7 r')]}, T < T', 
Q? { [ M ~ ~ ( I < ,  r )  + anMAn ( I< ,  rt)]MLmn (A', r') 
+ [N;,(IC, r ) +  bnNhn(K, rl)]PJ~,,(K, r')}, T' < T < a, 
, Q: [ ~ n ~ % ~ ( k ,  ) M L ~ ~  ( I< ,  rl) + d n ~ L n ( k ,  r )N imn  (I{, r')] , T > a , 
P O I  
when the dipole is outside the cloud. The associated magnetic fields are obtained by 
ih's ing and * 4 r c ,  by e { ~ + ( p  - l ) H ( r  - a)) and %{I+($ - I ) H ( ~  - r ) ) ,  P = 
where H is the Heavyside function, respectively and interchanging those M's and N's which 
- - 
are functions of r but not those which are functions of r'. Vector fields are recovered by inner 
multiplication with the source polarization from the right (i.e., @ = fi). If the source is a 
ka magnetic dipole, C& and Ck are obtained from C: and @ by replacing =, -, *, and --$' 
K4 iK5 4nc 4* 4*ce by-- - -- " and $ respectively and interchanging only those M's and N's which 4 m w '  4" ' 4"C.W ' 
are functions of r'. The constants are given by 
The constants a, and 6, are obtained from c, and d, respectively by multiplying by j3 
and interchanging h, with J,, x with F, and j, with b,; constants c,and 0 ,  are obtained from 
a, and b,  respectively by multiplying by - 1 and interchanging h, with Jn and b, with j,. The 
abovementioned interchanges apply only to the respective numerators. Allowing T - oo and 
using asymptotic forms for the Hansen's functions gives explicit forms for the far-field scatter- 
ing amplitudes 3. Obtaining 4 for external excitation of a water droplet allows calculation of 
the bulk parameters of the cloud using the methods described in (6). 
A dyadic version of Helmholtz's surface integral representation as given in (11) for 4 = 
Ce or Ch, 
where V, operates on the variables associated with r, on the surface S of the scatterer and T 
denotes the transpose, may be used with the asymptotic form of h to  obtain 
Here, r ,  r,, and r' refer to  vectors t o  the observation point, surface point, and source point 
respectively. Using Sommerfeld's integral representation (12) for h, we write 
in [13], interchange the order of integration, and recognize 3 from [14] to obtain 
This spectral representation is valid for r greater than the scatterer's projection on i.. 
Substituting the form of ij obtained from [lo,  111 together with asymptotic representations 
for Hansen's functions in [16] or, equivalently, using Sommerfeld type complex contour integral 
representations for the M's and N's (5) which are functions of r gives 
where is M or  N, is B or C ,  and qk= fi; A involves bhe coefficients in [12]. Rotating the 
coordinate system so that  is parallel t o  i, we obtain i., - r = r cos8,. In this form, the time 
domain solution may be written in a symbolic form by inspection (3). We obtain, for ct > R, 
When ct < R, 12 = o. The sum is t o  be taken over all relevant combinations and the forms 
containing derivatives are to  be expanded in a series and operate from left t o  right. 
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1. Introduction 
Liquid rocket engine technology has been characterized by 
the development of complex systems containing large number of 
sybsystems, components, and parts, The trend to ever larger and 
more complex systems is continuing. The liquid rocket engineers 
have been focusing mainly on performance driven designs to 
increase payload delivery of a launch vehicle for a given 
mission. In otherwords, although the failure of a single 
inexpensive part or component may cause the failure of the 
system, reliability in general has not been considered as one of 
the system parameters like cost or performance. Up till now, 
quantification of reliability has not been a consideration 
during system design and development in the liquid rocket 
industry. Engineers and managers have long been aware of the 
fact that the reliability of the system increases during 
development, but no serious attempts has been made to quantify 
reliability. As a result, a method to quantify reliability 
during design and development is needed. This includes 
application of probabilistic models which utilize both 
engineering analysis and test data. 
Classical methods require the use of operating data for 
reliability demonstration. In contrast, the method described in 
this paper is based on similarity, analysis, and testing 
combined with Bayesian statistical analysis. 
2. Reliability Evaluation Process 
In general, due to the costly testing of a liquid rocket 
engine, it is not feasible to establish high reliability based 
on test only. Traditionally, reliability has been incorporated 
in the design using safety factor information. But, safety 
factors do not provide adequate assessments of reliability which 
takes into consideration all of the available information from 
historcal data, engineering analysis, and test is needed for 
reliability evaluation. The following is a description of a 
reliability evaluation process based on the three above 
mentioned sources of information. 
The reliability evaluation process shown in figure 1 
consists of two major steps. The two steps are 
predicting reliability during design and verifying it 
during development (segment 1) and certification 
(segment 2). 
XLIX-  1 
The reliability prediction begins with defining 
reliability requirements, followed by a design 
selection process which involves evaluating 
alternative designs to obtain a base design. For a 
given base design, a preliminary failure mode effects 
analysis (FMEA) is then performed. FMEA is then used 
to identify all failure modes relevant to predicting 
the engine design reliability* The failure modes 
identified are used with historical database and 
engineering analysis to predict design reliability. 
The predicted reliability is checked against the 
requirements to determine if the targeted design reliability is 
met. If target is not met, feasibility of design changes are 
investigated. If design changes are not feasible, a formal 
management decision is required. 
After the completion of the reliability prediction phase, 
the process goes into development phase (segment 1) which is the 
first part of the reliability verification step. The 
development phase, in general, consists of lower level testing, 
which includes part and component testing. Some system testing 
is also done to a limited extent in the development phase. The 
testing during this phase is mainly intended to verify 
assumptions and resolve concerns identified during the design 
reliability prediction phase. Also, a reliability growth and 
management system is established during this phase to 
continually evaluate reliability as more testing data becomes 
available. 
Following the development phase, the certification phase 
(segment 2) emphasize system level testing. The test data 
obtained during this phase is used to update system reliability 
predicted earlier. The updated reliability is then compared to 
the reliability requirement. If reliability requirement is not 
met, a formal management decision is required. Otherwise, the 
reliability evaluation process is considered complete with 
respect to the readiness for flight. 
3. Reliability Prediction 
The reliability prediction is part of the overall 
reliability assessment process shown in figure 2. The 
assessment process consist of predicting reliability using FMEA 
in conjunction with historical databases and other engineering 
analyses such as structural analysis* The predicted reliability 
is then compared to the target value. Failure to meet the 
target requires management action to reallocate reliability, 
change the design, change the process, perform additional tests, 
or simply to accept system reliability as is. 
4 .  Reliability Verification 
The reliability verification process discussed in this 
report is based on predicting reliability during design and 
verifying reliability during testing (development and 
certification) as shown in figure 3. During the design phase of 
the STME, information relevant to the estimation of reliability 
will be available from different sources at different levels. 
This information is combined in computing an estimate of the 
STME reliability. This estimated reliability is updated as test 
data on the engine become available using Bayesian method as 
described in figure p. 
Specifically, the reliability verification process uses 
information from similarity and analysis in the form of a prior 
and combines this information with the test via the Bayesian 
analysis to estimate reliability as shown in figure 4 .  
Referring back to figure 3, other reliability verification 
is done using DOE and other tools at part and the component 
level. This includes verifying prediction assumptions and 
resolving concerns raised during prediction. It should be noted 
that the prediction process just described also provide a 
reliability audit trail. This includes complete history of 
various assumptions used, concerns noted, and data sources. 
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The capability of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis to predict 
complex flowfields has been greatly advanced by the widespread use of flow 
simulation programs based on the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. The flow physics 
are theoretically well represented, and with proper care the numerical solution 
should not introduce appreciable uncertainties. However, the computational cost 
of a typical simulation in terms of both memory and execution time are large by 
current standards. Therefore, the efficiency of the numerical algorithm in 
solving the set of model equations is one factor determining the usefulness of CFD 
tools. The objective of the present study is to reduce the execution time of the 
FDNS flow simulation code by using the parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) equations 
to provide a "good" starting condition. The technique is not universal, however 
the PNS model can be applied to convection dominated flows with moderate 
deflection in geometries that are free of large obstructions. 
The FDNS computer code developed by Chen et al. (1990) is a general- 
purpose CFD program for solving the Navier-Stokes equations in finite-difference 
form. The method is widely used at the Marshall Space Flight Center for modeling 
flows in propulsion systems. CFD analysis of a given problem involves a sequence 
of steps, including: generation of a mesh to represent the physical geometry, 
specification of the boundary conditions on the flowfield, estimation of an initial 
flowfield from which to start the simulation, calculation of a converged solution 
to the model equations, analysis of the solution by graphical as well as numerical 
techniques, revision of the numerical model if necessary, and finally 
presentation of the results. The calculation stage of the analysis requires the 
greatest computational resources. Additionally, considerable human effort is 
invested in all other phases of the analysis. Effective computer tools can relieve 
some of the burden in performing these pre- and post-processing tasks. A "front 
end" code to aid the analyst in estimating an initial flowfield may reduce the 
engineering time needed to set up an FDNS case. 
NUMERICAL METHOD 
The FDNS code uses an iterative method to solve a large set of non-linear 
equations. The total execution time is the product of the number of nodes, the 
calculation time per node, and the number of iterations. The number of nodes is 
primarily determined by the complexity of the given problem. The calculation 
time per node depends upon the computer hardware and the details of the FDNS 
coding. Finally, the number of iterations is a function of the nature of the errors 
present in the starting field and the error reduction properties of the FDNS 
solver. Since a large effort is needed to validate modifications to the FDNS code, it 
is not practical to make internal changes without good cause. But. the starting 
field is an arbitrary program input prepared by the user, and the converged 
solution is independent of the starting condition. Thus, by providing a starting 
condition with low initial error, the execution time may be reduced without 
altering the end results. 
A procedure for generation of the starting flowfield is constrained by 
several factors, primarily quick execution time, generality and ease of use. Since 
parabolic equations may be solved at a much lower computational cost than 
elliptic equations, the PNS equations have been chosen to generate the initial 
flowfield. Furthermore, the PNS equations apply to a wide range of flow 
conditions and geometries without introducing many physical approximations. 
The decomposition of the pressure field is the most significant approximation for 
the cases studied. To facilitate use of the code, the standard FDNS input is utilized. 
The PNS equations are a sub-set of the full Navier-Stokes (NS) equations 
derived by the following steps, which isolate the solution from the influence of 
downstream flow conditions. 
1 ) Neglect streamwise diffusion terms. 
2 )  Neglect streamwise convection in regions of reversed flow. 
3 )  For subsonic flow, assume a mean streamwise pressure gradient 
applies at all points across any given flow cross-section. 
4 )  For supersonic flow, solve for the pressure field in supersonic 
regions and impose this pressure on the subsonic boundary layer. 
5 )  Apply boundary conditions for a well-posed parabolic problem. 
The numerical solution is obtained by approximating the PNS equations by 
finite-differences in transformed coordinates in a manner similar to the FDNS 
program. First-order approximations for streamwise derivatives are used in the 
present code since high accuracy is not needed. The set is solved by a single 
space-marching sweep through the grid. The kernel of the solver is the coupled 
space-marching method of TenPas and Pletcher (1991), which advances the 
solution one grid step in the primary flow direction based on the known values 
upstream. A distinguishing feature of the algorithm is the coupled solution of the 
momentum and continuity equations, with Newton linearization of the non-linear 
convective terms. This formulation permits the velocity components and 
pressure to be solved for directly. With the velocity field known at a given 
marching step, parabolized transport equations are independently solved for the 
enthalpy and turbulence properties as necessary. Local iteration is used to 
converge the coefficients of the linearization and to update large changes in 
properties. The space-marching calculation proceeds step-by-step until the exit 
boundary is reached. In the course of this study it was found useful to perform a 
final smoothing procedure on the pressure field. A pressure Poisson equation 
formulated as a linear combination of the momentum equations is solved by line 
iterative method to distribute sharp pressure changes among surrounding nodes. 
To evaluate the potential benefit of this procedure a flow initialization 
computer code has been developed for incompressible two-dimensional flow. The 
FDNS source code is used as the basis for the PNS code. The FDNS input and 
initialization modules are used to input data defining the geometry and flow 
conditions. One additional file is read to define the PNS solution parameters. The 
solver portion of FDNS is replaced by the space-marching solver, and the modules 
that evaluate the finite-difference equations have been modified to permit access 
by the new solver. The non-linear terms are reworked to implement the Newton 
linearization. The output routines from FDNS are kept intact. The PNS code is 
executed starting from FDNS input files, and produces a flowfield output file 
containing the PNS solution. Depending upon the convergence limits for the 
Newton and local property iteration loops, the entire PNS flow initialization 
solution is executed in the time required for between one and ten FDNS iterations. 
The FDNS program is then executed using the PNS output file as the starting 
condition. 
RESULTS 
The PNS flow initialization method was tested on two flow geometries for 
incompressible flow. Both laminar and turbulent flows were simulated. Tables 1 
and 2 present comparisons of the iterations required to converge the FDNS 
solution based on a simple starting condition versus the PNS estimate. The 
convergence rate of the FDNS program is dependent upon several factors. The 
input values used for various constants are: REC=0.5, BETAP=I.O, PSMO=0.005, and 
ICOUP=2. The convergence rate is also sensitive to the time step. The time step 
shown for the baseline FDNS calculations was determined by trial and error to 
minimize the number of iterations. The same time step was then used for the PNS 
initialized cases. The study time was not sufficient to evaluate the time step 
sensitivity using the PNS initialization. The convergence tolerance was selected 
to represent a compromise between accuracy and total execution time. The fine 
grid cases in particular are difficult to converge to a high level of precision, and 
the laminar flows may also be unsteady to a small degree. Therefore, the iteration 
count comparison is rather arbitrary as the value depends upon the convergence 
tolerance. However, since the iteration counts are roughly proportional for 
various levels of convergence, the percentage of the baseline execution time is 
not strongly related to the magnitude of the convergence tolerance. 
The first geometry is a 180 degree turn-around-duct (TAD) similar to that 
studied by Monson et al. (1990). A fully developed laminar or turbulent profile is 
specified upstream. Uniform grids are used for the laminar flow runs. For the 
turbulent cases the mesh is compressed near the channel walls to grid sizes of 0.01 
and 0.002, to yield y+ values of 50 and 75 for Reynolds numbers of 105 and 106, 
respectively. In each case the 180 degree turn is subdivided into 40 marching 
steps with equally spaced grids in the straight sections upstream and downstream. 
To test the range of application of the PNS approximation the tightness of the turn 
was varied from a gentle bend with outer to inner radius ratio of 514 to a very 
tight ratio of 3/1. The PNS approximation for the gentle turn is relatively good 
and significant reductions in the FDNS execution time are obtained for both the 
laminar and turbulent case. For a tighter turn the PNS approximation does not 
model the actual flow well, and the change in FDNS execution time diminishes. 
The second case is flow over a backward-facing step as simulated by Chen 
(1988). A parabolic inlet profile is specified for laminar flow, and a plug flow 
profile with turbulent kinetic energy of 0.005 and dissipation rate of 0.0002 is 
specified for the turbulent case. In both cases rhe flow inlet plane is at the 
sudden expansion and the grid spacing is uniform across the channel The 
laminar flow case is a 2/1 expansion at a Reynolds number of 400, which is the 
upper limit of steady laminar flow for this geometry. The numerical grid extends 
20 channel heights downstream to allow for the near approach to separation on 
the straight wall and subsequent flow redevelopment. Comparisons are made for a 
uniformly spaced coarse grid and a refined grid with grid compression near the 
expansion. Large reductions are achieved for the coarse grid case, with the FDNS 
convergence deteriorating for the refined mesh. A 3/2 expansion is used for the 
turbulent case, with a variable grid extending 10 channel heights downstream. 
As with the TAD case, the PNS initialization is less effective for the turbulent 
conditions. Even though the PNS flowfield looks reasonable for this case, the fine 
grids and the coupling between the velocity field and turbulence properties slows 
convergence. Under these conditions the FDNS code is slow to eliminate even 
relatively small errors in the solution. 
Table 1. Comparison of FDNS iteration counts for TAD cases. 
Poiseuille V, Uniform P 
Re  R2/'R1 Grid At UAtlAx E N 
500 5/4 101x21 0.72 2 10-4 943 
500 2/l 101x21 0.08 3/4 " 513 
500 3/1 201x21 0.08 1 " 767 
105 5/4 101x21 0.18 1/2 10-3 1000 
105 311 201x21 0.02 114 " 1019 
106 311 201x41 0.01 118 8x10-3 3000 
PNS V & P fields CPU 
UAt/Ax E N % 
2 10-4 250 27 
3 " 390 76 
1 n 715 93 
112 10-3 487 49 
114 " 988 97 
1/8 8x10-3 3000 100 
Table 2. Comparison of FDNS iteration counts for backward-facing step cases. 
Static V, Uniform P PNS V & P fields CPU 
R e  H2/H1 Grid At UAVAx E N UAt/Ax E N % 
400 2/l 81x41 0.25 1 10-4 1028 1 10-4 197 19 
400 2/1 121x81 0.25 312 10-3 1000 312 10-3 500 50 
105 312 61x49 0.32 2 10-4 2370 2 10-4 1861 79 
While the results obtained for laminar flow are encouraging, much smaller 
reductions were achieved for the turbulent flow cases. For fine grids or 
complicated flows the FDNS convergence history is most strongly determined by 
the slow decay of low frequency errors. In contrast, the flow initialization 
procedure is most likely to reduce high frequency errors. And, the influence of 
the starting condition diminishes as the iteration count becomes large. To 
achieve significant reduction in the iteration count for complex problems the 
specific properties of the finite-difference equations (e.g. truncation error 
properties, amount of damping) or the algebraic solver (e.g. matrix structure, 
limits on inner iterations) must be examined. Finally, the PNS solver may have 
some practical use, by saving engineering time in setting up an FDNS case. 
1. Chen, Y.S., "Viscous Flow Computations Using a Second-Order Upwind 
Differencing Scheme," AIAA Paper 88-0417, Jan. 1988. 
2. Chen, Y.-S., Farmer, R.C. and Freeman, J.A., FDNS User's Ma n mal 
JVersion 1.01, SECA-TR-90-10, SECA, Inc., Huntsville, Alabama, 
Contract NAS8-37408, June 1990. 
3. Monson, D.J., Seegmiller, H.L., McConnaughey, P.K. and Chen, Y.-S.. 
"Comparison of Experiment with Calculations Using Curvature-Corrected 
Zero and Two-Equation Turbulence Models for a Two-Dimensional U-Duct," 
AIAA Paper 90-1484, June 1990. 
4. TenPas, P.W. and Pletcher, R.H., "Solution of the Navier-Stokes Equations for 
Subsonic Flows using a Coupled Space-Marching Method," AIAA Journal, 
Vol. 29, no. 2, Feb. 1991, pp. 219-226. 
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The Program Development Office is studying the process of concurrent engineering as it applies to the 
design and development of space vehicles. The research program is specifically charged with developing a pro- 
cess in which the structural, thermal, and active control systems are designed and simulated simultaneously 
because these subsystems will have a direct effect on mission performance. A small, lunar-based telescope was 
chosen as a design project about which the Controls-Structures-Thermal Interaction (CSTI) study could formu- 
late the concurrent engineering process and analyze the results. The lunar telescope project was an excellent 
model for the CSTI study because a telescope is a very sensitive instrument, and thermal expansion or mechani- 
cal vibration of the mirror assemblies will rapidly degrade the resolution of the device. Consequently, the inter- 
actions are strongly coupled. The lunar surface experiences very large temperature variations that range from 
approximately -180° C to over 100" C. Although the optical assemblies of the telescopes will be well insulated, 
the temperature of the mirrors will inevitably fluctuate in a similar cycle, but of much smaller magnitude. In 
order to obtain images of high quality and clarity, allowable thermal deformations of any point on a mirror must 
be less than 1 pm. Initial estimates (2) indicate that this corresponds to a temperature variation of much less than 
1" through the thickness of the mirror. Therefore, a lunar telescope design will most probably include active 
thermal control, a means of controlling the shape of the mirrors, or a combination of both systems. 
Historically, the design of a complex vehicle was primarily a sequential process in which the basic structure 
was defined without concurrent detailed analyses of other subsystems. Tbe basic configuration was then passed 
to the different teams responsible for each subsystem, and their task was to produce a workable solution without 
requiring major alterations to any principal components or subsystems. Consequently, the final design of the 
vehicle was not always the most efficient, owing to the fact that each subsystem design was partially constrained 
by the previous work. This procedure was necessary at the time because the analysis process was extremely 
tine-consuming and had to be started over with each significant alteration of the vehicle. With recent advances 
in the power and capacity of small computers, and the parallel development of powerful software in structural, 
thermal, and control system analysis, it is now possible to produce very detailed analyses of intermediate designs 
in a much shorter period of time. The subsystems can thus be designed concurrently, and alterations in the over- 
all design can be quickly adopted into each analysis; the design becomes an iterative process in which it is much 
easier to experiment with new ideas, configurations, and components. Concurrent engineering has the potential 
to produce efficient, highly capable designs because the effect of one subsystem on another can be assessed in 
much more detail at a very early point in the program. 
The research program consisted of several tasks: scale a prototype telescope assembly to a 1 m aperture. 
develop a model of the telescope assembly by using finite element (FEM) codes that are available on site, deter- 
mine structural deflections of the mirror surfaces due to the temperature variations, develop a prototype control 
system to maintain the proper shape of the optical elements, and most important of all, demonstrate the concur- 
rent engineering approach with this example. In addition, the software used for the finite element models and 
thennal analysis was relatively new within the Program Development Office and had yet to be applied to systems 
this large or complex; understanding the software and modifying it for use with this project was also required. 
The I-DEAS software by Structural Dynamics Research Corporation (SDRC) was used to build the finite ele- 
ment models, and TMG developed by Maya Heat Transfer Technologies, Ltd. (which runs as an I-DEAS mod- 
ule) was used for the thermal model calculations. All control system development was accomplished with 
MATRIXx by Integrated Systems, Inc. 
It was decided that the best approach would be to start with very simple models of low order so that under- 
standing the FEM code and developing the individual elements of the analysis technique would not be hampered 
with large data files and long computation times. After evaluating the results for each model, additional compo- 
nents would be added to the structure and the cycle would be repeated. Before proceeding to develop simplified 
telescope models, two test cases were used to establish the operational characteristics of the computer codes for 
finite element modeling and heat transfer calculations. The first model was a simple cantilevered beam with 20 
degrees-of-freedom (DOF), and the second was a planar truss structure with 11 DOFs. The beam model was 
used to exercise the dynamic analysis modules of the FEM code, and the truss structure was used as a simple 
example for evaluating the results of the heat transfer codes. These two models were chosen because the dynam- 
ics of beam vibration and thermal expansion of truss structures are well known, and solutions for these problems 
using similar techniques were readily available. 
LI- I 
Several problems with the software and its operational peculiarities were clarified. It was discovered that the 
FEM program was not set up to write the reduced mass and stiffness maaices that are required in the develop 
ment of the control system. Full-order mass and stiffness matrices were available, but complex post-processing 
would have been required to eliminate the constrained coordinates. Part of the code actually solved the reduced- 
order dynamic equations, but the software developers apparently never considered that any users would want to 
preserve the system equations for future evaluation. Further, the software has a ''had-coded" limit of 500 DOFs. 
This may be considered adequate for many applications, but when trying to model deflections on the order of a 
few pm on a large, flexible, thin-shelled structure, more than 500 DOFs will be needed. To fix these problems, 
several program files were revised and stored for later use; however, working around the DOF limit remains a 
cumbersome process. In addition, the terminology used in defining boundary condition specifications and DOF 
definitions was not straightforward to new users of the program. The proper use of these functions was resolved 
by using the simple beam model and comparing the solutions to known results. The only problem encountered 
with the TMG solver was its inability to handle higher-order finite elements; parabolic quadrilateral (&node) ele- 
ments were used for the mirrors because of the improved accuracy that they can provide. The thennal model, 
however, simply ignores the mid-side nodes and calculates the temperatures of the comer nodes for each ele- 
ment. A post-processor (included in the TMG module) must then be executed to produce nodal temperatures for 
the mid-side nodes by linearly interpolating the nodal temperature data at adjacent nodes. 
The I-DEAS and TMG software always retains full-order coordinate sets but the control system must use a 
reduced-order set corresponding to tbe actual DOFs (i.e. the constraints are eliminated). Therefore, a computer 
program was needed to transfer the data from one code to the other. Data generated in the I-DEAS format 
(which includes the TMG results) is stored in no specific order, but the information that must be passed to 
MATRIXx has to be processed, and the calculations must be made in a very specific order. For example, it is 
impossible to reduce the nodal displacements to the reduced DOF set unless the data containing the relationship 
between the reduced-order and the full-order coordinates is known prior to the operation. Further, investigators 
have the option of choosing which coordinate set to use for evaluating the results, so the program must be able to 
accommodate the coordinate set that is chosen. A Fortran code was written to search the I-DEAS data files, 
select and process the data as specified by the user, and write the data in a format acceptable to the MATRIXx 
software. 
The next task of the CSTI project was to develop a prototype controller to .be used to simulate the mirror 
shape control. A Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) with Integral control (1) was selected because it is a very 
stable feedback control system, and steady-state errors due to constant inputs or disturbances can be driven to 
zero. When fully developed, the control system will also include a Kalrnan Filter to simulate a network of sen- 
sors. This type of control system has good response characteristics, and the control and observer gains can be 
adjusted to simulate different conditions. A control system with these features was written and debugged in 
MATRIXX because the software has preprogrammed functions that determine the control and observer gains 
from the dynamic equations of motion, and a simulation was performed using the truss model as a test case. At 
that point in the CSTI study, all of the elements required to perform a complete analysis were in place; the next 
phase was to begin the analysis of the telescope structure. 
The initial model that was tested was a free-floating mirror of the correct size and shape but without any 
additional supporting structure. With this model, the vibrational frequencies would be incorrect, but the thermal 
loads are quasi-static, and the purpose of this exercise was to proceed through each step in the analysis technique 
with a representative example. By studying the response of the free mirror, some insight into the placement of 
sensors and actuators could be gained. Although the mirror was not connected to the structure in any way, a sun 
shade and lander model, provided by the LUTE project (4), was used to provide more realistic temperature pra- 
files to result from the thermal analysis. A thorough analysis of the thennaI loads on the mirror could not be 
completed prior to the conclusion of the summer program because of the long computation times required to sim- 
ulate a lunar cycle. Normally, the analysis should cover at least 2 cycles to eliminate any effect of the assumed 
initial temperatures. Nevertheless, an abbreviated analysis was performed, and it was found that the mirror tem- 
peratures can be expected to cycle from -100" C to 52" C during the course of a lunar day (Fig. 1). The data 
appears to have some errors, particularly near the peak temperatures, but the results should be indicative of the 
response that can be expected. 
Figure 1. Nodal Temperature Profile 
Maximum nodal displacements due to the thermal loads were found to be approximately 550 p a  This is far 
beyond the allowable deformations, and some form of active thermal control and active shape control will proba- 
bly be necessary. To test the control system, the thermal loads were applied as step functions; this loading is far 
worse than would normally be encountered on the lunar surface because of the sudden application of the external 
loads rather than a smooth, continuous change in conditions. The step disturbance profile could be representative 
of the thermal loading on the Hubble Space Telescope as it passes through the terminator. Initially, the control 
system was ineffective, but that was traced to an insufficient number and placement of actuators. Because find- 
ing actuator placements that guarantee controllability can be a time-consuming process, the control system was 
simplified such that actuator placement was not a factor. The observer was eliminated and the actuators, one for 
each mode, were simulated in "modal spacew where an each one can operate independently on an individual 
mode (3). It should be noted that the simplified controller is essentially the same as the LQRflntegral Controller 
with an observer, instead of an observer providing an estimated state vector for feedback, the "actual" state vec- 
tor was used. The use of independent modal controllers, however, is a more serious departure from simulating an 
actual structure, but any set of actuators which yields a fully controllable system is capable of producing similar 
results. The control system simulation, shown in Fig. 2, shows that all deformations were eliminated in less than 
two seconds and the overshoot was very small. These results could be improved by "tuningn the control gains to 
obtain a more desirable response. 
The CSTI study advanced considerably during the ten week period of the 1992 Summer Faculty Fellowship 
Program. The software used to analyze the control-structure-thermal interactions was tested with representative 
examples, and some serious problems were resolved. In addition, a computer code was written to interpret the 
data needed for the control simulations and put the appropriate data in a format that was readable by the 
MATRIXx software. Therefore, all of the components necessary for the concurrent engineering approach were 
developed during the summer program. A simple truss structure was then used as a test case and the CSTI proce- 
dure was applied. Finally, an accurate representation of the primary mirror of a proposed lunar telescope was 
analyzed using the procedure developed during the CSTI study. 
Although the description of the procedure may be very succinct, there is a considerable amount of work that 
goes into each step of the process. Tbe tools are there, but the analysts must determine how a procedure is 
applied and what accuracy is warranted by the project. Finite element modeling, particularly when highly accu- 
rate but low DOF systems are desirable, is a complex field that requires an analyst familiar with the problems that 
must be addressed. Similarly, the thennal modeling will require personnel familiar with the thermal environment 
and the structural configuration. The third component of tbe CSTI program, controls, also requires a researcher 
familiar with the trade-offs that must be made and who has some insight into the effect of the performance 
parameters that must be chosen. Consequently, the CSTI study was developed as a technique by which experts in 
the very different fields could share results and iteratively reline the design of the subsystems by working more 
interactively. The software and methods used in the CSTI study can accomplish this goal; for example, the mir- 
ror model was constructed and analyzed through one "cycle" of the iterative process in less than one week. 
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F i r e  2. Control System Simulation 
The lunar telescope project of the CSTI study has much more work to be done in the future. The foremost 
task is to develop a more detailed structure. The secondary and tertiary mirrors have to be added to the analytical 
model and a structure to support all three mirrors must be added. In addition, components such as baffles, optical 
instrumentation, and support for other subsystems such as power, communications, and command and data han- 
dling must be included. The results !?om this research will be useful in future activities because some knowledge 
of the displacement patterns was gained from the work completed during the summer program. Additional com- 
ponents of the telescope structure can be added as necessary and the analysis technique can be used to measure 
the effectiveness of the modifications. Actuator and sensor placement is perhaps the most crucial of the struc- 
tural issues that must be addressed; actuators produce heat sources, and sensors must be capable of measuring the 
minute distortions that are to be controlled. Finally, a method of evaluating the optical performance of the struc- 
ture, and hence the performance of the conbrol system, needs to be included in the simulations. A computer code 
created specifically for the evaluation of optical systems will be used to determine the telescope's optical aberra- 
tions due to mirror deformations, and it should be possible to couple the optical analysis to the control software 
such that an "instantaneous" evaluation of the telescope performance can be determined. 
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/ / / / Computational Cell 
h matrix 
. Figure I. Computational Cell and h Matrix 
The position vector of atom i, fi, is in the Cartesian basis 
The underiines denote vectors. figure 1 shows the molecular dynamics computational cell. The 
position vector of atom i can be written in terms of the a, b, and c vectors spanning the 
1 
computational cell edges as 
where q, 6 E [0, 11 for all a t m  in the computational cell. This representation is useful in 
ap lying penodic boundary conditions, where an atom leaving the computational cell on the 
rig r~ t is considered to reenter the cell on the left. Scaling, the change of basis from the Cartesian 
orthogonal unit vectors to the a, h, G basis is accomplished through 
and the reverse transformation through 
The h matrix defines the metric tensor G through 
and G modifies the dot product through 
Also, G defines the strain tensor through 
where hg is the h matrix for the reference state. 
Newton's equations of motion are, in the Cartesian basis, 
Integration of this set of coupled ordina differential equations, the molecular dynamics method, 
provides the position of each atom as a 7 unction of time. In the scaled basis, 
and an additional matrix equation tracks changes in the size and shape of the computational 
cell through 
- 
1 h = ~ [ ( x - P ) a  - h Z ] ,  [lo] 
where W is a pseudo-mass asigmd to each element of the h matrix, p is related to the internal 
stress tensor, P is applied pressure, S is related to applied stress, and s is the inverse of the 
transpose of h. 
2 
The fluctuation of two stress or strain tensor components is just their covariance 
where < > denotes a time averaged quantity. The usual formula for the mean, 
risks inaccuracy through cancebtion when the sum becomes large. A better formula, 
updates the average at each timestep k. 
2 The elastic constants of a material are the tensor components C i j ~ ,  the stiffnesses, or the 
components of the inverse tensor, Sijkl, the compliances. The relation 
provides values of the compliances from the fluctuations of the strain components, the reference 
state volume, and the temperahne. Stress fluctuations are related to the elastic constants by a 
similar formula. 
Calculation of elastic constants requires initializin a lattice of atoms, an h matrix defining the f computational cell boundaries, and the parameters efining the interatomic potentials, then 
numerically integrating the equations of motion for the atoms and the computational cell 
boundaries, calculating strains and dresses at each timestep, and updating at each timestep the 
average quantities required for calculation of fluctuations. 
Applications of interest to NASA include calculation of elastic constants near lattice defects 
such as dislocations and grain boundaries, and investigation of the effect of changes in elastic 
n 
J 
constants, caused by core ionization in XPS, on asymmetries in spectral peaks . 
4 
Enhancements of the DYNAMO FORTRAN code included addition of documentation, 
improved memory management and data flow, and enabling use of several interatomic 
potentials. 
Documentation included headers for each subroutine which document the parameters input 
to the routine, algorithms employed, and output. Numerous comments were added to the body 
of each routine as well. 
Improvements to memory management consisted of removing all common blocks, replacing 
them with dimension statements, thus eliminating many variables and arrays from the 
specification section of subroutines in which they were not referenced. Passing all parameters 
explicitly through argument lists clarified data flow. 
Enabling the use of all available interatomic potentials required inclusion of data structures 
for each type of potential. Setting an input variable selects the potential, obviating maintenance 
of a separate version of the code for each potential. 
1 Parinello and Rahman, Journal of Applied Ph sics, December 1981 
2 Ray, J.R., Computer Physics Repods (1 988r109-152 
3 Beamson, G., Clark, D.T., et al.. Journal of Electron Spectroscopy and Related 
Phenomena, Z (1 991) 79-90 
4 Daw, M.S., and Baskes M.I., Phys. Rev. Lett. 1285 (1 983) 
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m e  objective of this project was to amnine the corrosion 
resistance of 316L stainless steel in several urine pretreat 
solutions. Four solutions were examined - untreated urine (axltrol), 
urine pretreated with oxone (potassium peroxymnosulfate sulfate), 
urine pretreated with sodium hypochlorite (NaOC1) and urine pretreated 
with ozone (Oj ) . In accordance with current procedures, all solutions 
but the control were acidified to a pH of 2.5 using sulfuric acid - this 
sppeses the generation of m n i a  in the solutions and is intenled to 
limit microbial grmth. Welded and unwelded cmpons w e e  exposed to 
each solution. In addition, Titanium coupons (welded ard unwdded) were 
exposed to biologically active envhmmmtal control and life w r t  
system (ECLSS) water. Microbial a t t a m t  and biof ilm graJth 
monitored. Ozone was examined as a biocide/oxidizer/corrosim 
preventative (sirdtaneous addition) and as a remediation method (added 
one week after eqmsure). 
In an unrelated effort, HP 9-4-30 wupon~ were expsed to 
biologically active solutions. Corrosion rates for welded and unwelded 
samples were determined - results were correlated to the ongoing HP 
9-4-30 weldment stress corrosion s w .  
Microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) is ubiquitous - all 
alloy systems exhibit susoeptibility to microbiological attack. 
Stainless steels are not t h m c a l l y  resistant to corrosion - 
they resist corrosive attack in oxidizing solutions because they 
"pa~sivate~~. This is a kinetic phenmena, based on a critical Cr 
content in the alloy system and the developer& of a tightly adherent 
surface layer that forms a barrier to further corrosive attack. In many 
environments, including biologically active environments, these allays 
are subject to local breaMm of the of the passive layer and localized 
attack - pitting. 
A rnrmber of investigators have reported MKC of austenitic 
stainless steels. In sane cases investigators attrihte MIC to 
maamsapic features (suckback, undercut, excessive reinfomemrk) 
associated with the weld. Though these features can produce stagnant 
water conditions w h i c h  foster MIC, the mre critical association is 
between the microbe and microscopic metallurgical features. A "typicalw 
microbe is on the order of 2u long - undercut is typically 1 to 2mm 
deep, a weld cram 20rmn across. Thus, the undercut is typically 500 to 
1000 times the dimension of the microbe and the crck~n 10,000 times the 
dimension of the microbe! In human terms this is equivalent to a 
typical adult looking into a canyon 2,000 metem deep ard 18 Ian wide 
from its1 lip to choose a camping site - clearly there is interaction on 
a f h e r  scale. 
Metal oxidizing ard sulfate reducing bacteria have been reported 
to cause conmsion in stainless steels. Several investigators have 
reported MTC associated with welds in fabricated components. Even 
stainless steels containing molybdenum, which effectively resist -ice 
cormsion in sea water, have been found susceptible to MIC. ?he case of 
a stainless steel tank that was not ampletely drained after hydmtest 
has been reported - subsequent thrwugh wall (8m) pitting occurred in 
four weeks. Even high purity water systems are not hame. The  case of 
a stainless steel tank storing deminerdlized water that failed by stress 
corrosion crackby - initiating at pits m t h  bacterial -its - has 
been reported. 
The study of MIC is an inherently interdisciplinary en3eavor - 
involving microbiology, metallurgy and electm&emistry, Bmugh many 
have studied e r n r F r o m t s  that p m t e  MIC, catalogued materials that 
are subject to MIC, described lllethcds of detecting MIC and fanti 
tseatrnents to mitigate MIC problems - investigators have not yet 
qletely correlated MIC to m i c r o s t r u m  f~atures. Surfaces of any 
kind are attractive to bacteria in aqueous enviroments. Surfaces, 
particularly metal surfaces, concentrate organic molecules crucial to 
microbial develoyxnent. F'urthermore, metal surfaces are m y  
heWene0u.s. Regional differences (on all scales, froan dmic=ron to 
macroscopic) are so well defined that local anodes and cathcdes form and 
conmsion prcgresses on monolithic pieces of mterial, Surface 
condition, stress state, ~nicrostructure, chemistry and inclusion size 
and distribution affect local electmchemistry and MIC susceptibility. 
Fabrication proaedure can also change MIC sensitivity. The thermal wave 
associated with the passage of a welding arc dmrqes surface texture and 
produces local stress fields. More importantly, it alters the size, 
shape, amount and distribution of microstructural constituents in the 
fusion zone and the heat affected zone (HAZ). 
Discs (15mrn Diameter) of 316L stainless steel, in the as welded 
and as received conditions were degreased in trichloroethylene and 
washed with alcohol to remove surface films. Discs were used for 
polarization resistance studies in an EG&G Model 273 ptentiostat / 
galmostat. The program PDLCUR, as d f i e d  by Bnfon3, was used to 
est imate  Tafel constants and calculate corrosion rates: 
Icorr = BaBJ[2 . 3  (Ba+B,)%] (1) 
Samples were  exposed to raw urine as a control, and to urine with three 
different pretreatrents - each pretreabnat was acidified to a pH of 2.5 
using sulfuric acid, standard practice for the Vapor  Canpression 
Distillation (VCD) subsystem. Three different oxidants were studied - 
oxone, hypochlorite and ozone. Oxone and hypochlorite were added to the 
respective test cells to concentrations specified in VcD pretreaw 
protocols. Ozone was produced frum pure oxygen by W irradiation and 
was intmduced into the solution through a glass frit. Ihe ozone was 
supplied to the solution for a two day period and reached a peak 
concentration of 60pyxn. Solutions were continually stirred, corrosian 
rates were monitored over a three week period. 
After the corrosion tests, samples were mywed, fixed with 
formalin and dried in methanol and freon. Prior to examination by 
scanning electron microsoopy, samples were w t e d  with Au-W. 
Ti discs, a p s e d  to untreated and ozonated ECISS water, were fixed, 
dried and sputter-coated in a similar fashion. 'Ihe effectiveness of 
ozrme in rermving established biofilms was also studied. 
REmms AND D I s a E S I c m  
Figure 1 shows the results of corrosion testing. The corrosion 
rates fmnd in the control samples are nu& higher than any of the 
treated solutions. Corrosion rates in the treated solutians are lm, 
however, the corrosion rates of the as welded samples are five to ten 
times as great as their melded counterprts. High corrosion rates 
measured early in testing are indicative of the passintion of the 
stainless steel in an oxidizing environment. Figure 2a-d are SEM 
photcanicrqraphs of coupon surfaces. Figure 2a shaws the ozone treated 
sample, no biofilm or microbes are present, Figure 2b shas the 
partially mel ted region of the hypchlorite treated acplpon. Nute  the 
localization of microbes in the remelted grain baundaries. Figure 2c is 
an enlargement of this region. The &aoe of the weld region in the 
oxone treated sample, 2d, was covered w i t h  a more extensive biofilm that 
also showed localization at structural fea- produced by welding. 
All pretreatments limited the atta- of bacteria to the base metal 
surfaces. m e  nunber of colony formBng units per milliliter fcnmd in 
the various solutions ranges f m  10 /ml in the control solutions to 
near zero in the ozone. Oxone and h m o r i t e  have reduce the rmbr 
of microbes in solution by a fador of 10 , although figures 2a thmqh 
2d indicate they are less effective at the mtal surface. The 
localization of the microbial colonies - and the potential for localized 
corrosive attack at/near these colonies pose a particularly insidious 
problem for the ~a. system, even at low &mion rates. 
, Cocloslon Current (nA) Corrqs~on.Current (nA) 50- 
Time (days) 
Cxrusiin CuuentlnA) 
251. 1 
Fme (days) 
Time (days) Time (days) 
Figure 1. Corrosion rates measured over a three week period. a) 
control, b) ozone, c) hypochlorite, d) oxone. 
The results of the film m i a t i o n  study on T i  indicate that 
ozone is also capable of -ing established biofilms - wen after long 
Figure 2. SEM photdcrqraphs of the surfam of 316L coupons exposed 
t o  UPT fluid. a) ozone treated, b) hypochlorite, c) region b, higher 
xnagni f ication , d) oxone. 
aNcLusIONS 
The results of this investigation indicate that :  
- urine pretreatment diminishes the corrosion rate in 316L 
- the corrosion rates in welded samples are an order of magnitude 
greater than corresponding base metal samples 
- locdlized colonies of bacteria are associated with weld fusion zone 
and HAZ structures in all pretreaixients but ozone 
- localized corrosion could be damaging, even a t  luw wemll corrosion 
rates 
- ozone remved established biofilnzs on T i  surfaces 
I thank a l l  the people a t  the M&P lab, and the Corrosion, Failure 
Andlysis and Microbiology g r ~ p ~ p s  in particular - who make every t r i p  to 
MSFC enjoyable and fruitful. In particular I would like t o  thank Merlin 
Danford for his patient help and interest, Tim Huff for sharitq 
excitement and stealing coffee, Joe Montano for putting up with a 
paradox(c)s, Barry Moody, Mitch Mendrick, Larry Foreman, Win Buford, 
Cave Hpdsepeth, Carla Hooper, Pablo Torres, Liz Rogers and Don 
Obenhuber. Special thanks t o  Jim Coston, Wendell Deweese and Jim Holly 
who took the time t o  give me help whenever needed. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
The thermostructural response of carbon phenolic components in 
a solid rocket motor (SRM) is a complex process. It involves 
simultaneous heat and mass transfer along with chemical reactions 
in a multiphase system with time-dependent material properties and 
boundary conditions. 
In contract to metals, the fracture of fiber-reinforced 
composites is characterized by the initiation and progression of 
multiple failures of different modes such as matrix cracks, 
interfacial debonding, fiber breaks, and delamination- The 
investigation of thermostructural responses of SRM carbon phenolics 
is further complicated by different failure modes under static and 
dynamic load applications. 
Historically, there have been several types of post-firing 
anomalies found in the carbon phenolic composites of the Space 
Shuttle SRM nozzle. Three major failure modes which have been 
observed on SRM nozzles are pocketing (spallation), ply-lift, and 
wedge-out. In order to efficiently control these anomalous 
phenomena, an investigation of fracture mechanisms under NASA/MSFC 
RSRM (Redesigned Solid Rocket Motor) and SPIP (Solid Propulsion 
Integrity Program) programs have been conducted following each 
anomaly. 
This report reviews the current progress in understanding the 
effects of the thermostructural behavior of carbon phenolics on the 
failure mechanisms of the SRM nozzle. A literature search was 
conducted and a technical bibliography was developed to support 
consolidation and assimilation of learning from the RSRM and SPIP 
investigation efforts. Another important objective of this report 
is to present a knowledge-based design basis for carbon phenolics 
that combines the analyses of thennochemical decomposition, pore 
pressure stresses, and thermostructural properties, Possible areas 
of application of the knowledge-based design basis include critical 
material properties development, nozzle component design, and SRM 
materials control. 
11. LITERATURE SEARCH ON CARBON PHENOLICS FOR SRM NOZZLE 
A. Carbon Phenolics 
There are four groups of test data available for different SRM 
carbon phenolic materials: 
1) Avtex preshutdown rayon, before 1988 initial shutdown, 
2) Avtex postshutdown rayon, after 1988 initial shutdown, 
3) NARC (North American Rayon Corporation), rayon selected to 
develop an Avtex clone, and 
4) PAN (polyacrylonitrile), an alternative to rayon. 
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B. Anomalies on SRM nozzle 
Pocketing is referred to the tensile failure of fill fiber 
yarn in the resin pyrolysis zone. It is caused by the across-ply 
expansion of pyrolysis gases in a restrained environment. Another 
failure phenomenon, llply-liftlg, is considered to be caused by the 
across-ply tensile or interlaminar shear stresses, driven by 
across-ply thermal expansion, during resin volatilization or 
pyrolysis. "Wedge-outw is hypothesized as an interlaminar failure 
of the outer charred material as a result of the small interlaminar 
surface area at the corners of adjacent rings. 
C. Technical Reports 
Five groups of test report on thermal and mechanical 
properties of SRM carbon phenolics, as well as two failure 
mechanism related test programs are listed below. 
1. AVTEX PRESHUTDOWN/NTA: 1986 - 1989. 
2. AVTEX PRESHUTDOWN/SPIP/NIP: 1988 - 1991. 
3. AVTEX POSTSHUTDOWN: August 1990. 
4. NARC: 1990 - present. 
5. PAN: 1989 - present. 
6. Permeability: 1988 - present. 
7. Ply-lift: 1988 - present. 
In addition, research papers in the study of thermochemical 
expansion of polymer composites during matrix decomposition were 
also searched and reviewed. Science and engineering fundamentals 
of thermochemical response of polymer composites, simultaneously 
decomposing and thermal expanding during the rapid heating, were 
discussed in these papers. 
111. THERMOSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS PROPERTIES OF COMPOSITES 
A. Critical Material Properties 
The thermostructural response of carbon phenolics exposed to 
the severe SRM exhaust environment have been obsenred to occur in 
three distinct temperature regions. Thus, the critical material 
property parameters needed for thermostructural analysis of SRM 
carbon phenolics have to be related to the phase changes occurring 
in these temperature regions. The evaluation and qualification 
efforts of carbon phenolics have been aimed at correlating these 
thermostructural properties with the failure modes observed in 
flight and static rocket motors. 
Pocketing is induced by excess fiber tensile strains and 
subsequent fracture of fiber. Therefore, fill tensile strength is 
a critical property. Ply-lift is referred to the inter-ply failure 
and subsequent lifting between plies. Wedge-out is associated with 
ply angle and adjacent ring interactions across bondlines. 
Therefore, across-ply coefficient of thermal expansion, across-ply 
tensile strength, and interlaminar shear strength are identified as 
the critical material properties for these two anomalies. 
B. R e s t r a i n e d  T h e r m a l  G r o w t h  (RTG) T e s t s  
To include the pore-pressure stress, which is generated by 
pyrolysis gases, into the analysis of stress-strain curves, a 
combined effect of temperature increase on internal gas pressure 
and thermal expansion of composites has to be considered in 
investigating the thermostructural response. The Restrained 
Thermal Growth test represents this type of test where stiffness, 
thermal expansion, thermal decomposition, and strength 
characteristics interact as functions of temperature and heating 
rate. By simulating the flight environment of a SRM nozzle, the 
effect of internal gases on the thermostructural response as well 
as the resistance to pocketing failure can be measured. 
In the restrained-strain environment, the internal gases will 
escape through the pores and microcracks of the material. Since 
the stress fields affect the extent of microcracking, stress fields 
also affect the permeability of gases, which in turn affects the 
stress fields via the variation of pore pressure. 
By correlating the lateral strain measured from a RTG test to 
the fill tensile stress-strain curves, after subtracting out the 
free thermal expansion, the fill tensile stress on fill fiber can 
be calculated. Assuming that the fiber yarn is a homogeneous 
material, the maximum transverse shear stress on the fiber can be 
estimated by an in-plane tensile stress (pulling the yarns) due to 
lateral strain and an across-ply compressive stress (crushing the 
yarns) due to compressive load. Therefore, from the lateral strain 
and compressive stress, the in-plane fiber failure stress and the 
temperature at which pocketing occurs can be determined. 
Other important material properties revealed from RTG tests 
are the first peak temperature (T,), stress at T,, saddle stress, 
second peak stress (the ultimate stress), and failure/explosive 
blowout temperature. 
Comparison between the RTG responses of several Avtex- 
Preshutdown specimens at 1°~/sec and 10°F/sec heating rates 
indicated that at the higher heating rate, the gases had less time 
to migrate to the free surface and the internal pressure increased 
faster. Consequently, the stresses at both peaks are much higher 
than those at lower heating rate. RTG responses of two PAN-based 
specimens, Amoco 23 and FM5834, are shown in Figures 1 and 2, 
respectively. In-plane permeability of Amoco 23 has been shown to 
be extremely low, lower than any other measured PAN-based material. 
The single high peak stress (>30 kpsi) of this RTG response 
revealed the effect of low permeability on RTG response. Visual 
inspection of the tested specimen indicated that the specimen 
failed by explosive blowout with both fill and warp yarn failures. 
On the contrary, the FM5834 RTG response shows a well-defined two 
peaks and low peak stresses. Another important feature of this 
PAN-based RTG response is that following the second peak, the 
stress declines gradually, indicating that, with a completely 
developed pathway for internal pyrolysis gases, the gases readily 
bled off to the free surface and the compressive stress decreased 
to zero without an explosive blowout. 
From RTG data, it is clear that carbon phenolic permeability 
and pyrolysis/volatilization gases are two important variables 
affecting the failure mechanism. Therefore, material permeability 
is considered as a critical variable which can be used to control 
the pocketing anomaly. 
V. SUIfMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Thermostructural responses and failure mechanisms of a series 
of carbon phenolics, including rayon- and PAN-based, have been 
investigated. The result indicated that there is a close 
relationship between these two materials behaviors. Three critical 
property parameters in the thermostructural responses of carbon 
phenolics in a RTG test have been reviewed. Possible explanation 
of the difference in RTG responses, based on the effect of gas 
permeability on the internal gas pressure, has been explored. It 
is recommended that more testing of these three critical 
properties, having a capability to elucidate their combined effects 
on controlling the failure mechanism, be conducted at different 
temperatures. It was founded from the test results of PAN based 
specimens that resin to fiber bonding plays an important role in 
determining the thermostructural properties of the composites. An 
investigation into its effect on gas permeability and failure 
mechanisms is recommended. 
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Semiconductor crystals such as Hgl-OxTe grown by unidirectional solidification 
Bridgrnann method have shown compositional segregations in both the axial and radial 
directions (Lehoczky et. al. 1980, 1981, 1983). Due to the wide separation between the 
liquidus and the solidus of its pseudobinary phase diagram (Lehoczky and Szofran 1981), 
there is a diffusion layer of higher HgTe content built up in the melt near the melt-solid 
interface which gives a solute concentration gradient in the axial direction. Because of the 
higher thermal conductivity in the melt than that in the crystal there is a thennal leakage through 
the fused silica crucible wall near the melt-solid interface. This gives a thermal gradient in the 
radial direction. Hart (1971), Thorpe, Hutt and Soulsby (1969) have shown that under such 
condition a fluid wiIl become convectively unstable as a result of different diffusivities of 
temperature and solute. It is quite important to understand the effects of this thennosolute 
convection on the compositional segregation in the unidirectionally solidified crystals. To reach 
this goal, we start with a simplified problem. We study the nature of fluid flows of a stratified 
solution in a cylindrical container with a radial temperature gradient. The cylindrical container 
wall is considered to be maintained at a higher temperature than that at the center of the 
solution and the solution in the lower gravitational direction has higher solute concentration 
which decrease linearly to a lower concentration and then remain constant to the top of the 
solution (see Fig. 1). The sample solution is taken to be salt water with its properties listed in 
table 1. 
Table 1. Material Properties for 3.5% salt water 
Mass diffusivity for salt water 
Thermal diffusivity 
Density of salt water 
Viscosity of salt water 
Kinematic viscosity 
Prandtl number 
Schmidt number 
Volume xpansion coefficient 
( thermal) 
Diameter of the cylinder 
Grashof number for temperature 
Under the Boussinesq approximation, the vector form of the governing equations for 
incompressible fluid flow of the system are: 
Momentum Conservation 
Continuity Equation 
Energy Conservation 
LV- 1 
Solute Conservation 
Where < is fluid flow velocity, T and C are the temperature and the solute concentration of the 
fluid, respectively, and UT and W are the diffusivity for temperature and solute, respectively. 
For axial symmetric boundary conditions, the governing equations in cylindrical 
coordinates are: 
aT a~ a~ d2T I a T a2T 
-+u-+OF= 
at ar az and 
The equations can be nondimensionalized by setting the temperature and solute 
concentration as 
T =To + AT* and C =Co + ACC*, and 
scaling the variables by a factor F; i. e V = F v*. Scaling length by R, velocity by 
m, time by w-, pressure by I)ghAm, temperature by AT and solute by AC. 
After the scaling and dropping all the *, the dimensionless equations become: 
a q  + m a2T '3 + -  
az2, and 
Where the thermal and solutal Grashof n u m b  respectively , GW, Grc are defined by: 
uz and uL . 
The Prandtl number, Pr, and Schmidt number, Sc, are defined by: 
S c = U ' ~  and PdW- 
These governing equations show that the flow characteristic are determined 
uniquely by Gv, Grc, Pr and Sc. These equations have been solved by the F'IDAP program 
developed by Fluid Dynamics International, Inc. Preliminary results reveal that any convection 
influences the solute field much more than it does the temperature field. Since the Prandtl and 
Schmidt numbers are properties of the particular fluid, the variations with Glrr and Grc were 
primarily studied. Figure 1 through 4 depict the computational domain and some of the results 
obtained. 
C ~ A C  
Fig1 . Problem set up 
Fig. 2. Concentration and temperature fields for 
Grr =0.04 and Grc/GW =1.0 
LV-3 
Fig. 3. Concentration and temperature fields for Fig. 4. Concentration and temperature 
fields for-. Gm =0.49 and GrdGv =1.0 GQ =0.49 and Grc/Gv =I000 
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The study of the carbon molecular species known as fullerenes represented by the 
molecules of Ca and C70 is at today's frontier of molecular physics and materials science. 
Research in this area was initiated by the astrophysical considerations of the nature of com- 
plex molecules of the interstellar environment and their probable formation in the outer atrno- 
spheres of highly evolved stars (Kroto et al. 1985). The ability to produce C6() and C70 in 
gram amounts is also the consequence of researchers having astrophysical intent (Kratschmer 
et al. 1990a). This has resulted in a technique for a gram amount production of fullerenes 
incorporating an elecmc carbon arc with inert gas atmospheres at reduced pressure 
(Kratschmer et al. 1990b, Haufler et al. 1990, Curl and Smalley 199 1). A high current electric 
are is struck between two carbon rods or a carbon rod and carbon plate in an inert gas such as 
helium at pressure of -100 torr. The material produced is vigorously convected upward from 
the arc and collected in a chimney for later solvent extraction of the fullerene component. 
Other techniques such as flames have also yielded fullerenes (Howard et al. 1991). 
While gram amounts of fullerenes are produced in arcs in inert atmospheres, the initial 
experiments involving laser ablation and yielding amounts detectable only by mass spectrom- 
etry (Kroto et al. 1985), provides insight into the role of the inert gas. In that experiment a 
pulse of helium applied after laser ablation, swept the vaporized carbon out into a vacuum 
chamber. This supersonic expansion cooled the vaporized carbon atoms condensing them into 
clusters including substantial fractions of Cm and C70. In the arc process a similar thing 
occurs except in a continuous fashion as carbon atoms move out from the arc region and into 
the inert gas atmosphere. However, the process is continuous and extensive convection 
occurs. Convective transport out of the arc region is a significant parameter in the process 
therefore it is of obvious interest to control it by carrying out the process under microgravity 
conditions, and determining the effect of doing so on fullerene production. As buoyancy- 
driven convection is governed by the Rayleigh number Ra = g ~ 3  reduction of gravity to 
suggests scale length changes of -10x. 
Since the electric arclinert gas atmosphere process for fullerene production is techni- 
cally simple, experimenting with it under reduced gravity offered by drop towers, aircraft tra- 
jectories, and space flight ought to be an easy task. These experiments would allow sampling 
of the material produced for fullerene assay afterwards, and study of the arc and plume during 
reduced gravity by imaging, interferometry, spectroscopy, and inserted probes. Because 
fullerene production is a rapid process compared to the duration of reduced gravity for aircraft 
trajectories and even that of a drop towers (Appendix B of NRA-91-OSSA-17), the develop- 
ment of technique and acquisition of usable data should by possible with those methods. 
Space flight offers an even more attractive environment. Indeed the integration of fullerene 
research with microgravity appears to as desirable situation one can ask for research into a 
new field. 
The activity of the summer focused on the design and construction of key components 
of a carbon arcbnert gas reactor for fullerene production, that is suitable for reduced gravity 
experiments onbord the KC-135 aircraft. The apparatus will be configured for both floor- 
mount and free-floating operation providing access to reduction to and of normal 
respectively. It is planned to incorporate "seat belt" resrraints that will allow a safe transition 
from reduced gravity free-float to full gravity, at the end of the parabolic. 
A spherical chamber housing two carbon rods will be the core of the reactor. The drive 
mechanism that will maintain a constant current arc through feedback has been constructed. 
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After initial laboratory measurements of the performance of a bread board version of the arc 
control system it will be configured for flight experiments. The chamber to be constructed at 
UAB this fall will be fitted with ports for view and sample extraction. The view ports will be 
used for a shadowgraph system will incorporate a diode laser with a CCD camcorder having 
an interference filter with a band pass at the laser wavelength. The filter will reject most of the 
light emitted by the arc allowing recording of the shadows induced by density variations in the 
plume. Because operations of an arc at reduced gravity will be a new experience, shadow- 
graph imaging will be interesting to say the least. Experiments at reduced gravity involving 
flames can provide some suggestions of what to expect, however, the energy densities of the 
arc and low pressures of -100 tom are quite different from those involved in flames. A laser 
interferometer could be constructed for follow on experiments in the second and third years, 
and for use in spaceflight. 
The extraction of samples for assay of fullerene production and its correlation with 
plume imagery and other parameters, will be accomplished by offset carousel rotation of cir- 
cular substrates over sample extraction port (Figure 1). This apparatus with stepping motor 
circuitry was completed prior to fabrication of the arc mechanism. The circular substrate 
materials will include silicon allowing FTIR transmission spectroscopy of the soot deposited 
from the plume (Kratschmer et al. 1990a). Substitution of quartz allows UV/VIS transmission 
spectroscopy and a reflective metal substrate makes possible reflection spectroscopy of the 
deposited plume soot over the entire UV-IR range. Because only a portion of the substrate will 
be over the extraction port, the sampling will be time-resolved. Raman spectroscopy, electron 
microscopy, and x-ray diffraction of the deposited material will be carried out. the -100 ton 
pressures involved allow rapid removal of coated substrates, replacement with fresh substrate 
surfaces, pump-down and gas replenishment permitting many "shots" per KC-135 flight. 
Extraction and concentration of fullerenes with solvents will be carried out after spectral and 
physical measurements have been made of the neat plume deposits. 
In addition to imagery and sample extractionfanalysis, determination of temperature 
gradients will be accomplished by placement of thermocouple smngs at various geomemes in 
the reactor chamber. The ability to correlate fullerene roduction with plume density images 8. and thermal gradients under reduced gravity (10-~-10- gee") and normal gravity will provide 
important information for assessing the role of convection in an arcfinert atmosphere reactor. 
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rotation 
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Si, Quanz, or mirror 
Sample extraction glued to shaft 
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- 
contmller 
Window (2) 
field of view 
Spherical reactor 
cavity 
(approx. 20 to 30 crn in diameter) 
Figure 1. Conceptual configuration (not to scale) of fullerene production reactor for 
reduced gravity operation. Power for the arc (25-100 amp) to be provided by aircraft 
supply 
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INTRODUCTION 
Plume emission spectroscopy (PES) can be applied to rocket engine testing by treating the engine 
plume as a preciselycontrolled laboratory flame for chemical analysis. Test stand or remotely-mounted 
telescopes can collect engine plume emissions and direct the light, via a grating spectrometer system, onto a 
linear array of silicon photodetectors. In a quantitative manner, light from many wavelengths of interest can 
be compared to identify elements, ratioed to recognize alloys, or monitored as a function of time to establish 
trends and the onset of sipiicant material erosion. 
The space shuttle main engine (SSME) became the subject of plume emission spectroscopy in 1986 
when researchers from NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Arnold Engineering Development 
Center (AEDC), and Rocketdyne went to the SSME test stands at the NASA-Stennis Space Center and at 
Rocketdyne's Santa Susana Field Laboratory to optically observe the plume. Since then, plume spectral 
aquisitions have recorded many nominal tests and the qualitative spectral features of the SSME plume are 
now well established. Siflcant discoveries made with both wide-band and narrow-band PES systems led 
MSFC to promote the Optical Plume Anomaly Detection (OPAD) program with a goal of instrumenting all 
SSME test stands with customized spectrometer systems. 
A prototype OPAD system is now installed on the SSME Technology Test Bed (ITB) at MSFC. The 
OPAD system instrumentation consists of a broad-band, optical multiple-channel analyzer (OMA) and a 
narrow-band device called a polychrometer. The OMA is a high-resolution (1.5-2.0 Angstroms) 
"super-spectrometer" covering the near-ultraviolet to near-infmed waveband (2800-7400 Angstroms), 
providing two scans per second. The polychrometer consists of sixteen narrow-band radiometers: fourteen 
monitoring discrete wavelengths of health and condition monitoring species and two dedicated to monitoring 
background emissions. All 16 channels are capable of providing 500 samples per second. To date, the 
prototype OPAD system has been used during 35 SSME firings on the 'TTB, collecting well over 200 
megabytes of plume spectral data. 
The plume spectral data analysis and database correlation efforts to determine how much of a specie 
(or element) is present and where it came from require the handling and processing of a massive database. 
The data analysis is an incredibly labor intensive task and not one to be performed by hand. In the case of 
engine monitoring for flight operations, which is the ultimate goal of the OPAD technology program, PES 
contributions to a condition monitoring system must be made in real-time or near real-time in addition to 
processing a large database. These OPAD system requirements dictate the need for fast, efficient data 
processing techniques. 
To address this need of the OPAD system, a study was conducted into how artificial neural networks 
could be used to assist in the analysis of plume spectral data. 
WHY NEURAL NETWORKS? 
The latest trend in artificial intelligence (Al) research is the resurrection of artificial neural networks 
(often simply called neural networks). Inspired by the working of the human brain and nelvous system, 
neural networks have recently offered breakthroughs in vision and speech processing technology. 
Additionally, the systems have contributed to the practice of operations research providing insight to 
decision-making methodology. Neural network research was originally conducted in the 1960's but the 
research became dormant for almost the next two decades, primarily due to the inability to train a multiple- 
layered network. This was overcome in the late 1980's and neural network research has started to flourish 
once again with many successes. 
A fundamental difference between the philosophies underlying conventional artificial intelligence 
techniques (such as expert systems or rule-based systems) and neural networks involves the emphasis on 
logical versus perceptive abilities. For example, A1 in the form of expert systems employs logic to drive its 
intelligence using rules and their logical combinations. Neural networks, on the other hand, are based on the 
ability to recognize patterns through experience, rather than the deduction or recollection of rules. In fact, 
neural networks can also be referred to as adaptive pattern recognition devices but, because of their flexibility 
and ability to generalize, their applicability typically extends well outside the established realm of pattern 
recognition. Since neural networks excel at tasks requiring the identification of relationships among large 
amounts of data, such as is the case with the OPAD data, they are a superior alternative to the conventional 
expert system approach. 
WHAT TYPE OF NEURAL NETWORK? 
All neural networks have some type of structure associated with them. In fact, much research has 
been conducted into the orientation of neuron layers, neuron interconnections, and the interconnection 
weights. Unfortunate1y, parameters such as the number of neurons, the interconnection schemes, and the 
network learning-rate strategy elude a priori assignment and require something of a "black art" to determine 
them. Thus most neural network research centers around finding these network parameters. 
Many neural network architectures exist. However, only a few are suited for analyzing OPAD data 
and these are discussed below. 
Traditional Neural Networks 
A traditional neural network is based on the concept of the adaptive linear element first studied in 
detail by Widrow and ~ n ~ e l l '  in the early 1960's. The network consists of simple, highly-interconnected 
processing elements called neurons. Each input signal to a processing element is amplified or dampened by 
a weighting factor associated with the path from the signal source to the processing element. The processing 
element collects all the weighted inputs and sums them to form a total weighted input. This weighted input 
is passed to an activation threshold function, typically the mathematical function called the sigmoid. If the 
weighted input exceeds a certain threshold, the neuron fires sending a signal along its output path to another 
processing element. 
Neural systems solve problems by adapting to the nature of the data they receive. This is done 
primarily through S U p e ~ ~ e d  training. In supervised training, a network is told whether its answer (output) 
to a given input is correct or, if incorrect, what the magnitude of the error is. If the network's answer is not 
correct, the network begins to adjust the weights along each and every signal path to reduce the error 
between the predicted output and the actual output. The most popular supervised training method is called 
backpropagation, which was initially described by werbos2 in 1974, and later by Rummelhart et al.3 in 1987. 
In short, backpropagation dictates how error at the output layer is fed backwards through the network, 
adjusting the path-weights along the way. Through repeated applications of a set of training data and 
subsequent backpropagation of error, the weights eventually converge to an optimal configuration which 
allows the neural network structure to identi@ patterns in any new data presented to it. (It is tacitly assumed 
that the new data lies within or near a domain spanned by the training data.) 
Probabilistic Neural Networks 
The structure of a probabilistic neural network (PNN) is similar to a traditional network built using a 
backpropagation training algorithm. The primary difference is that the sigmoidal activation function is 
replaced by a c l w  of functions which includes, in particular, the exponential. Probability is then used to 
select which function in the class is used to determine whether or not the neuron fires. Theoretically, this 
allows data patterns to be quickly imbedded in the network structure. It has been that 
training a PNN is several orders-of-magnitude faster than training a traditional backpropagation network of 
comparable size. 
f izzv Neural Networks 
In practice there exists a close relationship between neural networks and fuzzy logic systems since 
they both work with degrees of imprecision in a space that is not defined by sharp, deterministic boundaries. 
Fuzzy and neural technologies can be fked into a unified methodology known as fUzzy neural networks in 
which the conventional control parameters in the neuron and the connection weights are replaced by fuzzy 
regions6. 
A fuzzy neuron has an architecture that approximates the classical McCulloch-Pitts neuron7. The 
differences between a traditional neuron and a fuzzy neuron are evident when examining their respective 
control properties. In place of scalar weights, fuzzy neurons use fuzzy sets as strength mediators of input 
signals. When a signal is receive by a fuzzy neuron, it is summed along with all the other active input 
signals to generate a cumulative signal. This cumulative signal is than mapped to a fuzzy set region 
containing possible activation levels. Using a defwdication methodology, such as centroid or minimum 
entropy, the fuzzy region is collapsed to a scalar value representing the expected value of the fuzzy region 
under the signal conditions. A conventional fuzzy alphaat  threshold is used by the neuron to decide 
whether or not the cumulative signal strength lies above a minimal gain boundary. If it is, the output of the 
fuzzy neuron is roughly proportional to the fuzzy compatibility state, mapping the input signal strength to 
the topology of the fuzzy threshold space. If the cumulative signal strength is below the threshold, the output 
is zero. 
En t ro~v  Networks 
As has been repeatedly discussed, a multiple-layer artificial neural network structure is capable of 
recognizing patterns, or stated more formally, implementing arbitrary input-output mappings. Similarly, 
hierarchical classifier systems, more commonly known as decision trees, posses the capability to generate 
arbitrarily complex decision boundaries in an n-dimensional space. Exploiting this similarity, it is possible 
to restructure a given decision-tree as a multiple-layered neural network. This mapping of decision-trees 
into multiple-layered neural network structures can be used for the systematic design of a class of layered 
neural networks called entropy netsg which have far fewer interconnections than a traditional neural 
network. This means that the number of weights contained in the network is minimized while still 
maintaining the generalizability of the network. 
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE? 
The raw spectral data obtained by the OPAD system is voluminous, approaching seven megabytes 
per SSME test-firing. That is the primary difiiculty to be tackled by any A1 system which hopes to analyze 
(or help analyze) the data. Much hidden information is contained in each set of data. Patterns which exist 
may be functions of many variables such as time, engine age, or operating conditions. Also, there is an 
interplay between species data meaning that spectral signals must be looked at in unison rather that 
separately. This is a classic problem of complex pattern recognition for which neural networks are well 
suited. 
The task at hand is to identify what type of neural network architecture should be utilized to analyze 
OPAD data. Unfortunately, even with all the neural network research being conducted there are no reliable 
rules for selecting neural network architectures for a given problem. Network selection and design is still 
very much an art rather than a science. To that end, specific recommendations are put forth as how to select, 
design, and apply neural network technology to the OPAD system. 
Recommendation #1 
All of the network architectures discussed have advantages and disadvantages when considering 
them for use with the OPAD system. With no basis for eliminating any of the network types, what should be 
done is evaluate each type with a systematic approach. An investigation should be undertaken to first 
construct neural networks of the various architecture types discussed in this report and then train each one 
on a simpli,lied subset of OPAD (or OPAD-like) data to learn how network behavior and architecture 
interact. Items to be looked at should be ease of training, W size of the trained network, generalizability, 
and accuracy and speed of predictions. 
Recommendation #2 
Once each of the network types has been studied using a simplified set of data, they should be 
designed and trained using full sets of OPAD data. Again, each network will be evaluated on its ease of 
training, size, and generalizability. It is anticipated that at least one of the network architectures will prove 
to be superior but until they are all trained and exercised with real OPAD data it is unknown which one that 
will be. 
Recommendation #3 
Conduct a parallel research effort into developing new network architectures. It is conceivable that 
the neural network architectures discussed may not be entirely appropriate for the OPAD system. However, 
by combining some of the architectures it may be possible to develop a neural network which is, in essence, 
customized for OPAD data analysis. For example, it may be possible to combine fuzzy set theory with 
entropy nets to produce a network with an optimum number of nodes and the entropy net aspect will allow 
existing decision-tree structures from expert systems currently in use at Stennis Space Center to be converted 
into a neural network. 
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Introduction 
Modeling of chemistry in Computational Fluid Dynamics can be 
=he most time-consuming aspect of many applications. If the entire 
set of elementary reactions is to be solved, a set of stiff 
~rdinary differential equations must be integrated. Some of the 
reactions take place at very high rates, requiring short time 
steps, while others take place more slowly and make little progress 
in the short time step integration. 
Historically, the problem has been approached in several ways: 
1) Single Step - Instantaneous Reaction: While computationally 
simple, this technique will over-predict conversion since the 
equilibrium point will be surpassed. 
2) Total Equilibrium: This is the assumption used in ODE and TDE 
st MSFC. The assumption may be adequate in describing the overall 
erformance of an engine, but may fail to provide the detail 
required for the spatial resolution which CFD analysis is to 
~rovide. That is, the assumption may not be valid for the local 
conditions resulting from the CFD calculations. 
3 )  Reduced Mechanism - Finite Rate: The choice of the appropriate 
reduced set is difficult, since the local conditions are not 
constant throughout the CFD calculations. Since the importance of 
the elementary reactions may change within the computational space, 
=he global set chosen may not be appropriate for the local 
conditions. 
4 )  Partial Equilibrium - Finite Rate: A portion of the reactants 
are assumed to be in equilibrium, while the remainder are 
integrated in finite rate kinetics. This approach removes the very 
short time step calculations and allows integration of fewer 
equations at longer time steps. Since there is an interaction 
between the equilibrated and non-equilibrated species, an 
equilibrium calculation is performed at each time step. KIVA ( L o s  
Alamos) utilizes this approach. However, the proper choice of 
equilibrated and non-equilibrated reactions may change with the 
local conditions. 
The goal of this work is to develop a procedure to 
automatically obtain sets of finite rate equations, consistent with 
a partial equilibrium assumption, from an elementary set 
appropriate to local conditions. The sets can be applied to the 
appropriate regions within the CFD space where the total 
equilibrium assumption is inappropriate. 
A program was successfully run using the entire combustion 
chamber as a single cell in the summer of 1991. (Wikstrom, 1991) 
'Xhile the reduced reaction set should be adequate to predict the 
overall performance of the combustion chamber, the test of 
applicability requires variation within the combustion space. The 
conditions for the reduction were to be chosen from a CFD solution 
in which the local temperature and mixture ratio varied with the 
zombustion solution. In order to find such a solution, a two phase 
model of the combustion was used, and in order to demonstrate the 
value of the technique, hydrocarbon fuel, with its more complicated 
chemistry was selected. 
Coinciding with this work was a renewed interest in the F1 
engine as a "predeveloped1I low-cost engine. Since the F1 met the 
above criteria, it was chosen as the CFD test case. The remainder 
of the period spent at MSFC was spent in producing a two phase CFD 
solution to the F1. Cells are to be chosen as input to the 
reaction reduction scheme from the solution. 
3. F1 Solution 
The physical parameters for the F1 were obtained from a recent 
review of the F1 testing. (Oefelelein and Yang, 1992) A two phase 
version(2.07) of Refleqs (CFDRC) was used. The code used allowed 
droplets to be introduced in up to 100 cells in the computational 
grid. 
The grid chosen was 110 by 30, with the densest portion in the 
combustion chamber. (See figure 1. ) 
Figure 1. Computational grid used for the F1 engine. 
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Since the variation in mixture ratio needed to be modeled for 
testing of the reaction reduction scheme, an approximation of the 
complicated injector element location (Figure 2.) was included in 
the input file. Since the LOX had a 20 degree impingement angle 
and the RP-1 had a 15 degree impingement angle, the droplets were 
introduced into cells 2 and 3 respectively. Also the variation in 
orifice are per ring was also modeled to a certain extent, although 
the grid was not dense enough for a one-to-one correspondence with 
the injector rings. The presence of the baffles was ignored. A 3D 
solution would be required to take the presence of the radial 
baffles into account. 
Figure 2. Injector configuration used in the CFD solution. (From 
Oefelein and Yang, 1992) 
The inclusion of the variation of mixture ratio resulted in 
variation within the solution necessary to test the reaction 
reduction scheme. (Figure 3) However the actual test of the 
reduction procedure has yet to be performed due to time 
constraints. 
Figure 3. Temperature predictions near the injector. 
4 .  Conclusions and Future Work 
A two-phase solution of the FL engine with equilibrium in the 
vapor phase was found which showed enough variation within the 
combustion field to expect reduced reaction sets produced with the 
scheme previously outlined (Wikstrom, 1991) to vary with the 
computational grid. 
The above conclusion has yet to be conf inned by implementation 
of the final CFD solution in the reaction reduction scheme. 
selection of representative cells with the predicted inlet 
conditions is the next step in furthering this work. 
A two-phase CFD code (Refleqs, CFDRC) can provide new insight 
as to the combustion within the F-1 engine. Better modeling of the 
impinging injectors should yield more meaningful results. 
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In t roduc t ion  
For the last two years an engineering team in thr  Program Dpvelapment office a t  biSFC has been 
doing design studies for the proposed Inner Magnetospheric Imager (IMI) mission. This team had a 
need for more information about the instruments that  this mission would carry so that they could get 
a better handle on instrument volume, mass, power, and telemetry needs as well as information t o  help 
asses the possible cost of such instruments and what technology development they would need. To get 
this information an extensive literature search was conducted as well as interviews with several members 
of the IMI science working group. The results of this heritage survey are summarized below. 
There was also a need t o  evaluate the orbits proposed for this mission from the stand point of their 
suitability for viewing the various magnetospheric features that are planned for this mission. This was 
accomplished by first, identifying the factors which need to be considered in selecting an orbit, second, 
translating these considerations into specific criteria, and third, evaluating the proposed orbits against 
these criteria. The specifics of these criteria and the results of the orbit analysis are contained in the 
last section of this report. 
Her i tage  S u m m a r i e s  fo r  the I M I  I n s t r u m e n t s  
FUV Auro ra l  Image r s  
Of all of the proposed IMI instruments the FUV auroral imager has the greatest amount of heritage. 
Instruments designed to image the aurora have been flown for over 20 years. They have been designed 
to operate from low altitude (500-1000 km) and high altitude (6000 km-3.5 Re), and to image the 
aurora a t  wavelengths from the vacuum ultraviolet through the near infrared. These instruments have 
flown a t  low altitude on a series of air force weather service satellites (DMSP) during the late sixties 
and seventies and on their air force descendents (HILAT and Polar Bear) during the eighties. A series 
of Japanese satellites (Exos A-Exos D) also carried FUV auroral tv cameras. The instruments with 
the closest applicable heritage to IMI are the V5 auroral imager flown on the Swedish Viking satellite 
in 1986 (Anger et al., 1987), the Scanning Auroral Imager (SAI) launched on Dynamics Explorer 1 in 
1981 (Frank et al., 1981), and the Ultraviolet Imager (UVI) scheduled for launch on the ISTP POLAR 
spacecraft in June of 1983 (Torr et aL, 1992). Of these last three UVI comes closest to  meeting the 
IMI requirements; its main drawback is that  its field of view (8' full cone) is too small to  meet the IMI 
requirement of 30' x 30'. 
Geocoronal  Image r s  
In the last 20 pears two instruments have been flown which had the capability t o  image the hydrogen 
geocorona. The first, in 1972, was a electronographic Schmidt f / l  system operated from the moon's 
surface by the Apollo 16 astronauts. The second was the SAI instrument carried on DE 1. In addition 
to its ability to image the aurora SAI also had the capacity to image the geocorona. Of these two 
instruments the SAI instrument is the closest to meeting the IMI requirements. In fact, a simplified 
version of SAI would probably be adequate to the task. 
He+  304 A Image r  
This instrument has no direct heritage; no He+ 304 A imagers have flown in the past. The signal 
that it would measure (solar 304 A light scattered by plasmaspheric He+ ions) has been detected by 
photometer and spectrometer instruments flown in the past so we know that  there is a signal to measure 
and what its intensity is. We also know from these previous measurements that this signal contains 
information on the structure of the plasmasphere. The question then is: Can an imaging instrument 
be built to take pictures of the plasmasphere given the intensity of the 304 A scattered sunlight coming 
from it? A compact telescope (ALEXIS) designed to do an  all sky survey in several soft x-ray bands 
(133 A, 171 A, 186 A) has many of the features needed for a Het imager (Bloch et al., 1990). To modify 
ALEXIS so that it could operate a t  304 A would require a redesigned multilayer mirror and transmission 
filter. Such modifications have been made and a He+ imager called WIDGET will fly this fall (Sept. 
1992) to test the instrument (Cotton et al., 1992). 
0+ 834 A Image r  
Like the 304 A imager, this instrument has no direct heritage. Furthermore, it is not clear that the 
834 A emission levels from O+ ions in the magnetosphere are large enough to be detected, especially since 
these emissions would often need to be seen against the dayside ionosphere which is a strong producer 
of 834 A emissions. The filtering system for this instrument would also need sufficient out of band 
rejection to eliminate the strong Lyman-a signal coming from the geocorona. A conceptual design for a 
self-filtering 834 A camera, which has in theory sufficient out of band rejection, was recently proposed 
by Zuktc et  al. (1991), but has not yet been tested. Some limited work has been done on fabricating 
and testing filters for this instrument, but the work is still in its early stages. Before IMI could fly a O+ 
imager a great deal of work needs to be done to demonstrate that a working 834 A imager can be built 
and that a strong enough signal exists t o  be detected above the background. 
E lec t ron  Prec ip i ta t ion  Image r  
Spacecraft instruments detected bremsstrahlung x-rays coming from the auroral ionosphere, in 
regions of energetic electron precipitation, as early as 1972. Since then a series of satellites have carried 
x-ray detectors whose data have furthered our knowledge about these emissions and permitted a limited 
amount of imaging, all from low altitude. For IMI, an x-ray auroral imager capable of simultaneously 
imaging the whole auroral oval from altitudes as high as  7 Re, has been proposed. No previous instrument 
with capabilities even close to these has been flown. An x-ray imager to  be carried on the ISTP POLAR 
spacecraft (called PIXIE-Polar Ionosphere X-ray Imaging Experiment) (Imhoj et  al., 1991) will attempt 
to do many of the things that are expected of the IMI electron precipitation imager. Several though, 
have expressed there doubts about how well it will work and if the x-ray fluxes will be high enough for 
it to  make useful measurements from the higher altitude portions of the POLAR orbit. Even if PIXIE 
works perfectly it will still fall short of meeting the IMI requirements of angular resolution and energy 
detection range for this instrument. Much work needs to been done to demonstrate an x-ray imaging 
instrument capable of meeting the IMI requirements. 
P r o t o n  A u r o r a  Image r  
The first detection of doppler shifted Lyman-a coming from precipitating protons (charge exchanged 
into precipitating hydrogen atoms) was made by a spectrometer flown on the S3-4 satellite in 1978 
(Ishimoto e l  al., 1989). No instrument however, has ever imaged these emissions so the proton auroral 
imager has no direct heritage. Such an instrument would need to spectrally separate Lyman-a emissions 
coming from the proton aurora and Lyman-a emissions coming from the geocorona. To do so would 
require good spectral resolution near 1216 A ( 5  1 A), which also gives the instrument the capability to 
determine the energy distribution of the precipitating protons as well. An instrument designed to do 
high spatial and spectral resolution (0.04 A) imaging of Jupiter. in order to study proton aurora there, 
was flown on a sounding rocket in 1991 (Harri3 el al., 1992). The imaging portion of this instrument 
was a telescope with a small field of view, appropriate for imaging a distant target. To adapt i t  to the 
task of imaging terrestrial proton aurora a t  close range would require a front end telescope with a wider 
field of view and good angular resolution. 
Neu t r a l  A t o m  Imagers  
The use of neutral atoms for imaging the magnetosphere involves a concept totally different from 
that used by the instruments discussed above. Here the medium of information are streams of neutral 
atoms originating from energetic ring current ions which have charge exchanged with hydrogen in the 
geocorona. The instrument must focus this stream onto an imaging surface capable of detecting it. The 
only direct heritage for this instrument was a charge particle detector (MEPI) which flew on the ISEE-1 
spacecraft. It was only realized some time after the initial measurements were made that the persistent 
fluxes seen when the spacecraft was outside the region containing the energetic ions were really neutral 
atoms that the detector was able to see. From this data a crude image of the ring current was made 
(Roelof, 1987). Since then much work has been done defining ENA camera concepts and testing the 
various components and processes needed for such a camera (McEntire and hfatchell, 1989). Much work 
remains to be done testing full engineering models to see if the techniques needed to reject ions, electrons 
and photons will work. An instrument with neutral atom imaging capability (SEPS) will be carried on 
the POLAR despun platform, and a dedicated ENA imager (ISENA) ail1 fly on the SAC-B satellite in 
1994. 
In addition to an instrument capable of imaging energetic neutral atoms (20-100 keV) as discussed 
above, IMI will carry a Low Energy Neutral Atom imager (LENA) for the - 1-50 keV energy range. 
This instrument is still in the early conceptual stage and a detailed candidate instrument design has yet 
to proposed (McComas et al., 1992). Work is currently underway t o  test the interaction of LENA with 
thin foils and crystalline surfaces. These processes may play important roles in the operation of any 
LENA camera. 
Magnetospher ic  Viewing Cons idera t ions  for IMI 
Since the primary aim of the IMI mission will be to  obtain global images of the inner magnetosphere 
and the aurora, viewing considerations should play a major role in the orbit selection process. By viewing 
considerations we refer t o  those factors which determine whether or not the particular magnetospheric 
feature can be seen from the spacecraft, what kind of quantitative information can be obtained from 
the given viewing location, what f lues  will be available a t  the viewing location, when other sources will 
interfere with viewing, etc. Listed here, in order of priority, are the image target regions along with 
the wavelengths or means of imaging. The means of imaging following each target are listed in order of 
feasibility and/or importance. 
1. Auroral zone (1304 A, 1356 A, LBH; Lyman-a; x-rays) 
2. Ring current and ion injection region (ENA; LENA; 0+-834 A) 
3. Plasmasphere (He+-304 A; 0+-834 A) 
4. Atomic hydrogen geocorona (Lyman-a) 
5. Inner plasma sheet (LENA; 0+-834 A) 
6. Polar cap low energy ions (5  40 eV) (0+-834 A; He+-304 A) 
7. Ionosphere (0+-834 A) 
Targets 1-3 are absolutely necessary to the success of the mission and are all of about equal importance. 
Target 4 is also important, a t  least for analysis of ENA images. Targets 5 and 6 are important from the 
perspective of understanding the magnetosphere but are of lower priority because of technical difficulties 
associated with their imaging. Target 7 is of low importance to the magnetospheric investigation role of 
the mission, but is something which could be easily seen if an 834 A camera flies on IMI. 
Because of the high priority for imaging the auroral zone, the ring current and the plasmasphere 
considerations affecting their imaging are also of high priority. These considerations are: 
1. An unobstructed view of the whole auroral oval. 
2. Dwell times a t  high altitude and latitude that  are comparable to auroral evolution time scales. 
3. Keeping the sun out of the field of view of those instruments which could see it (FUV, electron 
aurora imager, proton aurora imager). 
4. Whether magnetic local time versus radial distance, or latitude versus radial distance information 
is desired for the ring current and plasmasphere. 
5. The easy of understanding a ring current and plasmasphere images when viewed from outside 
versus the inside. 
6. Higher ENA and 304 A fluxes (by a factor of a t  least 2) are available when the ring current and 
plasmasphere are viewed from outside rather then inside. 
7. Orbital period compared to ring current and plasmasphere evolution time scales. 
Because of the easy of imaging the geocorona, no specific viewing considerations other than an  orbit 
with an apogee above 3 Re are needed. The plasma sheet, polar cap low energy ions, and the ionosphere 
require a viewing location a t  high altitude and low altitude. Because of the lower priority of these 
features this consideration was not added to the list used to analyze the following orbits. 
These viewing considerations were translated into the following specific criteria by which the 
candidate orbits (see table) were evaluated. 
1. The length of time per orbit when the spacecraft is within the auroral oval viewing region. 
2. The length of time per orbit when the angle between the spacecraft-sun line and the spacecraft- 
earth line is less than 20' and the spacecraft altitude is less than 2 Re. (These are times when auroral 
imaging would not be possible.) 
3. The length of time per orbit that the spacecraft is within the plasmasphere and ring current. 
4. The length of time per orbit that the spacecraft is within the three latitude bins of 0"-30°, 
30°-60°, and 60'-90'. 
Candidate Orb i t s  
Orbit Perinee b o ~ e e  i - %I 6 Launch Date Period(hrs) 
#1 4844 km 7 Re 90" 290' 0° 20 Sept. 15.179 
#2 4844 7 90" 335" 0 " 20 Sept. 15.179 
#3 1000 7 90" 270' 0 O 20 Sept. 13.795 
Each of these orbits have periods long enough to follow auroral substorms, plasmasphere depletions, 
and ring current injection events. They do not however, offer long enough continuous coverage to follow 
plasmasphere refilling and ring current decay. Orbit #1 provides the best auroral viewing over the two 
years of the mission, while orbit #3 allows the viewing of the ring current and plasmasphere from a 
variety of latitudes. The amount of time spent inside the plasmasphere and ring current is about the 
same for each orbit so that  this criteria does little to  discriminate between these orbits. Non of these 
orbits have times when criteria 2 is met. 
It turns out that the requirement for good auroral viewing is in conflict with low latitude viewing. 
Therefore, if i t  is decided that having a variety of latitudes from which to  view the plasmasphere and 
ring current is less important than having good auroral viewing, orbit #1 would be most desirable. In 
this case it  would be possible to  chose an initial orbit so that  during a extended mission, beyond two 
years. low latitude coverage is provided. If i t  is decided that latitude coverage is as important as auroral 
viewing then orbit #2 might be an option. Viewing of several of the secondary targets (polar cap ions, 
inner plasma sheet, and ionosphere) all require long dwell times a t  low latitudes, which taken together 
might tip the balance in favor of an orbit like #3 which spends significant time a t  low latitudes. Of the 
three orbits, orbit #1 provides the most time over the life of the mission where the full auroral oval, ring 
current and plasmasphere can be imaged simultaneously. 
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Introduction. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) programs are customarily used to com- 
pute details of a flow field, such as velocity fields or species concentrations. Generally they are not 
used to determine the resulting conditions at a solid boundary such as wall shear stress or heat flux. 
However, determination of this information should be within the capability of a CFD code, as the 
code supposedly contains appropriate models for these wall conditions. Before such predictions from 
CFD analyses can be accepted, the credibility of the CFD codes upon which they are based must 
be established. 
This report details the progress made in contructing a CFD model to predict the heat transfer 
to the wall in a film cooled rocket nozzle. Specifically, the objective of this work is to use the NASA 
code FDNS to predict the heat transfer which will occur during the upcoming hot-firing of the Pratt 
& Whitney 40K subscale nozzle (1Q93). Toward this end, an M = 3 wall jet is considered, and the 
resulting heat transfer to the wall is computed. These values are compared against experimental 
data available in Reference [I]. Also, FDNS's ability to compute heat flux in a reacting flow will 
be determined by comparing the code's predictions against calorimeter data from the hot firing of a 
40K combustor. The process of modeling the flow of cornbusting gases through the Pratt & Whitney 
40K subscale combustor and nozzle is outlined. 
What follows in this report is a brief description of the FDNS code, with special emphasis on how 
it handles solid wall boundary conditions. The test cases and some FDNS solution are presented 
next, along with comparison to experimental data. The process of modeling the flow through a 
chamber and a nozzle using the FDNS code will also be outlined. 
FDNS. The computer code name, FDNS, stands for Finite Difference Navier-Stokes. The 
code, written by SECA, Inc. in 1988 [2], was completely rewritten by ESI, Inc. in 1992. It is a 
pressure-based finite-difference solver. The code implements artificial viscosity in order to capture 
shocks in high-speed flows. It solves the continuity, u-, u-, ur-momentum, energy, k-E, and specie 
conservation equations. The k-E turbulence models available in the code are both the "standard" 
and "extended" versions. Chemistry capability is provided by finite-rate chemical reactions. 
Implementation of solid wall boundary conditions in FDNS is by use of wall functions. Wall 
functions are analytically motivated and empirically formulated relationships which are designed to 
enforce the neslip and no temperature jump boundary conditions in a turbulent flow. A previous 
investigtion [3] revealed that the earlier version of the code, FDNSSD, employed wall functions 
which grossly underestimated the heat flux to the wall in compressible flows. However, in the 
current formulation of the code, the wall function for the energy equation has a form 
where h, and hp are the enthalpies of the wall and the adjacent point away from the wall, respectively; 
u, and up are the velocities, 7, is the wall shear stress, and Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number, 
taken to be Prt = 0.90. 
Note that this wall function is similar to the Reynold's Analogy model proposed in Reference [3]. 
That function follows from the definition of the heat transfer coefficient for a compressible boundary 
layer (Shapiro [4], page 1100) 
qw = h(Taw - Tw) (2) 
where Taw is the adiabatic wall temperatun, and Tw is the actual wall temperature. If the adiabatic 
wall temperature (given by Shapiro [4], page 1099) is 
which defines the recovery factor, R. (R z 0.89 for air.) Then, with the Reynolds Analogy (as 
suggested by Shapiro ((41, page 1100), and verified experimentally by Holden ([5], Figure 12a), 
expressed as 
the heat transfer may be inferred based on the wall friction as 
Tw u& qw = - ( h ,  + R- - h,) u, 2 
where here h is the enthalpy, not  the heat transfer coefficient. Comparing Equation 1 with Equa- 
tion 6, and recognizing that Pr, is numerically equal to R, it can be seen that the expressions are 
substantially the same. 
The wall functions are implemented using a dimensionless distance y+. This distance is defined 
in terms of the resulting shear stress at the wall as y+ = y m / v .  The wall functions implemented 
in this version are claimed to be accurate over a range of 60 < y+ < 700. 
Test Cases. Two test cases are used in the present effort to gauge the usefulness of the FDNS 
code for predicting wall heat flux. The first is specific for an injected film, and the second is more 
appropriate for a reacting flow. 
The test case for film injection is a flow of Mach 6.4 air over a bank of Mach 3.0 Helium wall 
jets. The helium is injected parallel to the wall. The specific case being studied is "Run 45" from 
a set of data collected at Calspan and published by Michael Holden [I]. To model his wind tunnel 
condition, the wall was treated as two isothermal plates; the entry region (up to the wall jets) was 
taken as 550 R, and the second section (after the wall jets) was taken as 535 R. 
Computational meshes were generated using the GENIE++ program (developed by Mississippi 
State University) on RS/6000 workstations at  the University of Alabama. The meshes are coarse, 
with 121 nodes in the lengthwise direction (2-direction) covering a distance of 4.333 feet, and 41 
nodes in the cross-stream direction (y-direction) over a range of 0.5 feet. The mesh in the y-direction 
was graded using a hyperbolic tangent stretching scheme. Several meshes were used with differing 
distances to the first node away from the wall ('yp') which resulted in different values of y+. 
The results from the executions with three different grids are shown in Figure 1 along with 
Holden's experimental data. The wide variation in results with different grids is evident. The 
serious disagreement between computed results and the experimental data led to discussions with 
MSFC personnel in ED32 and ultimately with the author of the code Y. S. Chen of ESI, Inc. This 
prompted Dr. Chen to examine the code, and he determined that there was in fact a bug in the 
code. The version used up to that point was taken from the Convex computer in ED32 known 
as tyrellmfc.nasa.gov on June 6, 1992, from the directory /u/te/ychen/fdnsy. Dr. Chen issued a 
corrected version of the code on August 3, 1992 from the EADS system. 
Preliminary results from the most recent version of the code are shown in Figure 2. Note that 
agreement over the larger portion of the entrance plate is generally good. However, questions remain 
about the leading edge results ( -30 < z < -28 ) and in the slot region ( 0 < z < 16). It is believed 
that the discrepancy in the slot region is due to improper gridding ( y+ < 60 ) and this problem is 
still being worked. 
The second test case, involving a combusting flow through a chamber, is based on experimental 
data gathered in September 1990 on a Pratt & Whitney 40K chamber [6]. Incidentally, the chamber 
used in that sequence of tests is the same as  the one which will be used on the subscale nozzle firing 
1Q93. The test case chosen is designated 027C, and had a O/F ratio of 6.00 and a chamber pressure 
of 1775 lbj/in2. The data gathered during that test is shown in Figure 3. 
FDNS results for this test case are not yet available. However, the next section describes the 
modelling. procedure that is being used to analyze this flow. 
Modelling Combustor/Nozzle Flows. Ideally, the flow from the injector face to the nozzle 
exit should be modelled, including the effect of atomization and mixing of the liquid propellents. 
However, this degree of computational complexity is expensive, and the FDNS code does not have 
this ability. An alternative is to remove the injector face-plate from the model and instead of 
liquid propellent, "inject" the equivalent products of combustion. These products of combustion 
are obtained from the NASA ODE deck, which determines the products of combustion assuming 
equilibrium reactions at the specified chamber pressure. Also, the gas velocity is obtained from the 
ODE deck, which is based on isentropic flow through the chamberlthroat. 
From the ODE deck, the following results are obtained. The first column corresponds to the 
test conditions from September 1990 [6], while the second and third columns are the core and wall 
conditions corresponding to the planned firing of the 40K nozzle in 1Q93. 
In the analysis of the combined chamber and nozzle, the chamber will be analyzed separately 
from the nozzle. This is because the gross details only are required in the chamber, but more detail, 
including modelling of the film injection region, are required for the nozzle. The table conditions 
are used as inlet conditions to the chamber. The resulting exit conditions from the chamber section 
will be used in a more detailed analysis of the nozzle. 
Conclusions. The following conclusions can be drawn from this investigation: 
FDNS code from June 1992 contained defects which rendered it useless for modeling thermal 
effects near solid boundaries. 
The most recent FDNS shows promise for predicting q, for high speed boundary layer flows. 
The most recent FDNS still must be proven for predicting q, for film injections. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Structural components in flight vehicles is often inherited 
flaws, such as microcracks, voids, holes, and delamination. 
These defects will degrade structures the same as that due to 
damages in service, such as impact, corrosion, and erosion. It 
is very important to know how a structural component can be 
useful and survive after.these flaws and damages. 
To understand the behavior and limitation of these 
structural components researchers usually do experimental tests 
or theoretical analyses on structures with simulated flaws. 
However, neither approach has been completely successful. As 
Durelli states that nSeldom does one method give a complete 
solution, with the most efficiency. (1) Examples of this 
principle is seen in photomechanics which additional strain-gage 
testing can only average stresses at locations of high 
concentration. On the other hand, theoretical analyses 
including numerical analyses are implemented with simplified 
assumptions which may- not reflect actual boundary conditions, 
Hybrid-Numerical methods which combine photomechanics and 
numerical analysis have been used to correct this inefficiency 
since 1950,s. But its application is limited until 1970's when 
modern computer codes became available. In recent years, 
researchers(2-5) have enhanced the data obtained from 
photoelasticity, laser speckle, holography and moiref 
interferometry for input of finite element analysis on metals. 
Nevertheless, there is only few of literature being done on 
composite laminates, Therefore, this research is dedicated to 
this highly anisotropic materials, 
CLASSIC LAMINATE THEORY 
Composite laminate is made of a stack of laminae in which 
each lamina may be laid out in a different designated 
orientation to take advantage of the strength of fibers. It is 
relatively less understood compare to metal materials. The main 
differences between composites and metals include non-uniformity 
through thickness and anisotropic constitutive law. So that the 
stiffness matrix of a laminate element must be built from every 
lamina (layer) and assembled according to some basic assumption 
of elasticity. 
In each lamina its unidirectional reinforced fibers may be 
laid in a direction different from loading axes, structural 
axes. As it is known the mechanical properties are usually 
tested and given along or perpendicular to fiber orientation, 
material axes. Therefore, the stiffness of every lamina must be 
transformed into unified structural coordinates system for 
assembly. Consequently, its normal and shear stress-strain 
relation is coupled after the transformation. This special 
characteristic is not seen in isotropic materials. 
Once the stiffness of all laminae are calculated, the 
loading-deformation relation of a laminate element can be 
obtained. In which loading includes in-plane normal/shear forces 
and bendingltwist moments per unit length; deformation includes 
normal/shear strains at middle plane and bendingltwist 
curvatures. This provides the fundamental constitutive law of 
composite laminates for finite element analysis. 
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIB 
Finite element method which appreciates the speed and 
memory size of modern supercomputer becomes very powerful in 
stress analysis. It use admissible approximate displacement 
function to estimate strain field in an element. And then 
stresses field is calculated with the constitutive relation of 
materials. So the mechanical behavior of whole structure can be 
defined by minimizing the potential energy and expressed as 
follow: 
[K] {q) = IF) ........,.................. C 11 
where {q) is a column matrix of all nodal displacements and 
rotations; {F) is a column matrix of all input nodal forces and 
moments; and [K] is a square symmetric stiffness matrix which is 
assembled with the stiffness of all elements. 
Finite element method is very useful specially for 
structures with complex or singular boundary which can not be 
solved by analytical methods. Flaws in a composite laminate 
structure is an example of singular boundary. At those singular 
areas, stresses are highly concentrated and its displacements 
vary drastically. So that it requires much finer element to 
express the variation of stress and strain fields. 
DIGITAL IMAGE TECHNIQUE 
As it being stated early, displacement fields which can be 
measured accurately away from stress concentration areas, has 
been used as input data for finite element analysis to avoid the 
unknown and difficult boundary conditions in experiments or 
services, Displacement is measured by a digital image technique 
developed at the University of South Carolina(6-8). It is done 
by comparing two digitized images to determine the deformation 
between images. The system uses a standard video camera 
attached to a video digitizer. The digitizer transforms an 
image to a 512 x 512 set of numbers representing the image, 
Each number represents the intensity of light impinging on a 
small area of the camera sensor, which is referred to as a 
pixel. The value of each pixel ranges from 0 to 255 
representing from black, different shades of gray, to white 
respectively. Anyway, these values are then processed by a 
correlation code in a computer to obtain the deformation field. 
FAILURE ANALYSIS 
Failure is measured with failure criteria which depend on 
materials. Because composite materials is interested in this 
study, the failure modes and failing procedure of a laminate 
must be understood. And then a criterion can be chosen to 
predict the failure of composite laminates. As it is known 
that a lamina can be degraded and failed under following modes: 
(a) matrix failure with cracks; (b) fibers failure by being 
broken, buckled, or kinked as a group; (c) debonding between 
fiber and matrix; (d) delamination between layers, These 
failure modes interact and occur simultaneously as well as 
sequentially. 
With above understanding researchers have proposed some 
criteria to assess the failure of composite laminates. Among 
them, the Tsai-Wu Tensor Theory is mostly adopted for a polymer 
composite lamina. According to this theory a lamina will have 
initial crack and start to degrade if its stress state can not 
satisfy the following-inequality: 
It works nicely when delamination and buckling are not 
concerned. Since linear elasticity has been assumed the Strength 
Ratio (R), ratio of stresses at failure to the tested stresses, 
can be estimated by the following equation: 
This Strength Ratio can be interpreted as how many times of 
current loading the lamina would be started to degrade. If every 
laminae are degraded the loading level is referred as Last Ply 
Failure of laminates. In experiments acoustic events may be 
heard at this moment. 
EXAMPLES AND RESULTS 
Specimens of quasi-isotropic, 101451-45/90],, and cross-ply, 
[0,/90,],, laminates made of T3001F934 prepregs with 118 inch 
diameter central hole are tested with uniaxial tension. Images 
are taken during the tests for deformation evaluation, The area 
of images is about 0.77 inch long by 0.91 inch wide. Results of 
digital image correlation show that the values of displacement 
along boundary are staggering due to the inevitable error in the 
process. So that displacements along the boundary of this area 
are smoothed with the Least Square method before input in the 
finite element analysis. A computer code, ABAQUS, has been 
employed for this stress analysis(9). 
For quasi-isotropic laminates an eight nodes quadrilateral 
shell element is used. The edge of hole is divided into 128 
elements to catch the stress concentration. Stresses at 
concentrate locations is then used to estimate the loading level 
of first lamina failure and Last Ply Failure. The result 
predicts that the specimen is totally degraded and its fibers 
may start to break when loading reaches 980 pound. It agrees 
very well with the observation in the test while acoustic events 
has been clearly heard at about 950 pound level. For the cross- 
ply laminates a 20-nodes solid element is used to reflect the 
delamination between 0 and 90 degrees laminae which has been 
observed in the tests. This current work will be done soon in 
the future, and results will be shown in the next report. 
REMARX AND FUTURE WORK 
The preliminary results of Hybrid-Numerical Methods has 
demonstrated an excellent agreement with that in the 
experiments. It is found that the loading capacity predicted is 
about an half of the value estimated by a conventional analysis. 
Because this more realistic approach can enhance structural 
designs and has the potential to predict the capacity of 
structures with flaws and after initial damages. It should be 
studied further on the composite laminates with damages such as 
impact, delamination, corrosion and erosion. 
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